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Foreword

The Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) is a national
information system operated by the National Institute of Education
(NIE) of the U.S. Department of Educatioo. It provides ready access
to descriptions of exemplary programs, research and development
efforts, and related information useful in developing effective educational programs.
Through its network of specialized centers or cleanoghouses, each

of which is responsible for a particular educational area, ERIC
acquires, evaluates, abstracts, and indexes current significant information and lists this information in its'reference publications.
ERIC/RCS, the ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication Skills, disseminates educational information related to
research, instruction, and professional preparation at all levels and
in all institutions. The scope of interest of the Clearinghouse includes
relevant research reports, literature reviews, curriculum guides and
descriptions, conference papers, project or program reviews, and
other print materials related to reading, English, educational journalism, and speech communication.
The ERIC system has already made availablethrough the ERIC
Document Reproduction Systemmuch informative data. However,
if the findings of specific educational research are to be intelligible
to teachers and applicable to teaching, considerable amounts of data
must be reevaluated, focused, and translated into a different context.
Rather than resting at the point of making research reports readily
accessible, NIE has directed the clearinghouses to work with professional organizations in developing information analysis papers in
specific areas within the scope of the clearinghouses.
ERIC is pleased to cooperate with the National Conference on
Research in English in making Research on Written Composition: New
Directions for Teaching available.

Charles Suhor
Director, ERIC /RCS
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Preface

Seven years ago when Martha King and Doris Gunderson first saw
the need for a comprehensive review of research on composition,
interest in teaching and learning how to write had not yet reached
its present crescendo. Their foresight in encouraging the National
Conference on Research in English to sponsor George Hillocks's
analysis of studies completed since "The Braddock Report" now makes

this unusual survey available to decision-makers in curriculum, students of language development, researchers in reading comprehension,
and specialists in cognitive psychology at a time when concern with
process and product in composing envelops almost every discussion
of achieving excellence in English.

The impact of the National Writing Project, the New Hampshire
and Iowa Centers for Writing, the Bread Loaf Institute, and similar
projects elsewhere has raised the consciousness of a generation of
teachers concerning the importance of writing. A decade of empirical
studies has traced the interrelationships of reading and writing. The
influential international movement toward writing across the curriculum impacts all discussions with colleagues in other English-speaking countries. The proposed new National Center for the Study of
Writing will offer a locus for much of this activity. Yet all of these
efforts are dependent on a solid knowledge base.
George Hillocks provides such a base. Comprehensive and critical
reviews of research in particular areas of concern are seldom made
available during the peak periods of scholarly inquiry. In providing
his analysis for all of us at this time, George Hillocks assures us that
tomorrow's research will be informed by yesterday's efforts.

James R. Squire
for NCRE

xi

Introduction

Those who have worked closely with Research in Written Composition

(1963) will be struck by the changes in research on writing over the
last two decades as reported in this volume. The causes doubtless
are part of overall changes in school populations and educational aims,
but a few comparisons serve to establish some of the usefulness of
this book as a form of intellectual stocktaking. It is clearly time to
see where we have been and perhaps to chart a new course.
In a narrow operational sense, George Hillocks reports on studies
that have been prepared more carefully than those of the 1940s and
1950s. Possibly researchers have simply become more fastidious in
writing their reports, and possibly they have been more careful in
designing studies. Whatever the cause, the more recent studies are
persuasive simply because the researchers seem to take themselves
more seriously. The work stands up under examination.
The methods of the last two decades are also far more varied. In
the 1963 survey, error counts and comparative studies dominated the
book so much that without them there would have been no review.
Hillocks describes other elaborate procedures for systematically refining observations. He is as governed by empiricism as are the earlier
reviewers. However, the practices he describes lead in more directions
by many different routes.
Perhaps the most evident changes are based on reductions of the
number of instances examined and greater emphasis on close and
complicated examination of those instances. Of course, large com-

parative studies and error counts are still undertaken and are
described, but variations in case study methods require attention
because they are numerous and exciting. The hardware is occasionally

complicated, but more important is the fact that researchers are
willing to forego the safety of believing that errors are cancelled out

in the size of the sample. Without that statistical protection, they
are obliged to demonstrate other ways of controlling observer bias or
rejecting atypical examples. Hillocks thus devotes special attention

to the problems of studies based on small samples, helping new
researchers take advantage of pioneering work. He also contemplates
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methods for combining the bases of separate studies so that conclusions di awn from such observations can be made more believable.
Case studies, "thick description," and protocols are now part of our
working vocabulary, so we need critiques to help us set the agenda
for new scholarly work.
,
Another change implied in this survey is awareness of theoretical
or philosophical bases for the studies. A pervasive worry in 1963 was

that researchers had stumbled on problemssometimes by assignment, sometimes by local program needsand had simply worked
out research exercises. By contrast, in many of the newer studies,
researchers seem to be working from considered ideas of language,
discourse, epistemology, writing, education, and social responsibility.
One might even talk of their "world view" As a result Hillocks is

obliged to give more space to examining the assumptions of the
research, and his report is thus made richer.
I find these reviews rouse in me a sense of great optimism. Despite
the implications of my own work in testing, I do not think of myself
as an empiricist; my role with Braddock and Schoer was that of the
rhetorical theorist. The material we examined forced me into empiricism, and as an academic administrator I've had to examine issues
of appropri ate evidence and proof. As a sometime empiricist, then, I
see in Hillocks's close critical examination of new work suggestions
of what can be done and what is likely to be done. In 1963 I was not
sure I shared Braddock's hope that we are emerging from an age of

alchemy, and I still think of lore and other forms of experiential
knowledge as essential to our crafts; but Hillocks has demonstrated
here how much empirical studies have to offer, and he provides useful
counsel for those who wish to conduct such studies.
Richard Lloyd-Jones
Iowa City
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Author's Introduction

When Braddock, Lloyd-Jones, and Schoer published Research in Written Composition in 1963, I was in my sixth year of teaching and chair
of the Euclid Central Junior High English Department. My colleagues
and I had spent several years and many hours developing a curriculum
which emphasized developing higher-level skills in reading literature

and writing. At the same time the curriculum deemphasized formal
grammar study, relegating it to twelve weeks of instruction in structural grammar spread over three years of junior high. That dramatic
shift had brought us under attack for several years by teachers at the
high school our graduates attended. They demanded that we teach

nouns, verbs, prepositions, introductory verbal clauses, indirect
objects, retained obje6s, and all the other paraphernalia o:;.raditional

school grammar. The pressure was intense to give up what we
considered to be a progressive and highly effective program and to
return to the conventional junior high program of the time. When
the Braddock report reached me, I read it avidly to find what it said
about grammar and written composition. I fr_ttines the now-famous
statement in short order: "The teaching of formal grammar has a
negligible or, because it usually displaces some instruction and practice in actual composition, even a harmful effect on the improvement
of writing" (pp. 37-38). My colleagues and I rejoiced. While the study
of formal grammar might have value for its own sake, there was no
evidence that it improved writing. (The present report also supports

that conclusion.) Unfortunately, after I found what I wanted, I put
the book aside for many months. I finally returned to it and learned
a great deal from itabout the problems of judging quality of writing,
about research design, about needed research, and so forth. It was
indeed a valuable book for me.

Effects of the 1963 Report
When my assistants and I began to develop the bibliography for this
study in 1978, it became clear that Research in Written Composition
had been important for many others in the profession. In no time at
xv
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all (or so it seems writing five years later), we had compiled a
preliminary bibliography exceeding, in number at least, the 504 titles
listed in Research in Written Composition. Further, it became clear
that researchers had followed a number of suggestions by Braddock,
Lloyd-Jones, and Schoer for future research. For example, they posed

the question "What is involved in the act of writing?" (p. 53). The
first chapter of this review is devoted to studies focusing on that
question. Many other questions raised by Braddock, Lloyd-Jones, and

Schoer have been the foci of studies, and many of those questions
require continuing research.
In addition, the recommendations for research design have had
some influence. Braddock, Lloyd-Jones, and Schoer felt that few
studies were exemplary. "It is an unusual study," they wrote, "which
does not leave several important variables uncontrolled or undescribed" (p. 55). While many studies included in the bibliography of
this report suffer from similar flaws, there are also many studies
which are, I believe, exemplary and which contribute to our knowledge

of composition. Without these more carefully designed studies, the
meta-analysis conducted as part of this review would not have been
possible. Because we had access to more carefully designed research,
the essential task of this report is the synthesis of available research
findings, incorporating only brief outlines of individual studies for
illustration and explanation.
In 1963 Braddock and his colleagues wrote that "today's research

in composition, taken as a whole, may be compared to chemical
research as it emerged from the period of alchemy" (p. 5). I do not
know what the next step in the analogy to the development of
chemistry is (Lavoisier and the discovery of oxygen? the beginnings
of the periodic table?), but the analogy may be inappropriate today
anyway. We cannot expect to discover "laws" which guide practice.
But we may be able to predict the effects of certain practices with
some degree of accuracy. We have developed a number of instruments
and techniques which will continue to be refined but which are already
useful in research. We have a body of knowledge about the composing
process which suggests something about teaching and which raises
very interesting questions for further research. We have a good deal
of knowledge about classroom practices which can serve as a basis

for developing more effective programs and for developing new
hypotheses for exploration and testing. And all such knowledge,
tentative though some of it is, can contribute to theories of instruction
in composition which will be far stronger than the highly speculative
theories of the past.
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Not only have we begun to develop a research tradition, but
attempts to answer questions raised by Braddock, Lloyd-Jones, and
Schoer have led to new breadth and depth of interest in the teaching
of writing. Teachers have begun to move well beyond the narrow
range of teaching strategies discovered by Braddock and his colleagues. The National Writing Project, with its over 120 affiliates
around the country, has involved thousands of teachers in thinking
about writing and about how to teach it. Here we have a grassroots
movement of remarkable proportions and influence. The climate for
improving the/teaching of writing has never been better. In short,
although many problems remain, we haver reason for optimism. We
have the power to teach and to continue research well beyond the

fi

stage of alchemy.

Compilation of Bibliography

The bibliography for this report was begun in 1978 with an ERIC
search and searches through Studies in Education, Education Index,
the Annotated Index to the English Journal, and bibliographies published by Research in the Teaching of English, College Composition
and Communication, and the Center for Applied Linguistics. Also
included were reviews of research published in various journals and

a computer search of dissertation titles. The attempt was to be
exhaustive between the years 1963 and 1982. Items included in the
Braddock bibliography were not included here. However, a few items
published prior to 1963 but not in the Braddock study are included.
Items produced in 1981 and 1982 which did not make their way into
the ERIC system, Dissertation Abstracts International, or one of the
standard bibliographies until 1983 are probably not included.
These various searches amassed over 6,000 titles. At that point,
continuing with the review seemed an impossible task. Fortunately,
a grant from the Spencer Foundation allowed the continuation of the
project. Many of the references were accumulated, along with brief
abstracts which revealed the content and treatment of the pieces.

Abstracts of all dissertations were collected from Dissertation
Abstracts International. Other studies were examined to determine
content and treatment.

Abstracts were screened throughout the project to determine
whether the studies should be included in the report. For inclusion,
a piece had to deal with a data set concerned with some aspect of
written composition in a systematic way. However, research dealing
with spelling and vocabulary, initial teaching alphabet, or English as

.4*
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a second language was excluded. Research dealing only with oral
language and pieces which were essentially anecdotal, hortatory,
historical, curricular, or literary were also excluded. Research written
in languages other than English was not examined, with the exception
of Wesdorp's De Didactiek van Het Steffen (1982), a review, written
in Dutch, of selected research on written composition. Certain theoretical pieces clearly related to research concerns, for example, a
model of the composing process, were included. The bibliography,
then, is not limited to research, but it does not include the hundreds

of nonresearch articles which a more ambitious report might have
included.

The screening process reduced the available items by more than
half, to the approximately 2,000 pieces which the bibliography now
includes. Each of these pieces was read by at least one researcher
and abstracted. Although the large number of dissertations prohibited comprehensive examination of full text, all dissertation abstracts
were read, and the full texts of approximately 150 dissertations were
ordered, read, and abstracted. For the most part, these were dissertations the abstracts of which indicated they would be useful in

the meta-analysis discussed in Chapters 3 and 8. References to
dissertations in the text are to the DA or DAI entry, with a date
which may be different from that of the dissertation itself. All
dissertations which were read are asterisked in the bibliography.
Classification of Studies
At the beginning of the project, I developed a set of categories which
permitted the classification of most studies and a systematic approach
to the material available. Studies in the first major division were
concerned with various aspects of the composing process. Many of
these studies dealt with what might be called the "production pro-

cess," the observable behavior of writers as they compose One
subcategory of studies examined the revisions made by writers
working under various conditions. A second subcategory included
studies of writing apprehension, and so forth. A second major division
of studies was concerned with the writer's repertoire. Many of these

studies investigated syntactic patterns present in the writing of
various groups. Some were concerned with modes of discourse or
more precisely defined forms. A third major division consisted of
studies of particular pedagogical approaches. This division included
a large number of studies which, as it turned out, required many,
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xix

many hours to classify and analyze. In retrospect, those frustratingly
endless hours seem worth the expenditure of time and effort.
Other divisions in the initial outline included teacher preparation
and attitudes, writing in schools and in the outside world, methods
of assessment, and the development of writing abilities. Studies in

the last category were integrated with those in the repertoire or
process categories. A decision was made to ignore teacher preparation

studies and to deal with studies of school programs tangentially as
it seemed appropriate. Very few studies dealt with writing outside
school in business, for recreation, and so forth.
The following report includes several of the initial categories and
some refinements of them. Beginning with studies of the writing
process, in all their diversity, it proceeds to the writer's repertoire.
Chapter 3 introduces the meta-analysis of experimental treatments.
The following chapters then present narrative reviews of pedagogical
studies in mode of instruction and three other categories (grammar
and the manipulation of syntax, criteria, and invention). Chapter 8

presents the results of the meta-analysis of the pedagogical (or
treatment) studies.
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1 Research on the
Composing Process

The decade of the seventies brought a surge of interest in the
composing processes of writers. Following the recommendation of
Braddock, Lloyd-Jones, and Schoer (1963), researchers set out to
determine what is involved in the act of writing and of what such
skill consists. Many of the studies asked small samples of students
to think aloud while they composed. The resulting transcript was
then combined with an observational record of some kind. One group
of researchers, led by Donald Graves, situated themselves in classrooms to observe young children writing. Still another group conducted experiments with larger groups of writers to gain insight into
composing processes (e.g., Bridwell 1980b, Bereiter and Scardamalia
1982). What follows examines general studies of process, studies of
process in classrooms, and studies of planning, production factors,
revision, and writing apprehension. Summaries of the limitations and
key findings of the research on process conclude this chapter.
General Studies of Process
The early studies of process were concerned with the nature of such

variables as prewriting behavior, activity during pauses, rate of
writing, and what writers do when they stop. Emig (1971) attracted

significant attention with her case studies of eight twelfth-grade
students nominated by their English department chairs. Mischel
(1974) studied the processes of a single high school senior. Stallard
(1974) studied the processes of fifteen "good" student writers (those
fifteen who ranked highest in their senior class on the STEP Essay
Writing Test) and fifteen randomly selected students. Pianko (1979)
studied seventeen college freshmen, ten of whom had been placed in
remedial classes and seven of whom had been placed in "traditional"

classes. Perl (1979) studied five college students whose "writing
samples . . . qualified them as unskilled writers" (p. 318). Matsuhashi
(1981b) studied the pauses of four competent high school writers (three
seniors and one junior) chosen on the basis of teacher recommendation,

grades in English, and so forth. In nearly all cases, students were
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selected according to some standard and were asked for their
cooperation.
In general, these studies involved observation of the students while
writing in a situation devised by the researcher. Some of the research-

ers made use of audiotaping or videotaping (Emig, Perl, Pianko,
Matsuhashi) in addition to their personal observations. Some (Emig,
Perl, Mischel) asked that students "compose aloud." In all cases the
students reported to a special room or location in order to participate
in the research. In some, students wrote alone in the presence of an
observer. In the Pianko study, several students participating in the
research were present in the room while one was videotaped. Stallard
claims that students wrote individually in a special room but were
not aware of being observed. However, students were generally aware
of writing for a researcher in a special environment.
Prewriting

Several of the above-mentioned researchers define prewriting as the
period of time between the moment the assignment is received and

the time writing begins. Emig defines prewriting as "that part of
the composing process that extends from the time a writer begins to
perceive selectively certain features of his inner, and/or outer environment with a view to writing about themusually at the instigation

of a stimulusto the time when he first puts words or phrases on
paper elucidating that perception" (1971, p. 39). Presenting partial
data for one subject, Emig claims that "prewriting is a far longer
process in self-sponsored writing" (p. 92) than in school-sponsored
writing (i.e., writing assigned by teachers) and, further, that "reflex-

ive writing has a far longer prewriting period" (p. 91) than does
extensive writing.
Although Emig presents a relatively clear definition of prewriting,
it is difficult to interpret the application of the definition. Consider,
for example, the writing of Lynn, a student in one of Emig's studies.

For Lynn's first piece of writing, Emig states that the prewriting
period is three minutes, a time readily measured from stimulus to
writing. For the second piece, however, Lynn receives a stimulus two
weeks in advance of the session in which she will write. At that point,
she readily thinks of three possible subjects (p. 46). Two weeks later,
Lynn reveals that she had thought, that morning, of writing about a
"two-foot-high cut-out of Snoopy" (p. 129), the subject she did write

about. Emig does not indicate when the prewriting period begins
whether at the session in which the assignment was made, at whatever
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time Lynn first thought of Snoopy as a topic, or during the actual
writing session when Lynn talked about possible topics. A similar
problem exists in establishing the prewriting period for a poem
written by Lynn. When the assignment to write a short story or a
poem is given, Lynn immediately suggests writing on one of the
topics she had considered previously, and she does. But because she
does the writing at home, establishing the prewriting period precisely
is impossible. Further, when "Lynn describes the background to the

poem, she says -she first began thinking about the matter [her
relationship to a boy] in April, four months earlier." Emig concludes

that "the subject c the boy has had a chance to ripen, to deepen"
(p. 50). There is a sense in which all of Lynn's musings about her
problems with boys contribute to the poem she writes. It may be
that the composing process begins well before a stimulus to write is
given.

Other researchers define prewriting in terms very similar to
Emig's, but in most cases "the stimulus" or the assignment is
presented at the beginning of the session in which the students are
to write (as is the case with Emig's first assignment). Fianko (1979)
reports that the prewriting time for her subjects was even less than

that of Lynn's three minutes on her first piece (1.00 minute for
remedial writers and 1.64 minutes for those in traditional classes).
Stallard (1974) also found very brief prewriting times, but a much
longer one (4.18 minutes) for good writers than for the average group
(1.2 minutes). Perl (1979) studied five unskilled community college
writers in four writing sessions and one interview session. She found
that prewriting time over the first two sessions averaged only four
minutes. The significance of these brief prewriting times will be
examined later.

What happens in the prewriting period is more important than
the length of time involved. Emig shows that her subjects considered
various options for writing. For example, Lynn considered three or

four possibilities and chose the one which she regarded as more
manageable under the circumstances, thti., eliminating rather systematically those ideas which appeared too difficult to handle.
Emig claims that during the prewriting period "most of the ele-

ments that will appear in the piece are present" (p. 83). Indeed,
Lynn's comments on thinking about the Snoopy composition indicate
that most of the elements were present in the morning when she first
considered the possibility. The same may have been the case for her
poem.

Mischel (1974) indicates that the single subject, Clarence, in each
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session "took no more than two or three minutes in going over the
possibilities and deciding upon a subject. . . . Clarence seemed to
have a great store of small, manageable topics. It was not difficult
for Clarence to sift through and narrate his personal experiences,
and he easily wrote on such short subjects as 'learning to play the
guitar,' my first year of high school.' . . " (p. 305). While none of
these subjects is inherently "short," Clarence treated them briefly
and expediently in a single 45-minute session. Mischel makes no
comment about what elements Clarence had in mind before writing,
but the ease with which the student found a topic and began to write
suggests that he had most of the elements in mind as did Emig's
subjects.
Stallard's good writers (1974) spent an average of a bit over four
minutes in prewriting, while his randomly selected writers averapd
only a bit over one minute. Stallard apparently did not question
students about which elements were present in their minds when they
began writing. They were asked whether or not they had considet ed
form and purpose. None, he said, had considered form, but a majority

of both groups reported considering purpose Does such a response
suggest that major elements were present in tmlir thinking and that
those elements governed the forms which their compositions took, in
the way that the elements of an actual experience govern the form
that writing about it takes?
Pianko (1979) claims that her subjects used their 1.26 minutes of
prewriting time deciding whether to write on the assigned topic or
on one of their own choice, and also deciding on a particular incident
or focus and a general approach. She claims th-st some students also
"thought about a few ideas they might consider in the writing." But
she claims that "none had a complete conception of what they were
going to write when they began writing" (p. 9). Perhaps she same
could be said of Emig's subjects, but we cannot be sure what Pianko
means by "complete conception."
Perl (1979), who gives a clearer account of thinking du; :rig the

prewriting period, indicates that her subjects made use of three
different strategies: (1) "rephrasing the topic until a particular word
or idea connected with the student's experience," thus providing an
"event" before writing began; (2) "turning the large conceptual issue

in the topic (e.g., equality) into two manageable pieces for writing . . ."; and (3) "initiating a string of associations to a word in the
topic and then developing one or more of the associations during the
writing" (p. 328). Perl claims that "when students planned in any of

these ways, they began to write with an articulated sense of where
they wanted their discourse to go" (p. 328). She reports, however,
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that frequently students had no "secure sense of where they were
heading" after reading the topic. They began writing, often by
rephrasing the question in the topic which "seemed to enable them
to plan what ought to come next" (p. 330).
Most of the studies cited so far indicate that writers use very little
"prefiguring" (Emig's term) during the prewriting period. Despite
the emphasis in textbooks on note-taking and outlining, very few

student writers make use of those techniques. Emig's survey of
sixteen professional writers (1971) indicates that only four of them
developed elaborate outlines and those only for writing in the expository mode. The majority used a set of brief phrases or even single
words to indicate directionan informal outline only. Sixty percent
of eighty respondents to a questionnaire sent to technical writers by
McKee (1974) indicated that they used a similar kind of topic outline
made up of words and phrases. Another 30 percent used a combination

of sentences, words, and phrases. Only four writers used a formal
sentence outline.

These surveys suggest that most professionals do some kind of
informal outlining as "prefiguring." Most students in the various
studies cited so far do not. It may be that the conditions imposed by
the research lead to the writing of very P, hort pieces which can be
written without an outline of any kind, while professionals write
much longer pieces. For example, McKee told his respondents to
consider what they do in writing an essay of 300 words, a length
which may be more conducive to the use of an informal outline. A
number of the studies cited above ask' students to write about
personal experiences. Such experience.j have been so clearly

structured in the writers' minds that no outline was necessary.
Indeed, several studies found that their subjects had the major
elements of what was to be written in mind when they began writing.

Another possible reason for the dearth of outlining may be that
writing about personal experience shares characteristics with the
writing of poetry and fiction, for which Emig found very little evidence
of elaborate outlining among the professional poets and novelists she
queried. At any rate, the lack of prefiguring by students is difficult
to interpret. It may be dependent on length, familiarity of the subject,
mode of discourse, or some other factor. Further, evidence from other
studies (e.g., Flower and Hayes 1980b, 1981b) indicates that lack of
prefiguring does not necessarily reflect a lack of planning.
Rate of Composing

Some of the researchers report a steady, rapid rate of composing.
Pianko (1979) reports a rate of a bit over nine words per minute for
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both her remedial and traditional groups (p. 13). Stallard (1974)
reports just under nine words per minute for his "good writers" but
almost 13.5 words per minute for his randomly selected writers. That

comes to two typewritten pages an hour (500 words) for Pianko's
writers, a bit less for Stallard's good writers, and a whopping three
typewritten pages an hour for Stallard's randomly selected writers.
(By comparison, Hemingway is said to have set himself a daily goal
of about two typewritten pages.)
How can such rapid composing be explained? None of the research

ers indicate that the students were simply writing whatever random
phrases came to mind. All of the students apparently wrote connected,
intelligible discourse. The evidence suggests that these writers did
indeed begin with the major elements in mind or thought of them

soon after rephrasing the topic question in writing. Further, it
suggests that the writers also had some form in mind early in the
writing, if not during the prewriting period. They appeared to write
rapidly and generally to know when they had reached a conclusion.
No researchers report that their subjects wrote indefinitely, were

puzzled about where or when to stop, or wrote several different
endings. They all appeared to write steadily to what they regarded
as a stopping place.
Thus, although Stallard claims that when asked his subjects were
unanimous in stating they had not considered form or organization,
one suspects that form must have been a subconscious element in the

writingsometimes dictated by the content itself. For example, in
writing about an "experience observed," as in Pianko's topic, writers
selected "an experience," thereby automatically imposing time boundaries and conceiving a beginning, middle, and endcertainly aspects
of form in Aristotle's terms. That Stallard's subjects said they did
not think about form or organization does not mean that knowledge
of form did not somehow enter into their composing. Indeed, one is
tempted to surmise that knowledge of some combination of content
and form provides plans which are very important in allowing the
writer to spend so little time in prewriting and to write rapidly to a
definite, connected ending.

The lack of any detailed analysis of what the students actually
wrote in these studies makes speculation about the brief prewriting
times and rapid rate of composing difficult. It is possible that many
of the writers simply used what Bereiter and Scardamalia (1982) call
a "what next" strategy, writing one sentence, asking "What next?,"
and writing anotl.er. Without any overriding plan, the text might
resemble free association more than structured discourse. However,
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for Emig's students, that seems not to be the case. For example,
Lynn's writing, which is quoted in the text, is carefully structured.
Further, Emig's subjects who wrote what she calls the "Fifty Star
Theme" (the traditional five-paragraph essay) apparently did more
than simply write whatever came to mind.
The data from these various studies raise 4uestions about the idea
that writing is a process of discovery. (Graves and Murray 1980, for
example, hold the process view.) Some writers have suggested that a

writer never knows what will come out until it's on paper. What
precisely such an assertion means is probably worth examining. At
one extreme, does it mean that a writer has no notion of the content
or form the writing will take? Or, at the other extreme, does it mean
that the writer cannot predict the full graphemic representation of
what is to be written? Or does "discovery" lie somewhere in between?
The data in these studies suggest that most writers have a strong
conception of what they will write before they begin writing or shortly
after they rephrase the assigned topic. At the same time, it is clear
from Emig's discussion of students' writing process as well as from
Perl's careful analysis that writers do invent or "discover" the specific
details, words, syntactic structures, and perhaps some larger structures as they write. Perl (1979, p.331) states the case cogently:
Composing always involves some measure of both construction
and discovery. Writers construct their discourse inasmuch as they

begin with a sense of what they want to write. This sense, as it
remains impIcit, is not equivalent to the explicit form it gives
rise to. Thus, a process of constructing meaning is required. . . .
Constructing simultaneously affords discovery. Writers know
more fully what they mear only after having written it.

Observations of Process in Classrooms

Some of the most fascinating reading among studies of the writing
process comes from the work of Donald Graves and his colleagues,
who, under a grant from the National Institute of Education, set out
to observe the writing processes of sixteen youngsters in a single
rural-urban school in New Hampshire. Their observations took place
four days a week during two school years and involved two groups of
children. Eight children were followed from the beginning of the first
grade to the end of the second grade, and eight children were followed

from the beginning of the third grade to the end of the fourth.
Children were selected as being of low-, middle-, or high-level writing
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ability, though the criteria for selection do not appear in the final
report (Graves 19810. Researchers collected data by means of video
and audio recordings; direct observation; interviews which occurred
before, during, and after composing; and examination of manuscripts.
The researchers observed individual children directly by pulling up
a chair near a child, taking notes on what the child did, and asking
the child questions during the composing. When the children conferred with peers or the teacher about the writing, the researchers
were there making detailed notes of what occurred. These observations resulted in a rich mass of data, which has so far appeared in
the following: several narrative reports of Individual youngsters as
they write; a few articles which generalize across the sample, reporting data for the full sample; and several pages o; "findings" in the

NIE report. Unfortunately, the ftiJings have not yet been directly

and systematically tied to reports of the data, so that a reader
seriously interested in evaluating them must often assume that the
narrative reports of individuals are typical of the entire sample.
In the NIE report, Graves (19810 defines the writing process as
"a series of operations leading to the solution of a problem. The
process begins when the writer consciously or unconsciously starts
a topic and is finished when the written piece is published" (p. 4).
This definition seems useful in recognizing that certain aspects of
composing may take place well before writing begins and in providing
for the thinking that goes on as a prospettive writer first encounters,
contemplates, and evaluates experience. The process is further delin-

eated as involving "significant" subprocesses of "topic selection,
rehearsing, information access, spelling, handwriting, reading,
organizing, editing, and revising," which "ingredients" are "much
the same for six-year-olds as they are for more advanced ten-yearolds" (p. 5). Presumably, then, a writer may rehearse even prior to
topic selection. (Rehearsal is defined as "the conscious or unconscious

preparation writers make for what is to follow" [p. 51.) Indeed,
perhaps rehearsal instigates topic selection.
Graves examined the development of young writers along four
sequences: time and space, external to internal, egocentric to sociocentric, and explicit to implicit.
Time and Space

The first aspect of development, time and space, was examined as a
combinatica of three factors: the page, the process, and information.
Graves and his colleagues examined the behavior of young writers as
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they first approached the task of writing. These writers sequenced
letters on a page in a variety of ways: horizontally, vertically, in
"indiscriminate" ways, and even in "reverse" orders (p. 7). According
to Graves, as young writers begin to see the need for communicating
a message, they adopt more conventional left-to-right, top-to-bottom
sequences and become concerned with the cosmetic appearance of
their writing. The writers erase mistakes to preserve the appearance
and hesitate to add material because there is no place to put it without

marring the page. Later they learn that print is temporary, that
parts can be crossed out, and that new material can be added to a
draft which is in the process of changing. And, at least under the
tutelage of the instructors observed by the researchers, the children
come to view a "messy" paper in a positive wayas an indication of
constructive changes which have been made.
When children begin to write, the "parameters of the composing
are narrow and writing has a tenuous connection with preceding
events" (Graves 1981f, p. 7). The decision to write is often sponta-

neousa decision, perhaps, to write something very much like a
caption to accompany a picture. Six-year-old Toni, for example, draws
a picture of a flying owl and writes below it, "I LOVE SOPPROWL,"
and to the left of the picture, "AND I KISS hM" (Graves 1981b, p.

229). The composing is complete. As Graves points out, "process
resembles spontaneous play" (1981f, p. 7). Later, the process broadens
as children extend their rehearsals of what they might compose even
when not writing and when they begin to take a single piece through

several drafts, thus transcending "the constraints of the present
draft" (Graves 1981f, p. '7).
In beginning writing, the information presented is fragmentary,
often lacks context, and has tenuous logic. Children do not consider
alternative pieces -,;r information. Rather, they write what comes to
mind, secure that it has meaning for them. As they develop as writers,
children write lists of attributes, making several statements about a
subject. Early in the first grade, Sarah writes the following book: "I
like the sun. It feels good. The sun looks nice. It looks fun. I like the
fun. It feels good" (Sowers 1979, p. 831). The strategy here is a prime
example of what Bereiter and Scardamalia (1982) call the "what next"
strategy. The child concentrates on one piece of information at a time,

linking pieces in retrospect only. There is no planning ahead. As
children advance, they begin to write simple stories more frequently
(Sowers 1981). This form of writing demands more planning and

selectivity of information than an "attribute" list. At even more
advanced stages, talented writers confront the problem of selecting
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only those pieces of information which will advance the story (Calkins
1979 and 1981).

External to Internal
Graves and his colleagues say that when children begin to write much
of their activity is external. Many children draw as a way of rehearsing

what they will write and of inventing things to write. They often
speak aloud as they write, tell other children what they are writing,
about, and even tell the teacher what their stories say before the
teacher has a chance to read them. Nearly all first-graders speak
aloud as they write. The speaking aloud appears to have several
functions, including saying the message to hear what is to be written,

sounding out a word to check spelling, rereading what has been
written so that the next word can be added appropriately, making
procedural comments about what to do next, and explaining what is
going on to others. As children develop, they abandon speaking aloud
while writing but try to show the qualities of speech in their texts
by underlining, capitalizing, darkening words, and using some punctuation, particularly exclamation points (Graves 1981c).
Calkins, in her two studies of nine-year-old Andrea's revising (1979

and 1981), shows that as Andrea learns to revise, she writes out
several alternative leads for a story, then chooses one. She later uses
this strategy at points in the composition other than the lead. The
strategy allows her to externalize her ideas, gain some distance, and
choose. By the end of the year, however, Andrea no longer produces
several possibilities on paper in order to choose the best. Rather, she
appears to have internalized the process.
For most children the shift from external to internal is accompanied
by a shift in problem-solving focus from spelling and handwriting to
topic and information. As the processes become internalized, children

produce "less overt sound off the page," select information more
carefully so that it is less disjointed, and relate conversation with,
neighbors more closely to the task, e.g., "Do you think this is a good
lead ?" (Graves 1981f, p. 22).
Egocentric to Sociocentric

The third shift identified by Graves and his colleagues is that from
egocentric to sociocentric. Early writing of children closely resembles
play. Young writers write down what they want for themselves without
fear of mistakes or failures. As Graves (1981c, p. 179) puts it, "Egocentricity has its own protective cloak. . . . Children are quite pleased
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with their own competence and they experiment fearlessly with the
new medium given a small amount of encouragement." Although
Graves and his colleagues do not explore the ramifications of this
finding, it is very likely important to do so, particularly in light of
the findings of Benjamin S. Bloom and his colleagues at the University
of Chicago. Bloom studied the development of highly talented people

in a variety of fields (e.g., pianists, tennis players, mathematicians,
sculptors) who were regarded by colleagues as being at the top of
their respective fields. For most of these highly successful worldclass professionals, the earliest experiences with their chosen fields
were playful ones, without the stringent rules and practice schedules
they would eventually adopt. During this apparently crucial play
experience, they developed their first commitments to the activities
in which they would come to excel (Bloom and Sosniak 1981, and
Bloom 1984: personal communication). The same may be true for
writersthat positive play experiences in early attempts at writing
are important to developing high-level commitment to the task.
During their play experiences, children learn many things: how to
control their pencils or crayons, how to use the space on the paper,
how to separate words which flow together in speech, and eventually
the need to make their messages available to others. In the egocentric
beginning, children are confident that what they write, regardless
of its form, will be meaningful to others. If necessary, they can simply
explain the context and the intended meaning to the audience around

them. Calkins (1980a) gives the example of Annie, who writes the
sentence, "We kept on losing Hilary," as follows: WEN KAPTON
LOSING HELARE. Annie explains to the children around her as
she reads, "Hilary is only one year old, so that's why we kept on
losing her. We lost her under the table cloth" (p. 209). Eventually,
children discover that they themselves and their teachers cannot
decode their messages or that peers have many questions about what
they write. Such discoveries make their writing less playful. They
begin to see writing in a broader time-and-space framework. They
begin to see a need for their products to communicate beyond the
context of the immediate writing situation, in which they can explain
what the text does not convey. In Calkins's words, "Children no longer

write solely for themselves. Writing is no longer all-process, allpresent, all-personal. Children are concerned with product and with
audience" (1980a, p. 213). At the same time, adds Calkins, it is
necessary for children to maintain or rediscover the "playful roots"
of their writing so that they will be free to change what is written,
to add new material, and to expunge the inadequate.
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Explicit to Implicit
The fourth dimension of change identified by Graves and his colleagues

describes children as moving from a stage in which they make their
messages explicit in conversation to one in which the written message
conveys the full meaning. At first the writing is short, with essential
information and context missing. Letters and words are run together.
Context, information, and specific meanings are supplied through
drawing and talk. Gradually, the child's talking aloud to accompany

the writing diminishes. In the transition stage, however, children
exhibit a pattern of writing, holding a conversation, and continuing
to write, "suggestive of switching in conversation" (Graves 1981f, p.
22). During this transition stage, children include information non-

selectively, often regardless of its relevance to any desired effect.
This is a stage of over-telling, of including details just because they
are there though not relevant to the effect of the central narrative.

As the writing reaches the stage which the researchers call
"implicit," children choose information more selectively. Nine-yearold Andrea, the subject of Calkins's two studies (1979 and 1981),
struggles with the problem of transitions. The difficulty is in moving
from one event or scene to another without putting down all the steps

in between. She is quoted as saying, "It is hard to go from one
exciting part to another, without putting down all the stuff that comes

between them. I want to write with details, but to skip from one
important detail to another" (1981, p. 257). Andrea is clearly in the
third stage of development, in which she struggles with bringing
coherence to selectivity for an effect.
Concepts of Writing

In addition to examining the afore-mentioned sequences, the Graves

team has also begun an analysis of what Graves calls "concepts"
related to the writing process. The analysis categorizes the conceptual content of statements made by youngsters in commenting on
their own or others' writing. The twenty-eight categories of the
analysis include standard, process, information (plus three related
categories), experience, experience verification, audience (plus five
related categories), neatness, mechanics, drawing, feelings, motivation, action (plus two related categories), organization, topic, lan-

guage, and length (plus two related categories). The researchers
claim that six months of work went into defining the categories and
that "the stability of definitions was then checked on several interrater reliability assessments" (Graves 1981f, p. 14). Neither the
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methods of conducting these assessments nor their results are presented, however.
The "concepts" are defined as in the following examples: "Deletion
of information: The speaker refers to deleting information. Example:

`I didn't think it was that important and it was just a waste of ti.:
having it there' " (Rule 1981a, p. 422). "Fbelings: Speaker refers to

emotion in the writing or the experience behind the writing.
Examples: 'Now what I have to figure out is how with that same
feeling I could bring my father to the sofa.' Were you unhappy when
you didn't find your luggage?' " (Rule 1981a, p. 424). -"Tbpic: Speaker
refers to what the whole piece is about, defining message or intent
and reference to titles [sic]. Examples: 'This whole thing is about my
trip to Canada.' Is this about red squirrels?' " (Rule 1981a, p. 425).
That statements like those in the examples above are designated as
reflecting concepts is somewhat problematic. If a youngster says, "Is
this about red squirrels?," can we assume she is using the concept
of topic? Or if the child says, "This is my fifth draft" (Rule 1981a, p.
421), can we assume the child is using the concept of process? Needed
are a rigorous definition of the term concept, an explanation of how
each category is a concept, and an explanation of the sense in which
the classified statements reflect concepts.
Apparently, such work is under way. Currently available materials
present a "profile" of the topic concept. At level I, when asked what
a piece of writing is about, the child simply tells the entire story. At
level H, the child specifies the topic or title and then goes on to recite
the story. At level III, the child specifies the title, and may tell the
story, but indicates "the beginnings of options" in selecting information and uses the concept with one other writing concept. At level

IV, the child "selects the topic with other writing concepts." In
addition, there is evidence that the "topic evolves, twists and turns,
as the child is responsive to the dictates of the information" (Graves
1981f, p. 19). The elaboration of this and other concepts, along with
an analysis of their development, promises to be a very valuable part
of this research.
While the work of the New Hampshire team has considerable value,

it is not without problems. One of the most serious of these is the
tendency to advance explanations of cause and effect without considering alternatives. The kinds of research undertaken by Graves and
his colleagues preclude the use of the systematic controls necessary
to establish causation firmly. Observational case studies, of course,
permit the inference of causation, but because they tend t) be based
on single cases which may be idiosyncratic, such inferences should be
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advanced very cautiously. Throughout the research by Graves and his

colleagues, for example, changes in writing behavior tend to be
attributed to natural development. For example, in discussing four
types of revisers, Calkins (1980b) claims that "transition revisers"
(one of the types) "had developed higher standards for themselves"
(p. 339), the implication being that higher standards are developed
internally as the natural result of efforts to write. One result of such

inferences is that the researchers recommend that instruction be
largely reactive, allowing children to write when and what they wish,
with minimal intervention from the teacher. But the i. "...ence that
children developed higher standards for themselves and by themselves
may be wrong. Without controls for instructional variables, there is
no way to establish the causal relationship.
The two studies of Andrea (Calkins 1979 and 1981) illustrate this

problem clearly. When the case study begins in September of the
school year, Andrea is writing a book about a homesick Chinese girl

named Lin-Su, adding three to four hundred words per day at the
rate of 15.5 words per minute, a rate somewhat fa9ter than Stallard's
(1974) randomly chosen high school seniors. Although this seems an

amazing feat for a nine-year-old, we learn nothing of the Lin-Su
narrative except that it is picaresque. Calkins comments that "Andrea

had mastered the mechanics of writing and now it was as if there
were no challenges to be met or decisions to be made" (1981, p. 243).

She comments that "the subject predetermined the words.

. . .

Andrea's words were not only predetermined. They were final. She
did not revise. . . . Print was not revisable" (p. 244).
On October 3, Calkins says, the teacher interceded, asking the
children to "bring something to school which you know and care
about" and then setting up, interviews in which children asked each
other about what they had brought. Andrea, who had brought a bird's

nest, explains that she had wanted to fly and "so began to study
birds" (p. 245). Calkins reports that the teacher "hoped this time
Andrea's title and first lines (lead) would be focused and show a point
of view. But Andrea wrote 'The Bird's Nest,' and began a long winded

explanation of how she found the nest under a tree (with no birds
nearby), brought it to school, and remembered trying to fly when she
was younger. . . . " (p. 245). Andrea's teacher asks, "Is your story
really 'The Bird's Nest?' What's important about that nest?" (p. 245).

When Andrea tiles to erase the title, the teacher suggests crossing
it out, but Andrea gets a clean sheet and begins again, this time
eliminating the material about finding the nest. However, the teacher
draws a line under what Andrea has written and says, "See if you
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can say it differently" (p. 246). Andrea writes two more leads for a
total of three: (1) "Once when I was very little I got a hank to fly so
I tryed jumping of things and tryed to float up and across I tryed
and tryed til my father made me and my sister big cardboard butterfly
wings." (2) "I always wanted to fly, but whenever I tried, I always
fell Kaboom!" (3) "Kaboom! That hurt! Why can't I fly?" (p. 24;).

Andrea decides she likes the third one best, but says she doesn't
know why.

For the next five months, Andrea goes through a process of writing
out several leads before choosing a best one. She learns to apply the
same strategy to developing internal parts the composition. She
also learns to cross out words and to produce several drafts. At this
stage, Andrea writes more slowly. "She often averages only six to
eight words a minute and writes only one hundred words in a sitting"
(1979, pp. 575-576).
Calkins claims that over the five months the externalized process
of writing out several possibilities and choosing one became internalized. But she presents only slight and unsystematic evidence that
Andrea considered several alternative leads without writing them
out. By March, Andrea is writing 15.5 words a minute once again,

as in September (1981, p. 261). She produces leads such as the
following "with very little revision" (1981b, p. 259):
Washing Caspar
"Come on, Caspar," I firmly say. The dog squats down. I drag
her by the collar.

In March, Andrea is also quoted as saying, "It's easier for me to
start a piece of writing now I have a better idea for topics which will
work, and the leads come to me easily" (1981, p. 259).

These chanres from September to March are fascinating. Even
more interesting is the question of why they take place. The two
studies by Calkins imply that, with the exception of the teacher's
first three intercessions (telling Andrea to work on the Lin-Su story

at home, asking students to bring something to school they care
about, and asking Andrea to rewrite her lead for the story on learning
to fly), revision is self-learned. It follows also that learning revision

is a matter of learning strategies .i.)r developing alternatives and
making deliberate choices (see 1981, p. 258), and that making the
appropriate choice develops from some innate sense in the child. This
discussion of learning minimizes the role of the teacher. As Graves

states, "Until a child writes or speaks, it is difficult for a teacher to
know what to do because of the inherent idiosyncrasies or variabilities
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of each writer. . . ." Such variability "demands a waiting, responsive
type of teaching" (Graves 1981f, p. 29).

But the evidence available is open to other interpretations and
hypotheses. Early in September Andrea demonstrates her mastery

of the mechanics of writing. The evidence suggests that she is
precocious, cooperative, and eager to please. She clearly has worked

hard on her story of Lin-Su, producing words at a rapid rate for
several minutes a day over several days and on nineteen pages. Yet
when the teacher says, "I'd like you to work on your book at home,
and try some shorter pieces while you are at school" (Calkins 1979,
p. 571), Andrea meekly puts the book in her desk and smiles. One
can surmise that a clear message to Andrea is that her hard work
on this book has not won the teacher's approval. Later the teacher
makes it clear that Andrea's conventional introductions to her story
of trying to fly will not gain approval. The teacher hints that she
should throw the first introduction out because it is not "the story"
and asks her to write a second introduction in a different way. Andrea
writes two more and chooses the third as the best. The question is
by what criteria does Andrea decide the third is the best? She says
she doesn't know why. Is there a smile or a nod from the teacher
or from the omniscient observer? (The observer does, after all, ask

questions as her subjects write, perhaps providing "contentless
prompts," which Bereiter and Scardamalia (1982] have shown to affect

r output.) A bright, cooperative child like Andrea might very well
notice even minor cues.

At the early stages in October, Andrea's stories exhibit the conventional schema of stories examined by Stein and Glenn (1979) and
others. Her first lead for the piece on learning to fly introduces the

protagonist, tells the protagonist's goal (to fly), and relates two
attempts to do so. The second lead reiterates the goal and the attempt
and supplies a consequence. The third lead reiterates the consequence
elliptically ("Kaboom!") and moves to the final category of the story
schema, the reaction, which expresses the character's emotional and
cognitive responses to the consequence. On the basis of a number of
studies, Stein and Trabasso (1982) state that "under most conditions,

the story teller, listener, or reader constructs a representation of
events corresponding to the real-time order of occurrence rather than
to the narrative time sequence" (p. 221). Andrea's set of leads about

learning to fly follows the real-time order predicted by the story
schema. The same is true for the set of leads she produced for another

piece titled "My Dog's Heartworm Pill." Indeed, Calkins herself
comments that "each lead is deeper into the sequence of events in
Andrea's story" (1981, p. 250).
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When Andrea's teacher encourages her to write something other
than a conventional lead and when she approves that sonic thing, she
is enc "uraging Andrea to use a drastic inversion of a conventional
form. Andrea begins to use the plot that Horace and the neoclassicists
woulu have said begins in medias res, in the middle of things. The

conventional story schema does not serve to gain the teacher's
approval. And for several months Andrea has difficulty; her words
come slowly and are far fewer at a given sitting. Butby March her
writing speed is back to 15.5 words a minute. And she produces in
medias res leads which are, again, "written with very little revision."
Andrea appears to have learned a new form: one that begins in
the middle of things with a statement of an attempt, a consequence,

or a response. She has learned to work in the expoiition about
settings and goals later. This new form appears to supply the criteria
she needs to guide her quickly to leads which will meet the teacher's
approval. (Note that in March, the teacher does not draw a line and
ask Andrea to "say it differently.") Perhaps the new criteria are the
reason for Andrea's production of leads with very little revision. We
are told that in March she makes revisions internally. One wonders if
she considered alternatives internally in writing about Lin-Su back
in September. The research is silent about what attempts were made
to discover internal revisions in September.
Calkins's explanation of the change in Andrea's writing is that she
has learned to revise and to select the best alternatives through some

innate sense. An alternative explanation appears to be at least
plausible: (1) Andrea, through a process akin to trial and error and
teacher reinforcement, has learned a new form; (2) the new form

carries with it rules or criteria (to begin with an attempt, consequence, or response and tu work exposition about goals, setting,
and protagonist later) which gu2e Andrea's production of leads; and
(3) that knowledge eliminates the need to write out alternatives. If

this alternative hypothesis is correct, then we have a model of
learning and teaching considerably different from that proposed by
the New Hampshire project.

In the first place, the new hypothesis states that Andrea has
learned a new form, one which is rule-governed and one which she
learns to generate with as much ease as she had earlier generated
the conventional time-sequence form. This is considerably different
from generating a series of leads with no guiding principle or rules
and then choosing the test one on the basis of unknown criteria. In
the second place, the hypothesis .Aggesis that changes in writing
behavior do not simply come about because the child develops an inner
potential but that the inner potential develops as the child has positive
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and negative experiences with the environment. It suggests, further,
that instruction need not be mei ely reactive (Graves's "waiting,
responsive type of teaching"). Perhaps instruction can act-vely seek
to develop or promote experiences which will allow children to move
from one level of competency to higher ones. Indeed, we might ask if
direct teaching would have helped Andrea develop more quickly:

If the instructor knows the rules, or some rules, for generating a
stronger lead, as we do in this case, why not help the child becomeprivy to them? That is, why not develop materials or procedures tO

let children examine the difference between a normal temporal
sequence and an inverted, in medias res sequence? Why not ask them
to try beginning with an "attempt" or a "consequence," working in
information about setting, protagonist, and goals later? A child less

precocious than Andrea might very well become frustrated and
discouraged with groping about for several months trying to find the
kind of lead which might gain the teacher's approval.
While the case studies of Andrea, like other materials from the
New Hampshire project, are valuable in illustrating what children
can do as writers, their tendencies to generalize on the basis of single
cases and to ignore alternative explanations can easily lead to inadequate recommendations for instruction. Anyone concerned about
developing a theory of instruction is well advised to scrutinize such
materials carefully, discriminating vigorously between reported data
and interpretation.

Planning
Most of the studies cited above provide general information about
behavior prior to and during writing. Let us turn now to a group of
studies which focus on the nature of planning and its appearance in
the composing process.
The reports cited above indicate not only that writers appear to
have the major elements in mind when they begin writing, but that
some kind of generalized 21an may be important in allowing them to
write connected discourse efficiently. A number of researchers who
have focused on planning make this speculation explicit. Matsuhashi
(1981), for example, suggests that her writers are able to move
"confidently ahead to report an event" because they are "guided by

a years-long familiarity with a script for narratives of personal
experience." She finds, however, that when it comes to prose involving
argument and generalization, the case is different. "John's difficulties

with the structure of explanatory prose are only too apparent. It is
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possible that John lacks an internalized script for generalizing, a
script like that of a confident professional" (p. 129). Hayes and Flower
(1980) also suggest the presence, in long-term memory, of "generalized

writing plans, perhaps in the form of a story grammar . . . or a
formula such as the journalists' questions, 'who, what, where, when,

why?' " (p. 12). Such abstract forms or schemata appear to be
important in guiding discourse production. The writer who lacks them
may have considerable difficulty. (The nature of some of these schemata will be examined in the next chapter.)
Matsuhashi's thoughtfully designed and carefully executed study

of pause length during writing in three modes of discourse (1981)
provides considerable insight into planning during the writing process. Assuming that pauses indicate decision making or planning of
some kind, she sought to determine whether her subjects paused for
longer periods of time at certain critical syntactic and discourse
junctures. To determine this she videotaped the subjects as they
wrote, using two cameras, one focused on the subject and the second
suspended from the ceiling and focused on the writing pad. These
cameras generated a split-screen image along with the elapsing time
in minutes, seconds, and tenths of a second. The finished manuscripts
were segmented by T-units which were categorized by their level of
abstraction: superordinate, subordinate, and coordinate. (The average rater agreement across the three discourse types was 84 percent.)

T-units were coded as paragraph openers if the writer indented or
used a mark to indicate a new paragraph.
The most striking results were, first, that both generalizing and
persuading discourse types involved significantly greater mean pause
length than did reporting. These discourse types apparently involved

more complex decision making, or perhaps simply more decision
making. Second, pauses prior to T-units in generalizing (12.56 seconds) were greater than in persuading (10.87) and reporting (7.56).
Third, abstraction levels of T-units had a significant effect on pause
time. The mean pause length prior to superordinate T-units was
13.52 seconds, 10.87 prior to subordinate, and 8.54 prior to coordinate.

Further, superordinate T-units in generalizing were preceded by
greater mean pause lengths than in either persuading or reporting.
Fourth, writers paused significantly longer before T-units which
began paragraphs (15.10 seconds) than those which did not (9.00
seconds).

If planning or decision making is present during the course of
composing, we would expect more planning to be required in explanatory or argumentative discourse than in straightforward reporting.
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If so, the total pause time and the mean pause lengths preceding
T-units should be greater. They are. We would also expect the pause

lengths prior to more abstract statements to be greater. They are.
Similarly, if an indentation indicates some chunk of discourse (a
paragraph?), we would expect pause lengths which precede them to

be greater. They are. In short, sentences which govern what is to
follow (superordinate sentences and paragraph openers) require more
planning time than those which simply add detail or extend parallel
ideas.
Perhaps even more interesting, Matsuhashi produces evidence that
writers may plan sentences as abstract structures, completing specific
semantic constituents for some parts but designating only a general
role for other parts. While more long pauses appear prior to sentences,
they sometimes appear within sentencesoften after a function word
introducing a clause or phrase. In fact, "in the generalizing pieces . . .
the mean length of pauses following the function word was longer
than the mean for pauses before the function word" (p. 128). In other

words, writers apparently plan a sentence in semantic chunks, put
in the function word (e.g., because), and then plan the specific lexical
content of the clause or phrase to follow. This evidence, taken together,
suggests continuous movements from high-level planning to specific
word choices and back to more abstract levels.
Research on planning by Linda S. Flower and John R. Hayes shares

certain characteristics with the studies cited earlier in this chapter
but differs from most in a number of important ways. First, it focuses

on analysis of the writing processes of competent college student
writers. Second, it assigns topics which apparently typically involve
writing about fairly complex problems, given complex rhetorical situations: e.g., "Write about abortion pro and con for Catholic Weekly"
(Hayes and Flower 1979, p. 86). Compare such topics to Emig's (1971)
and Pianko's (1979) relatively open-ended assignments: e.g.,
"Describe a single incident which involves not more than three characters taken from an experience observed" (Pianko, p. 6). Pianko's
topic allows for narrative (an "incident"), although it was apparently

not intended to, or description of nearly any experience, real or
fictional.

Hayes and Flower's research also differs from that of others in its
treatment of the resulting protocols (descriptions of "the activities,
ordered in time, which a subject engages in while performing a task"
[Hayes a.id Flower 1980, p. 4]). Hayes and Flower segment their
protocols, define categories for analysis of the segments, present
results of that analysis, and report data on interratec.agreement.
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Although, at this writing, the analysis of only one protocol is available,

its presentation indicates that fairly rigorous procedures have been
used by Hayes and Flower in the analysis of their data. Presumably,
procedures for and results of subsequent analysis will be released.
The findings claimed by Hayes and Flower have to do primarily
with the strategies used by their subjects in what they identify as

three major processes of composing: planning, translating, and
reviewing. The planning process consists of three subprocesses:
generating, organizing, and goal setting. As Hayes and Flower see
it, "the function of the planning process is to take information from
the task environment and from long-term memory and to use it to
set goals and to establish a plan to guide production of a text that
will meet those goals" (1980, p. 12). The translating process produces

language, guided by the writer's memory. Reviewing consists of
reading and editing subprocesses. Its function is to improve the
quality of the text produced "by detecting and correcting weaknesses
in the text" and "by evaluating the extent to which the text accomplished the writer's goals" (p. 12).
The subprocess of generating involves searching long-term memory
for items of information relevant to the topic and the audience, that
is, to the task environment. Hayes and Flower assume that the process
begins with information presented in the task, that "each retrieved
item is used as the new memory probe," and that "items are retrieved
in associative chains" (p. 13). When writers in the Hayes and Flower
sample generated irrelevant or nonuseful items, they initiated new
memory probes after generating no more than three irrelevant items.
This behavior by competent writers is an interesting contrast to the

younger, not-so-competent writers studied by Graves and his colleagues and by Iereiter and Scardamalia. Younger writers not only
generated information only marginally relevant but appeared to have
used it. Learning to write efficiently may involve learning to identify
nonuseful items during the generating phase, to disrupt nonuseful
associative chains, and to initiate new probes. The problem, ofcourse,
lies in identifying irrelevant or nonuseful material appropriately. It is
possible that an apparently irrelevant associative chain, left to follow

its course, might eventually lead to valuable information or to a
compelling argument or metaphor. On the other hand, irrelevant
associative chains might extend the generating process to the point
that writing never takes place. An interesting problem for researchers
might involve the examination of criteria used by writers for ending
associative chains and how those criteria shift depending on the task,
the mode of writing, and so forth.
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In another article, Flower and Hayes (1981b) identify several types

of "plans" for generating ideas. Among these are procedural and
content-specific plans. When a writer decides to jot things down as
they occur or to make an outline, he or she has chosen a content-free
plan for generating ideas. "The chief advantage of these procedural
plans is that they provide a continuing structure for the composing
process," one to which the writer can return "when ideas stop flowing
or when writing takes an unproductive turn" (1981b, p. 43). Flower
and Hayes contend further that procedural plans "enable a writer to
establish priorities which keep her focused on high -level goals, such
as developing a broad set of ideas" (p. 43). However, they state, that
most idea-generating plans are "content-specific, acting on the infor-

mation immediately available to the writer" (p. 44). They identify
four such plans:

1. Pursuing an Interesting Feature involves beginning with a
word, idea, or event which is explored by turning to various
generating techniques "such as searching memory, drawing
inferences, reasoning from examples, or matching current
evidence to prior knowledge" (p. 44).
2. Thinking by Conflict involves finding contradictions, objections,
or questions about information available. The most frequent
example of Thinking by Conflict was the listing of pros and
cons which seemed "to offer writers a way to define their own
ideas, or what is true, by attacking what seems inadequate or
untrue" (p. 44).
3. Saying What I Really Mean is a plan used by writers "when
they want to abstract or reduce a complex body of information
to its essential features" (p. 44).

4. Finally, Finding a Focus is an idea-generating plan "which
writers rarely carried out successfully" (p. 45).
Flower and Hayes admit to problems in knowing "what focus
actually meant to the writers [they] studied," although "it seemed
to be equated at times with the fully articulated thesis statement"
which textbooks recommend be formulated before writing (p. 45).
Analysis of the protocols, however, indicates that writers in Hayes
and Flower's sample "typically don't start with a thesis or wellfocused body of ideas. Instead they start with a body of knowledge
and set of goals, and they create their focus by such complex actions

as drawing inferences, creating relationships, or abstracting large
bodies of knowledge down to what I really mean" (p. 45). The common
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failure to develop a focus appears to be associated with a belief that
a focus might be found by searching memory or a book. In such cases
writers short-circuit the processes or strategies which enable them
to create a focus.

Although the strategies by which writers "create" their focus
remain to be defined more clearly, these findings are important. As
Flower and Hayes point out, "creating a focus is one of the crucial
acts that can bridge the gap between generating ideas and turning
them into a paper" (1981b, p. 45). Traditional writing instruction has
!argcly ignored the strategies used to operate on a body of knowledge,
focusing instead on such matters as correctness, syntax, and form,
with little effect.
The second subprocess of planning is organc:ng. The function of
organizing is to select the most useful materials generated and to

organize them into a writing plan. Hayes and Flower claim that
organizing involves the use of five "elementary operators" (1980, p.
14). These include identifying a possible first or last topic, ordering
with respect to a previously noted topic, and identifying a category
in which "to classify a large number of topics generated separately
under the same heading" (p. 15). Why these "operators" are called

elementary is not altogether clear. If the decisions are not made
randomly and arbitrarily, we must assume that they are made in light
of some range of criteria for at least some writers. Even deciding to
place a topic first or last must involve the application of some criteria.
And unless a category is to be conceived whimsically, some criteria
must be involved to include some topics while excluding otherseven

if the category is not rigorously defined. If such criteria are used,
then the operators would appear to be relatively complex, rather than
elementary, and worthy of more detailed description and analysis.

Nonetheless, the presence of these operators in the processes of
competent writers is valuable information not available from other

studies of competent writers. Further research focusing on the
precise nature and use of these operators is likely to be quite valuable
not only for understanding the composing process but for instruction.
Hayes and Flower's third subprocess of planning is goal setting.
During the generating process, some of the materials retrieved are

not topics but "criteria by which to judge the text" (1980, p. 15).
Hayes and Flower do not examine the nature and extent of these
criteria in detail. However, they appear to be related to specialized
plans which Flower and Hayes call "forming for use" (1981b). Plans
in this category address the questioas of what to use and how to use
it. Such plans may include selecting information to be used, decisions
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about how to use it for particular effects, and even how to set it up
on the page.
The presence of criteria in the early stages of the writing process
(in generating, organizing, and goal setting) is significant. As will
be seen in the meta-analysis section of this review, students who have
been actively involved in the use of specific criteria and/or questions
to judge texts of their own or others write compositions of significantly

higher quality than those who have not. One wonders if criteria
present early in the process serve not simply to "judge the text" but
to guide its generation. We need studies of the criteria available to

writers of different ages and backgrounds for various modes of
discourse as well as studies of how those criteria function. Such
studies should have significant value.
Flower and Hayes (1981b) claim that the plans used for producing

a paper are of two major types: reader-based and product-based.
They discovered that while "this distinction was rarely clear-cut, . . .
writers did show a strong tendency to prefer either reader-based or
product-based plans" (p. 48). Writers who use reader-based plans
spend much time "considering who their audience is and developing
plans or strategies based on what the reader might assume, object
to, or need to know" (p. 48). Such planning is not completed after an
initial audience analysis but rather is a recurring concern such that
writers might generate a few sentences and evaluate them for the
effect they are likely to have on readers.
Flower and Hayes present a portion of a single protocol which they
claim shows, first, that the concern for the reader's response operates
"at a number of levels, governing not only the ideas and focus of the
paper, but decisions about word choice and the general impression
the prose creates"; and second, that "planning for a reader is an
intimate part of idea generation, one which leads the writer to go

back and explore the topic itself" (p. 49). In the fraction of the
protocol presented, we see a writer attempting to deal with his
predictions about objections his audience might have to this subject.
He generates two divergent plans for dealing with possible objec-

tionsplans which reflect quite different views of the subject and
which are likely to entail quite different presentations of the subject
matter. These findings have important ramifications for theories of
the composing process and for instruction. For example, does concern
for the reader actually "govern" the ideas and focus of a paper as well
as decisions about word choice and general impression? Or does it, in
conjunction with other concerns, simply influence those facets of
composing? Does it result in divergent plans for all writers or only
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some? What is its range of influence or governance across a sample
of writers? These and related questions should provide a rewarding
focus for further research.
Flower and Hayes designate product-based plans as a second major
type, "based on the features of the final written product" and occurring "when the composing process is governed by a concern for the
form of the finished product" (1981b, p. 49). Flower and Hayes claim
that when their subjects thought in terms of the final product and
attempted to produce parts of that product, "the result appeared to

interfere with the normal generating process that occurs during
writing" (p. 51). Some of their subjects believed they should generate

a manuscript in "a correctly ordered, closely reasoned manner, as
well as in well-formed and elaborately linked sentences." When they
could do this, they said their ideas were flowing. When they could
not, they "became frustrated, and frequently abandoned the results
of apparently fruitful but unstructured brainstorming. They appeared
not to recognize the potential value of what they had said" (p. 51).

According to Flower and Hayes, a product-based plan may tell a
writer to begin with an overview which integrates ideas and presents

a direction for the whole essay, a task "which is often extremely
difficult . . . at the beginning" (p. 51). The process of generating
information and relating and examining it appears to be disrupted
by focusing on form too early. The process is unlikely to be as
straightforward and direct as that implied by product-based plans.
"A writer's conclusions, his main ideas, even his focus, are often the
product of searching, trial and error, and inference. . . . The composing process of a typical writer appears to be erratic, jumping
from high-level plans down to fragments of a sentence destined for
the final draft, and up again to a series of inferences leading to the
creation of a new category or major issue" (p. 51).
Not only do writers move from high-level plans to specific sentences

and back up to high-level plans, but they usually entertain and keep
track of a variety of plans. They sometimes switch from one plan to
another and sometimes bring two plans together so that, for example,
the two may generate ideas and produce a paper. Sometimes, however,
plans come into conflict. This often happens when writers engage in

the normally erratic generation of ideas and suddenly confront the
rules for paper production, which demand a clearly stated, carefully
supported thesis, with ideas moving logically from one to another. In
this case, writers often find themselves befuddled, unable to proceed
further until they can resolve the conflict.
It is important to note that Flower and Hayes indicate that some
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writers appear to have no plans: "For some, writing is simply a
printout of the writer's mental state at the moment of composition"
(1981b, p. 49). In another article, Hayes and Flower discuss a writer
whom they call "Freewrite." "As he composed, Freewrite's top-level
plan appeared to be 'Write whatever comes to mind.' . . . His protocol
showed almost no discernable attention given to audience or purpose,
and the final product, as you might guess, read rather like a transcript
of free association, even though the writer considered it quite adequate" (1980, p. 46).
The Hayes and Flower model of composing (1980) includes two
major processes in addition to planning: translating and reviewing.
Translating, they say, involves retrieving some part of a plan, retrieving propositions (memory structures composed of concepts, relations,
and/or attributes, "perhaps complex networks or images, for which

the writer may or may not have names"), and expressing those
propositions in language (p. 15).
The function of reviewing is to improve the quality of the written

text. It consists of two subprocesses: reading and editing. The
purpose of editing is "to detect and correct violations in writing
conventions and inaccuracies of meaning and to evaluate materials
with respect to the writing goals" (Hayes and Flower 1980, p. 16).
Such a statement implies the writer's possession of criteria by which
to make appropriate evaluations, although Hayes and Flower do not
examine them in detail. While the editing process appears simple, it
probably is not. Sometimes it must invoke the whole composing
process recursively, as when a writer (1) discovers a gap that may
lead to a reader's failure to comprehend, (2) generates ideas, and (3)
composes whatever is needed to fill the gap. Hayes and Flower assume

that editing is "triggered automatically . . . and that it will interrupt
any other ongoing process" (p. 18). Although editing is called a
subprocess of reviewing, Hayes and Flower "distinguish between
reviewing and editing as two distinct modes of behavior" (p. 18). That

is, while editing is triggered automatically, the writer decides to
devote a period of time to systematic review and improvement of the
text.
Hayes and Flower test this model (consisting of the three major
processes of planning, translating, and reviewing) against fourteen
pages of a single thinking-aloud protocol. They regard this protocol
as unambiguous because of the writer's habit of commenting regularly
on what he was doing and how. The writer's "metacomments" enabled

them to divide the protocol into three major sections: generating,
organizing, and translating. They assumed (1) that generating would
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be occasionally interrupted by editing, (2) that organizing would be
interrupted by generating and editing, and (3) that translating would
be interrupted by generating and editing. They assumed further that
the major sections indicated by statements of what the writer says
he is doing would be dominated by content statements of that type.

To test this hypothesis, the researchers analyzed the first 458
"segments" of the protocol (about half of it). They classified the
segments as metacomments, content statements, or interjections.
They then reclassified segments which they had agreed were content
statements according to which writing process had given rise to the

segmentgenerating, organizing, translating, or editing. They
agreed in attributing writing processes to 84.7 percent of the 170
content segments. They agreed generally that most content statements in the first (generating) section could be attributed to generating; in the second section, to organizing; and in the third section,
to translating. They further agreed that about 10 to 15 percent of
the segments in each section represented editing and that about 10
to 15 percent of the segments in both the second and third sections
could be attributed to generating.
Because their knowledge of labels assigned to the sections may
have influenced their judgments, the authors selected forty-one con-

tent statements, typed them on cards, and presented them to two
independent judges for classification without the benefit of the whole
protocol's context. While the judges had difficulty in agreeing with
one author on editing statements, they both agreed with the authors

on about 86 percent of the generating, organizing, and translating
statements. While a more rigorous test would examine more than one

protocol and make more extensive use of independent judges, the
results of this analysis are more convincing than the narratives so
common among many case studies.
The research by Hayes and Flower is most valuable in suggesting

the recursive nature of the writing process, in identifying various
subprocesses and types of plans, and in demonstrating the tendency
for these plans and processes to interact with each other. Their
research demands that we view composing as involving a variety of
plans and subprocesses which are brought to bear throughout the
composing process as they are ,seeded. The evidence they present
clearly contradicts textbook approaches, which often suggest arbitrary, discrete steps in composing: formulate a thesis, develop an
outline, and write. Hayes and Flower also firmly establish the impor-

tance of generating ideas prior to formulating a thesis or outlining
and even during the translating ar.d editing processes. Further, while

.
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the one formally examined protocol does proceed in stages, the
research indicates clearly that even those stages are not discrete,
that they are frequently interrupted by other processes. Finally, the
evidence provided clearly indicates the importance of plans and implies
the importance of criteria in the process. These are ideas which other

studies of the writing process deal with only superficially, if at all.
A number of studies which examine the composing processes of
weak writers, often in comparison to those of better writers, confirm
the importa ;Ice of planning. Perhaps the most universalfinding across
tilese studies is that weaker writers spend very little time in planning
while skilled writers devote more time both to planningduring
rewriting periods and in pauses during the writingand to examining
what they have written (Atwell 1981, M. E. Henderson 1980, Metzger
1977, Perl 1979, Pianko 1979, Sawkins 1971, Stallard 1974, Waiters
1979). Further, these studies found that more skilled writers pay
greater attention to matters of content and organization, while weaker
writers have a tendency to be preoccupied with mechanics, particularly spelling (Bechte11979, Metzger 1977, Pianko 1979, Sawkins 1971,

Stiles 1977). The skilled writer's concern with ideas is illustrated by
Atlas's study (1979) of ten expert writers and ten college freshmen
who were all given outlines of ideas to be used. Eight of the experts
introduced new ideas of their own, but only two freshmen did. At the
same time, weak writers (often called Basic Writers) do have strategies for beginning and for keeping them going (Perl 1979). Sweeder's
(1981) six remedial writers used thirteen "heuristics" during prewriting, including "letting their subconscious work," and several
"heuristics" during writing. Stiles (1977), who studied eight college
freshmen "seriously deficient in basic writing skills," found that while
her subjects were preoccupied with mechanics, they had a "secondary
concern" for organization and arrangement. In short, weaker writers
are not totally devoid of concern for content and organization.
The obvious question is one of cause and effect. Are good writers
good because they plan more and are more concerned with content,
organization, and even audience? Or do good writers devote more

attention and energy to planning and content because they have
mastered mechanics and need not be preoccupied by such matters?
The parallel instructional question is whether to emphasize content
and planning or to emphasize mechanics. Most of the researchers
cited in this section appear to favor an emphasis engaging students
in the processes of planning. But they present no research which
tests such an hypothesis. We must turn to experimental treatment
studies in a later section for that.
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Production Factors
Although the observational and thinking-aloud-while-writing studies
have provided information about the behavior of writers while writing
under conditions imposed by researchers and have revealed the presence of complex subcomponents of the writing process (plans, goals,
rereading, and so forth), they have revealed little about the particular

cognitive operations involved. For example, what processes are
involved in switching from generating prose to editing?. How do
writers decide whether or not to use the information they generate?
How do writers produce clauses or larger chunks of discourse related
to the surrounding chunks? How much advance planning of specific
verbal representations are writers capable of? What are the various
strategies writers use to meet the constraints imposed by the writing?
Answers to such questions may be essential to an understanding of
the composing process.
Carl liereiter and Marlene Scardamalia and their associates have
undertaken a series of investigations related to such questions and
have produced some promising hypotheses. They have been particularly interested in production factors, those processes used in carrying out decisions arrived at through the interplay of goals, plans,
strategies, and so forth. Production factors include such subprocesses
as searching memory, recognizing relevant information, and evaluating

verbal statements. According to Bereiter and Scardamalia (1982),
researchers cannot observe and analyze these subprocesses directly.
Rather, they must infer them through experimental studies. Bereiter
and Scardamalia point out that naturalistic observations of children
writing in classrooms or elsewhere fail to provide adequate information for such inference and that experimental interventions which
permit inferences about covert mental events are necessary for developing theory about the subprocesses (in this case, production factors)
which are not open to direct observation.
Conversation and Composition

Bereiter and Scardamalia begin by assuming (after Rumelhart 1980,

Stein and Glenn 1979, and others) that discourse production is
directed by schemata that specify kinds of things incorporated in the
discourse and their relationships. By the time children reach school
age, they have learned the schemata common to conversation, which
are relatively "open" ones characterized by taking turns in responding

to what partners say. Written composition is largely solitary or
"closed." That is, the production of written discourse does not depend
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upon "social inputs," although those may come after the production
of some text and prior to revision. Some oral discourse schemata are
more open than others. Oral argumentation is largely open, depending
heavily on what partners say, while oral narrative is largely closed.
Thus, while responses of partners may affect the degree of elaboration, they are likely to have little effect on the structure and major
components of a narrative. Oral narratives are simply extended turns.
in conversation, consent for which must be gained by following specifiable rules.

Bereiter and Scardamalia hypothesize that children will more
readily adapt relatively closed oral schemata, such as narratives, to
writing than they will the relatively open oral schemata, such as
argument. If that is true, then children are likely to produce more
text in narrative than in argument either orally or in writing. Hidi
and Hildyard (1983) compared children's stories and opinion essays
at grades 3 and 5 for both oral and written modes. Combined data
from the two grades indicate that oral narratives averaged 127 words
compared to 54 words for oral opinion essays. Written narratives
averaged 93 words, while written opinion essays averaged 32 words.
Bereiter and Scardamalia suggest that such lengths are just about
what one would expect in a conversational "turn" for statements of

opinion and for an extended turn necessary to produce a short

narrative. The idea is an interesting one worthy of further
investigation.

Bereiter and Scardamalia (1982) are cognizant that epressive
writing sometimes produces longer texts, particularly when-the experiences or issues are of great personal concern to the children. They
argue that such production does at times occur in conversation and
that it is not guided by a "closed discourse schema." One sign of the
latter is that the discourse ends not when a schema has been instantiated but when the speaker or writer dissipates the need to produce.

This suggests that expressive writing tends to be additive and
associative, with elements piling up in whatever order they might
occur, rather than being ordered in accordan2e to some overriding
pattern. Researchers might profitably bring this hypothesis to bear
in examining the writing of students in programs which advocate
free writing.
Bereiter and Scardamalia produce additional evidence that in learning to write children appear to be adapting conversational strategies
to writing. In one study (Scardamalia and Bereiter 1979), children
in grades 4 and 6 were asked to compose under three conditions:
writing, speaking freely into a tape recorder, and composing aloud
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while a researcher wrote the words at the child's own rate of writing
(slow dictation). Speaking into a recorder produced the most words,

and writing the fewest wards. When composing under the third
condition, the children produced significantly more words than in
writing but fewer than in speaking freely. Interestingly, however, in
the slow dictation mode the children produced 80 percent of their
stories in a single burst, much like a conversational turn. They then
waited for the researcher to catch up, reconstructed what they had
already said, and added a bit more.
Memory Search

Another study (Scardamalia, Bereiter, and Goelman 1982) used similar subjects and the same thr .-.-e production modes, but this time
researchers asked students to say as much as possible at the beginning

and used predetermined "contentless prompts" (urgings to go on)
when children stopped. The amount that children produced up to the
first prompt tripled in comparison to the previous study. When urged
to say even more, they produced about as much as they had before

the prompt in the free speaking and writing conditions. In slow
dictation the output increased, but less, so that the total was about
equivalent to that in the writing condition. When the contentless
prompts appeared to have exhausted what children had to say, specific

questioning about the topics indicated that they had far more information on the topic than they had previously revealed. Urging the
children to add more exhausted what they could retrieve from memory

without help. But more specific prompts of a kind they would be
likely to have in conversation helped them to produce more. In short,
children appear to have much more content available than they use

in composing by themselves. Conversational situations help them
recall it.
In a study by Scardamalia, Bereiter, and Woodruff (1980) investigators interviewed fourth- and sixth-grade children to find topics
about which the children knew a lot or a little. The children found
this a difficult task and could not think of three familiar and three
unfamiliar topics. The researchers had to settle for fewer topics.
However, the children were able to provide significantly more content

for their familiar topics than for the unfamiliar (1) when asked to
plan what they would say in their compositions and (2) when asked
to itemize content which was generally relevant to the topic but which
they would not include. However, when the researchers examined the
children's actual compositions according to six different dimensions,
they found no differences between those on familiar topics and those

tr
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on unfamiliar topics. An interesting finding in this study was that
the children, particularly fourth-graders, found it difficult to imagine
thinking of a relevant item of content and then not using it. Generally,

if they thought of an item, they wanted to use it. When they did
decide to exclude an item, it was on the grounds of triviality (e.g.,
dogs have claws) or distastefulness (e.g., high-sticking in hockey)
rather than on some higher-level rhetorical basis.

Bereiter and Scardamalia (1982) take all these findings to be
evidence of the difficulty young writers have in memory searches, a
problem they do not confront in conversation because the partner's
responses stimulate appropriate "memory nodes" from which they

produce their own remarks. Bereiter and Scardamalia and their
colleagues conducted various experiments to determine ways to help
students learn to initiate and maintain their own memory searches.
One of these (Anderson, Bereiter, and Smart 1980) is based on what
they call the "common practice" in schools of using prewriting activities before students write on a topic, activities which activate memory
nodes relevant to the topic. The research procedure, developed by
Anderson, asked children to list all the single words that might be
relevant to a topic before they wrote. This training consisted of twelve
sessions, each an hour long, in which sixth-graders practiced with a
variety of "expository and opinion" topics. In writing post-instruction
compositions, the experimental group students wrote twice as much

as did control group students. The experimental group also used
three times as many uncommon words (assumed to be an indication
of more varied content) and in opinion essays wrote an average of
three arguments on an issue as compared to two !'qr control students.
Interestingly, however, there were no differences in quality between

compositions written by children in the two groups. Bcreiter and
Scardamalia (1982) speculate that had their s-ibjects been looking for

content according to "some criterion of persuasiveness," their
improved ability to recall informat;cn would have resulted in higher
quality as well. Children in Bereite. and Scardamalia's studies appear
to find content first and then work it into their texts. Indeed, they
find it difficult to exclude content they have recalled.
At any rate, Bereiter and Scardamalia conclude from these studies
that children must and can learn to do memory seaihes in connection
with their composing. The same seems to be true for older students

as well. Some studies, examined later in this report, indicate that
discussion of a topic can affect the quality and length of writing.
Discussions of particular assignments may very well serve as memory
searches.
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It may be, however, that students need to learn not only to conduct

a memory search but to learn that writing requires it. If children
are adapting conversational schemata to writing, they must also need

to learn that the requirements for writing are different from those
of speakingthat simply writing down the information they might
provide in a conversational turn is inadequate. If that is the case,
then youngsters must learn criteria which are appropriate to writing.
Seeing the need to provide more content might activate memory
searches of the kind Bereiter and Scardamalia suggest.
At least two studies with elementary students appear to confirm
this hypothesis. Sager (1973b) and Coleman (1982) used scales to
teach children to judge their own and other's writing. An important
part of the instruction in the Sager study asked sixth-graders to
generate additional information to fill out stories which were only the
length of a conversational turn, providing a bare-bones narrative of
events. Each narrative was accompanied by a set of questions which

directed the students to make needed revisions (which generally
required adding e 'tail). In doing so, the children apparently were
learning general requirements of written schemata, as well as particular criteria for selecting content. In both studies, the children in
experimental groups made large gains in quality over the control
students. It is possible, then, that when children learn that the
requirements of written prose are different from those of conversation, they activate more extensive memory searches. In addition,
when children learn criteria, they may seek content which results in
higher-quality writing.

Planning and Nonplanning

A number of studies have attended to the planning strategies of
writers. Flower and Hayes (1981b), in particular, have found abundant
evidence of planning in their thinking-aloud protocols from relatively
skilled adult writers. Bereiter and Scardamalia (1982), however, claim

that the thinking-aloud protocols of young children provide little
evidence of planning. Scardamalia (1981) adumbrates four levels of
tasks and abilities in expository writing based on the number of
"units of task information" which the writer can integrate. At the
lowest level, when children are presented with information in a 2 x
2 matrix and asked to write about it, they write about the information

available from each cell, one at a time, without integrating the
information with that from any other cell. At the highest level, they
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integrate the information from all four cells. However, such sophisticated integration is rare, even among older students. Similarly,
analysis of opinion essays written on the question "Should students
be able to choose what things they study in school?" reveals similar
levels. Scardamalia found only one of eighty grade-eight compositions
which coordinated assertions and reasons on both sides of the argument. Far more common were compositions in which, as Scardamalia
puts it, "staying on the topic was an achievement in itself" (p. 88).
The following composition exemplifies the difficulty (p. 89):
Yes, I think we should. Because some subjects are hard like
math. And because the teachers give us a page a day. I think the
subjects that we should have is Reading. Because in social studies

and science we have to write up notes and do experiments. I
think math is the worst subject. And I hate spelling to. Because
in spelling there are so many words to write and they are all
hard. And they waste my time. I think school shouldn't be to
3:45. I think it should be to 2:00. I think school is too long.

The youngster begins with an assertion about the subject, followed
by a list of "reasons" which are really statements of personal preferences and brief explanations which are only tangentially related.
By the middle of the piece the child has lost track of the original
topic altogether. It appears that the topic triggered one idea (math
is hard), which triggered another (the teachers give a page a day),
and so on. By the end of the composition, the writer is simply stating
a list of pet peeves.
The piece is a clear example of what Bereiter and Scardamalia
(1982) call the "what next" strategy. The planning, if it can be called
that, is similar to that in conversation, in which a statement from a
partner triggers what one will say next. In the composition above,
each statement triggers another, but there is little attention to the
whole. The strategy is additive and associative (Bereiter 1980), with
the child thinking of one item, then another, and another, without
what rhetoricians call a "controlling purpose."
In a study by Scardamalia and Bracewell (1979) children were
asked to write opinion essays using sentence openers drawn from a
prepared list, each opener implying a different structural element

(e.g., "for example," "another reason"). After each sentence the
students were asked to choose two sentence openers and to devise
alternative "next" sentences in the text. Most children in grades 4
through 8 wrote sentences using essentially the same content item,
despite the divergent force of the sentence openers. The same tendency

is apparent in the composition quoted above, in which most of the
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"because" clauses do not provide actual reasons but simply statements

about what the writer likes and dislikes. The children think of a
content item to use, then use it regardless of the strength of its
association with what has preceded it.
In a study by Hildyard and Hidi (1980), third- and fifth-grade
children were given two conflicting statements appropriate for narrative and asked to write a story about them, while another group
was given two conflicting statements appropriate for argument. The
statements were presented in two conditions, consecutive and separated. In the consecutive condition, children were asked to use the

statements as the beginning of their writing. In the separated
condition, children were asked to use the first statement as the
beginning and the second as the end. Only 13 percent of the children

reconciled the conflicting argumentative assertions satisfactorily,
while 45 percent reconciled the narrative conflicts. For narrative,
however, the greatest proportion of the successful resolutions were
in the separated condition. When children received the statements
consecutively, they developed a story on the basis of one and ignored

the other. With the argumentative assertions, 59 percent of the
children reasserted or discussed one or both statements but made no

attempt to reconcile the conflict between the statements. These
findings also indicate the dominance of the "what next" strategy as

opposed to what Bereiter and Scardamalia call the "means-end"
strategy, which is apparent when a writer attempts to pull together
the various elements of a discourse in order to meet particular
substantive and rhetorical ends.
Higher-Level Planning and Mechanics
Scardamalia, Bereiter, and Goelman (1982) examine additional production factors. They begin with the question of what the relationship
is between language planned and held in memory for production and
its actual production, then move to the question of how the mechanics
of text production affect other, presumably higher-level, processes.
Such questions are important in light of suggestions by researchers
such as Pianko (1979) and Shaughnessy (1977a) that some writers
become so enmeshed in the mechanics of the textual representation
that the quality of their writing is affected. That belief underlies the
fairly common advice to get ideas down on paper without worrying
about correctness until a later draft. But it also underlies the common

curricular assumptions that young writers should learn all the
mechanics of writing early so that the mechanical skills will become

automatic, thus putting as little demand on the memory and other
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capacities as possible. The underlying premise is that the writer has
a limited amount of attention to devote to the various tasks of writing
and that when one subtask demands a lot of attention, another will
lose attention. Scardamalia, Bereiter, and Goelman point out that, in
this simple form, the generalization leaves much to be desired. The
important question is what processes interfere with others and when.

To answer this question, Bereiter, Fine, and Gartshore (1979)
asked fourth- and sixth-graders to write on any subject of their choice
in the presence of an experimenter who would place a screen over the
writing paper at irregular intervals, thus halting the writing process.

When the screen covered their writing, the children were asked to
say aloud whatever words they had in mind. (At the same time, they
had been urged not to make up new material.) When the screen was
removed, the children were to continue writing. This simple experiment provides some basic insights into the composing process. At
each interruption, the subject said aloud, or "forecasted," the words
he or she supposedly intended to write. The number of words per
forecast averaged five to six and tended to go to the end of a "clause,"

suggesting that writers plan their verbal representations in clauselength chunks which are held in short-term memory while the mechan-

ical process of graphic represehtation takes place. The sequence of

these chunks appears to be guided by certain abstract decisions
already made which enable succeeding chunks to be coherent but
without having been prefabricated to any great extent.
The children in this forecasting study for the most part, proceeded
to write what they had forecast, with variations amounting to only
one word in every two forecasts. Of the variations, 17 percent involved

the loss of a word from forecast to written text, about half of which

losses resulted in syntactic elipses (e.g., "on the way to school"
became "on the to school"). The remainder of the losses cut down on

the richness of detail. These data suggest that in one out of ten
sentences written by children, there is some short-term memory loss
affecting the content of their writing (not a *Try appreciable influence
when one considers that some words may have been intentionally
eliminated). About 5 percent of the variations involved the addition
of single words. Seventy-eight percent of the variations amounted to
stylistic changes from the forecast, variations which did not affect
the meaning of the words. There was a tendency for these variations
to be in the direction of more formal written English. The addition
of words and the stylistic changes suggest the presence of an editorial
process which occurs after the planning of the basic syntactic unit
and during the time the structure is committed to writing.
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If an editorial monitor comes into play after the generation of a
syntactic unit as the unit is being written, or perhaps even after the
unit has once been written, we can better understand why instructional programs emphasizing grammar have had so little impact on
student writing: knowledge gained from such instruction comes into
play only after higher-level decisions have been made. As one might
suspect, knowledge of "correct forms" for punctuation and usage
cannot contribute to higher-level planning.
Gould and his colleagues have conducted a series of experiments
which shed some light on the effect which the mechanical processes
of handwriting or typing, as opposed to dictating or speaking, have
on such factors as speed, quantity, and quality of production. For
example, in one study Gould and Boies (1978b) asked sixteen college

graduates to compose eight "routine" business letters and eight
"complex" letters on topics such as capital punishment. Production

of words per minute was about twice as great in dictating and
speaking as in writing. "This speed advantage had a small effect on
total composition time, however, because generation time was only a
small fraction of total composition time" (p. 1146). Planning (with no
generation) took about two-thirds of total composing time regardless
of the "output modality." Also, despite the difference in speed, there
were no differences in quality across methods. Gould (1980) indicates
further that these results strongly suggest that "good authors are
good authors regardless of composition method, and poor authors are
poor authors" (p. 109). He concludes "that output modality in composition is not the limiting factor" (p. 108).

While it is understandable that this may be true for educated
adults, it may not be true for youngsters. In a study already cited
by Scardamalia and Bereiter (1979) children in grades 4 and 6 were
asked to compose using what Gould might call three "output modalities"writing, dictation, and slow dictation. The children produced
the fewest words in writing, about 86 percent more in slow dictation
and 163 percent more in normal dictation. In summarizing the study,
Scardamalia, Bereiter, and Goelman (1982) state that "there was a
tendency, significant at the .06 level, for rating on quality of nrosentation to differ in the order writing (lowest), normal dictation, slow
dictation (highest)." They conclude that "low-level requirements of

writing do make a difference to children" (p. 186), e.g., children
write more slowly than they speak. At the same time, quality ratings
indicate that the mechanical demands have only a weak effect on
higher-level components of the writing process.

Similar results were obtained in a second study (Scardamalia,

Nti

Bereiter, and Goelman 1982) using a similar methodology. In this

study, however, using the same three production methods, the
researchers assigned three opinion essay (argumentative) topics,
made use of contentless cues to urge the children to write more when
they stopped writing, and then scored the resulting compositions for
quality and for coherence of premises, reasons, and elaborations. The
compositions written to the point before any cues were given were
scored. In addition, the whole compositions, which included what was

written before and after cues, were scored as a separate batch of
writings. Quality ratings of the uncued portions of the compositions

did not show any significant differences by mode of production.
However, quality ratings for the whole compositions (cued plus uncued
portions) showed a significant difference in favor of the written mode

at both fourth- and sixth-grade levels (p < .02). In addition, the
analysis of coherence indicated that sixth-grade children composed
their longest coherent strings in the written mode. Why the written
mode should be superior on these two measures is not immediately
apparent.
To attempt an explanation of these and other findings, Scardamalia,
Bereiter, and Goelman (1982) posit a model of possible mental representations of text at different levels of abstraction, extending from
"whole text plan" at the most abstract to "graphical representation"
at the most concrete. In between lie what they call "text segment
plan," "gist unit," "sentence plan," and "verbatim representation."
While admitting the speculative nature of this model, they believe it
helps explain some of their findings. For example, why did the written
opinion essays have higher quality and coherence ratings when both
uncued and cued portions were judged than did the dictated versions?
The researchers suggest that the answer may be that writing is not
controlled by an ever-present plan but requires continual reconstruction of higher levels of text representation. That is, when a writer
concentrates attention on the graphemic representation, he or she

loses track of higher-level representations and must periodically
reconstruct them. Thus, the youngsters who had been writing (as
opposed to dictating slowly or speaking normally) had also been
periodically reconstructing representations of the whole text. When
the writers were asked to write more, they reconstructed what they
had been writing and added to it in a logical way, thus achieving
higher quality and coherence ratings. Those who had been dictating,
on the other hand, had not had to reconstruct a representation of the

whole text; they had not had to pause after concentrating on a
graphemic representation to say, "Let's see, where was I?" They had
simply gone on in a generally associative way, thus failing to continue
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coherent strings of statements when asked to say more. Instead, they
said something generally but not directly associated with what they
had been saying. On the other hand, it may simply be that the writers
had the advantage of glancing at their written texts to help them

recall exactly what they had said. The authors suggest that for
rereading to be effective, the child must be oriented toward reconstruction at higher levels of representation. It is interesting to note
that sixth-graders were able to produce significantly longer coherent
strings after cueing than were fourth-graders, which suggests that
older children can reconstruct text representations more readily than
younger children. This is perhaps a developmental aspect of learning
to write.
Might such evidence suggest that learning to write helps children
think in a fundamentally different way? Might learning to write
coherently help people learn strategies for keeping many ideas in
mind (by reconstructing text plans) for the purposes of drawing
conclusions, extrapolating, evaluating, and so forth? Or is it the other
way around? Do people have to learn strategies for reconstructing

text plans (to bring many ideas to mind) in order to write more
coherently?

Though the researchers do not say so, their model may help to
explain the "what next" strategy, which appears to involve movement
among only the very lowest levels of the model. Further, the finding
that most variations between spoken forecasts and what is actually
written are stylistic suggests that whatever is stored in the "output

buffer" waiting to be translated into script is not fully formed
language but some sort of general semantic and syntactic plans. The
evidence of other researchers (e.g., Flower and Hayes 1981b, Mat-

suhashi 1981 and 1982), alluded to earlier, suggests strongly that
more abstract levels of text representation exist, at least for more
mature writers.
A more complete understanding of these levels of text representation and the micro-processes and routines by which writers switch
from one to another might well provide insight into what is necessary
for successful instruction. On the other hand, what we know about
the effects of instruction may provide some insight into or support
for some such model of text production.

Revision as Process
Revision has been a subject of concern in a variety of studies. Some
examine the kinds, numbers, and quality of revisions made by writers.
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Others attempt to determine the cognitive processes involved in
revision.

Production studies tend to present information on the number and
kinds of revisions students make. Emig (1971), who discusses "reformulation" as including editing and revising, claims that for the pieces

written for her study, the students "engage in no reformulating"
(p. 97). Stallard's (1974) good writers made an average of slightly
over twelve revisions per paper, while his randomly selected writers
made an average of only a bit over four per composition, a difference
significant at p < .01. Interestingly, however, of 248 revisions made
by all of Stallard's writers, only six were at the level of "paragraph.
changes (any change in the organization of the sentences of a paragraph . . . )" (p. 213). Stallard does not even include a category for
higher-level changes, those involving changes in mode of discourse,
point-of-view, subject matter, cr what Emig calls "vantage." Pianko
(1979) claims that her writers made no "major reformulations" (p.
10); indeed, her data indicate an average of only about two to four
revisions per paper, with no significant difference between the number

made by her "traditional" writers and those by remedial writers.
Perl's (1979) five writers averaged nearly thirty-one revisions per
paper, but few if any of those revisions appear to be beyond the level
of individual words and sentences. At least, Perl presents no higherlevel categories of revision, such as organization, point-of-view, and
so forth.

A study by the National Assessment of Educational Progress
(1977b) asked nine-year-olds, thirteen-year-olds, and seventeen -yearolds to write a composition and then asked some of them (unfortunately,
different percentages at each grade level) to revise using a pen. While
this technique ignores revisions which may have been made in pencil,
it does provide useful information. The types of revisions classified
are cosmetic, mechanical, grammatical, continuational, informational,

stylistic, transitional, organizational, and holistic. The three categories of revisions used least by those asked to revise were cosmetic
(used by 8 to 20.6 percent of revisers), organizational (used by 7.7 to.

22.7 percent), and holistic (used by 5.3 to 11 percent). All other
categories were used by considerably larger percentages of revisers,
e.g., mechanical by 39 to 62.8 percent, informational by 42.3 to 61

percent, and stylistic by 43 to 67.5 percent. Although comparing
categories across studies is problematic, one is tempted to guess that
the NAEP study found more revision behavior than did Emig, Stallard, Pianko, or Perl, perhaps because of the built-in prompting to
revise.
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In a carefully designed study, one which focused on the nature,
extent, and quality of revisions made by 100 randomly selected seniors

in high school, Bridwell (1980b) found that, given the opportunity,
students make fairly extensive revisions. For this experiment students
were asked to write about a place they knew well. They were encour-

aged to write down facts they wished to remember on sped*
provided sheets which they could bring to class with them. When
they wrote, they were asked to write so that another twelfth-grader
reading it would "be able to recognize the thing or place if he or she
ever got the chance to see it for real" (p. 202). Students were allowed
three days for the writing. On the first they were given "fact sheets"
on which to record any ideas they might have for the essay. On the
second day they wrote a draft in blue ink, crossing out the material
they changed as they wrote. In the third session they considered
their first drafts, made revisions on them if they wished, and wrote
a final draft, this time using black ink.
Bridwell developed a classification system composed of seven levels

(surface, lexical, phrase, clause, sentence, multi-sentence, and text),
each with four to ten subcategories. She trained raters in using the
system and tested it, finding a reliability of 84.43 percent agreement

for levels and 79.61 percent for subcategories. Over half of the
disagreements were the result of omissions by a rater. This thorough

and careful attention to the content analysis of protocols, like
Matsuhashi's, is exemplary among studies of the composing process.
Overall, the students in Bridwell's study made 6,129 revisions, or
on the average about 61 per student, almost half of which were made
on the first draft. Although the design of the study suggests revisions,
it demands nothing more than recopying. The large number of revi-

sions, then, stands in marked contrast to Emig's conclusion that
"students do not voluntarily revise school-sponsored writing" (1971,
p. 93).
Most of the revisions (56 percent) were at the surface or lexical
levels. Surface-level revisions included changes in mechanics such as
spelling, punctuation, and capitalization. Word-level changes included
the addition, deletion, or substitution of single words. Another 18
percent of the revisions had to do with changes at the phrase level.
The remaining 19.61 percent of the revisions were at the sentence
level or the multi-sentence level, which includes additions, deletions,
and reordering of two or more consecutive sentences. However, no
revisions appeared at the text level. The relative proportions of these
revisions might be expected. The high incidence of lower-level revi-

sions does not necessarily demonstrate a preoccupation with the
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trivial; there are simply many more opportunities for revision at
those levels than at the sentence or multi-sentence levels.
A consistent finding throughout the afore-mentioned studies is that
the subjects, most of them elementary, high school, or college students, made very few, if any, revisions at the text levela level which,
in Bridwell's system, includes changes in the function category, in
the audierace, or in the overall content of the essay. Perhaps such
revisions go on during a prewriting phase when a writer considers a
variety of topics. Or perhaps a topic which a writer generated tends
to come complete with a vantage point, a way of presenting it, and
so forth. That seems to be the case for Emig's subject Lynn, who
enters "the material once and once only, from a given vantage; and
she does not go outside again to consider another route in" (1971, p.
56).

Given the circumstances which the subjects of these studies confronted, it is not at all surprising that they did not consider another
route in to solving the problems presented to them. The researcher
has asked a favor of these young peopleto write one or more
compositions in a limited time period and under rather awkward
circumstances, e.g., having to think aloud while composing, being
aware of the audio or video recorder, perhaps seeing the researcher
scribbling busily on a notepad. Nearly every study of the composing
process examined for this review asked the young people to write one

composition at a time and to write in a limited time periodnot to
develop plans for several approaches to the same topic. Should we be
surprised when the subjects do what the researchers have requested?

On the other hand, perhaps the results would be different if the
circumstances were different or if the writers were more mature.
That appears to be the case in an example presented by Flower and
Hayes (1981b). They quote parts of a protocol from Roger, a competent

college writer, who is planning aloud a paper on Boethius. Roger is
doing this for a course, not simply for a researcher. He develops one
plan to write about how he himself became convinced of the logic in
The Consolations of Philosophy. (He had previously had objections to
Boethius's logic.) However, Roger rejects that plan when he realizes
it will produce a narrativenot the kind of thesis and support paper
his professor will expect. His second plan is to develop the paper as
a dialogue between himself and Boethius, a plan which allows for

thesis, antithesis, analysis, and supporta true text-level revision
but one that occurs during prewriting.
Sommers (1979) studied the revising strategies of eight college
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freshmen and seven experienced adult writers. She examined four
levels of change (word, phrase, sentence, and thema) and four operations (deletion, substitution, addition, and reordering). The greatest
number of revisions by college students were at the word and phrase
levels, with lexical deletions and substitutions being the most frequent
operations. For the adult writers, however, the concentration of revisions was at the sentence level and addition was the major operation.

Their revisions were distributed over all levels, suggesting that
experienced writers perceive more alternatives than do younger
writers.
Calkins (1980b) studied the revision strategies of seventeen thirdgraders. She classified them into four groups which she views as
developmental: random drafting, refining, transition, and interacting.
The classifications were made on the basis of the children's behavior
in making revisions of their own work as well as their behavior in
revising a composition prepared by the researcher. The two children
classified as random drafters wrote successive drafts of their own
work without examining their earlier drafts. Their changes appeared
to be arbitrary or accidental. When asked to insert nev information
into a researcher-prepared composition, they did not bother to reread
the existing draft to insert the information appropriately; .ey simply
added it at the end, where it did not belong. The eight ref, ,ers made
cosmetic and lexical changes, sometimes adding sentences but retaining most of their first drafts, so that between 75 and 99 percent of
final drafts made over a year were identical to the first drafts. When
asked to insert new information into the prepared text, these children
did examine the existing draft, apparently struggling with where to
insert the new information. But then "most of them ignored the first
draft completely and wrote the new one without looking back" (p.
337). Transition children (four of them) appeared to have developed

higher standards for themselves than refiners, so that draft after
draft did not satisfy them. But instead of revising, they began new
drafts, retaining relatively little of the first draft. When ask' ', to
insert new information, they all reread the original piece and found
a way to insert the information appropriately. The three interacting
revisers are described as allowing what they had written to prompt
new ideas and as tring symbols (carets, stars, arrows, and so forth)
to indicate where additional information or reformulated sentences
should go. When asked to insert new information into a prepared
composition, they all asked if they could change other parts and they
used their symbols to indicate where new details and reformulations
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should go. Calkins claims that these revisers cycled between "assessing and discovering" (p. 341), that is, between examining critically
what they had written and thinking of new ideas and reformulations.
Unfortunately, Calkins does not present the data on specific types
or levels of revisions and operations. It would be interesting to compare
the types of revisions made by the "interacting" revisers with those
made by Bridwell's or Sommers's writers.

Addition appears as a major strategy in a number of studies.
Kamler (1980) presents five drafts of a composition by seven-year-old

Jill. The composition grows over two weeks from 57 words to 169,
with 88 of the words coming in the third draft following a 30-minute
individual conference with the teacher. In this piece of writing, all
revisions are additions. Bridwell found that the second drafts written
by her high school seniors were significantly longer than their first
drafts. Sommers found that the major operation used by her adult
experienced writers was addition. Presumably, the reexamination of
a manuscript prompts associations or memory searches which result
in additions to the original.
A major question about revision is the extent to which it results
in a better piece of writing. At least one study (Hansen 1978) has
concluded that revision is a waste of time. Bracewell, Scardamalia,
and Bereiter (1978) found evidence that revisions by eighth-graders
made their compositions worse. Bridwell's evaluation of first and
second drafts by high school seniors (with raters trained to use the
Diederich scale) revealed significaltly higher scores (p < .0001) for
second drafts on both general merit and mechanics. This is persuasive
evidence that at least older students can use revision successfully.
These studies, taken together, provide considerable information
about the kinds of revisions students make and about the effects of
those revisions. We know that younger children and even many college

students confine their revisions to the cosmetic, lexical, and clause
or phrase levels. We know that text-level changes, at least after some
written text is produced, appear to be practically nonexistent, at
least among the students involved in these studies. We know that
addition is a prominent revision strategy, used by Calkins's thirdgrade interacting revisers, Bridwell's seniors, and Sommers's skilled
writers. But for the most part, these studies indicate little about the
cognitive processes involved in revising.
On the other hand, several writers have proposed models of the
cognitive processes. Nold (1981) describes revising as a process which

involves evaluating the text against the writer's planning as related
to the intended audience, persona, meaning, and semantic layout.
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"The complexity of the review subprocess is bounded by the depth
of the planning subprocess that has preceded it: writers cannot match
the text against their intentions if they have not elaborated upon
them" (p. 73). Noid points out the corollary that texts which involve
minimal planning, such as free writing exercises, "can be reviewed
only against criteria that are constant across all [written] communication tasks" (p. 73), e.g., spelling and legibility. Revision, of course,

involves more than evaluation. The successful reviser must note
dolciencies and "think of a good way to change them" (p. 74).
Hayes and Flower (1980) present a similar model with one male
difference. They discriminate between editing and reviewing. Editing
is defined as a subprocess which "is triggered automatically and may
occur in brief episodes interrupting other processes." Reviewing, on
the other hand, involves a decision "to devote a period of time to
systematic examination and improvement of the text" (p. 18) which
has already been produced. Both, however, rely on matching text to
intentions and producing a change when needed.
Bracewell, Scardamalia, and Bereiter (1978) asked children to write
a composition on the topic "Should children choose the subjects they
study in school?" They then asked the children to revise their compositions. The researchers found no change in quality as a result of
revision for fourth-graders. For eighth-graders, revision made the
compositions worse.

Scardamalia and Bereiter (1983) point out that the usual explanation for children's inability to revise is that their egocentricity does

not allow them to stand apart from their texts as critics. (See, for
example, Graves 1981f and Flower 1979.) To test this explanation,
Bracewell, Bereiter, and Scardamalia (1979) manipulated psycholog-

ical distance. They asked children to revise one set of texts the
children had written immediately and another set after a week had
elapsed. They also asked the children to revise someone else's text.
When children revised a text written by someone else, they identified
more spelling errors, but there were no other differences. Scardamalia

and Bereiter (1983) argue that the failure to revise might lie with
problems in the production system. Their model posits an "executive
routine" for switching from generating text to assessment. However,
because writing is so complex, making that switch from generating
to criticism may be very difficult for children. The model also posits
the following sequence of tasks: comparbon of or evaluation of the
actual text against the intended text, diagnosis of the problem underlying the perceived mismatch, making a decision about whether or
not to change the plan, choosing a tactic to solve the problem, and
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generating a change in the text. A writer's failure to revise might
stem from a failure in any one of these tasks.
Scardamalia and Bereiter's experiment, designed to check the
model's "fit to reality," involved training ninety children (thirty each

in grades 4, 6, and 8) to use a routine intended to facilitate their
evaluation of each sentence written. The children were given eleven
cards, each with a possible evaluation, e.g., "People may not understand what I mean here," "This is a useful sentence." After choosing
an evaluation, the children were asked to select one of six tactical
choices, also presented on individual cards, e.g., "I'd better change
the wording," "I think I'll leave it this way." Finally, the children
revised or let their sentences stand, according to the tactic chosen.
After brief training, children managed this rather elaborate task
without difficulty. Only six of the ninety consistently chose a favorable
evaluation enabling them to bypass revision. Four of those were in
the fourth grade. The key assumption underlying the experiment is
that the routine would reduce the burden of executive control and
allow the evaluative, tactical, and language production abilities of the
children to appear.

-,

Two raters assessed individual changes one at a time without
knowing which version was the original. Although the raters had
little agreement on scores assigned to individual changes, they did
agree in assigning positive scores to them. However, when revised
versions and originals were evaluated for overall quality, there were
no differences. Thus, while individual sentence revisions were judged
better, they did not add up to differences in overall quality. Scardamalia and Bereiter attribute this paradox to the fact that the revisions
focused almost exclusively on small units of language, seldom using
such evaluative phrases as "I'm getting away from the main poir.t"
which indicate attention to the whole.

Follow-up interviews indicated that the children unanimously
believed that the routine had helped them evaluate their own writing
in detail, a procedure which they had found difficult and in which
they did not normally engage.
The researchers also compared the evaluative statements selected

by children for each of their sentences to those chosen by a semiprofessional writer for the same sentences. They found that most
evaluations by students in all grades were either the same as those
made by the writer or judged to be appropriate. Fewer than 10
percent of the children in any grade ever chose an evaluation judged
to be altogether inappropriate.
However, the case for the students' explanations of their evaluations
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was different. When the explanations of the same semiprofessional
writer were compared to those made by the children, the researchers
found little agreement. Indeed, many children crald not explain their
evaluations. Further, when the choices of remedial tactics were judged

as to high or low probability for alleviating the problem, the percentage of high-probability choices increased from 50 percent at grade

4 to 74 percent at grade 8. Finally, the high frequency of revisions
judged to be for the worse indicates the difficulty children had in
making their fairly accurate evaluations pay off.

Scardamalia and Bereiter (1983) present a detailed analysis of
thirty instances in which children chose to strike a whole sentence
and rewrite it. In eleven of these, the children copied nearly the
entire sentence, changing only a single word or some minor detail.
In five, they wrote totally different sentences. In the remaining eleven,

they attempted to revise the existing sentence. In successful
attempts, the children retained the basic sentence plan, adding or
deleting to clarify or breaking the sentence into simpler parts. When

they made a new attempt to express the same idea, their changes
were unsuccessful. Most children in the sample avoided reformulating
sentences altogether. When they did, they were successful only when

they retained the original sentence plan. There was no instance, in
the work of ninety children, of scrapping a sentence and using a
different strategy to make the same point.
Elsewhere, Bereiter and Scardamalia (1982) argue that recasting
an existing sentence provides its own special difficulties because of
the salience of the existing sentence stimulus. Bracewell (1980) and
Bracewell and Scardamalia (1979) presented children with information
in sentence form or matrix form and asked them to produce sentences

of a particular form using the given information. The task was
significantly more difficult when the information was presented in
sentences. In another series of studies by Scardamalia and Baird
(1980), children were given a set of sentences and asked to produce
more interesting ones. When there were no restrictions, the prevailing

strategy was to shift topic, thus avoiding any need to deal with the
original sentence. When required to retain the topic, children added
details, a strategy which again avoided changing the original sentence
plan. Only when the researchers required children to retain the topic

and restricted their use of words not appearing in the original did
children begin to change sentence plans. While sixth-graders met
with some success, fourth-graders could not do it.
Thus, even though children have a wealth of syntactic resources
(Hunt 1965a, Lobar 1976), they have considerable difficulty bringing
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those resources to bear when faced with a competing stimulus.
Bereiter and Scardamalia (1982) argue that children need to gain
conscious access to their syntactic resources, perhaps through an
executive procedure which would allow them to search ..vstematically

for alternative syntactic structures. But systematic search and
retrieval from memory appears to depend upon the appropriate
information being coded and recalled as types of alternatives. Thus,

a skilled reviser may test a variety of clause structures or phrases
in a given verbal environment before finding a solution to a particular

syntactic problem. Bereiter and Scardamalia argue that sentence
combining procedures developed and tested by Mellon (1969) and
O'Hare (1973) may provide such a repertoire of alternatives.
Egocentricity, then, appears to be an inadequate explanation of
children's failures to revise, at least for children of nine and older.
The executive routine discussed above seems to enable children to
evaluate their writing systematically and appropriately. That routine,
along with the choices of evaluations and tactics, results in improve-

ments at the sentence level. Still, children's failures in choosing
appropriate tactics and in successfully executing them appear to
diminish overall differences in quality and indicate the relative difficulty of these aspects of revision. In addition, the difficulty children
have in reformulating sentences presents a particular problem which
appears to have little to do with egocentrism.
The experiments discussed above provide some reasonably solid
evidence that some model comparable to those suggested by Hayes
and Flower (1980), Nold (1981), or Scardamalia and Bereiter (1983)
does have some basis in reality. However, as the cliche goes, further
research is needed. How, for example, do we account for changes in
intentions? In the instance of the subject Roger's protocol (Flower
and Hayes 1981b), we see Roger develop a plan for a narrative of his
coming to accept the logic of Boethius's The Consolations of Philosophy. But he rejects that plan because he realizes that his audience

(the professor) expects a thesis/support papernot a narrative. His

intentions change when he considers his audience, the source of a set

of criteria which, when applied to his narrative plan, leads to its
rejection. Do text-level revisions occur because of such conflicting
sets of criteria? If so, perhaps that explains why they occur so
infrequently. Perhaps novice writers simply do not have various sets
of criteria to think about.
How do we account for the common revision strategy of addition?
In Hayes and Flower (1980) one writer is described as realizing that
the audience may not understand a sentence. Subsequently, he devel-
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ops a nine-sentence explanation which was not in the first draft. Does
this illustrate a change of intentions or a lapse in the application of

criteria which the writer intended from the beginning? Does the
complexity of the composing process make it impossible to bear all
criteria in mind during initial composing? Do some additions come
about because reviewing triggers associations which were not triggered in, the earlier writing? Are some additions prompted because
the writer consciously uses co-thin criteria, perhaps in the form of
questions, e.g., "What examples would support this idea?" The fact
that such questions exist is in no sense an indictment of the research
and theory available. On the contrary, what has been done already
allows the specification of new hypotheses and suggests methods for
testing them. It holds great promise.

Writing Apprehensionwith Michael W. Smith
For years researchers in speech and communications have studied
the phenomenon of communication apprehension. It is well known that
many individuals are afraid to speak in front of an audience. Relatively
recently some of these researchers wanted to test whether individuals
experience a general anxiety about writing. Daly and Miller, pioneers

in the research, coined the term "writing apprehension" to describe
that general anxiety. They developed and tested a twenty-six-item
questionnaire to measure writing apprehension (1975b). This instrument enabled researchers to consider the source of writing apprehension and the way it affects student writing.
The vast majority of the published research in this area is of a

similar type. Researchers administer the Daly-Miller test to the
population they wish to study, often college composition students.
Then they identify those students who score one standard deviation
or more above the mean as "high apprehensives" and those students
who score one standard deviation or more below the mean as "low
apprehensives." The researchers then examine apprehension scores
with other measures of student behavior or attitude. And these results
have been quite interesting. Daly (1978) found significant differences
between the performance of high apprehensives and low apprehensives
on a variety of measures of writing aptitude. Faigley, Daly, and Witte
(1981) corroborated these findings using a different set of standardized
measures. Daly (1977) also found a significant difference in the rating

of message quality between high apprehensives and low apprehensives. With this research in mind, Daly and his associates theorize
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that apprehensive writers avoid writing tasks and instruction and as
a result do not get sufficient practice to develop as w:iters.
The research has considered more epecifically the nature of the
differences between high and low apprehensives. For example, Daly
and Miller (1975a) report that high apprehensives use significantly
less intense language than low apprehensives. Daly (1977) found that
high apprehensives use fewer words and make fewer statements than
low apprehensives. He found further that they use fewer words, fewer
commas, and less delimiting punctuation than low apprehensives do.
Given these findings, it is not at all surprising that high apprehensives are less successful than low apprehensives. Daly and Miller
(1975c) found that high apprehensives reported less writing success
in the past and expected less in the future. The researchers argue
that these attitudes are likely to become self-fulfilling. Of course,

teachers' expectations also play a critical role in the success of
students. Daly (1979) found that teachers believe that students exhibiting the behavior characteristic of high apprehensives were less likely

to do well than low apprehensives. In fact, Seiler, Garrison, and
Bookar (1978) found significant correlation between writing appre-

hension and course grades. The research also suggests a noncognitige
dimension to writing apprehension. Daly and Shamo (1978) found that
!ow apprehensives are attracted to majors that they perceive involve
writing, while high apprehensives avoii' such majors.
Though this research is thought-provoking and useful, some diffi-

culties remain. First, it is impossible to argue from the research
that writing apprehension causes the behaviors that the research
notes. In fact, M. A. Rose (1981) suggests that fundamentally competent writers might be stymied not by motional difficulties but by
cognitive limitations and writing prt
such as rigid composing
rules. Daly himself recognized that more research is needed to
establish whether high apprehension causes or is caused by writing
difficulties. He believes that there is an interaction between the two
factors.
The entire body of research is not clear about the cause of apprehension. Daly notes that a history of aversive responses might cause
apprehension. T. P. Hogan (1980) notes that student interest in writing
begins to fall off rapidly in the upper elementary grades. Of course,
this is when the typically detailed criticism of writing generally
appears. However, a definite cause has not been established. And
without a clear understanding of the cause of the problem, solutions
are much more difficult to provide.
In the same manner, research has not clearly established the best
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approach to take to reduce writing apprehension. Fox (1980) studied
a treatment consisting of exercises designed to reduce anxiety about
language. He made extensive use of evaluation. His treatment also
featured lessons that made objectives clear and included practice in
these objectives in order to increase the likelihood for success and to
reduce anxiety over evaluation. Fox's treatment was especially effective in reducing apprehension for selected high apprehensives. However, he did not find an increase in writing ability for hic students.
Since all students . re not apprehensive, an instructional program

cannot be justified, though, simply on the basis of reducing
apprehension.
M. 0. Thompson (1979), however, does claim an increase in writing

ability and a decrease in writing apprehension with her "language
study" approach. She suggests that teachers can reduce the mystery
surrounding language if the student gains knowledge of cymbols,
patterns and sentences, the history and formation of language, and
standard English and dialects. She contends that teachers can reduc
the mysteries surrounding the writing process if the student gains
more knowledge of invention, connections between thinking and writ-

ing, and conventional order. However, lack of controls makes her
findings more suggestive than compelling. Clearly, much more study
is needed in this area.
A final problem with the writing apprehension research is that the
Daly-Miller apprehension test cannot identify a "danger level" above
which teachers should be concerned with their students' apprehension.
Solite apprehension may be necessary if writers are to take sufficient
care with their work to produce excellent pieces. Until teachers can
administer the test and have a better sense of what the sec es suggest,

it is unlikely that many will make full use of the construe. On the
other hand, the instrument can be useful to teachers. And further
research is likely to make it even more useful.
Limitations of Research on Process

Research on the composing process has provided many valuable
insights, hypotheses, and points of departure for further research.
At the same time, however, it is not without problems. In the case
studies, there are tendencies to present data selectively rather than
systematically, to interpret data without a consistent analysis, to
infer cause-and-effect relationships without adequate warrant, and
to ignore the range of possible effects which the presence of researchers might have on results.
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Presentation of Data

While some studies present data systematically across all subjects,
several do not. Emig (1971), for example, concentrates heavily on a
single case, providing only limited information on seven others. Yet,
presumably, her conclusions about such matters as prewriting time
are based on all eight cases. When data are not presented systematically across all cases, it is impossible to determine the source of
contradictionswhether the sample, the available data, the design,
or the researcher. Emig, for example, claims that in reflexive writing
"starting, stopping, and contemplating the product are more discernible moments; and reformulations occur more frequently. . . "
than in extensive writing (p. 91). Perl's (1979) findings appear to be
in direct contradiction: "On the reflexive topics, sentences were often

written in groups, with fewer rereadings and only minimal time
intervals separating the creation of one sentence from another"
(p. 324). Such differences cannot be explained without more systematic information.

While the research of Graves and his colleagues purports to be
exhaustive, no data on the frequency of writing episodes, observed
and unobserved, or on the spread of observations across children of
various ability levels are presented. Reading through the eighteen

"research" articles presented in the 1981 report to the National
Institute of Education suggests that some subjects have received
considerably more attention than others (at least in the written
reports). Three girls (Andrea, Sarah, and Toni) receive major attention in four to six articles each. Other subjects appear only once or
tv..ice in passing. Did the researchers observe some children more
than others? If so, what is the rationale for such discrimination once
the sample is selected? Or does the imbalance reflect selectivity in

reporting the data? If so, what is the rationale for that selectivity
and how does it affect our view of the data?
While narrative reporting on one child at a time makes for interesting reading, it provides little evidence that any one case is typical.
For example, we are told that "writing is a highly external event in
the beginning. Children draw, [sic] and talk with other children. They

need to see and hear what they mean. Later external language
bccomcs "--er lar.guagv" (Graves
p. 8). The data supporting
the contention that children draw and talk with other children before

or as they write is scattered among various narrative reports of
beginning writers at work. But one might well ask what proportion
of children draw before or as they write? Some data supporting the
final sentence of the above quotation comes from a case study of the
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subject Andrea. Calkins (1981) documents Andrea's writing out a
number of possibilities for leads early in the year. Eventually, however,

Andrea appears to abandon the practice of writing out alternatives,
but (we are told) sifts through them mentally instead. Is Andrea's
progression true for all children? Perhap,-, it is, but evidence for the
whole sample is not presented.
Content Analysis

The nonexperimental studies of process collect bodies of data (narrative observations, thinking-aloud protocols, interviews, etc.) and
attempt to draw generalizations about them. When data are collected
in these ways, it is important to explain the range of data collected
and explain which data support or do not support the researcher's
inferences. An important generalization in Matsuhashi's (1981) study,
for example, has to do with pause time before superordinate T-units.
In order to establish that, she classified all T-units written by her
subjects, providing the definitions governing the classifications and
the rater reliabilities indicating the accuracy with which the definitions were applied. In doing this, Matsuhashi used a standard method
of content analysis. Hayes and Flower (1980) also present rules for
analyzing protocols according to which statements represent generating, organizing, translating, or editing. They also present rater
reliabilities for applying those rules.
However, some researchers do not present any roles or categories
for the analysis of their data. Emig (1971), for instance, claims that
her subjects "have no aesthetic vocabulary, no words to express joy

or satisfaction in completion" (p. 87). She presents no rules for
determining which words might qualify as belonging to an aesthetic

vocabulary and which words qualify as belonging to some other
category. Such an analysis would allow us to see how the researcher
arrived at the judgment. Without it, we have no way of knowing.
Without it, we cannot even be sure of what the researcher means by
the term aesthetic vocabulary.
In the materials produced by Graves and his colleagues, two articles
(Sowers 1981 and Calkins 1980b) provide rules necessary for classi-

fying data across cases and base generalizations on the resulting
classifications. Although neither reports reliability checks, 'resenting the criteria used to control the classification of data lends credence
to the findings. As we have seen, Calkins's classification of revisers
is quite interesting. Failure to provide such rules for analysis, as well
as some check on their systematic application, requires the reader to
question whether all instances of a given phenomenon have been coded
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in the same way. If they have not, then any resulting generalizations
are open to question.
Cause and Effect

A third problem in the research on process is a tendency to infer
cause-and-effect relationships between associated phenomena without
any mechanism for determining whether a given event is a sufficient

and/or necessary condition for the occurrence of the other. For
example, Graves (1979a) states that "when children control their
subjects, they write more, gain greater practice in writing, and
ultimately care much more about the appearance of their letters on
the page" (pp. 19-20). And again, "Toni writes this much because
she controls the topic, spelling, and the process of discovering how
to get her message down on paper" (p. 16). But can control over the
subject be firmly established as the cause of writing more, gaining
greater writing practice, etc.? The conditions of the research do not
provide for direct comparisons with children who do not control their
subjectsat least not in the data presented so far. Without such
comparisons, control of the subject cannot be isolated as a cause or
even as a necessary condition for writing more or caring more about
appearance.
In fact, data from studies by Scardamalia and Bereiter (e.g., 1982)
suggest that other conditions are more important, at least for writing
more. These researchers assigned "opinion topics" to fourth- and
sixth-grade students and asked them to write. When the children

stopped writing, they were given "contentless prompts," mainly
requests to write more. A comparison of what they had written before
the prompts and after the prompts showed that the prompts doubled

the amount written. In addition, Anderson, Bereiter, and Smart
(1980) found that when sixth-graders were assigned various exposi-

tory and opinion topics and were asked first to write a list of key
words associated with the topic, they wrote twice as much as control
students, used more varied vocabulary, and on opinion topics wrote
significantly more elaborate arguments. These and other experiments
strongly suggest that factors other than control of the subject are
A ssnriatpd with writing
!Irv,. nnd ..vith higher quallity.
Kamler (1980) provides a narrative of one writer, a second-grader
named Jill, who produced one piece of writing through four conferences: one with a peer, two with the teacher, and one with the teacher
and peers. After each conference Jill added some material. The
composition, which was 57 words long after the initial composing,
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became 169 words after four revisions. Most of the added words (88,
about 50 percent of the total) came after a 30-minute conference with

the teacher. Interestingly, these results are roughly comparable to
those obtained by Bereiter and Scardamalia, who used "contentless
prompts" as opposed to extended conferences focusing on content.
Further, when Kamler began to observe Jill, the seven-year-old
had chosen to write on two topics which "had not worked" for her,
because of lack of interest in one and lack of information on the other.

The teacher and child then "brainstormed writing topics," with the
teacher "exploring the possibilities of the topic" in which Jill "showed
most interest" (p. 681). It would appear, then, that control of the topic

does not necessarily result in longer and better compositions. The
important element may well be an individual conference with the

teacher, which appears to prompt the child to recall important
information.

In short, while allowing children to choose their own topics may
be salutary for a variety of reasons, it cannot be designated as the,
or even a, cause of longer and better compositions without comparative

studies and without controlling for the effects of such factors as
teacher-student conferences to brainstorm topics and to prompt
additions.

The assertion that school-sponsored writing results in lack of
commitment to writing on the part of students is another important
example of inferring cause-and-effect relationships without adequate
evidence. Because it has been taken as evidence of the need for a
particular type of instruction, this assertion deserves extended attention. A number of researchers comment on the lack of concern or lack

of commitment their subjects display toward the writing they have
been asked to do for the researchers. Pianko (1979), for example,

comments on "what causes the writing process to be of shorter
duration with little commitment and little critical concern." She says,
"If the writing is school-sponsored and must be written within limits
set by the teacher, the composing process is inhibited." In apparent
contradiction, Pianko reports that 52.9 percent of her subjects "had
a positive attitude toward the writing they turned in." However, in
defense of her Ltatement that "there is little commitment to school-

bimmiured writing] tin the stailefit'6 pait," DL C cuiailients that
"although many students had positive feelings about their writing,
this was because they were not being critical or deeply concerned
about what they had just written" (p. 11). She contends that selfsponsored writing (i.e., "writing experiences which evolve from
_

within students" [p. 17)) results in greater commitment alid concern.
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The problems surrounding these assertions of cause and effect are

manifold. In the first place, Pianko has no observations of school-

sponsored writing. Her subjects write for the benefit of the researcher
in afternoon sessions, voluntarily. The assumption that what Emig
(1971) calls "inquiry-sponsored" writing has the same effect as schoolsponsored writing is questionable, at best. There is a significant
difference between writing for a researcher and writing for a teacher.
The subjects have no stake in the former, but they do in the latter.
For example, the protocols reported by Flower and Hayes (1981b),
some of which derive from conventional assignments (e.g., a paper
on Boethius), suggest a fairly high level of commitment. The number
of revisions by Bridwell's subjects (1980b) also suggest a high level
of commitment on a school-sponsored assignment.
Second, the researchers provide no clear definitions or measures
of levels of commitment and concern. Rather, they infer them from
the behavior of the writers. Emig (1971), for example, claims that
for her eight subjects, "stopping, like starting, is a mundane moment
devoid of any emotion but indifference and the mildest of satisfactions

that a task is over." All this she infers because students end with
phrases such as "Well, here it is" (p. 87). Is it possible that her
students are embarrassed or modest or unsure of themselves in front
of a researcher who is not a part of the normal school environment?
If inferences like Emig's must be drawn, what are the rules for
drawing them to safeguard against bias? Perhaps more important,
what evidence can be used appropriately as the basis of the inferences?
Third, assuming the researchers had adequate measures of commitment and concern, they would still need to show that the level of

concern about school-sponsored writing is the same as that for
inquiry-sponsored writing and that these levels of concern or commitment vary systematically with the levels of commitment to selfsponsored writing. It is not enough to claim systematic variation; the
variation must be demonstrated.
Fourth, there is a tendency for some links in these arguments to
be circular. Pianko claims that over half of her subjects had a positive
attitude toward what they had writtenan indication of commitment,
perhaps. However, Pianko explains that they were only positive
"because they were not being critical or deeply concerned ", thus
denying the association of satisfaction with commitment. How does
Pianko know that the students were not being critical or deeply
concerned about what they had written? Because they expressed
satisfaction with it and because she did not regard the writing as
worthy of a positive attitude? To say that the students %.

not being

"
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critical is to imply that they might have been had they chosen to be.
However, Pianko presents no evidence concerning the critical abilities
of students in her sample. Perhaps they were being critical but were
using a set of standards different from the researcher's. Indeed, the
_fact that students express any satisfaction, or dissatisfaction for that
matter, indicates that they applied some set of standards and were,
in fact, critical. Perhaps what needs changing is not the fact that the
writing is school-sponsored but the standards which students use to
judge their writing. If one wished to demonstrate that school-sponsored writing cannot excite commitments and engage critical abilities,
then one must show (1) that some level of critical ability was present,

(2) that this ability was not engaged, (3) that it was not engaged
because the writing was school-sponsored, and (4) that no other
causes for the failure are possible.
Finally, these arguments imply that school-sponsored writing is of
a single type, namely, of the type and with the conditions imposed
by the researchers. They assume, for example, that assignments are
given without preparation, that no specific criteria for judging writing
are presented, and that no specific provisions are made for feedback

and revision. It may be true that most school-sponsored writing
assignments do not share these characteristics. However, the experimental treatment studies examined later in this review show that

some do. Indeed, the variability of the results of those studies is
immense, indicating that some have the capacity to engage students,
at least in improving their writing skills, which is no mean level of
engagement. Demonstrating that school-sponsored writing results in
a lack of commitment to writing requires that evidence be collected
over a range of programs with different characteristics. The studies
at hand have not done that.
In short, while it may be true that school-sponsored writing causes
lack of commitment and deep concern, these studies have not demonstrated a causal relationship or, for that matter, a strong association
between the two. Too many other explanations are not only possible
but plausible. According to Pianko (1979), the alternative to schoolsponsored writing, in which the teacher controls "topic, time, and
place," is self-spnnsored writing. Pianko contends that "writing . . .
should begin with an idea cieveloping out, of 8tudenitz: confrontations
with life" (pp. 17-18). Although Pianko and others state their contentions as conclusions, they are not. They are hypotheses open to
empirical investigation and which, in fact, have been investigated in
a number of studies. They make up an important dimension of the
meta-analysis which appears later in this volume.
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The Presence of Researchers

A final problem in interpreting the research on process involves
determining what effects the presence of researchers has on results.
While this is undoubtedly a problem in collecting thinking-aloud
protocols, it appears to be of particular importance in the classroom
observations conducted by Graves and his colleagues for two years.

He states (1981c) that "the presence of the researchers had great
. . . In a way, we ended up having more influence on the

influence.

environment than might ordinarily be expected" (p. 178). This influence, he believes, was mainly on teachers and administrators. But it

is at least possible that the presence of researchers influenced the
way the children developed as writers. When children prepared to
write, "the researcher then [moved] to where the child [was] ready
to work" (Graves 1979b, p. 79). Researchers not only recorded what
the children did but conducted interviews during the child's writing,
asking such questions as, "What did you almost write?" The research-

ers admit that the children seemed to enjoy such attention. Would
their questions have the same function as the "contentless prompts"
of Bereiter and Scardamalia's (1982) work?
One cannot help but wonder if the researchers, watching the same
children, day after day, for two years, would not be disappointed in
some writing efforts and rejoice in others. The reports of Calkins
(1979, 1981) and Kamler (1980) indicate that at least disapproval and
approval were present. Could these emotions be constantly disguised,

the researchers wearing masks of indifference at all times? If not,
then what effect might indications of approval and disapproval, during
actual writing, have on the writing behaviors of the observed children?
Graves (1981c) believes that "the order of development would not be
changed . . . even though the rate of [problem] solution might be
accelerated" (p. 178) by the presence of the researchers. However, the

research provides no monitoring of the kinds or rate of change in
children who are not under the constant surveillance of admittedly
sympathetic researchers. Thus, considerable uncertainty exists about
the scope and type of researcher influence.
Despite these problems in interpreting findings and claims, particularly of the case 5i,udy and observational research, the research

on process provides a number of tantalizing conjectures and

hypotheses about development and teaching, as well as some fascinating directions for future research. It has certainly drawn our
attention to the processes of composing.
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Conclusion
In 1963 Braddock, Lloyd-Jones, and Schoer asked an apparently simple
question: "What is involved in the act of writing?" (p. 53). The question
was only apparently simple, however. Although we may never be able

to provide a definitive answer, two decades later we do have the
knowledge base to ask more and more penetrating questions, to
formulate and explore more and more precisely stated hypotheses.
And we do have some pieces of the puzzle about which we can claim
to have considerable certainty.
We know, for example, that writing involves a great deal of planning,

that 'Arming involves a lot of production time, and that planning
takes place at several levels of abstraction. The levels of abstraction

involved are evidenced in research as divergent as that by Emig
(1971), Perl (1979), the various studies by Hayes and Flower, studies

by Bereiter, Scardamalia, and their colleagues, and the research of
Matsuhashi (1981). At the most abstract levels, planning appears to
involve rather general intentions about the kind of text to be produced,
governed in part by knowledge of schemata and in part by intended

content. While the role of criteria at these higher levels of planning
has not been fully explored by researchers, criteria do appear to be
important. Recall, for example, Roger's rejection of his first plan for
an essay on Boethius (Flower and Hayes 1981b) and Andrea's learning
to write leads which begin in medias res (Calkins 1979 and 1981).

General intentions generate more specific, but still rather generalized, content. Recall Lynn's decision to deal with various reactions
to the specific image of the cardboard Snoopy (Emig 1971) or Roger's
more abstract decision to relate how his original objections to Boethius's logic were overcome (Flower and Hayes 1981b). Roger presumably knew what those objections were and how he had overcome
them.
These content decisions appear to be fleshed out in their semantic
dimensions before they are represented first in words in short-term
memory and then graphemically. Matsuhashi's (1981) finding that the
mean length of pauses prior to T-units was twice that for the mean
length of all pauses (9.78 versus 4.35 seconds) suggests that writcrs

plan verbal representations in T-units or parts of T-units. When
Bereiter, Fine, and Gartshore (1979) interrupted children in their
writing and asked them to say aloud what they were about to write,
the children forecast five to six words, usually to the end of a clause.
This is additional evidence that writers plan strings of several specific
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words, if not clauses or T-units. Matsuhashi's finding of anomalously
long pauses following some subordinate conjunctions suggests that
writers plan at a semantic level which allows them to select a subordinate clause or phrase with a particular relationship to what has

preceded it, without having stipulated the lexical content of the
structure.
Finally, the finding by Bereiter, Fine, and Gartshore (1979) that
children write out nearly the same words they forecast but make
occasional "stylistic" changes, indicates the occurrence of an editorial

process between the verbal string held in short-term memory and
the graphemic level.
While the existence of some of these levels has not been demonstrated definitively, available evidence makes them worthy of hypothesis and further exploration. On the other hand, the existence of highlevel planning can hardly be doubted, though some pedagogical sys-

tems appear to ignore it. What is still needed, of course, is more
rigorously presented data showing how such plans operate, interact
with each other, and differ by mode of discourse.
We do know, from a wide variety of studies, that composing is
recursive, with writers moving back to what has been written and
forward to what has not. Further, we can be fairly certain that the
subprocesses of composing interrupt each other. The writer moves
from high-level plans to the transcription of words and back to higherlevel planning, rereading what has been written, reconstructing plans
already made, making new plans, generating new data, or performing
editing of some kind. This bobbing up-and-down among various levels
has been examined most systematically in the work of Hayes and
Flower (1980) but has been observed in a number of other studies.
Together, these recursive and bobbing actions present a far different
notion of composing than there is to be found in composition texts
which traditionally assume that all planning precedes all transcribing
and that all editing follows. That, in itself, is a finding that could
have important instructional value.
Research on composing has developed many other important ideas,
most of which must still be regarded as hypothesesbut hypotheses
worthy of flirt hPr exploration and t.eting. Td.. developed by arnves,
Calkins, Sowers, and their colleagues are fascinating examples. In
their work we see children beginning to write very early in the first
year of school by using invented spellings, learning to use the space
on the paper, sharing work with other youngsters and the teacher,
shifting from externalized to internalized behavior in revising, moving
from egocentric to sociocentric, and so forth. Researchers should
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examine these ideas as rigorously as possible, presenting rules for
the analysis of the events observed, displaying data across cases, and
using controls to account for alternative explanations.
The work of Bereiter, Scardamalia, and their colleagues in attempting to infer the cognitive processes in composing is also very promising
and useful. But here also research has much to reveal. For example,
is it inability to conduct memory searches or failure to do so which

results in children's writing so little without the prompting of a
conversational partner? Or is it that children, who are accustomed
to utterances of conversational length, simply see no need to write
more? Do they need to learn criteria governing written forms, criteria
which would reveal the need for more information and would prompt
appropriate memory searches?
Perhaps all of the research on composing in the past two decades
raises more questions than it answers. But it has answered some,
and in raising others, it promises to answer more. It has come a long
way from the question posed by Braddock, Lloyd-Jones, and Schoer
in 1963.
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2 The Writer's Repertoire

In 1971 Bernard J. McCabe, in a model of elements in the composing

process, posited the existence of a writer's repertoirea knowledge
of lexical, syntactic, or rhetorical forms which writers call upon in
their writing. These forms might be learned or invented. Writers
learn words common to the lexicon of their language but invent others,

e.g., inkhorn terms of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and
the advertising jargon of the twentieth. Writers appear to learn rules
which enable them to generate an infinite variety of specific syntactic

structures. Forms such as the sonnet appear to be learned from the
literary heritage. Others, such as the cinquain, can be attributed to
the invention of a single person. Researchers on the composing process
indicate that their subjects appear to call on forms, generalized plans,

or schemata to guide their writing. For example, Emig (1971) discusses the five-paragraph, or "Fifty-Starr theme, which she claims
"is so tightly lodged in the American composition curriculum" (p.

97). Whether anyone likes the form or not, Emig contends that
students use it to guide their writing. Hayes and Flower (1980) and
Matsuhashi (1981) indicate that their subjects appear to be guided
by generalized plans or schemata. What role such forms play in the
composing process is not fully understood, but research on them is
well under way.
In addition to such formal knowledge, the writer's repertoire might

be conceived as including knowledge about such aspects of rhetoric
as the relationship of audience to form. This chapter will examine
research on syntactic and generic forms and audience.
Syntactic Forms
Researchers have long known that when children arrive in first grade

they are capable of using nearly all grammatical structures which
adults use. The difference between adults' and children's use of the
structures has been known to be a matter of frequency. For some
time, researchers studied these frequencies in writing over age groups
rattler extensively without altogether satisfying results. However, in
63
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1965 Kellogg Hunt published a pioneering study which established
clearer and more useful measures than had been available in the past.
This study showed clear patterns of development, or at least change,
which have been repeatedly confirmed by subsequent research. Hunt's
study involved nine boys and nine girls in each of three grade levels
(4, 8, and 12), for a total of fifty-four children, each of whom produced,

as part of regular classroom work, 1,000 words of writing. These
students attended Florida State University School but were selected
so that IQ scores ranged from 90 to 110.
In order to examine differences in the syntax of students at the
various grade levels, Hunt used what has become a standard measure,
the minimal terminable unit or T-unit, which is simply a main clause
with all of its appended modifiers, including subordinate clauses.
This measure avoided the ambiguities which had plagued definitions
of the sentence and provided a tool which could be used reliably. In
addition to examining the mean length of T-units, Hunt also devised
the ratio of clauses per T-unit to replace LaBrant's (1933) subordination ratio. In addition, Hunt examined average clause length, ratios

of T-units per sentence, and average length of sentences. Four of
Hunt's measures were significant for grade level at p < .01, while the
fifth (average sentence length) was significant for grade level at p <
.05. The most reliable indices, with the least overlap among the thre
grade levels, were average T-unit length and average clause length.
These findings are no longer any surprise to us, but in 1965, when
Hunt published his findings, they contradicted the long-standing ideas,
stemming from LaBrant's studies, that clause length did not indicate

maturity and that sentence length was a better index of maturity.
The differences between Hunt's and LaBrant's findings are primarPy
the result of Hunt's concept of T-unit (as opposed to sentence) and
his more resonable and usual definition of clause. (LaBrant counted
comp,und predicates as separate clauses. Thus, a sentence such as,
"We were running and jumping;' would count as two clauses because
it contains an auxiliary verb and two participles, each counting as a

predicate and a separate clause.) Hunt, in fact, found that the

compounding of T-units was a significant index of immaturity. Fourthpraders wrote ?nor,. ,,,Annymn,ul
than eigl.th-gradera, and

eighth-graders wrote more than twelfth-graders. This difference
indicates one serious problem in using mean sentence length as an
index of "maturity" Several of Hunt's fourth-graders averaged sentence lengths of over 70 words because they strung together series
of T-units, usually using and as the coordinating conjunction. At any
rate, an important result of Hunt's research was to establish two
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previously unused indices as major tools for researchersaverage
clause length and average T-unit length, both of which proved to be
better predictors of grade level than any of the older measures.
In addition, Hunt examined changes in the use of various types of
clauses. He found nearly a doubling of the incidence of adjective

clauses from the fourth grade to the eighth and nearly a doubling
again between the eighth and twelfth grades. The number of adjective

clauses used by Hunt's superior adults was nearly five times that
used by fourth-graders. These differences were significant (p < .01).
Hunt also found significant increases in the use of noun clauses (p <

.05) and nonsignificant increases in the use of adverb clauses of
various kinds.
Hunt also examined nominals, finding a significant decrease (p <
.01) from fourth to twelfth grade in the use of unmodified nominals,

and concomitant and significant gains in the use of adjective and
genitive modifiers (p < .01) and prepositional phrases modifying nouns

(p < .01). The use of both gerunds and infinitives as nominals
increased dramatically over the grade levels, with fourth-graders
using only 10 percent as many gerunds as twelfth-graders. The
increased use of adjective clauses, adjectives, inflected genitives,
prepositional phrases, verbal phrases of various types, and other
modifiers of nouns all contribute to the increased complexity of
nominals. Thus, while most nouns used by fourth-graders remain
unmodified, nouns used by older students take on increasingly longer
strings of modifiers. Hunt developed measures of nominal complexity

by assigning a count of one to each modifier of a noun head. The
resulting measures were all significant (p < .01) for grade level, with
one measure ("total number of counts given to nominals receiving
counts of two or more" [p. 116]) ranking after only average T-unit
length and average clause length as a reliable index of maturity.
Hunt argues convincingly that the increases in subordinate clauses,
modifiers of nominals, gerunds, and infinitives are all the result of

clause reductions. That is, while a fourth-grader might write two
main clauses, an eighth-grade, might produce a main clause and
subordinate clause, and a twelfth-grader might reduce the subordinate clause ta phrase
_le iliamo clause. Hunt quotes a fourcograder as writing, "Once upon a time I had a cat. This cat was a
beautiful cat, it was also mean:' An older student would be more
likely to consolidate the three T-units, thereby eliminating the repetitions of cat and the unnecessary use of it to produce a clause such
as, "Once upon a time I had a beautiful but mean cat:' Such reductions
contribute to increased T-unit length and to greater concision.
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From its initial publication, Hunt's findings suggested specific
objectives for teaching. As G. Robert Carlsen put it in his introduction
to the study, "Hunt's study offers a kind of operational definition of
language objectives for the school: the school's program should facilitate the student's moving in the direction of mature writing patterns"
(p. vi). That is, schools should facilitate the writing of longer

T-units, longer clauses, more complex nominals, and so forth. Not
long after the publication of Hunt's study, various scholars began
experimenting with direct approaches to teaching the writing of more
"mature" sentence patterns. (A later section on sentence combining
will deal with these studies in detail.)
In 1967 O'Donnell, Griffin, and Norris published a transformational
analysis of the syntax of elementary school children. They collected
oral samples from thirty children in each of grades K, 1, 2, 3, 5, and
7, witn approximately half boys and half girls in each. These children

were asked to tell the story presented in a silent film orally; the
children in grades 3, 5, and 7 were also asked to produce a written
version of the story after they had told it.
The findings of the transformational analysis support many of the
findings of the Hunt study. The authors found the T-unit to be "a
sensitive measure of development toward maturity in children's language production. Without exception for any subgroup at any stage,
data obtained showed increments in T-unit length from grade to
grade" (p. 44). This was true for both oral and written composition.

In fact, the data on T-units for this study closely parallel Hunt's
data. Interestingly, however, while T-units were longer in speech than
those in writing at the third grade, they were longer in writing at
both the fifth and sevei_ i grades. According to the authors, "the

data suggest that as child' n progress through the upper grades,
they learn to control their writing more strictly than their speech"
(p. 46). O'Donnell, Griffin, and Norris report that the number of
sentence-combining transformations per T-unit also increase:: ? rom
grade to grade in writing, with the significant increases appiaring
in grades 5 and 7, paralleling increments in words per T-unit. this
finding also supports Hunt's finding that a variety of structures which
may be regarded as clause reductions or sentence-combining transformations (e.g., subordinate clauses, adjectives, prepositional

phrases, verbals) increase in frequency per T-unit from fourth
through twelfth grade and "superior adults!' S',- eral other specific
parallels with Hunt's findings are evident, particularly in types of
sentence-combining transformations thought to be used in producing
noun-headed nominals and nonheaded nominals. In certain instances
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the rate of increase is nearly identical, e.g., in the use of prepositional
phrases to modify nouns.

An interesting finding of O'Donnell, Griffin, and Norris is that
while control of syntax in speech exceeds that in the writing of third-

graders, by fifth and seventh grade children show greater control
over the syntax of writing. At both fifth and seventh grades the
superior control over syntax in writing was marked "by significantly
greater use of the whole classes of transformation-produced nominals,
adverbials, and coordinations within T-units; by notably more frequent use of seven of the twelve specific types of nominal structures
identified; by greater use of adverbial clauses and adverbial infinitives;

and by much greater use of coordinate predicates, particularly in
Grade 5" (p. 85). What this reversal means is not clear. It must be
due to something more than simply increased facility in handwriting.
Perhaps it is due to the recognition of the peculiar requirements of
writing, e.g., to inform an absent reader fully of context or qualifications. Such requirements entail more fully developed syntax than

do face-to-face conversational situations. Perhaps it is due to the
slower rate of production, noted by Gould (1980) and by Bereiter and
Scardamalia (1982), which may permit the production of more elaborate syntax as well as the higher levels of coherence and resulting
quality noted by Scardamalia, Bereiter, and Goelman (1982).
A large number of other studies of the written syntax of students
at various grade levels and that of adults confirm the basic findings
of Hunt (1965a) and O'Donnell, Griffin, and Norris (1967a), and add
new pieces of information. A study by Blount, Johnson, and Fredrick
(1968), comparing 1,000-word samples from thirty-two eighth-graders
and thirty-two twelfth-graders found (1) significantly greater mean

T-unit and clause lengths for twelfth-graders (p < .01), and (2)

significantly fewer coordinated T-units for twelfth-graders than for
eighth-graders (p < .01). These findings support Hunt's. Although
changes in mean sentence length were not significant in Blount's
study, there was a significant ability by grade-level interaction for
mean sentence length. Low-ability eighth-graders wrote longer sentences than did high-ability students, while high-ability twelfthgraders wrote longer sentences than low-ability twelfth-graders. Does
this suggest that longer sentences are the product of lack of linguistic
control in eighth grade but of heightened control in twelfth? Blount's
findings for subordinate clauses are discrepant with Hunt's, leading
Blount to believe that subordinate clause ratios are not adequate
indices of maturity.
Dixon (1970b) analyzed 200-word samples taken from the middle
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of narratives written by fourth-, eighth-, and twelfth-graders, and
by college seniors. He examined words per T-unit, intra T-unit
coordinate structure, and free modifier variables suggested by Christensen (1963). Using multiple regression analysis he determined that
mean T-unit length correlated more highly (.66) with grade level than

any of the other variables, accounting for about 44 percent of the
variance among students. Other studies by Ashida (1967), Dauterman

(1970), and Dittmer (1971) generally confirm the findings already
cited, although Dauterman reports a slight drop in some indices.

Some researchers have attempted to assimilate several of the
syntactic features examined into single syntactic complexity scales
which yield a single quotient presumed to indicate syntactic maturity
(Botel and GranGwsky 1972, Endicott 1973, Golub and Kidder 1974).
Such indices are appealing in their apparent simplicity of yielding a

single quotient which appears to "say it all." Their difficulty lies in
our not knowing what exactly the quotient means. Endicott's score
is based on transformational and morphemic analyses of linguistic
structures. However; as Roy O'Donnell's review (1976a) suggests, the
procedures for counting co-memes appear arbitrary, particularly in
their assignment of complexity levels. For example, a phrase such as
the boy's dragon would be rated as far more complex than the omnivorous dragon, simply because the former includes a possessive.
Golub and Kidder's syntactic density score is based on an initial
analysis of how children use various syntactic structures and which

of these structures predict teacher ratings of their writings. The
score is computed by counting frequencies for ten types of structures
(from words per T-unit to number of possessives), weighting them,

and computing a final score. As O'Donnell (1976a) points out, a
problem inherent in this score is its high level of redundancy. "Words

per T-unit results from the combined effects of number of clauses
and length of clauses; length of clauses, in turn, results in part from
the remaining items on the instrument" (p. 37). Belanger (1978a)
points out a problem of much greater concern inherent in the syntactic

density score: the fewer T-units analyzed, the higher the syntactic
density score. This is the result of combining the mean scores of the
first four variables with the raw scores of the remaining six and

dividing by the total number of T-units. Even with the correct
procedures recommended by Belanger, there is considerable doubt
about the validity of the grade level conversions.
Some investigators have focused on the variables which Christensen
(1963) considered to be especially characteristic of mature style: the
number of instances of final free modifiers, the number of words in
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such modifiers, the number of instances of free modifiers in other
positions, and so forth. Wolk (1970) fund that professional writers
use more free modifiers in all positions and more final free modifiers
than college freshmen. Faigley (1979a) found that professional writers
wrote longer T-units, longer clauses and more words in free modifiersespecially those in final positionsthan did the college students
in his sample. The difference between the two grours on the latter
two variables is very large. The professional writers examined by
Faigley write 30.3 percent of their total words in free modifiers and
17.3 percent in final free modifiers alone. That is compared to 16.1
percent in free modifiers written by freshmen, and only 3.5 percent
in final free modifiers. Dixon, who examined several variables suggested by Christensen, found regression coefficients of .45 for
instances of final free modifiers and of .40 for words in final free
modifiers regressed against grade level.
Syntactic Features and Mode of Discourse

In discussing the implications for research of his 1965 study, Hunt
pointed to the need for examining the different effects which subject
matter and mode of discourse have on syntactic structures. A number
of studies have examined those differences, some of them well before
Hunt's study. A 1933 study by Seegers, for example, focusing on the
writing of fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-graders, found that argument
used more dependent clauses than either exposition or narration and
that exposition used more than narration. More recent studies have
found similar differences at many different grade levels. Martinez
San Jose (1973) examined the writing of forty fourth-graders in
narrative, descriptive, expository, and argumentative modes. Each
composition was produced not in a test situation but as a letter to be

sent to another child in England. She examined thirty syntactic

variables, twenty -three of which proved to be significantly different
by mode, many at p < .001. Mean 'I-unit length, subordination ratio
as a percent, and the use of non-clausal adverbials were all greater
for argument and exposition. Argument produced the most complex
syntax, followed fLirly closely by exposition. Both argument and
exposition were w dely separated from narration and description. In
another study, Crcwhurst and Piche (1979) collected samples of writing from sixthtenth-graders who wrote three compositions in

one of three modes for each of two audiences, for a total of six
compositions over a period of six weeks. Three different color slides
were used to prompt writing in each mode. Using the same slide
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across modes helped to control for subject matter, or topic. At grade
6, words per T-unit and clauses per T-unit were significantly greater

for argument than for narration and description, which were not
significantly different. At grade 10, T-unit length and clauses per T-

unit were significantly greater for argument than for narration or
description. In words pei: clause, argument and description were
both significantly greater than narration. Interestingly, while Crowhurst and Fiche found significant syntactic differences between argu-

ments and descriptions written by sixth- and tenth-graders, there
were no significant differences between narratives by sixth- and
tenth-graders on words per T-unit, words per clause, or clauses per
T-unit.
Schifsky (1982) examined a single mode of discourse, expressive
writing, from the NAEP 1973-74 assessment, attending to eightyone lexical and syntactic items. He found no significant differences
between the expressive writing of thirteen-year-olds and that produced by seventeen-year-olds. Other researchers have examined exposition or argument in contrast to some form of personatbr expressive
writing. Nietzke (1972) examined the critical and personal experience
writing of sixty college freshmen and found that mean T-unit length
differed significantly, with critical writing displaying greater syntactic complexity. Hennig (1980) examined three pieces of writing from
twenty students (a personalized journal, a letter, and a formal essay)
for several indices of syntactic maturity. The essays were the most
complex on several indices. C. Watson (1980) examined twelve essays
from each of twenty-one twelfth-graders and twenty-one upper-level
college English majors. Four essays were expressive, four persuasive,
and four explanatory. She examined these essays for seventeen syntactic variables, finding significant differences among the three modes
which equalled or exceeded differences in the maturity of she students. She found that expressive writing in both groups was considerably less mature by usual syntactic standards than their persuasive
writing.
In general, these studies clearly indicate that different modes of
discourse entail different degrees of syntactic complexity, with argument and exposition or explanation generally involving greater complexity than narrative and expressive writing.
Syntax and Other Factors
Some investigators have examined T-unit length among students with
special problems. Rodrigues (1975) found that while bilingual His-
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panics at the ninth-grade level wrote shorter T-units than monolingual
students, the rate of increase from fourth to ninth grade was only
slightly less for bilinguals. Braun and Klassen (1973) also found that
monolingual students exhibited higher indices of syntactic maturity
than did bilinguals. N. T. Morris (1979) found that normal students

have higher levels of syntactic maturity than do learning-disabled
students. Indeed, Raiser (1981) found that eighth-grade learningdisabled students' average T-unit length was comparable to that for
normal fourth-graders. However, Raiser also found that as learningdisabled students grew older, they wrote longer T-units.
Several investigators have examined various syntactic factors in
relation to sex. McCarthy (1954) claimed the studies available indicated that among American white children girls were characteristically ahead of boys "in nearly all aspects of language" (p. 577). The
evidence available for the present review suggests that, at least in
syntactic development, boys and girls are more or less even or, if not,
they become even. O'Donnell, Griffin, and Norris (1967a) point out
that while third- and fifth grade girls are ahead on several measures

"taken to indicate syntactic skill" in writing (e.g., less frequent
coordination of main clauses, greater use of transformation-produced

nominals, more frequent adverbial clauses), by seventh grade the
positions of the sexes "were clearly reversed" so that "differences
almost uniforn-iiy favored boys" (p. 96). Inspection of Hunt's tables
suggests similar reversals, with girls ahead of boys in mean T-unit
length in fourth grade (9.0 to 8.1), but with boys ahead of girls by
twelfth grade (15.8 to 13.0). However, Dauterman (1970), working
with seventh- through twelfth-graders found no significant differences
in words per T-unit, words per clause, or subordination index. Blount,
Fredrick. Lnd Johnson (1969) with eighth- and twelfth-graders found

no differences by sex in words per T-unit or words per clause. On
the other hand, while a study by Baggett (1978) found no significant
differences by sex between tenth-grade boys and girls in T-unit
length, it did find girls significantly superior to boys in other respects,
especially in the variety of sentence-combining transformations used
in the production of nominals.
House and House (1980), concerned with ability and linguistic
structures in writing, compared the work of students identified as
remedial and those identified as ready for a regular college freshman
English program. They found no significant differences between the
two groups in the number of errors produced, length of T-units,
clauses per T-unit, or v.ords per clause. Such findings, of course,
may attest more to the deficiencies of the selection program than to
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anything else. Other researchers using more extreme differences
among student abilities have found differences. Leonard (1977), using
scores on a standard language test, found no significant differences

on a number of factors, including mean clause length and mean Tunit length, but did find significant differences favoring the high group

(p < .05) for the number of free modifiers and the number of free
modifiers in final positions. E. M. Martin (1978) found that nominees
for the Georgia Governor's Honors Program wrote more words per
T-unit, more words per clause, more clauses per T-unit, more adjec-

tive and adverbial clauses, and more gerund and infinitive phrases
than did Hunt's seniors.
Syntactic Features and Quality Ratings

Several studies have examined differences in the syntactic features
of compositions independently rated according to some quality scale.
Cooper and several colleagues (1979) found that five randomly selected

college freshmen scoring high on an entrance essay wrote T-units
nearly four words longer than five low-scoring freshmen and that the
high-scoring freshmen used over 60 percent more structures of mod-

ification per 100 T-units than did the low-scoring freshmen. R. R.
Potter (196713) found that tenth-grade papers rated good by six raters
had longer sentences, longer T-units, more structures of modification
and more verbals than did papers rated as lower. Marzano (1975)found

significant correlations between quality ratings and a number of
syntactic features. A. E. Allen (1972) found significant correlations
between quality ratings and the frequency of nonfinite verb constructions .And qualifying words and phrases.
In a well-designed study, Crowhurst (1980) examined the effects
of syntactic complexity on rated quality in two modes (narration and
argument) at three grade levels (sixth, tenth, and twelfth). Students

wrote three different narratives or three different arguments,
prompted by the same stimuli and under similar conditions, over a
three-week period. Mean T-unit length for each composition was
computed. Pairs of compositions from the same writer were selected
for qualitative ratings if one member of the pair was of high syntactic
complexity (.5 word or more above the mean for mode and grade level)
and the other was of law complexity (.5 word below the same mean),
and if the shorter of the two papers contained no fewer than 70 percent
of the total words in the longer. The 284 compositions were distributed

more or less equally across a complexity x grade x mode x topic
matrix. Raters used two rating scales, a holistic seven-point scale
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and an instrument devised by Fiche, Rubin, Turner, and Mich lin
(1978) consisting of seven subscales.
Crowhurst found no significant qualitative difference between the
high-complexity and low-complexity narratives or arguments written

by sixth-graders. Neither was any found between low- and highcomplexity narratives written by tenth-graders. The low-complexity
narratives of twelfth-graders, however, were significantly superior to
their high-complexity narratives on both measures. For both tenthand twelfth-graders, high-complexity arguments scored significantly
higher than low (for tenth-graders on the seven-subscale measure and
for twelfth-graders on both measures). This study suggests sharply
differentiated effects of complex syntax by mode. Apparently, for
most writers effective narrative is not dependent on the complexity

of syntax. On the other hand, as Crowhurst indicates, effective
argument may demand the "logical interrelationship of propositions"
(p. 230) and, therefore, longer syntactic structures.

However, a number of studies indicate little or no relationship
between measures of syntactic complexity (particularly T-unit length)
and rated quality. Jurgens and Griffin (1970), examining compositions
by seventh-, ninth-, and eleventh-graders which had been rated with
reliabilities ranging from .88 to .93, found no significant differences

in words per T-unit or clauses per T-unit among low, middle, and
high papers at any grade level. Words per clause differed significantly
for high and low papers in grade 11 only. Martinez San Jose (1973)
examined the compositions of forty fourth-graders in four different

modes (narration, description, exposition, and argument). These
pieces were each rated for general interest of content and for organization by four experienced raters, whose assigned scores were
summed. The researc'r r found no statistical relationship between
syntactic maturity and content/organization scores. In argument,
shorter T-unit length tended to be associated with higher content
scores. Using standard rating procedures based on Diederich (1974),
Belanger (1978b) found correlations ranging from .03 to .07 between
average T-unit length and quality ratings in high school compositions.
Stewart and Grobe (1979) worked with a subsample of 232 compositions from the 1977 New Brunswick Writing Assessment. In this
writing assessment, fifth-graders were asked to write directions for
taking care of a pet, while eighth- and eleventh-graders' assignments
should have produced arguments. Stewart and Grobe found a significant positive correlation between quality scores and words per
T-unit only at grade 5, a correlation of .SO. The correlation of words
per T-unit to quality was a nonsignificant .19 at grade 8 and .06 at
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grade 11. At grade 5, the researchers also found significant positive

correlations of quality to words per clause (.23), and clauses per
T-unit (.37). At grades 8 and 11, these correlations were low and
nonsignificant. In fact, the correlation between quality and clauses
per T-unit was .19 at grade 11.
Nold and Freedman (1977) examined four essays written by twentytwo Stanford University freshmen, each written in a half-hour period.
Two of the assignments were designed to produce argument and two
to produce analysis involving comparison and contrast. The research-

ers analyzed the compositions for words per T-unit, subordinate
clauses per T-unit, mean subordinate clause length, percent of words
in final free modifiers, and thirteen other variables. Six experienced
teachers were trained and read all eighty-eight of the resulting essays
under exemplary research conditions. Their holistic four-point scale

scores were summed to give a quality score to each essay. The
researchers found very low and nonsignificant correlations for most
of the syntactic variables with quality scores: .08 with words per Tun it, .03 for subordinate clauses per T-unit, .06 for mean subordinate

clause length. The only significant and positive correlation of a
syntactic variable with rated quality was the percent of words in final
free modifiers (.42), a correlation which accounts for over 17.6 percent

of the variance among the compositions. The only other sigmaant
positive correlation was between length and rated quality (.57),
accounting for nearly 32.5 percent of the variance. Stepwise multiple
regression indicated that length and the percent of words in final free

modifiers were the two most important variables associated with
rated quality.
Faigley (1979c) reports similar correlations between rated qaality
and various syntactic features: r = .04 for words per T-unit, .07
for clauses per T-unit, .18 for words per clause; but .25 for percent
of words in final free modifiers, .41 for percent of T-units with final
free modifiers, and .30 for length. The two most important variables
associated with quality were the percent of T-units with final free
modifiers and length.
Wille (1982) examined a group of pretest and posttest compositions
written by one experimental and one control class (n = 43 for eighty-

six compositions) in a study conducted by Hillocks (1982). These
seventh-grade compositions had been scored holistically on a scale
involving specificity and focus, with rater reliabilities ranging from
.80 to .95. Both groups had made gains, but the experimental group
gain was greater. Wille asked three somewhat diverse raters (an
experienced college English teacher, an experienced high school Eng-
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lish teacher, and a graduate student in English) to rank-order the
papers in four levels of quality as they perceived them. The raters
were instructed only to ignore mechanical errors in making their
judgments. The scores assigned by the three raters were summed.
In addition, Wille examined T-unit length. The summed scores of the
holistic ratings correlated with the earlier specificity ratings significantly (.81). However, correlations between the rated quality scores
and T-unit length were only .06 (with the specificity scale) and .01

(with the holistic scale). In fact, while both sets of quality scores
revealed strong gains for both groups of students, both groups wrote
shorter T-units on the posttest, .80 for the experimental group and
.89 for the control group. This regression is about one-third of the
gains made between fourth grade and eighth grade in Hunt's (1965a)
study.

One might suspect that the low correlations between T-unit length

and rated quality reported by some studies are the result of the
compositions being written at a single grade level: the compositions
would exhibit a very narrow range, thereby making high correlations
with rated quality unlikely. That appears not to be the case, however.
The means and standard deviations reported by Stewart and Grobe
(1979) br eighth grade (X = 13.18 and sd = 3.77) and for eleventh

grade (X = 15.45 and sd = 4.09) indicate that the eighth-graders
overlap both Hunt's fourth-graders and his seniors. Similarly, a good

number of the eleventh graders overlap with Hunt's skilled adults
(20.3 words per T-unit) and some overlap with many eighth-graders.

Faigley's standard deviations also reflect a wide range of mean T-

unit length. The actual range of Wille's seventh-graders' mean
T-unit lengths extends from 7.63 (below Hunt's mean for fourthgraders) to 26.86 (well above Hunt's mean for superior adults). In
short, the low correlations of mean T-unit length to rated quality
cannot be attributed to narrow ranges of mean T-unit lengths.
To summarize, several researchers working independently with
student writing in a wide variety of modes and at a variety of grade
levels have obtained extraordinarily low correlations between mean
T-unit length and rated quality. Why this is so remains something of
a puzzle. If mean T-unit length is the best predictor of grade level,
and if we assume that grade level is associated with quality of writing,
then we should be able to assume that T-unit length is also associated

with writing quality. And across grade levels, it may be. However,
nearly all the studies available at this writing which have examined
the correlation of T-unit length with rated quality have used compositions w ritten by students at a single grade level. The result has
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been correlations which, with one exception at fifth grade, show no
relationship between the two. However, some of the same studies
have shown strong association between measures of more specific
syntactic features and rated quality (e.g., final free modifiers) and
more general features (e.g., overall length of the composition). These

findings suggest that T-unit length may be, on the one hand, too
gross and, on the other hand, too restricted a measure to detect
differences in quality. Some T-units may be long enough to be
regarded as mature but vacuous enough to be regarded as ineffective.
An underdeveloped theme may be a collection of lengthy but empty
T-units, while a specific and effective piece of writing may be made

up of relatively short T-units. To explain the variance in quality
ratings, we appear to need more refined measures of syntax as well
as measures of other dimensions such as overall development.
Generic Forms

While we have many studies which have examined the syntactic
features of children's w "iting, we have far fewer which have examined

the various genres, structural features, rhetorical patterns, or sche-

m ita which appear in children's writing at various ages. Some
researchers have looked for the presence of various literary devices
(includ'ng alliteration, hyperbole, metaphor, simile, and personification) in young children's writing and have found them (Hill 1973, Bean
1974). Some studies have examined larger aspects of structure. Willy

(1975) studied 145 oral and written narratives from first-graders,
claiming that 132 of them exhibited a planned and graduated crescendo of tension climaxed and released by a sudden denouement. Stahl
(1977) examined the structure of compositions by children in grades

2, 5, 8 and 11 written in response to a request to write descriptions
of their homes (the rooms and their contents). He proposed various
means for examining the structure of those compositions and applied
them, finding various differences among the students in his sample.
Melas (1975) and Bodkin (1978) both examined the types of compositions written by eler 'entary school children. Bodkin, who sampled

free writing from journals, found that girls in the third and sixth
grades wrote more about themselves (their homes, families, personal
relationships, etc.) than did boys, who wrote more often about sports
and metropolitan, national, world, historical, and catastrophic events.
Further, she found that third-graders wrote more often in the exten-

sive mode (see Emig 1971) than in the reflexive mode, while the
reverse was true for sixth-graders.
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In 1975 Britton, et al. produced a lengthy study entitled The
Development of Writing Abilities (11-18), which focuses on the kinds

of writing produced as the result of assignments given in British
secondary schools but which has little to say about the development
of writing abilities. The authors present and define sets of function
and audience categories. The function categories include three major
categories (transactional, expressive, and poetic) and several subcategories. The researchers collected many pieces of student writing,
along with the assignments which g3nerated them, and classified
them according to the categories. They report that 63.4 percent of
the writing (and therefore presumably the assignments) was transactional, .S.5 percent expressive, and 17.6 percent poetic. Of all pieces

in the transactional category about 78 percent fall in three subntegories, with about 22 percent in the remaining six subcategories. The

three heavily used categories are what the writers call "report:'
"low-level analytic" (which uses generalization loosely organized), and

"analogic" (which makes use of classification statements organized
hierarchically or logically). Perhaps the most useful contribution of
this study is to provide an empirical test of a more complex set of
categories of discourse than the simplistic set which has dominated
composition instruction for decades.
Applebee (1978a) examined a body of oral stories by children and
classified them after Vygotsky (1962) into what he believes are six
basic types: heaps (a collection of statements related, perhaps, by

free association), sequences (a series of statements, each linked
somehow to the following statement but not necessarily to the others),
primitive narrative (events surrounding a common nucleus, possibly
a character, but which do not yield a linked story), unfocused chain

(a series of statements each concretely linked to the next, but in
which the beginning has little relation to the ending), and finally
narratives (what we generally think of as a true story).
Helen King (1979) examined both oral and written stories by thirdgraders and found five plot forms, the most commonly occurring of
which she claims to brgituation plus problem plus solution. Her other
types appear to be variations of the most common type.
Sowers (1981) examined 217 "published" storybooks by twenty-two
first -grade children. Judging any piece ordered chronologically to be
narrative, she found that in November of a school year the children

wrote relatively few narratives-36 percent. By June, 78 percent of
their writings were narratives. The nonnarratives "were typically
attributes of the topic" (p. 192); thus, "Whales are black and some
are gray. Whales are big. They can eat you in one bite. There are
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brown whales and there are black whales too. There are white whales.
There are blue killer whales." Many of the attribute writings, espe-

cially those of girls, are highly affective what Sowers calls "selfexpressive!' She comments on "the
of Moffett's rhetorical
system to predict children's early writing preferences" (p. 204),
assuming that the attribute writings, in Moffett's terms, are analogic,

a category of writing which Moffett argues is more abstract than
narrative. She argues that Britton's rhetorical theory, while also
failing to predict preference for the nonnarrative, does predict that
early writing will be expressive, displaying the writer's feelings for
their owu sake. Indeed, many of the attribute writings presented by
Sowers are expressive: for example, "Me and Chipper have lots of
fun. We have fun. I love Chipper so much. I won't stop loving Chipper.

It's so much fun. It is fun:'
But calling such writing expressive does not satisfactorily explain
pieces such as "Whales;' quoted above, or the considerably longer
pieces on alligators and sailboats which Sowers presents. All of these
attribute writings, however, are to some extent reminiscent of Apple -

bee's categories of "heaps" and "sequences." They are statements
which are linked by association. But they clearly seem to be products
of what Bereiter and Scardamalia (1982) call the "what next" strategy.

The writer finds a topic, thinks of one sentence, then another, and
then another, and so forth. It is also interesting to note that this form
allows for considerable repetition of key words. Note that the word
whales, in the piece by the same name, represents over 15 percent of
the total words used. This may be a great asset to young writers.
Schemata and the Production of Stories
As indicated earlier, there is good reason to believe that schemata of
various kinds underlie our organization of experience and help us
assimilate new information more rapidly as we encounter it. Schank
and Abelson (1977), for example, show that scripts are important in

allowing us to understand and predict new experience. The term
script here refers to the chain of events in common experiences of a
given type such as going to a restaurant or going to the supermarket.
When we have not had experiences of a particular type, e.g., going
to a clinic for X-rays, we may be uncomfortable until we have learned
the script for that experience. At the same time, when we know a

script, we recognize violations of it, as we would if a restaurant
patron ordered only a glass of water.
In the past few years, psychologists have also been asking what
generalized knowledge we have of stories and how that knowledge
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contributes to our comprehension and production of stories. Much of

that work has not dealt with story production per se but with
retellings of stories, identifying characteristics of stories, or reordering scrambled events. One important result of such work is that
definitions of story have become more precise, with investigators
differentiating between essential and optional features and attempting
to establish prototypical story forms and rules which allow for transformations of those forms.
Stein and Trabasso (1982) present one commonly used definition
of the minimal story which consists of a setting and an episode. The
setting includes the introduction of the protagonist and one or more
statements about the protagonist and the physical, social, or temporal
environment. The episode contains a sequence of five different cate-

gories. The first category is the initiating event, which contains
information marking some sort of change in the protagonist's environment and which evokes a desire to achieve some sort. of goal. The
second category, internal response, includes the goal and may also
include an emotional response to the initiating event. Trabasso and

Stein propose this second category as the most important because
they believe that story knowledge is organized around the goal of the
protagonist. The third category is the attempt by the protagonist to

achieve the goal. The consequence, the fourth category, indicates
whether or not the goal was achieved and in more complex stories
may give rise to a second episode. Reaction is the fifth category and
may include the character's response to what has occurred, events
which occur as a direct result of what has gone before, or a moral
which indicates what can be learned from the character's action.
Each category in this chain causes or enables the occurrence of the
subsequent category.
Stein and Trabasso's definition of story, of course, represents only

one type of storythat which is goal-directed. Thus, a narrative
concerning the death of a victim of ; iatural disaster might not allow
the victim to form any goal or make any attempt to achieve a goal.
Such a narrative might well require its own definition. For a review
and analysis of story definitions see Stein and Policastro (1984).
Using prototypical stories with clearly identifiable characteristics,
researchers have demonstrated convincingly that knowledge of story
form helps young children recall stories more readily. They have
shown, in addition, that when stories occur in a nonprototypical form,
the story is more difficult to recall ari that children tend to recall it
in the prototypical form rather than in the sequence in which it was
presented. Evidence of this kind is accumulating very rapidly and
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suggests that schemata do guide the production of stories and perhaps
other types of writing.
In one of the most thorough and interesting structural analyses of
children's stories to dab=, King and Rentel (1981) used different tools
to examine stories written by thirty-six children in an urban school
and a suburban school at three different times (March 1979, October
1979, and May 1980) as they progressed from the end of first grade
through second grade. Each observation consisted of several days
during which students retold stories, dictated their own original
stories, and wrote original stories. The retold and dictated stories

were tape-recorded by the researchers, and all stories were coded
for indicants of cohesion and for structural properties.
The analysis of cohesion was based on the work of Halliday and
Hasan (1976) and involved the use of five categories of cohesive
elements: reference, substitution, ellipsis, conjunction, and lexical
cohesion. Also coded were instances of restricted exophoric items.
(For example, a writer begins a story with "They didn't have any
food" and does not identify they. The unidentified pronoun is an
instance of restricted exophora.)
The analysis of story structure in King and Rentel's study was
based on the work of Propp (1968) and involved content analysis of
the children's stories for Propp's "functions;' which focus on what
characters do. In his analysis of Russian fairy tales, Propp identified
thirty-one functions which he believed included all major plot components of the tales in his sample. Two of the most important functions

are "lack" and "villainy" A story is coded for the former when a
character lacks or desires something such as money, magical power,
a bride, or food. Villainy occurs when one character causes "harm or
injury to a member of the group or family" Types of villainy range
from murder and abduction to enchantment. Other functions, which
also appear in myth, include the hero's departure "in quest of something or in response to an action or request;' the hero's preparation
"through interrogation, trial, testing or observation;' struggle with
the villain, and the hero's return to the place where the action
originated (pp. 221-223). These and the other functions may take a
variety of forms and were liberally interpreted in King and Rentel's
study (according to the researchers themselves).
Coder reliability for written and oral stories in King and Rentel's
study ranged from .85 to .93. The researchers found that, over the
sixteen months of the study, the greatest increase in cohesion of the
written stories was lexical. Lexical cohesion involves (1) the repetition
of particular terms or synonyms when they have the same referents
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and (2) collocation, which refers to "the co-occurrence in a text of
words that display word-meaning relationships" (p. 11). The second
greatest change in cohesion was the increase in conjunction. The
third greatest was the decrease in restricted exophoric references,
suggesting strongly that, as children mature, they learn to write for
a distant audience.

King and Rentel also found that over the sixteen months the
children "were able to write increasingly more ambitious stories
which contained a wit r range of functions . . . and a greater number
of functions" (p. 75). Further, the children hi,:luded significantly more
functions in their retellings of stories than in their original dictated
stories. However, there was no significant growth in the number of
functions or function types in dictated stories over the sixteen months.

Although King and Rentel make no explicit comparisons of the
complexity of retold and dictated stories with the complexity of
written stories, the data in their Tables 31 and 45 (pp. 90 and 103)
clearly suggest that youngsters included many more functions in
retold stories than in dictated stories and many more in dictated
stories than in written stories. Further, for dictated stories the
difference in the number and types of functions from observation 1
to observation 3 was not significant. The children in the study did

not increase their ability to invent and sustain an original oral
narrative, at least in terms of functions. The significant increases in
both number of functions and types of functions for written stories
must be due to something other than increased knowledge of story
schemata or functions and the ability to put them to use. Presumably,
it is the result of increased dexterity in getting words down on paper,
a dexterity which b j the end of the second grade cannot yet keep
pace with the children's inventive power when it is tapped orally.
An appendix of the King and Rentel study examines text length
in terms of the number of T-units included, using several analyses of
variance to determine the effect on text length of a variety of variables,
including school, dialect, sex, mode, and observation in various com-

binations. The researchers report significant increases in text length
from the first to the second observation for written stories and for
retold and dictated stories taken together. However, when they examine the text length of dictated stories alone for the urban school, with
data grouped by dialect, sex, and observation, they report no significant differences.
In contrast, when we examine the mean length in T-units of dictated

stories by the twelve suburban students, we find an increase from
the first to the third observation of about 33 percent for both boys
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and girls (Table 19, p. 267). Similarly, when we examine means by
observation for all twenty-four urban students (Table 15, p. 264), we
find an increase from the first to the third observation of over 100
percent, from 17.79 to 40.21 T-units. These appear to be very large
gains, which may have been obscured by the researchers' conservative
statistical analysis and the small cell sizes.
If we reconstitute means and standard deviations for length of
dictated stories over the whole samplE (1: = 36) from the available
data (Table 15, p. 264 and Table 17, p. 266), we find a difference of
18.14 T-units between the first and third observations. Because the
groups have the same students in the first and third observations, a
test of t for the significance of the difference between their performances on the two occasions should technically use a formula which
considers the correlation between the two sets of scores. However,
since that correlation is not available, and since the t-test for correlated groups is likely to be less restrictive than that for noncorrelated

groups, it seems reasonable to use the latter. We can infer that a
test for correlated groups is likely to indicate an even larger difference.
A test oft for differences between combined population means on the

first and third observations yields a t-score of 3.65, significant at p
< .001. If we also reconstitute whole-sample means and standard
deviations of Proppian functions in dictated stories (from Table 31,
p. 90 and Table 40, p. 100), assuming equal cells, we find an increase
of only 1.20 functions, which is not significant.
Comparison of the means and standard deviations for length and
number of Proppian functions indicates clear growth for length but
not for the measure based on the number of Proppian functions in
dictated stories. If we assume, on the basis of significant increases
in cohesion from the first to the third observation, that the additional
T-units are relevant to the stories, then we must also assume that
they elaborate on the functions. The ratio of T-units to functions
changes from 3:1 in March of the first grade to 5:1 in May of the
second grade, an increase of 66 percent. And although this change is
not even over all subgroups, it is impressive, suggesting what must
be an increased ability to elaborate the details of a story.
Normally, the present review would not have examined reports of
oral composing, but it has done so here because doing so seemed
relpvant. The above comparison suggests that over time very young
children's writing abilities catch up to their abilities in dictation. At
the same time, the complexity of their dictated stories remains at a
plateau. However, elaboration of elements in the dictated stories
appears to increase dramatically. As an interesting study should, this
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one leaves us with a number of questions. We wonder whether children
include more functions in their dictated stories as they become older,

whether they increase the elaboration of written stories in the same

proportion as in their dictated stories, whether there are other
plateaus in their development, what the relationships are in general
between story elements and elaboration or length, and what effects
experience with literature and kinds of instruction have on these
aspects of story writing.
Length and Elaboration
The apparent increase in length in the dictated stories examined by
King and Rentel, when compared to the lack of significant change in
number of functions, suggests an increase in elaboration. A number
of other studies report significant correlations between length and
rated quality or indicate that length is significantly related to quality
in some way. Broderick (1972) found that college freshmen with high
SAT scores wrote longer compositions than did those with low scores.
Baggett (1978) found that the length of compositions increased with
IQ.

Jurgens and Griffin (1970), studying compositions by seventh-,
ninth-, and eleventh-graders, found that longer papers (in terms of
total words and number of T-units) received significantly higher
scores than did shorter papers at all three grade levels. O'Donnell,
Griffin, and Norris (1967a) state, in regard to length, that ","one-nlay
confidently report a high correlation between advances in'grade and
gross increases in wordage" (p. 42). A number of other-dudies report
relatively high correlations between length and quality ratings. Stewart and Grobe (1979) report .38 for fifth grade, .47 for eighth grade,
and .36 for eleventh grade; Nold and Freedman (1977) report .57 for

Stanford freshmen; Faigley (1979c) reports .30 for South Dakota
freshmen; and Wille (1982), reporting on work with eighth-graders,
indicates correlations between length and quality of .53 and .58.
The evidence appears overwhelming that length makes a difference
in quality. But as O'Donnell and his colleagues (1967a) were quick to
point cut, the gross number of words produced is probably, in itself,
defective as an indicator of linguistic development. And although it
appears a better indicator of quality than mean T-unit length, it still

can account for only between 9 and 25 percent of the variance in
quality scores. Assuming, however, that student writers do not pile
up words randomly, length could be a productive area for research as
an indication of the elaboration of structure. For example, assuming
that the increased length of dictated stories in the King and Rentel
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study indicates increased elaboration of details about the functions

utilized, it would be interesting to know (1) the extent to which
various functions are elaborated, (2) whether ome are more elaborated than others, and (3) if so, which ones. Likewise, using a story
definition comparable to the one used by Stein and Tr-a-basso, we
might ask (1) whether students elaborate their settings, initiating
events, internal responses, attempts, or consequences, (2) whether
they do so evenly or differentially, and (3) whether the elaborations

differ by age of the student or quality of the writing. We might
examine the nature of elaboration in different kinds of writing. The
nature of elaboration may display certain interactions with quality
and certain syntactic features. Is it possible, for example, that highquality arguments make use of narrative examples which reduce, in
some instances, their mean T-unit length? Whatever the relationships
are, understanding length as a reflection of elaboration beyond the
restrictions of syntactic units may very well prove to be enlightening.
Because they provide clear criteria for delineating the structure
of stories, some of the definitions and methods of analysis discussed
above are very likely to provide considerable insight into the ways in
which abstract schemat4 guide composing and perhaps as much
insight into how teachers can help students write better stories of
their own invention as well as stories about their perso.al experience.

Such work is likely to go well beyond the analysis of schemata
underlying stories. Some researchers have already begun examining
the structure or skeletal frameworks which appear to undergird other
genres as written by students, such as argument (Crowhurst 1983)
and definition (Hillocks, Kahn, and Johannessen 1983; Litowitz 1977).
Indeed, the development of primary trait scoring, because it focuses
in part on the presence or absence of certain parts of the structure
of what is written, contributes to this kind of analysis (see LloydJones 1977b, for example). This is an area of research likely to receive
considerable attention in the next decade.

Audiencewith Larry Johannessen
Only a few studies have examined the role of audience in written
communication. The relative lack of research in this area is particularly surprising in light of the emphasis contemporary rhetorical
theory places on the role of audience in the communication process.
Most available research focuses on one of three areas. First, some

researchers have attempted to describe and measure how writing
changes when topics remain constant but the audience changes.
Second, some research has examined factors which may influence
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writers' abilities to address audiences effectively. Third, a few studies
have examined various instructional methods designed to enhance
writers' quality of writing.
Smith and Swan (1978) studied the syntactic structures of writers
to determine if writers at different ages perceive various audiences
differently and thus refine their syntax to reflect this perception.
Three groups of students, twenty-seven sixth-graders, eighteen college freshmen, and twenty-one upperclassmen, were given passages

about bees on three different occasions (two weeks apart) with
different directions each time. One set of directions asked 'students
to rewrite the passage to make it better. The audience was assumed

to be at the level of the writer. A second set of directions asked
students to rewrite the passage so that it could be read by someone
who had just learned how to read. The third set of directions asked
students to rewrite the passage for a superior adult.
The researchers first determined the means of words per T-unit
and words per clause for each grade writing for each audience. On
both syntactic measures, the means increased with each successive

grade on all three levels of writing. At each grade the means in
passages written for new readers were less than the means in passages

at the writer's level, which, in turn, were smaller than the means in
passages written for superior adults. Two-way analysis of variance
revealed that there were significant differences (p < .01) both within
the levels of writing (below, at, and above) and within the grades
themselves (sixth-graders, freshmen, and upperclassmen) on words

per T-unit and words per clause. Scheffe contrasts indicated no
significant differences among sixth-grade passages in words per Tunit or words per clause. This indicates that these subjects did not
adjust their syntactic structures for a change in audience.
Both freshman and upperclassman subjects rewrote the belowlevel passage using significantly (p < .05) shorter T-units than they
used in writing at their own level or for superior adults. However,
passages at the writer's level and fhr superior adults were not significantly different. The researchers conclude that the sixth-grade
students did not distinguish audience level by altering syntactic complexity. However, the college students did distinguish between their
own level of writing and writing for an audience perceived as syntactically less mature.
Three studies have examined the relationship between mode of
discourse, writing quality, and audience differences. Crowhurst and
Piche (1979) randomly assigned 120 tenth- and sixth-grade students
to one of three mode conditions: narration, description, and argu-
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mentation. Students wrote six times in each mode (three times for
each of two audiences, teacher and best friend). To control for topic,
the researchers showed slides which went along with each assignment.

Three independent raters evaluated the papers for words per
T-unit, words per clause, and clauses per T-unit. Rater reliability
on sets of papers ranged from .94 to .98. The results of the analysis
indicated that compositions written for the teacher audience were

more syntactically complex than compositions written for a best
friend. Significant differences were found for words per clause and
near-significant differences for words per T-unit. The differences in
words per clause were significant only for argument. Comparisons of
audience by grade showed significantly more words per clause for
compositions written for the teacher by tenth-grade students. There

were also differences on measures for teacher and best friend for
sixth-grade students. The finding that clause and T-unit lengths were
greater for the teacher audience is probably due to the dimensions
on which audiences were contrasted: intimacy, age, and power.

Rubin and Piche (1979) examined the syntactic and strategic
structures in the persuasive writing of fourth-, eighth-, and twelfthgrade students, along with that of adults. Eighteen subjects were
randomly selected, and after seeing a film on glassblowing, each

subject wrote three persuasive essays on the subject to target
audiences of high, intermediate, and low intimacy. The researchers
analyzed the compositions for syntactic complexity and for the use of
persuasive appeals. Social cognitive ability was measured by the
depth of social influence manifested in social appeals. The results
revealed that the age-related increases in syntactic complexity were
consistent with previous research. Also, high intimacy engendered
highly subordinate writing, while low intimacy engendered lengthy

clauses. The effects of age on use of persuasive strategies were
evident. Older writers tended to establish persuader credibility by
placing the topic in a broad social andkr historical context. Expert
adults used persuasive strategies differently for audience adaptation.
Younger students did not. The results demonstrate that audience
awareness can be manipulated in an assigned task and that adaptation

to audience can be seen in syntactic complexity and the use of

persuasive strategies.
Richardson (1980) studied the quality of essays written for distant
and intimate audiences by high- and low-apprehensive two-year-

college freshmen. Twenty-one freshmen college students were
selected from a pool of fifty-eight. Each took the Daly-Miller Writing
Apprehension Test. Thirteen subjects were classified as high-appre-
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hensive and eight as low-apprehensive. Each student then wrote two
essays, one to an intimate audience and the other to a distant audience.
The results indicate there was no substantial difference in the overall
quality of writing between high- and low-apprehensive writers. Also,

there were no differences in the quality of writing for the two
audiences. However, the syntactic maturity scores for the essays
written for a distant audience were significantly higher (p < .05)
than those for essays written for an intimate audience. In contrast,
the coherence scores were significantly lower (p < .05) for essays

written for the distant audience than for essays written for the
intimate audience.

Conte and Ferguson (1974) examined the idea that a writer's
knowledge of subject matter rather than knowledge of audience might

result in more effective writing. They asked 70 drug users and 174
nonusers from the twelfth grade to write letters to a brother, sister,
or best friend to convince them not to take drugs. Students were
then given packets of the letters to rate in terms of their persuasive
power. Each paper was rated by at least three student judges. The
results indicate no significant differences between letters written by
drug users and letters written by nonusers.
Plasse (1982) tested the influence of audience perspective on the
assessment of student writing. The researcher first established four
writing audiences: teachers, students, parents, and business people.
Forty randomly selected twelfth-grade students wrote letters to one
of the four randomly assigned audiences. The researcher carefully
selected an argumentative topic and writing situation that were real.
She also selected audience raters that were actual members ,of the

audience categories. The raters read and rated all forty letters
holistically, and wrote comments which were later analyzed and
categorized. Analysis of variance determined the effect of assigned

audience and rater "type on the rankings. The analysis revealed
significant differences among means of the holistic ratings of letters
according to assigned audience. The letters written to business and
telicher audiences were rated significantly higher (p < .05) than those

written to student and parent audiences. However, no significant
differences were exhibited among the means of holistic ratings of
letters according to rater types. Also, there were no significant
differences among the means of comment categories according to
audience or rater types. The comments made by rater types showed
varying degrees of sensitivity to writing characteristics but did not
predict global judgments. The assigned audience type appears to be
the significant factor in the holistic assessment.
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Plasse admits that problems with the design of the study may
explain why all rater groups rated the business and teacher letters
as the best letters. However, she says that 'contrary to the assumptions of rhetoricians who suggest that readers will respond more
favorably to texts that specifically address them than to those that
do not, writing evaluators in this study did not necessarily prefer the
letters that were written to them" (p. 74).
Several studies have examined factors affecting audience awareness

and writing skill. Hays (1981) had seven competent and six basic
college writers write for one hour on the same topic, composing aloud

on a tape recorder as they wrote. Six of the competent writers and
five of the basic writers had been exposed to concepts involving
revision and audience awareness. The researcher examined revisions

in each student's written text and tape-recorded protocol. Each
writer's sense of audience was inferred from the evidence within the
protocol and from information elicited during post-composing interviews. Student papers were ranked using a primary trait scale. The

results indicate that those students who composed with a strong
sense of audience and purpose were less concerned with lexical and
scribal matters and focused more upon the ideas they wished to
convey than were the writers without this involvement. In a related
study, Flower and Hayes (1981c) had four good writers and four poor
writers compose aloud on a tape recorder. Analysis of the transcripts
revealed that the verbal protocols of good writers focused on generating new ideas in response to the rhetorical problem, while the poor
writers focused on response to the topic ia'elf or to a current element
in memory.

Prentice (1980) had thirty-six studentstwelve each in grades 3,
5, and 7describe a drawing so that a given audience could reproduce

it. Each student wrote two descriptions for a first-grader and an
adult reader. One description was written before the student received
feedback from the intended reader, who tried to reproduce the drawing
from the description. The other description was written after receiving feedback. The results show that sentence length did not vary
depending on the audience. The seventh-grade writers did simplify
their descriptions for the first-grade audience. Also, all writers gave
more information for the adult audience and increased significantly
the amount of information in their descriptions after receiving reader
feedback. The researcher concludes that the results seem to contradict a great deal of research and theory which suggests that a sense
of audience is developmental.
Several researchers have examined the idea that all children are
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egocentric at early ages and less so as they grow older. As we have
seen, one of the major shifts identified by Graves (19810 as children
develop as writers is the shift from egocentric to sociocentric writing.
Graves and others suggest that egocentricity prevents young writers
from considering the knowledge of an audience group and hinders
their ability to revise effectively. In a pilot study, Rodriguez (1976)
examined egocentrism in the language of six- to seven-year-old Mexican children from three different social backgrounds. The researcher
wanted to determine if children would omit important information in
telling a story due to age egocentrism or due to social class differences.

Seventy-nine children were selected on the basis of their fathers'
occupations. Twenty were children of government employees, nineteen

were children of skilled workers, and twenty were children of tem-

porary manual laborers. A teacher showed illustrations and told
groups of three students a story. Each child then told the story to
two classmates, using the same illustrations. Each child's retelling
was scored by how many information units were omitted. The results
indicated that age and intelligence did not affect information omission.

The children from the lowest social class omitted more information
than children from the other two groups. This result suggests that
social background may be a factor in egocentrism.
Bracewell, Scardamalia, and Bereiter (1978) examined the ability
of writers to modify their writing according to the needs of different
audiences and attempted to determine if this ability is related to the
age of writers. The researchers asked forty-five students in each of
grades 4, 8, 12, and 15 to describe two geometric shapes so that they
could be redrawn by someone else: a student of the same age at a
different school, a student in the same school, or a general audience.
In a second experiment, forty-five students, including fifteen students
in each of grades 4, 8, and 12, wrote descriptions of the same shapes
to one of three audiences: someone younger, a peer, or an adult. The

third group wrote the same descriptions, but their papers were
returned, and they were told to revise their compositions according
to one of four conditions: (1) make them clearer, (2) provide better
reasons, (3) make them more interesting, or (4) make them better.
Compositions were rated independently by two raters trained to look
for four types of context-creating statements. The results indicate
that compositions from the first two groups displayed a low incidence
of context-creating statements. In grades 4 and 8, specifying audience

age produced no more context statements than in the standard
condition, but specifying age did produce more such statements in
grade 12. The researchers report that writers' ability to use audience-
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orienting devices is present as low as grade 4 and that use of these
devices increases between grades 4 and 12. However, the researchers
also conclude that the ability to differentiate according to the needs
of a specific audience is not clear until grade 12.
Several studies have tested the impact of helping writers develop
audience awareness to improve the quality of their writing. In a pilot
study, Bator (1980) had one section of college freshmen apply Young,
Becker, and Pike's tagmemic heuristic to audience analysis. Tim this
class wrote compositions. A control class not trained in the heuristic
also wrote essays on the same topic. A comparison of the two classes

indicates that the tagmemic heuristic may be an effective way to
improve the quality of a student's writing. In a case study of three
college freshman compositions,. H. E. Nugent (1979) utilized a pro-

cedure for increasing audience r.warPness. Quantitative measures of
three compositions revealed an increase in students' abilities to use
certain strategies. However, qualitative measures demonstrated no
differences.
Loewenthal and Kostrevski (1973) had twenty-six experimental
and nineteen control undergraduate engineering students take two

tests of verbal skills. Both groups were then asked to write a
description of an umbrella for a normal British audience who had
never seen an umbrella. The experimental group then participated in
role-playing activities in four different sessions. After this, the subjects again took the verbal skills test and wrote descriptions. Analysis
of the results indicates that the verbal skills scores improved for the
experimental group, and the experimental group did significantly
better than the control group on their umbrella descriptions after
role-playing.
While these few studies indicate that audience-related instruction
regarding particular writing tasks can improve writing, we have little
or no research showing whether attention to audience generalizes to
writing tasks other than those related to the instruction. Indeed, we
still have much to learn about a variety of factors related to audience.
Do writers hold some sort of audience in mind as they write? If so, how
specifically developed is the image? To what extent is the image a composite which includes the writer's own memories of experience as audience? Researchers have uncovered differences in syntactic complexity
apparently due to audience. What aspects of form vary according to
audience? To what extent does elaboration vary? When and how do
writers decide to elaborate, simplify, clarify? What kinds of instruction are likely to help writers vary their writing effectively for different audiences?
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Given the claims that many theorists make for the importance of
audience awareness in the composing process, these and many more
such questions seem well worth addressing. Relatively little has been
attempted in examining writers' knowledge of audience/product relations and their use of that knowledge. It will be at least a very interesting area for some years.
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3 Experimental Studies:
Introduction to the
Meta-Analysis
Within the past ten years or so, many researchers have turned away
from experimental studies in composition, leveling criticism at these
studies for a variety of reasons. Unfortunately, too many experimental
studies deserve the criticisms. Too often the treatments are poorly
conceived (occasionally silly), and the studies are badly designed.
However, not all experimental studies are ill-conceived and badly
designed. Those that are not may yield useful information, especially
when we can synthesize results across studies using the techniques
of meta-analysis.
This chapter examines the criticisms of experimental studies and
the difficulties in doing them. It then explains the techniques used

in the meta-analysis, the selection of studies, and the variables
examined.

Criticisms of Experimental Studies
In 1963 Braddock, Lloyd-Jones and Schoer listed 504 items in their
bibliography of works related to research in the teaching of composition. Many of those were experimental treatment studies. Twenty
years later the number of experimental treatment studies outnumbers
the total number of studies in their bibliography. Currently, however,
among many researchers in the field of composition, such studies are
in disrepute. Cooper and Odell (1978) claim that the authors included
in their Research on Composing share "one audacious aimthat of
redirecting and revitalizing research in written composition" (p. xiii).
The redirection of research was away from the kind of "comparison
group" studies summarized by Braddock, Lloyd-Jones, and Schoer in
1963. Cooper and Odell argue that the Braddock review was based
on the assumption that "we already had a thorough understanding of
written products and processes" (p. xiv), an assumption which they

and their co-authors see as unwarranted. They believe that "ultimately, comparison-group research may enable us to improve instruction in writing;' but not before such research is "informed by carefully
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tested theory and by descriptions of written discourse and the
processes by which that discourse comes into being" (p. xiv). Emig
(1982) sees much less promise for "comparison group" studies. Her

attack is launched against the whole "positivist" research "paradigm," by which she seems to mean testing hypotheses in experimental designs in or out of laboratories.
Graves launches the most vituperative attack against experimental
research. Writing in 1980, he claims that between 1955 and 1972
research on writing was in such low esteem "that eighty-four percent

of all studies were done by dissertation alone." He continues, "it
[writing research] was an exercise for students to apply courses in

statistics to their dissertations!' Later, in the same article, he charges
that experimental research "is written for other researchers, promotions, or dusty archives in a language guaranteed for self-extinction" (p. 918). Says he, "The research conducted on best methods for
teachers was of the worst type. We took the science model of research
and attempted to remove certain variables from their context to
explain two crafts, teaching and writing, by dismissing environments
through statistical means" (p. 914). According to Graves, most of this
research "wasn't readable and was of limited value. It couldn't help
[teachers] in the classroom" (p. 914). It is, he says, "devoid of context"
and concerned only with "sterile" and "faceless" data. Graves continues, "Though they purport to give direct help, persons using experimental designs have contributed least to the classroom teacher" (p.
917). Teachers, he says, "have been unable to transfer faceless data

to the alive, inquiring faces of the children they teach the next
morning" (p. 918). What Graves appears to mean by this curious
metaphor is that findings of research studies cannot be generalized
from one classroom setting to another.
Clearly, while Cooper and Odell see some value for comparison
group studies in the future, Emig and Graves, along with some others
of their persuasion, see none. If they are right, then we should expect
to find little of value in such studies. If Graves, M particular, is right
in his suggestions that the findings and/or conclusions of experimental

studies cannot be used in other classrooms, then we should find
that replications of experiments have results which bear little simi-

larity to each other. In fact, many experimental trials have been
replicated, e.g., sentence combining. The question of whether the
results are similar remains. It will be taken up in the meta-analysis
which follows. If the results are similar, (that is, homogeneous),
then Graves's criticisms of experimental studies will have been
inappropriate.
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Even those who see value in experimental research have criticisms
of specific studies as well as animadversions about tendencies within

the genre. Braddock, Lloyd-Jones, and Schoer (1963) made many
recommendations which they hoped would improve experimental
research design. Part II of their report consists of twenty-four pages
of recommendations about scoring, controlling variables which might

influence outcomes, reporting results, and so forth. As the authors
explain (p. 55), these suggestions became criteria in selecting the
"most soundly based" studies, five of which were reviewed in detail.
By implication, many of the studies reviewed did not meet most of
the criteria.
Complaints and Problems in Research
Wesdorp (1982), in a study currently available only in Dutch, reviewed
158 experimental studies and, as part of the review, discusses eight
common complaints about research in composition and theoretical and
methodological problems associated with it. First, critics and even
partisans of research often complain that research results fail to give
definitive answers. Wesdorp points out that such disappointment has
at least three sources: expectations which are too high for individual

studies; the absence of a "general, consistent theory concerning
language ability, in particular with respect to composition ability"
(p. 11): and the absence of a theory of instruction in composition. The
second complaint is that "sometimes research yields unexpected or

unwelcome results, which are contrary to what the teacher has
learned from his own experience" (p. 13). Wesdorp points out that
this is the case with grammar/composition assumptions. Certainly,
many teachers continue to argue on the basis of their experience and
intuitions, as they perceive them, that increasing knowledge of traditional school grammar is essential to improving composition. But
the mass of research even in 1963 could not support that contention.
A third complaint cited by Wesdorp is that research proves "only
what was known already" (p. 14). Wesdorp cites Hagstrum's (1964)
review of the Braddock report, in which Hagstrum takes the Buxton
study to task. (The Buxton study is adumbrated in the Braddock

report [pp. 58-70].) Hagstrum argues that we already knew the
conclusion of this study: that an instructional method which used
careful comment by the teacher, discussion of those comments, and
revision would be superior to what amounted to free writing followed
by generalized sentimental encouragement by the teacher. If Hagstrum knew that, a host of other researchers did not, as many studies

in the ensuing decades attest. What seems to be the root of this
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complaint is the confusion between what one "knows" intuitively and
personally with what one "knows" objectively on the basis of systematic evidence.
A fourth complaint is that research results are contradictory; one

study reports significant results while another does not. Research
results which are not universal may be disappointing to some, but
they should not be unexpected given the diversity of student populations and teachers as well as the difficulty of controlling key
variables.

Three other complaints cited by Wesdorp are (1) research tends
to be fragmented, tending to ignore the results of other studies or
at least failing to incorporate them meaningfully; (2) results are too
detailed or trivial, tending to concentrate on molecular aspects of
instruction (e.g., the e:fects of comments in margins as opposed to
those at the end of a composition) while ignoring more important
variables; and (3) research is "fashionable;' with researchers often
following a hunch about what effects some current educational fad
may have on writing. All three of these complaints, which are valid
enough, probably arise because of our lack of unified and consistent
theories to guide research. Wesdorp argues that such theories are
virtually nonexistent, and, depending on how one defines theory, I
believe on the basis of this review that he is right. Certainly, there
is no widely shared theory of composing nor of instruction in composition. For that matter, there seems to be no general instructional
theory which can be applied to composing. Studies of teaching related

to mastery learning theory deal with such areas as mathematics,
science, and foreign language but have thus far avoided composition.
A number of writers have commented on the lack of theory in guiding

research, e.g., Gunderson (1967), Burton (1973), and M. L. King
(1978).

Lack of consistent theory, however, does not imply that experimental research has been random. Researchers have identified issues
and designed experiments to resolve certain controversies surround-

ing these issues. An example is the issue examined in the Buxton
study: the question of whether specified assignments followed by
careful teacher comment and supervised revision would be more
effective than allowing students to write on whatever they wished
and comments which praised the writing as much as possible but
gave one or two suggestions for improvement. Buxton's answer favored
the former. Subsequently, a number of studies have posed hypotheses

about variables similar to those investigated by Buxton: freedom of
choice in deciding what to write, positive general comments, detailed
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comments, structured and unstructured revision, and so forth. The.
problem has been one that Gunderson (1967) points out: the research-

er's failure to build on previous research. She recommends that
reviews of research show the relationship between the study at hand

and previous ones, in part by indicating that "the present study
follows leads uncovered by past efforts" (p. 12). Many studies examined for this review do not examine previous research with a view to
uncovering leads and refining the independent variables to be tested.
Even if we lack theory, systematic and thorough reviews of research

can help us to identify variables which might prove significant, to
delineate them more carefully, and to develop designs which allow
testing them in combination and separately. Even studies which show

"no statistically significant differences" can contribute to such an
effort. For example, several studies indicate that teacher comment,
whether in the margins, interlinear, or terminal, has little effect on
improving student writing. But most of them have apparently dealt
with comments which range over a wide variety of problems from
spelling to content. It is possible that these studies show not that
teacher comment has little effect but that highly diffuse comments
have little effect. Indeed, at least two studies suggest that comments
which focus on a particular feature of writing can have a relatively
strong effect. If both findings are sound, they suggest variables which

might be examined in greater depth and with greater precision
through the use of both case-study methods (to determine how at
least some students respond to different kinds of comments) and
experimental methods (to measure the effects of the types). Although
the findings from such detailed research may not constitute theory,
they can provide part of the basis for theory.

Burton (1973) points out a problem associated with developing
designs for experimental research: "lack of trial runs or pilot studies
which might eliminate the 'bugs' from designs and instruments for
evaluation" (p. 75). Not only can trial runs help to eliminate "bugs;'
but they can help in refining the research questions and in indicating
the usefulness of undertaking the study at all. Unfortunately, some
studies reviewed for this report apparently used no pilot studies to
test features of the design or the adequacy of the research questions.
Wesdorp (1982) sketches a series of problems in the designs he
examined, including the failure to control for intervening variables
such as teacher bias and aspirations, the failure to define dependent

variables (which he attributes to inadequate theory), the use of
indirect measures of composition ability rather than actual pieces of
writing, low inter' ter reliabilities, the use of very small experimental
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groups, unclear descriptions of the population, failure to describe the
treatments adequately, and finally the use of inadequate statistical

procedures (a problem also noted by Burton). I found the same
problems and others in this review. However, some of them deserve

more specific attention than Wesdorp allots them. In the present
review of over 500 experimental studies, the most pervasive problem

had to do with the control of variables. The major function of an
experimental design is control control over variables which Alight
intervene to make a difference where none should be expected.
Control of Variables in Experimental Studies
Because absolute standards in composition achievement (as well as
in other areas of academic achievement) do not exist, the control of
observations must be based on comparison. That is, the achievement
of one group of students must be compared with that of another group
receiving some other treatment or no treatment. Failure to include
one or more comparison groups results in various threats to internal
validity. That is, the function of the comparison group is to account
for the effects of factors outside the experimental treatment which

might influence outcomesfactors such as maturation, intervening
events, methods of measurement, the effects of being tested, or
statistical regression to the mean. Studies which do not include
comparison groups, including case studies, cannot generalize about
the effects of any particular condition. They can report only the
specifics of the particular situation.
A fairly large number of the experimental studies reviewed did
not take adequate steps to insure comparability of the groups or to
take into account existing differences. The classic method of assuring
comparability is to assign students randomly to classes. In most real
school situations, particularly in secondary schools, scheduling problems make random assignment of students to treatments extremely
difficult. As might be expected, very few studies made use of random

assignment. The alternative is to assign treatments randomly to
groups and to pretest students in order to account for differences in
ability among the groups prior to instructional treatment. A surprisingly large number of studies neither assigned students randomly to

treatments nor pretested using direct tests of writing similar to
those used as posttests. A number of studies assumed that a multiplechoice test of reading or mechanics and usage would serve as a pretest

of composition skill. Although such tests may save the researcher

time, they cannot be assumed to provide an adequate index of
composition ability.
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Not only must differences between control groups be accounted

for, but there must be at least minimal controls for the teacher
variables, i.e., his or her attitudes, abilities, or experience. Such
variables can never be completely controlled, but the more teachers
involved, the more reliable will be the generalizations emerging from
the research. Although teachers may not think they are biased toward
a treatment, when only one teacher presents both treatments or when
one teacher teaches the experimental class and another teaches the

control, the critical reader cannot assume that any results are due
to treatment. In the first instance, differences might be due to the
teacher's bias in favor of one method. In the second, they might be
due to differences in teacher attitude, knowledge, or experience.
The meta-analysis undertaken for this review required that for
inclusion a study either used two teachers, with each teaching all
treatments, or used a minimum of two teachers for each different
treatment. That is to say, if teachers were crossed with treatments,
the experiment required at least two of them. If teachers were nested
within treatments (each teaching only one treatment), then a minimum of two was required for each treatment. My estimate is that
over 50 percent of the experimental treatment studies carried out
over the last twenty years did not meet this requirement.
Assuming a given treatment is controlled for teacher bias, can the
researcher or the reader be sure that the treatment is in placethat
it is actually occurring in classes as assumed by the researcher? In
the vast majority of cases included here, no empirical evidence is
presented to indicate that the treatment was carried out as described.
Fewer than 5 percent of the studies present such evidence. Naturalistic
studies of classrooms, e.g., Applebee (1981), describe in some detail
what occurs. Experimental studies in this review, however, tend to
accept on faith what has occurred. Observations of the kind conducted
by Applebee and his colleagues could present detailed information on
how experimental and control classes were conducted, thereby adding
not only assurance that the expected treatments were in place, but
considerable understanding of how the treatments work.
One of the most commonly occurring shortcomings of the studies

reviewed is the nonrandom assignment of teachers to treatments.
Several studies did not assign teachers randomly to treatments and
did not have teachers teach in all treatments. In a few studies, the
experimental teachers even volunteered while the control teachers did
not, a circumstance thought by some to guarantee systematic differ-

ences in the experience of the groups other than those imposed by
the treatments.
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Reporting of Data in Experimental Studies

Braddock, Lloyd-Jones, and Schoer (1963) made a number of recommendations about the reporting of data. Their major-recommendation
was that "data should be described and analyzed by methods which
permit a clear understanding by the reader and replication by other
investigators" (p. 27). Among the data to be presented clearly, they

meant instructional procedures and materials as well as "sample
themes (with markings), tabulations, distributions of scores;' (p. 27)
and even the raw data for individuals. Some of the studies encountered
in this review, far from elucidating the data, seemed bent on obscuring
them. One study, for example, avoids comparisons of control and
experimental groups and presents data in such a way that no comparison is possible. Another presents only an indication of differences
and probability estimates but not the direction of the differences.
Several present only a part of the statistical analysis but no means
or standard deviations. Several failed to report the number of subjects

or obscured it by presenting one n in the text and another in the
tables. A small number of studies had to be excluded from the metaanalysis because they did not provide adequate data.
With the meta-analytic tools available for aggregating research
results, every reasonably well-designed piece of research has greater

potential value than in the past. Besides that, making basic data
available allows another researcher to reexamine results, perhaps to

subject them to other tests or to include them in studies which
aggregate results. With all the hours spent on empirical research
the researchers owe themselves the few more hours which will ensure

that basic data are clearly presented.
Scoring Compositions

One of the great bugaboos of research in composition two decades
ago was the unreliability of ratings. Paui B. Diederieb, speaking at
the 1963 conference on Research Design and the Teaching of English

in San Francisco, stated, "I honestly believe that almost all experiments concerning English composition that rely on essay grades have
been conducted with tape measures printed on elastic" (1964, p. 60).
He claimed that at the time the usual reliability of ratings was about
.5, indicating a measure so wobbly that "one could hardly expect to
find a significant difference between two treatments of any sort" (p.

59). Fortunately, since that time a number of researchers have
examined the sources of unreliability and, more important for exper-
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imental research in composition, have developed various scales and
procedures which yield reliabilities well over .8. A detailed analysis

of the many studies which investigate the bias of scores or the
reliability and validity of particular scales or the relationships among
them is beyond the scope of this work. What follows is a general
account of some of the important trends during the past several years.
In studies of rater preference or bias there have been two major
types of design. In the first, researchers have varied certain features
of writing to determine how various groups of raters respond to the
variations. Hake and Williams (1981), for example, varied sentences
so that one version of a composition used sentences of the form they
call "agent/action/goal," while in the second version they nominalized
verbs and adjectives. These procedures yield contrasting sentences
such as the following:
Verbal:

The board determines the company's goals in foreign operations.
Nominalized:

Determination of the company's goals takes place at the board
level.

(Hake and Williams found that their subjectshigh school, junior
college, and senior college teacherstended to choose the nominalized
style more often than the more direct verbal counterpart.)

In the second method of examining rater bias, researchers have
asked raters, often in a variety of fields, to sort compositions into
some predetermined number of categories of merit and to comment
on the papers individually or on papers in each category as a group.
An early and important study of this type was conducted by Diederich
and his colleagues at the Educational Testing Service in Princeton,
New Jersey. Diederich (1964) reports that 300 college freshman com-

positions were given to two distinguished readers in each of six
different fields. The readers included teachers of college English,
social sciences, and natural science; writers and editors; lawyers; and
business executives. Fifty-three readers completed the task. Corre-

lation of their scores yielded a median correlation of .31. Factor
analysis of the correlations yielded five factors. Diederich and his
colleagues then tabulated the comments of the readers scoring highest
on each factor to determine "what they were agreeing on" (p. 69).
The largest cluster of readers were most concerned with the clarity,

quality, fertility, development and support of ideas, and with the
relevance of these ideas to the topic. The next largest cluster was
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most influenced by errors in usage, punctuation, and spelling. The
third was most concerned with organization and analysis. Two other
clusters were concerned with "verbal felicity and infelicity" and with

"the personal qualities of the writing;' i.e., "style, interest, and
sincerity:' which Diederich and his colleagues call "flavor" (p. 70). The

above factors were used as parts of a scale for a year by teachers in
three large high schools. This additional research yielded a scale
composed of the following factors (p. 71):
General merit:
Quality and development of ideas
Organization, relevance, movement
Style, flavor, individuality
Wording and phrasing
Mechanics:

Grammar, sentence structure
Punctuation, capitals
Spelling

Handwriting, neatness
Diederich presents this scale in Measuring Growth in English (1974),

along with procedures for using it and for attaining high levels of
reliability. This scale has been used in many of the studies encountered
in this review and is a valid, carefully developed scale for the assessment of expository writing.

A great deal of research has been directed at nstablishing other
kinds of scales and scoring procedures. Particularly useful are Cooper's essay on holistic scoring (1977) and Lloyd-Jones's on primary

trait scoring (1977b), both of which present lucid explication of a
variety of scales. Many of the studies reviewed here have made use
of the scales and systems described by Cooper, Diederich, and LloydJones with reliabilities far beyond those which Diederich compla;.13d
of in 1963, usually over .80. Unfortunately, some researchers continue
to ignore what has been learned about scoring and continue to break
basic rules. In a few cases, researchers themselves scored all papers.

Compositions were not always scored blindthat is, with raters in
ignorance of experimental/control and pre/post conditions. And some

studies provided no information about scoring procedures at all.
Nonetheless, in this reviewer's opinion, rating methods have come a
long way since Diederich's comment about "elastic tape measures" in
1963.
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Meta-Analysis of Experimental Treatment Studies

With the many problems which exist in experimental research, one
might well ask why it is worth bothering with. Wesdorp (1982) argues
that for the time being, there is little else upon which we can rely
for deciding upon concrete practices to use in classrooms. He believes
that "process research is still in its infancy and therefore does not
yield clear recommendations for practice yet" (p. 43). He argues that
several experimental studies pointing in the same direction are important for practice, despite technical problems in the research.
I would go far "-ier. We can ill afford to ignore experimental studies

for a number of reasons. First, the total number of experimental
studies completed in the past twenty years exceeds the total number
of studies included in the Braddock bibliography. Second, even a
cursory review of the published studies indicates that many of them
have heeded the advice of Braddock and his colleagues. Third, while
no consistent theory of composition has been advanced, most experimental studies examined for this review were not based on whim.
Many focus on issues of reasoned concern to teachers or rest archers.
Many present fairly detailed rationales for their experimental treatments which are sometimes based on philosophical ideas (or ideals)
about education and sometimes on classroom experience or previous

research. Finally, new techniques for integrating the results of
research have become available in the past few years. Thus, despite

the current disdain for experimental studies, it seemed wise to
examine them.
For these reasons, I decided to conduct a ......,ca-analysis of experimental treatment studies which allows comparison of results across

several dimensions, including academic level, duration, mode of
instruction, focus of instruction, and the effects of teacher and peer

feedback.
Traditional reviews of research have grouped studies by the variables examined and have reported, for example, the number of studies
with significantly positive results, the number with no significant
differences, the number with mixed results, and so forth. Such boxscore reviews can be useful, particularly when all studies concerned
have similar results. Braddock, Lloyd-Jones, and Schoer (1963) used
such a review to conclude that the study of formal grammar had no

effect on the quality of writing. Wesdorp's recent study (1982)

attempts to discover significant variables in composition instruction
using a similar method. However, this box-score method cannot
compare the power of treatments across studies, and it relies on tests

t.-_-.......-- -
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of the significance of differences, which to some extent depend upon
sample size. Unfortunately, the focus on the significance of differences
leads one to ignore the size of gains. For example, with a sample size
of several hundred, a very small gain might be statistically significant,

but not meaningful in the sense that an observer would be able to
examine a writer's pretest and posttest and predict treatment group
membership. On the other hand, a study indicating no significant
difference might obscure very large gains for both experimental and
control groups. Because meta-analysis is based on the size of gains
(effect sizes), it can avoid such problems.

In order to examine the size of a gain, meta-analysis converts
scores from the raw scores to standard scores. If we were considering
a single student, we could report his or her raw score on a given test

or we could report his or her distance from the average score (the
mean) of all people talc.* the test. Meta-anaiysis examines scores
in terms of their distance from the mean. The mean on the SAT
examination, for example, is 500. Its standard deviation is 100. A
student scoring 600 is one standard deviation above the mean and
may be sak: to have a score of + 1.00 standard deviation. Likewise,
a student scoring 400 is one standard deviation below the mean. A
student who takes the SAT more than, once and raises his or her score

by 50 points has raised it .5 standard deviation.
Scores for groups of students can be reported in the same way.
Assuming comparable pretests and posttests, let us say that a class
has a mean of ten points on the pretest and a mean of fourteen points
on the posttest. If the relevant standard deviation is four points, then
those students have shown a gain of 1.00 standard deviation from
pretest to posttest. If on the same tests a second class shows a gain
of one point from pretest to posttest, then the first class may be said
to have gained .75 standard deviation more than the second.
It is important to realize that while the numbers used in reporting
scores in standard deviations are small in absolute terms, an increase
of one full standard deviation is a very large gain. Assuming normal
distribution, such a gain would signify that about 50 percent of all
students involved had reached or surpassed a point previously reached
by only about 16 percent of the students. At the same time, it indicates
that only 16 percent of the students fall below the mean for all students

on the pretest. Although gains of that magnitude are not common,
they do occur in some studies.

The techniques used in this analysis are based on the work of
Glass (1978) and particularly on the statistical model developed by
Hedges (1981, 1982a, 1982b). A meta-analysis computes standard
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scores, commonly called effect sizes, for various treatment gains or
losses. This analysis will examine two types of effect size: (1) those
which examine the difference between control and experimental treat-

ments in a given study and (2) those which examine pre-to-post
changes for a given group.
The experimental/control effect size is computed by dividing the

difference between posttest scoresadjusted for the difference
between pretest scoresby the pooled standard deviation of posttest
scores for all groups in the particular study. The resulting standard
score, or effect size, indicates the difference between experirnen
and control groups in terms of standard deviations. Thus, a givg0
treatment might be said to have an experimental/control effect size
of .5 standard deviation, meaning that the gain for the average student

in the experimental group is .5 standard deviation greater than for
the average student in the control group.
The pre-to-post effect size is computed by dividing the difference
between pretest and posttest scores for a given group by the pooled
standard deviation of pretest scores for all groups. Thus, the gain
for any group, experimental or control, may be reported as being x
standard deviations from pretest to posttest.
Note that for experimental/control effect sizes, the denominator is

the pooled' standard deviation of posttest scores for all groups,
because the experimental/control effect sizes are comparisons of the
posttest scores of twc or more groups. For pre/post effect sizes, the
denominator is the pooled standard deviation of pretests for all groups,

because it compares the difference between pretest and posttest
scores. In a few studies, these general rules could not be followed
because the necessary data were not available. Thus, in a very few
cases, the pooled standard deviation of posttest scores was used to
compute pre/post effect sizes.
Most meta-analyses have focused on experimental/control effect

sizes because they control for various intervening variables. The
major focus of this analysis will be on experimental/control effect
sizes also. However, there are at least two reasons for examining pre/
post effect sizes in addition. First, in composition instruction control
groups are not always simply negative instances of variables ascribed
to experimental groups. They often constitute treatments which are
described in fairly specific detail. In some instances, a control treatment in one study will have much in common with an experimental
treatment in another study. A second reason for examining treatments

independent of experimental or control status is the effect which
successful and unsuccessful control treatments have on the experi-
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mental/control effect sizes. For example, in one study, the experimental treatment produced no gain while the control group exhibited

a large loss. The result was a significant difference in favor of the
experimental group. On the other hand, gains for control groups are
certainly not uncommon. When those treatments are described, they
can be examined in combination with other treatments to provide us
with information more complete than that available from experimental/control comparisons alone. This study, therefore, will examine
experimental/control effect sizes systematically and will examine pre/
post effect sizes when they can provide useful information.

Effect sizes are computed in order to accumulate and compare
results across studies. They enable researchers to ask whether treatments with similar characteristics have similar effects and to ask how
much one se* of treatments differs from another. Using the techniques
developed by Hedges (1981), this meta-analysis weights each effect
size by the reciprocal of its variance so that the accumulation is not
simply an average of raw effect sizes but a mean effect size dependent
on the variance of its constituents.
The major goal of meta-analysis is to explain the variability among
treatment effect sizes in relation to the characteristics of the treatments under analysis. That involves categorizing the treatments along
various dimensions (e.g., instructional mode, focus of instruction,

duration), comparing mean effect sizes of treatments grouped
together, and testing the studies grouped together for homogeneity
(Hedges 1982b). The simple comparison of mean effect sizes can
provide useful information about the effe:tiveness of treatments.
However, insofar as averages obscure extreme cases, which may be
significantly different from the mean, some test is useful to determine

the extent to which a given mean effect is representative of its
constituents.
The homogeneity statistic provides such a test, asking "whether

the variability in effect size estimates is greater than would be
expected if all the studies shared a common underlying effect size"
(Giaconia and Hedges 1982, p. 584). The test yields a chi square
statistic which indicates the statistical significance of differences

among treatments grouped together. The higher the statistic, the
more significant the variability among treatments. To be labeled
homogeneous in this study, a grouping must have a homogeneity
statistic (H) which is not significant at p < .01. If a set of treatments
has common, identifiable characteristics and is homogeneous, then we
can assume that their mean effect size is representative of all studies
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in the groupingnot simply an averageand that the effects are the
result of their shared characteristics. When that is the case, the
explanatory power of the category is greater. Similarly, if the sum of
the homogeneity statistics for categories of treatments along a given
dimension is not significant, then we can assume that the dimension
or set of categories fits the data well and has a high level of explanatory
power.

Given the requirements of homogeneity for the explanation of effect

sizes and the experience of researchers in the social and physical
sciences, it will be unreasonable to expect the analysis to explain 100
percent of the data available. The question is how much of the data
can be eliminated without invalidating any claim to explanatory power.

Previous research indicates that the best estimations of effect size
may involve elimination of 20 to 30 percent of the data (Huber 1977).

The ground rules for this study will be somewhat more restrictive.
For the initial stages of analysis, four studies which contribute most
heavily to the heterogeneitytwo with high positive effect sizes and

two with high negative effect sizeswill be dropped. These four
studies represent about 5 percent of the seventy-three treatments
for which experimental/control effect sizes are calculable. Thereafter,
for the analysis of a given dimension, no more than 15 percent of the
experimental/control treatments in the categories of that dimension
will be eliminated to achieve homogeneity. The total number of studies

dropped will include those eliminated for substantive reasons. If
homogeneity is not possible, after eliminating 15 percent, we must
conclude that the dimension and the categories in it lick a high level
of explanatory power. The data available do not fit the explanatory
model well.

The test of homogeneity permits a test of hypotheses implicit in
certain criticisms which have been leveled at experimental studies as
a genre. As indicated earlier, Graves (1980) charges that "persons
using experimental designs have contributed least to the classroom

teacher" (p. 917) because teachers "have been unable to transfer
faceless data to the alive, inquiring faces of the children they teach
the next morning" (p. 918). Both Emig (1982) and Graves (1980) have

accused experimental designs of context-stripping--of ignoring the
context in which an experiment takes place so that even when successful the method cannot be transferred to another classroom. If
these claims are true, it should not be possible to replicate experiments, and we should find that treatments with similar instructional

variables have highly disparate results. That is, if the critics are
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right, we should find that studies grouped togetherbecause they
are described as sharing certain characteristicswill not have homogeneous effects.

Selection of Studies
This review attempts to examine every experimental study produced
between 1963 and 1982. These include over 500 published studies,
dissertations, studies in ERIC, and studies in mimeographed form.

Three researchers, including the author, worked independently to
screen all of the studies. In the case of dissertations, abstracts were
first read to determine whether a particular piece met the criteria
listed below. Those dissertations that did not meet the criteria were
rejected. Those that met the criteria were ordered and read, with
the exception of four located in 1982. All other studies were read in
their entirety.
While it is possible to include all available studies in a metaanalysis, coding them for variations in design, it seemed reasonable
to include only those studies which met the following minimal criteria.

First, by definition, the study had to involve a treatment: some
combination of conditions, instruction, practice, and/or feedback over

some period of time leading to a posttest. Studies which examined
the effects of certain conditions on a single piece of writing were not
included in the meta-analysis. (However, they are reviewed in Chapter
7.) Thus, Bridwell's (1980b) carefully designed study of revision was

not included in the meta-analysis because it does not represent a

sustained treatment but rather examines the effects of a set of
conditions on a single piece of writing.

Second, a study had to make use of a scale of writing quality
applied to samples of writing. Studies which used only standardized
test results were excluded, as were studies which involved writing
samples but only counted errors or various syntactic features. This
condition permits asking the following question in the meta-analysis:

Which treatments appear to produce the greatest gains in writing
quality? A few studies were also excluded because rating procedures
did not score compositions along a scaled continuum. Rather, they
used a method in which judges were presented with compositions
written by matched pairs of students and asked to choose the better
piece of writing. The researcher then assigned a score to each piece
of writing based on the number of judges selecting it as the better
of the pair. Such scores, while reasonable, appear to have a meaning
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substantially different from that of a scale score. For example, if two
compositions lay at the upper end of the scale, say at 6 and 7, on a
seven-point scale, and if seven judges consistently picked the latter
paper as superior, it would receive a score of 7, while the paper scored
6 on the scale would receive a score of 0. The difference between 6

and 7 and 0 and 7 would have a powerfuland Misleadingimpact
on effect sizes.
Third, to be included in the meta-analysis, a study had to exercise
minimal control for teacher bias. Specifically, if only two teachers
were involved, each must have taught one class for each treatment.

If teachers did not teach all treatments, then at least two different
teachers must have taught each treatment, so that the total number
of teachers was at least twice the number of treatments.
Fourth, to be included, a study had to control for differences among
groups of students. In a few cases students were randomly assigned

to treatment groups. In one study, the students were carefully
matched (Sbaratta 1975). When students were not randomly assigned
to treatments or not matched, studies must have used direct pretest
and posttest measures of composition ability for both experimental
and control groups.' Reviewers also looked for evidence that treatments were assigned randomly. However, because such information
was frequently absent, this criterion could not be applied
systematically.
Fifth, compositions must have been scored under conditions which

Up to assure validity and reliability. The compositions must have
been coded for scoring and precautions taken so that raters could not
infer the treatment, the teacher, the time of writing, or the identity
of students. Two or more raters must have rated each composition
and their scores must have been summed or averaged, or procedures
for training raters and the subsequent reliabilities must have been
reported. Nearly every study reporting reliabilities indicated them
to be .70 or higher. Most were over .80. All studies included used
some version of holistic, analytic, or primary trait scoring.
A few studies which met the stipulated criteria were regrettably
1. Although it seems almost needless to say so, the pretests and posttests also
had to have been administered to the same studentsthose who experienced the
experimental and control treatments. At least one important evaluation Meech 1979)
was rejected because it administered pretests to one group of students at the end of
one school year and posttests to another group taught by the same teachers at the
end of the following school year. We cannot assume that the two groups of students

had the same abilities as writers at the beginning of the respective school years
even though they were assigned to the same teachers.
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eliminated because the data presented did not allow for the extraction
of means and standard deviations for pretests and posttests.
Bringing these criteria to bear eliminated over 80 percent of the
experimental treatment studies. A study was eliminated if it violated
any one of the criteria, and many violated several. For example, in
one study all groups were taught by the researcher. Although students.

were not randomly assigned to treatments, the researcher used no

pretest. Finally, scoring procedures were either inadequate cr,
reported inadequately. The most common reason for rejection was
clearly lack of adequate teacher controla problem which might easily
be rectified. This reason was followed by inadequate scoring procedures, lack of pretest writing sample without randomization of students, and no writing sample (but not necessarily in that order).
These criteria for selecting studies will be viewed by some as too
stringent and by others as not stringent enough. We might have
drastically changed the number of studies included or excluded by
simply relaxing or tightening the criterion concerning the number
and distribution of teachers. We might have eliminated studies by
demanding that all studies involve classes in more than one school or
that all schools used have both experimental and control classes. We
might have included more studies by allowing the use of stamiardized
tests as a pretest measure. We might have.. but my decision was not
to. The application of the criteria resulted in 60 studies with a total
of 75 experimental treatments. For two of these, experimental/control

effect sizes could not be calculated. The tad of experimental and
control treatments for which pretest to posttest effect sizes could be
calculated was 121.
Variables Examined

Initial examinations of the experimental treatment studies revealed
that most treatments described in detail involved a cluster of variables. Very few treatments were controlled to examine the effect of
a single variable. For example, some treatments made use of free
writing, peer feedback, and revision. Others used only one of those
features. The description of some studies emphasized certain features
of the treatment, but an examination of teaching materials or schedules revealed others. For example, Sager (1973b) emphasizes teaching
students to use a scale fcr evaluating writing, but an examination of

the sample lessons indicates that students were working in small
groups on revision and were generating ideas for revision. Therefore,
revision was coded as a feature of the treatment.
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The initial list of instructional features was developed only after
an investigation of several hundred studies and revised after an initial
careful application to thirty studies. Not all possible features appear

in the list. In a few cases, some features regarded as major by the
researcher appeared to be barely discriminable from the cont
group features. In certain cases, the features emphasized by the
researcher were one-of-a-kind. For example, the treatment in Belanger (1978b) consisted of quickly reading aloud lists of nonsense words

and actual words for two daysa treatment assumed to help students
focus on sentence meanings as opposed to the meanings of individual
words. One-of-a-kind treatments were very few in number and were
coded as having some other differentiation.
Two advanced doctoral students in measurement and evaluation

coded more than the total number of studies included in the final
meta-analysis. Of ninety-nine decisions per study (when studies had

only two groups), they agreed on 87 percent. When they did not
agree, they met to discuss and resolve differences. The author
reviewed all decisions, disagreeing with only 2.1 percent. Those
disagreements were resolved in conference when necessary.
Some relatively unambiguous features were coded as present or
not present: the study of traditional grammar, transformational grammar, sentence combining, generative rhetoric, mechanics, or the study
of model compositions; the use of feedback from teachers, feedback
from peers, written feedback from teachers, teacher/student conferences, taped feedback, positive feedback, negative feedback; whether
feedback was stipulated as intensive, moderate, or not present, and
frequent, infrequent, or undifferentiated between groups; and whether

writing was regarded as frequent, infrequent, or undifferentiated
between groups. Even these features required some definition. For
example,, any activity involving generating changes in a given manuscript was regarded as revision whether or not the writing had been
done by the students who were revising. Other variables, particularly
mode of instruction, were defined at some length. Those definitions
appear in the appropriate sections of this report.
When variables such as sentence combining, frequency of teacher
feedback, or revision were not mentioned, they were coded as being

regarded as irrelevant to the study. When a treatment was not
describedas was the case with a few control groupsthe variables
were coded 0. For example, in a study by Alloway, et al. (1979), the
analysis assumes that the experimental group's use of free writing,
peer feedback, revision, and natural process mode is different from
the control group treatment, which is not described. In such cases,
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I have assumed, with the researchers themselves, that the experimental treatment is different from the control treatment.
In order to examine variables systematically in the meta-analysis,
we have divided them into various dimensions: duration, grade level,
mode of instruction, focus of instruction, revision, and feedback. Each
dimension is examined in terms of its own categories, and any study
may be examined in one or more dimensions. Thus a study of sentence

combining at the twelfth-grade level which lasted one school year
would be examined under the dimensions of focus of instruction, grade
level, and duration. No treatment, however, could be includ 7n more

than one category in a given dimension. Ordinarily, this presented
no problem. Occasionally, however, treatments included more than one
focus of instruction. Troyka (1974), for example, includes work on

mechanics as well as what I have categorized as inquiry. These few
conflicts were readily resolved either by deferring to the emphasis of
the researchers responsible for the study, by contrasting the study
with others in the same categories, or by both methods. In Clifford
(1978), for example, experimental groups made 1.18f. of free writing
for 15 of 150 minutes of class time per week. However, they also used
structured feedback sheets in small peer-group discussions of their

writing for a total of 75 minutes per weeka clear difference in
emphasis. Further, none of the other studies making use of free
writing emphasized the use of structured feedback. For these reasons,
the Clifford study was categorized with those making use of struc-

tured feedback sheets or scales.

The results of the meta-analysis are presented in Chapter 8.
Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7 define the categories included in the metaanalysis as well as certain others which could not be included for
various reasons. In addition, those chapters will provide summary
and narrative reviews of studies of each type. The reader may wish
to proceed directly to Chapter 8 for an overview of results. However,

the results will be more meaningful after a perusal of the kinds of
studies included. Chapter 4 examines studies which involve modes of

instruction. Chapter 5 examines studies concerned with teaching
grammar and the manipulation of syntax. Chapter 6 surveys studies
focusing on learning criteria for judging writing through the study
of models, the use of structured feedback sheets or scales, and through

teacher feedback. Chapter 7 focuses on what has traditionally been
called invention.
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In this review, mode of instruction refers to the role assumed by the
classroom teacher, the kinds and order of activities present, and the

specificity and clarity of objectives and learning tasks. Mode of
instruction is contrasted with focus of instruction, which refers to
the dominant content of instruction, e.g., the study of model compositions, the use by students of structured feedback sheets, sentence
combining, and so forth. Foci of instruction are examined in Chapters
5, 6, and 7.
One of the first studies to examine mode of instruction in relation
to composition achievement was conducted by Neville Bennett (1976)

and his colleagues. After a review of research, they identified six
major areas of variables which permit the differentiation of progressive and traditional teaching styles. These included (1) "extent of
freedom of movement and talk in classrooms"; (2) "degree of disciplinary rather than physical control"; (3) "allocation of teaching time,
extent of timetabling and homework, degree of pupil choice"; (4) "type
of teaching approach"; (5) "whether intrinsic or extrinsic motivation
is stressed"; and (6) "type and quantity of evaluation of pupil work"

(p. 38). These broadly defined variables were used to generate a
twenty-eight-item questionnaire which requested self-reports of
behavior and expectations. The items included such questions as "Do

pupils stay in the same seats or groups for most of the day?" and
"Do you expect pupils to be quiet most of the time?" Questionnaires
were sent to teachers in 871 British primary schools and were completed and returned by teachers in 88 percent of the schools.

Bennett then performed a cluster analysis which located each
teacher in one category or type of teaching style. The cluster analysis
is such that each teacher in each cluster is more like other teachers

in that cluster than like teachers in other clusters. The resulting
twelve types suggest a continuum from very informal to very formal.

However, types between the extremes are mixtures of formal and
informal elements. Therefore, according to Bennett, the types do not
really comprise a continuum. Teachers of Type 1 are informal, allowing
"pupil choice of work, whether individually or in groups;' and pupil
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choice of seating. "Less than half curb movement and talk. Assess-

ment in all its formstests, grading, and homeworkappears to be
discouraged. Intrinsic motivation is favoured" (p. 45). Teachers in
Type 12, the very formal type, teach subjects separately through
teacher talk to the whole class and individual work. They allow no
of seating, "and every teacher curbs movement and talk. These
teachers are above average on all assessment procedures, and extrinsic motivation predominates" (p. 47).
Thirty-seven teachers distributed over seven types, representing
informal (Types 1 and 2), mixed (Types 3, 4, and 7) and formal (Types
11 and 12) teaching styles, agreed to participate in a second stage of

the research. In the second stage, observers visited the teachers'
classes and researchers examined children's accounts of what they
had done in school. Both methods indicated that the cluster analysis

of questionnaire responses had classified teachers appropriately.
Researchers tested children in the thirty-seven classes at the beginning and end of the year on standardized tests of reading, math, and
English. In each case, children in "formal" classes showed superior
progress over children in "informal" classes.
What concerns us here, however, is not differences on standardized

test results but differences in composition skills achieved through
various teaching styles. Bennett cites the Plowden Report (1967) as
wholeheartedly approving "free, fluent and copious writing on a great
variety of subject matter;' the essence of which writing is "that much
of it is personal and that the writers are communicating something
that has really engaged their minds and their imaginations" (Bennett,
p. 115). Bennett points out that proponents of such writing believe
that "by struggling to link a vivid experience to the appropriate
language in which to express it, or, more fundamentally, to explore
that area of his being in which experience and language intermingle
the child undergoes "a valuable developmental experience" (p. 116).
Proponents of such writing in the United States go even further,
arguing that writing which is not personal, not free and self-sponsored, is restrictive and repressive. Students, they say, respond
without commitment or engagement to what they call "school-sponsored" writing, that is, writing assigned by teachers (Emig 1971,
Pianko 1979, Graves 19810. Indeed, they imply that school-sponsored

writing is not simply restrictive but harmful. Emig, for example,
states that the kind of writing usually taught in American schools
"is algorithmic, or so mechanical that a computer could readily be
programmed to produce it" (p. 53). Of three of her male subjects
Emig says, "It is as if the two boys
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to a single species of extensive writing that they can readily and
comfortably compose no other" (pp. 81-82).
Bennett quotes an opposing point of view from the Bullock Report

(1975), which cites a group of teachers as believing that "overemphasid on it [creative, personal, or free writing] has distorted a
whole view of language. It usually means, in actuality, colourful or
fanciful language, not 'ordinary: using 'vivid imagery! It is often false,

artificially stimulated and pumped up by the teacher or written to
an unconscious model which he has given them" (p. 116).
To determine whether informal teaching methods enhanced creativity, as its proponents claimed, Bennett asked that students in the
thirty-seven classes studied write two compositions. One was introduced by a paragraph which invited them to write a story in which
they were invisible for one day. Pupils were told "that good i6eas'and
imagination were required and that poor spelling and grammar would
not be penalised" (p. 117). The second essay was descriptive: "What
I did at school yesterday!' For this writing, teachers instructed pupils
"to be as accurate as possible, and that in this instance spelling and
grammar would be taken into consideration" (p. 117). Pupils were
allowed as much time as they wished for the imaginative topic but

were given a half-hour for the descriptive topic. Each essay was
scored holistically by three teachers: one of each styleformal, mixed,
and informal (median r = .86).

The mean scores for the essays across teaching styles revealed
that students in the formal and informal groups scored almost equally
on the descriptive essay, while formal groups scored slightly higher
on the imaginative essay. Students in mixed groups scored slightly
lower on both pieces of writing. Bennett concludes, "The differences
are quite small and in&ate no clear superiority of any one teaching
style. There is little in these rcsults to support the widely held view
that informal teaching produces pupils who are more likely to resp3nd

more imaginatively in writing than do those who are being taught
more formally" (p. 119).
To examine punctuation and spelling, "a matched sample of fortyeight boys and forty-eight girls was drawn from each teaching style,
resulting in 288 descriptive stories" (p. 123). Pupils in informal classes

made significantly more punctuation errors than pupils in formal or

mixed classesnearly 50 percent more. For spelling, however, no
distinct differences by teaching style emerged.
Other studies have examined certain aspects of instructional mode.
D. Cooper (1966) compared analytic method-6 to incidental methods.

Analytic methods involved the separation of English studies into
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component parts (spelling, usage, vocabulary, punctuation, written
composition, etc.), while incidental methods treated English as a
whole subject, emphasizing extensive reading and writing. T. -Ling
in several areas revealed no significant differences except in punctuation and sentence structure, in which secondary students taught by
analytic methods made significantly greater progress than those
taught by incidental methods.
Hillocks (1981) conducted a study of three modes of instruction in
freshman English classes at a large midwestern university. On the
basis of classroom observations and interviews, researchers classified
instructors as presentational, nondirectional, or environmental Students in all classes were administered an attitude questionnaire, the
analysis of which revealed highly significant differences (p < .0001)
among students taught in the three modes on eleven factors examined.
Attitudes were most positive among students taught in the environ-

mental mode and least positive among those taught by instructors
classified as nondirectional.

Although Hillocks's study involved no measures of growth in
composition ability, it clearly established different effects for different
patterns of instructional practice. For this reason, the 1981 categories

have been used to classify instructional practices described in the
experimental treatment studies examined here. Both presentational
and environmental modes retain their original definitions. The nondirectional mode, however, has been redefined and accordingly
renamed the "natural process" mode. A fourth, the individualized
mode, has been added. Each of these will be defined in what follows.
Although the studies included in this review often do not discuss
mode of instruction explicitly, a perusal of them indicates that they
are not only concerned with different foci of instruction but with
different modes of instruction. For example, a given study may
contrast a treatment which focuses on practice in developing ideas for
writing with one which focuses on the analysis of rhetorical techniques
in z set of essays. In addition to this clear difference in the focus of

instruction, however, the treatments may contrast in another way.
For example, the first may be conducted in large part through peer
interaction in small groups while the analysis of models takes place
under the direction of the instructor with little or no peer interaction.
Presentational Mode
The presentational mode is characterized by (1) relatively clear and

specific objectives, e.g., to use particular rhetorical techniques;
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(2) lecture and teacher-led discussion dealing with concepts to be
learned and applied; (3) the study of models and other materials which

:4

explain and illustrate the concept; (4) specific assignments or exercises which generally involve imitating a pattern or following rules
that have been previously discussed; and (5) feedback following the
writing, coming primarily from teachers.
Applebee (1981) supplies a very clear example of this mode of
instruction in a teacher's own words. When asked how he prepared
his students for an assignment, the teacher explained (p. 78),
I've been doing it ail semester. The first day of class I gave them
a two-page thing on writing. Just about every day when I lecture

about anything, I talk at the end or at the beginning of the
lecture about how one might go about expressing whatever it is
Pm teaching during that day in a written assignment.
So I gave a sermon once last semester. I read one of Jonathan

Edwards' sermons, and at the end of it in talking about the
content of the sermon I also talked about how you would go about

relating this to religious matters, and so on, in writing.
Plus I've tried always when they are going to write about
something to give them a specific, logical sequence of experiences.

I ask them to read it, ask them factual questions about it, and I
ask them to get in groups and discuss the topic that they are
going to be writing about, and then I have them write about it
individually.

So, I go from individual, to group, back to the individual.

Except for the use of small-group discussions on occasion, this
teacher clearly dominates the talk in his classroom. He gives the
students "a two-page thing on writing;' presumably explaining certain
characteristics he expects their writing to display or perhaps explain-

ing processes they might or should use: He talks about how "one"
might "go about expressing whatever it is" he's teaching in a writing
assignment. He apparently asks his students to write about literature
and by way of preparation he asks "factual questions" about the
selection, sets the topic, and asks students to discuss "what they are
going to be writing about:' While the small-group discussion is a
departure from strict presentational format, even that is apparently
intended to insure that students understand the content of assigned
writing rather than to help them learn strategies which they can
subsequently use in dealing with other data for other compositions.
Treatments coded as presentational in the meta-analysis which
follows made no mention of small-group discussions, but they claimed
to have done more by way of preparation for writing than did Applebee's subjects, who spent an average of three minutes in preparation.

In these treatments, the instructor lectured on or led discussions of
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rhetorical techniques or principles exemplified in what students read.

Or the teacher gave instructions about what students were to do
individually and then led "a discussion" of what they had done.
Data reported by Good lad (1984), based on observations of over
1,000 classrooms in elementary, junior high, and senior high schools,
indicate that the presentational mode dominates in all subject matters. Good lad reports that about 70 percent of all instructional time

consists of talk, with teacherson the averagedoing 75 percent of
the talking. Further, he reports that at the senior high level discussions of any kind take place only 5.2 percent of the time.
What are the assumptions about teaching and learning underlying
this mode of instruction? First, users of the mode assume that they
have useful knowledge about writing to convey to their students.
Second, they assume that this knowledge is best conveyed directly
in the form of verbal formulas, rules, examples, or admonitions. Third,
they assume that the referents of the rules, formulas, and examples,
which the teachers have in their heads (for these are surely abstract
referents), are the same ones which the learners either have in their
heads already or will somehow gain. That is, the teacher who admonishes students to "support generalizations appropriately" assumes
that students will have the same concepts of "generalization" and of

"appropriate support" that the teacher has. Fourth, users of this
mode assume that students will be able to convert the rules and
examples into guides for their own writing.
Unfortunately, although more treatments were categorized as presentational than any other, only two studies included in the meta-

analysis were identified as using the presentational mode in the
experimental sections but not in the control. Caplan and Keech (1980)
focused on teaching how to expand general statements into a paragraph and on practicing specific ways to select and arrange concrete

details in support of the general statements. They used models to
illustrate the difference between showing and telling and as guides
for teacher-led discussions of student writing in class. The class as a
whole evaluated the density of detail in the student writing, but the
teacher presented the final evaluation: "I grade each paper immediately as the discussion of that paper concludes" (p. 9).
Clark (1968) focused on two techniques of supplying evaluations
and comments: extensive written comments on a "cover sheet" and
teacher-led discussion of at least one good theme and one poor one
which had been reproduced or projected for student examination.
The study involved three experimental treatments (extensive comments, theme discussion, and a combination of the two), all of which
were classified as presentational.
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Natural Process Mode
The natural process mode is characterized by (1) generalized objectives, e.g., to increase fluency and skill in writing; (2) free writing
about whatever interests the students, either in a journal or as a way

of "exploring a subject"; (3) writing for audiences of peers;
(4) generally positive feedback from peers; (5) opportunities to revise
and rework writing; and (6) high levels of interaction among students.

Treatments in this mode often refer to the teacher as a "facilitator"
whose role is to free the student's imagination and promote growth
by sustaining a positive classroom atmosphere. They avoid the study
of model pieces of writing, the presentation of criteria, structuring
the treatment around sets of skills or conceptsrhetorical or other
and using the teacher as the primary source of feedback. Treatments
in this mode provide a low level of structure and are nondirectional
about the qualities of good writing. In fact, proponents of this mode
of instruction believe that students are only stultified by exposure to
what they see as arbitrary criteria, models, problems, or assignments.

In the words of Parker (1979), "Writing demands usually to be
preceded by a period of exploratory talk about what the students
have chosen to write on, a time in which ideas and the language to
express them can be generated. It demands also the freedom for
students to choose the forms suitable to their material and their
purposes!' He continues, "Writing is learned by doing it and sharing
it with real audiences, not by studying and applying abstract rhetor-

ical principles in exercises which the teacher alone will read and
judge" (p. 36).
Those who advocate such instruction see teaching composition as
primarily reactive. In the words of Graves (1981f, p. 29), "the teaching

of writing is a response to what a writer shows either in oral or
written statements . . . on that particular day' According to this
view, the teacher's role is to respond to what children produce with
hints and questions that will help the child learn new ways of dealing
with writing of a particular kind. Calkins (1980b), in describing her
"transitional" revisers, states that they "developed higher standards
for themselves" (p. 339). She posits no influences that might have
caused the development of these higher standards. This position

suggests that the skills of good writers are part of every child's
genetic makeup and that successful instruction allows that potential
to blossom and come to fruition.

Although primarily reactive, instruction in the natural process
mode may also include certain prewriting activities intended to stim-

ulate memory or imagination. Gauntlett (1978) states, "Before a
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student begins writing, a process of prewriting, or a procedure for
stimulating thinking must take place. Prewriting involves sensing,
imagining, feeling, talking, and writing. It can also include drawing,
dancing, dramatizing, or sculpturing" (p. 29). Gaunt lett also recommends "multimedia" to encourage or stimulate writing.
Gauntlett's study, which was undertaken with twenty-five experimental high school classes (n = 315 after attrition) and nineteen
control classes (n = 257 after attrition), also enumerates other
characteristics of the natural process mode included in his treatment.
"Group activity;' he says, "is a must, particularly . . . where students
read and comment on each other's work" (p. 27). In Gauntlett's study,
students wrote many drafts, reading them aloud to peers. He asserts
that "as much free writing as possible should be allowed.' He indicates
that feedback should be frequent and expeditious but that not all
writing should be graded. Grading occurred only after "much class
time" had been devoted "to the initial writing of a composition and
to its revision" (p. 7). Further, Gauntlett indicates that the environment for writing in the experimental classes should be comfortable
and conducive to writing. To this end, the experimental teachers each
"received $1,500.00 worth of furniture, equipment, and books for the
classrooms" (p. 5).
Using analysis of variance on the difference between pretest and
posttest scores, Gauntlett found no significant difference between

the treatment groups (F = .02) after nearly four months. The
experimental/control effect size is .05 standard deviation.
A study of the effectiveness of the New Jersey Writing Project
conducted by Alloway, et al. (1979) examined similar instructional
techniques used by teachers of grades 7 through 12 who had been
trained in teaching writing during a summer institute. (The control
groups were taught by teachers scheduled for Writing Project training
the following summer.) The experimental group teachers, upon returning to their own classes, used a pattern of instruction similar to that
used in the institute. Their students wrote for "15 or 30 minutes two

or three times a week" or for "5 or 10 minutes daily" (p. 6). The
institute emphasized free writing "activated to initiate the process
and keep it going. As the institute progressed writing was also
initiated by other stimuli" (p. 4). The teachers had their students
begin keeping journals, and they set aside time "for various kinds of
peer evaluations and for teacher conferences." In addition the teachers
"wrote with and when their students wrote. By doing this they were

able to help their students understand the theory of writing as a
process in a natural and reap way" (p. 6). The nature and extent of
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the students' understanding of "the theory of writing as a process"
is not explained. Nor is it clear how the teachers' act of writing with
the students conveys that understanding.
Students were pretested in October and posttested in May, indicating a duration of six to eight months. The resulting pieces of
writing were scored by ETS personnel working under standard
conditions for scoring. Students in cgrol groups, whose instruction
is not described, lost .07 standard d iation. Students in the experimental groups gained .25 standard deviation. The difference between

the two groups is statistically significant, with an experimental/
control effect size of .39.

The Gauntlett study and the Alloway study are typical of those
categorized as using the natural process mode of instruction. Several
assumptions undergird this mode of instruction. The assumption that
writing for audiences of peers will improve writing is usually explicit.
A second assumption is that writing should be "freer that is, of the
students' own choice and without the restrictions of having to use
certain forms, techniques, or rhetorical conventions. A third assump-

tion is that the teacher's role should be reactive, responding to
whatever the student writes on any given occasion, in contrast to
an active planning of instructional experiences intended to result in
learning particular writing strategies.
These three assumptions about instruction rest on other, not-so-

often expressed assumptions about children's learning. First, the
approach assumes that pupils will learn or invent forms as they
develop their own meanings. Second, it assumes that if acquisition of
knowledge about writing is necessary, that knowledge is best provided
through audience response from peers while the writing is in progress
and after its completion. Third, it assumes that the development of

imagination is best served by these methods and, conversely, is
inhibited by more structured methods.
In addition to the studies outlined above, the meta-analysis in
Chapter 8 includes seven others which were categorized as using the

natural process mode in the experimental groups but not in the
control. These include two Writing Project assessments: Olson and
DiStefano (1980) at grades 7, 8, and 9 and Wagner, Zemelman, and
Malone-Trout (1981) at grades 1-12. Two studies were conducted
with college freshmen classes: Walker (1974) and K. Davis (1979).
The remaining studies include V. A. Adams (1971) at grade 12, Ganong
(1975) at grade 9, and Wienke (1981) at grade 6.
Many other studies examined the natural process mode of instruc-

tion but did not meet the criteria required for inclusion in the meta-
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analysis. These include an important evaluation of the effects of the

Bay Area Writing Project (Keech 1979). The Keech study was

excluded because pretests and posttests were performed on different
groups of students.
Environmental Mode

The environmental mode is characterized by (1) clear and specific
objectives, e.g., to increase the use of specific detail and figurative
language; (2) materials and problems selected to engage students
with each other in specifiable processes important to some particular
aspect of writing; and (3) activities, such as small-group problemcentered discussions, conducive to high levels of peer interaction
concerning specific tasks. Teachers in this mode, in contrast to the
presentational mode, are likely to minimize lecture and teacher-led
discussion. Rather, they structure activities so that, while teachers
may provide brief introductory lectures, students work on particular.
tasks in small groups before proceeding to similar tasks independently. Although principles are taught, they are not simply announced

and illustrated as in the presentational mode. Rather, they are
approached through concrete materials and problems, the working
through of which not only illustrates the principle but engages students in its use. For example, an assignment might be to write about
one of thirty seashells so that another student will be able to read
the composition and choose the seashell described from among the
thirty. This assignment illustrates both the necessity of thinking
about possible audience responses and the necessity for using precise

detail. While the teacher may urge students to think about the

audience and to write specifically, as in the presentational mode, the
immediate, concrete activity has the potential for engaging students
in the use of the principles and provides feedback from peers.
In contrast to the natural process mode, the concrete tasks of the
environmental mode make objectives operationally clear by engaging

students in their pursuit through structured tasks. While a natural
process treatment requires students to respond to each other's writing, the criteria for doing so come from the individual students. In
contrast, in one environmental treatment, the teacher led a brief
discussion of a sample of student writing, helping sixth-grade students
to apply a set of criteria to it. Following that discussion, working in
small groups, the students applied the same criteria to other pieces
of writing (Sager 1973b). While the environmental mode shares an
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emphasis on process and student interaction with the natural process

mode, it differs sharply from the latter in the structure of the
materials and activities.
The presentational mode emphasizes the teacher as presenter of
knowledge about writing, whereas the natural process mode empha-

sizes the student as generator of ideas, criteria, and forms. The
environmental mode appears to place teacher and student more nearly
in balance, with the teacher planning activities and selecting materials

through which students interact with each other to generate ideas
and learn identifiable writing skills.
Sager's experimental treatment (1973b) is a good example of environmental instruction. The instruction with sixth- graders emphasized

learning to use a set of scales in evaluating compositions. In one
lesson, students working in small groups were asked to read a story
entitled "The Green Martian Monster " a story which a worksheet
informed the students had been scored 0 on elaboration:
The Green Martian Monster

The green Martian monster descended on the USA. He didn't
have a mouth. "Who goes?" they said. There was no answer. So
they shot him and, he died.

After reading this story, which certainly lacks elaboration, students
were asked to do the following tasks (p4 95):
(1) Quickly list all the reasons why a mouthless, green Martian
monster might land in the USA.
(2) List all the places the Martian could have landed.
(3) Who could "they" have been? List all possibilities.
(4) List all the thoughts "they" could have been thinking when
.,
they saw the Martian.
(5) What could have happened between the time the Martian
was shot and the time he died? List all possibilities.
(6) Look at your lists. To be interesting and easy to understand, a story needs details such as you have written. Add some
of these details to the story and take turns reading the story the
way you would have written it.

It is important to note that in Sager's study the youngsters did
far more than simply rate a composition. They found problems with

the writing, generated ideas which would help to correct those
problems, and synthesized those ideas with the existing frame.
Finally, they considered The principles underlying what they had done.

Using such materials as the above composition, the experimental
groups in the study worked with scales dealing with vocabulary,
elaboration, organization, and structure.
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The Sager study was conducted in two "inner city" schools which
qualified for Title I funds. Instruction was conducted daily, during
45-minute periods, for eight weeks. Both experimental and control
groups received the same stimuli for writing and wrote the same

number of stories. Instead of working with the scale materials,
however, the control group wrote in journals and worked on aspects
of grammar. The experimental group pre/post gain was .84, while
the control group had a loss of .30resulting in an experimental
control effect size of .93, nearly a full standard deviation.
A. L. Thibodeau's (1964) study with sixth-graders included one
treatment which was categorized as environmental. Students worked
in pairs or small groups on various exercises, each of which presented
a problem involving what the researcher called "elaborative thinking!'
In one exercise, students were presented a passage about a diver at
the bottom of the sea: "Suddenly the diver realized he must fight his

way back to the surface!" Students were directed to "list all the
reasons he had to suddenly return to the surface" and to "describe
this place where the diver was ,searching:' In another exercise,
students were given the following sentence: "Mary, feeling very hungry, wanders downstairs in the middle of the night and hears a

strange sound in the kitchen:' Students were then asked to list "as
many ideas as possible" (p. 25) about what sounds she might have
heard, who might have been there, and so forth. It is interesting to
note that each of these exercises focuses on the elaboration of an
element of story structure as defined by Stein and Trabasso (1982).
Troyka (1974) conducted a study with college freshman remedial
composition students in twenty-five experimental classes (n = 172)
and twenty-five control classes (n = 181). The experimental procedure

involved what she called "simulation-gamine' in which "at the start
of every game each player received a brief situation statement which
gave the setting and background of the problem as well as the action
and rules for the simulation" (p. 60). The situations included a
pollution problem, a neighborhood crime problem, a college campus
drug problem, and a problem concerning the purchase of a fleet of
taxicabs. Each involved a writing task which focused on a different
writing strategy: providing facts, providing reasons, describing incidents, and comparing and contrasting.
Each student received a role sheet along with whatever background
information he or she might need. The games were set up so that
students were associated with a subgroup: executives of a chemical
plant responsible for polluting a town's beaches and recreational

waters, operators of tourist services who believed that pollution
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harmed the town's prosperity, and so forth. Each role had built into
it the task of persuading the other groups of the legitimacy of its
position on the problem. As the game progressed, the action alternated between periods of group planning and periods of "cross subgroup public hearings, debates, and the like" (p. 63). Presumably,

these "games" put students in the position of using strategies
required by the associated writing assignments: marshalling and
arranging facts, evaluating and using reasons, examining and generating examples, predicting objections and considering how to deal
with them, and so forth. The control groups, on the other hand, were

taught about using facts, reasons, incidents, and comparison and
contrast, but in what appears to be a traditional presentational
manner.
The experimental/control effect size for the Troyka study was 1.69

standard deviations, over a half standard deviation greater than the
next largest experimental/control effectsize. The homogeneity statistic for all seventy-three experimental/control treatments is 411.08.
Removal of the Troyka study reduces H to 241. In fact, this study is
one of the four removed from the meta-analysis because of its large
contribution to heterogeneity. Although the study was removed, it
should not be ignored. Its instructional mode is clearly environmental,

focusing on specific problems and promoting student interaction in

the use of strategies which will ultimately be used in writing.
However, it is different from other environmental treatments. No
other treatment in the screened sample uses role playing in systematically planned simulated problem situations. In addition, however,
only one or two other treatments involve such small classes in both
the experimental group (X = 6.9) and the control group (X = 7.2).
Although class size here is clearly not responsible for the experimen-

tal/control effect size, the small class size may contribute to the
effectiveness of the experimental treatment. That, of course, is ar.
empirical question: Can comparable effect sizes be achieved using
similar instructional approaches with larger classes?
Several assumptions underlie the environmental mode of instruction. One is that teaching can and should actively seek to develop
identifiable skills in learners. P .cond is that these skills are devel-

oped by using them orally before using them in writing. A third
assumption is that one major function of prewriting activity is to
develop those skills. A fourth assumption is that the use of such skills

(e.g., generating criteria to define a concept) is often complex, and
therefore may require collaboration with and feedback from others.
A concomitant assumption is that such collaboration and feedback
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may be achieved through the interaction of students as they work
together to solve problems of various kinds.
Studies in the meta-analysis which use the environmental mode of
instruction in the experimental treatment and some other mode in
the control include the following: tlifford (1978), Rosen (1974), and
Sbaratta (1975), all with college freshmen; Farrell (1977) with eleventh-graders; Vinson (1980) with ninth; Hillocks (1979) with ninthand eleventh-graders, and (1982) with seventh- and eighth-graders;
and A. E. Thibodeau (1964) and A. I,. Thibodeau (1964), both with
sixtn-graders.

Individualized Mode

In the individualized mode of instruction students receive instruction
through tutorials, programmed materials of some kind, or a combination of the two. The focus of instruction may vary widely, from

mechanics to researching, planning, and writing papers. The chief
distinction is that this mode of instruction seeks to help students on
an individualized basis. For example, Murdock (1974) contrasted
independent study groups with lecture/discussion groups in teaching
college freshmen. In the former condition students were not required
to attend.class after the second week, except for seven occasions upon
which required essays were written. However, instructors were avail-

able during scheduled class periods to work with students on an
individual basis. In contrast, the lecture/discussion groups required
attendance for all forty-five sessions during the semester. There were
no significant differences between the achievement of the two groups.
A. E. Thibodeau (1964) used self-instructional materials on "prac-

tical grammar" (which included sentence combining practice) and
organization. These self-instructional materials allowed teachers to
work with individual students. This individualized approach was
contrasted with a traditional approach which focused on letter-writing
and formal grammar.

Eagleton (1974) trained eleventh- and twelfth-graders to act as
tutors to sixth-graders. The tutors were to initiate writing activities,
make "appropriate" placements in instructional materials, and conduct instruction. Exactly what the writing instruction consisted of
is not clear. Witte and raigley (1981b) tested two different curricular

approaches to teaching freshman composition and two modes of
instruction: tutorial versus whole-class imtruction. The tutorial students focused on the same curricular content as did students in whole-
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class treatments. Other studies included in the individualized mode
are A. L. Thibodeau (1964) with sixth-graders and Farrell (1977)
with eleventh-graders.

Two studies categorized as testing individualized treatments
against some ether mode of instruction were among the four removed
from experimental studies for further analysis because of their large
contribution to the heterogeneity of the overall experimental/control
effect size. One of these had the second largest negative effect size
( .43); the other had the second largest positive effect (1.18). The
first (Loritsch 1977) tested what it called a "self-paced" method which
has certain features in common with the Murdock study. Students in

the self-paced treatment were required to attend only one lecture/
discussion per week, while students in traditional classes were
required to attend three per week. Self-paced. students'were also
expected to spend at least one hour per week in the writing laboratory
working with programmed materials and tutors.
The results of the Loritsch experiment may well have been affected

by the massive attrition rate: 167 students in eight experimental
classes diminished to 48 by the end of the quarter. Such attrition is
almost certainly nonrandom, but one expects it to affect results
positively rather than negatively. It is interesting to note that this
self-paced treatment, along with those in Murdock (1974) and Eagleton (1974), does not specify the writing skills treated or the method
of the treatment. And while the other studies do designate curricular
treatments, the students appear to have proceeded through standard

curriculums without benefit' of systematic diagnosis, corrective
instruction, reassessment, and so forth. One suspects that a student
in one of the individualized treatments reported here would encounter
much the same experience as a student in a whole-class treatment.
However, the study with the second highest experimental effect
size (D. I. Smith 1974) included a pretesting to identify weaknesses,
followed by remedial procedures and posttesting to determine progress. In addition, students in this individualized treatment worked
with the teacher in choosing a topic of interest. They then collected
data from a variety of sources, planned an organization with the
teacher, produced a rough draft, analyzed it with the teacher, rewrote
it, evaluated it, and arrived at a grade with the teacher. This cycle
was repeated every two weeks. Unfortunately, the criteria used by
the teachers in helping to plan an organization and to evaluate the

first and second drafts were not stated explicitly. However, this
individualized treatment appears to have taken greater advantage of
the techniques of individualization than did other treatments in this
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category. Perhaps for that reason it achieved one of the highest
experimental/control effect sizes (1.18) and contributed heavily to the
overall heterogeneity.
The major assumption underlying most treatments categorized as
belonging to the individualized mode is that a teacher working with
a single student is more effective than a teacher working with a whole
class, even when otherwise-conventional materials and procedures

are used in both treatments.
Modes of Instruction Contrasted
How would teachers representing the various modes of instruction be
likely to differ in their treatment of various kinds of writing assignments? This section contrasts three of the modes described above:
the presentational, natural process, and environmental. Examples of
the treatment of curricular goals will help to clarify the distinctions
among these three modes of instruction.

Suppose a curricular goal is to write effectively about personal
experience. A presentational instructor would be likely to explain the
characteristics of "good" personal-experience writing, lead students
in reading and discussing samples of such writing, ask students to
write such compositions on their own, and finally correct and grade
the compositions.
A natural process "facilitator" would be likely to ask students to
write in journals several times a week and select those entries they

would like to write about in extended compositions. The students
might be asked to write about an entry or some other idea, "simply
filling a page in orderlearn how writing helps them discover what
they know, what they do not know, and, in fact, what they want to
write about" (Myers 1983, p. 28). Students might then be asked to
discuss what they have written with peers, in an effort to generate
additional ideas or questions to write about. Or they might, according

to Buckley and Boyle (1983), "map" their stories, i.e., place "a
controlling idea in the center of their map and u3e brainstorming
techniques until they have many childhood memories for their paper.
They select the `best incidents' for the map, with the central idea in
the middle and suppOrting incidents or ideas on the extensions:' After
completing their "maps:' students would then "tell their stories to a

group or a partner' Meanwhile, the "listeners are mapping to give
information to the speakers, who can then reevaluate their organization" (p. 62). (Although Buckley and Boyle speak of evaluation here,

they provide no criteria for evaluation of organization.) The key
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feature, regardless of whether students use mapping or not, is that
students receive feedback from peers concerning very early ideas and
after each draft, one or more of which is eventually turned in to the
teacher. Feedback from peers and the teacher is usually designated
as being positive. In short, students are given opportunities to explore
ideas before writing, to develop a draft, to receive feedback, and so
on. In this way the teacher simply facilitates the development of ideas
and forms which the students have within themselves.
In contrast, the environmental teacher is likely to break the task
of personal - experience writing into components, for example, writing
about setting me people, developing and resolving conflict,,and.using.
dialogue ,effectively. Students might be asked Co write as specifically

as possible about faces in photogra0s, attempting to capture unique

expressions and facial qualities. They might then meet in small
groups, sharing the pictures and what they have written and applying
a set of teacher-supplied questions or criteria before revising. The
revisions might then receive positive feedback from the teacher on
the strongest details. In a different activity, selected students might

pantomime a character in a situation: waiting in the principal's or
dentist's anteroom, sitting on the bench waiting to go into an important game, or walking down a dark street fearful of being followed.
The rest of the class would write several sentences trying to capture
the details of the bodily movements, facial expressions, and so forth
of the pantomimers. Students might read what they have written
aloud, with the teacher or peers reinforcing the strongest details. In
a more complex activity selected students might be given a set of
kernel situations involving conflicts between two people and asked to
choose a situation or invent their own. They would then be asked to

develop and act out a dialogue between the two characters. Their
audience might supply feedback, using questions supplied by the
teacher to guide their evaluations. This activ ty would be followed by
writing out a dialogue, perhaps with details about the appearance of

the characters and setting. Feedback would come from peers, the
teacher, or both. Such activities would lead to the writing of an
extended paper about a personal experience, and this writing might
very well include brainstorming for ideas, the production of more than
one draft, and feedback at various points.

In another contrast of instructional modes, let us assume that the
curricular goal is argumentative writing. Presentational teachers are
likely to lecture on the features and qualities of good argumentative
writing, probably providing one or more examples to be examined
through teacher-led discussion. The instructor would then assign a
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topic or ask students to choose one of special interest to them.
Ordinarily students would write one draft and submit it to the
instructor.
A teacher in the natural process mode would likely avoid lecturing
on the characteristics and qualities of effective argument and would
also avoid the analysis of examples. This instructor is likely to begin
with asking students to identify issues, perhaps from journal writings

or free writing of other kinds, which concern them in some way.
Students might be asked to examine their own values and expectations

in contrast to what they see around them and then to generate a
question which is of interest to them. Once a question or issue is
generated, students might be directed to compare these starting
points with those of others. Following this comparison, students would
list as many features of the subject as they could, determine how the

subject has changed over time, and then classify the subject, indicating how it differs from other phenomena of a similar type. After
more thinking about the subject, the students, at some point, would
be asked to establish a focus, analyze an audience, and begin a draft
with that audience in mind. At various stages of proOuction, students
would share their writing with peers and receive feedback from both
peers and teachers before producing a final draft.
An environmental teacher would be likely to invent activities to
help students learn how to generate the various parts of good argu-

mentative writing, e.g., clearly stated propositions supported by
appropriate data, clear categories defined by criteria and examples,
and cogently examined opposing points of view. Models might be used
to illustrate these points, but the instruction would fo ...us on activities.
Students might be asked, for example, to examine a set of cases
describing incidents of various kinds: drug abuse, homicide, divorce,

or other less traumatic problems. They might then be asked to
generalize about the set of cases and to support those generalizations

from the data available. Working in ball groups, they might be
asked to formulate recommendations lor the prevention of such problems, and to develop several arguments in favor of their recommendations. They might be given sets of information about a particular
problem and asked to play roles of various people with an interest in
the problem, as in the Troyka (1974) study. Such an actiity is intended
to contribute not only to learning how to formulate and support clear
propositions but to learning to predict other points of view about the
issue. Students might be given flawed arguments and asked to generate revisions or elaborations to remedy the defects. After a series
of such activities they would be asked to choose an issue about which
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to develop an argumentative paper. At various stages of production,
they might receive feedback from their peers and teachers.
Working on any kind of writing, teachers in the individualized
mode might use a variety of more or less conventional techniques but
would work with one student at a time. Research in the future might

profitably examine the effects of real tutorial situations in which
diagnostic and corrective procedures are used systematically.
The meta-analysis results presented in Chapter 8 afford a comparison of the effects of the modes of instruction. Unfortunately, it
does not permit assessment of modes across the different focuses of
instruction examined in the following chapters. That is a matter of
concern to future research.
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5 Grammar and
the Manipulation of Syntax

In 1963 Braddock, Lloyd-Jones, and Schoer stated that "in view of
the widespread agreement of research studies based upon many types
of students and teachers, the conclusion can be stated in strong and
unqualified terms: the teaching of formal grammar has a negligible
or, because it usually displaces some instruction and practice in actual
composition, even a harmful effect on the improvement of writing"
(pp. 37-38). By "formal grammar" they meant the traditional school
grammar which identifies a noun as the name of a person, place, or
thing and which requires the identification of several (usually eight)
parts of speech, their functions in sentences, certain types of phrases
and clauses, three kinds of sentences (simple, compound, and com-

plex), and so forth. Linguists had long before shown that such
grammar provided an inconsistent and inadequate description of how

the English language works. In addition, linguists had developed
grammars which provide a more sophisticated, precise, and less
ambiguous description of how a language works. Despite the advances
in linguistics and despite the strongly stated conclusions by Braddock
and his colleagues, however, many elementary and secondary schools

continue to make grammar a major component of their curricula.
Many teachers still contend that knowledge of traditional school
grammar is crucial to good writing. These same teachers tend to
make no distinction between grammar (a description of how a language works) and "correctness" (adherence to accepted conventions
of punctuation and usage). A number of studies have shown that when

English teachers who have not been trained as raters are asked to
rate compositions (cf. Diederich 1964), they tend to focus their attention on and base their ratings on "correctness" rather than on content,
logic, and other features of vrriting.

Researchers have continued to seek a relationship between the
study of grammar and composition ability. In the past two decades
several studies have examined the effects of traditional school grammar on composition and several have examined the effects of more
recent grammars, particularly transformational grammar. Studies of
the latter led very quickly to hypotheses that students might benefit
from practice in combining sentences without the paraphernalia of
133
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formal grammar. This chapter will deal with studies of the effects of
teaching grammar and with sentence combining and some related
instructional procedures.

Grammarwith Michael W. Smith
Studies of the effects of teaching grammar on composition reviewed
for the present report suffer from the same flaws as do other experimental treatment studies. Many did not include even minimal controls

for teacher bias; many did not make use of pre and post writing
samples even though students had not been randomly assigned to
groups. Many did not rate compositions for quality. Of those that did,
some did not exercise precautions to guard against rater bias. Most

of the studies in this category did not qualify for inclusion in the
meta-analysis. Nevertheless, the studies do shed light on what is a
serious curricular issue.
Several studies examined the effects of teaching traditional school
grammar as opposed to the effects of teaching no grammar: White
(t965) with seventh-graders, Whitehead (1966) with high school students, Bowden (1979) with sixth-graders, J. L. Sullivan (1969) with
college students, and Elley, et al. (1976) with high school students
over three years. All found no significant differences between the
two treatments.
The availability of the more precise and sophisticated linguistic
grammars made reasonable the question of whether using a more
sophisticated grammar might have a more powerful effect on writing.

Many researchers addressed the question. White (1965) examined
the effects of using a structural linguistics text (Roberts's Patterns
of English) in one class of seventh-graders for 50 minutes per week.
A second class studied a traditional school grammar treatment of
parts of speech. A third class used the time for free reading. The
structural linguistics group showed superior performance on STEP
Writing Tests, STEP Essay Tests, and teacher-assigned themes.
However, the differences were significant only on the STEP Writing
Test, which does not involve a writing sample. Mulcahy (1974) found
that one class of college freshmen who studied a linguistic arammar

for one semester showed significantly greater gains in language
knowledge and writing ability than another class who studied traditional grammar. Both this experiment and White (1965), however, had
inadequate teacher controls.
Gale (1968) and Morgan (1971), working with intermediate-grade
pupils, also compared the effects of studying structural or structural-
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generative grammars to the effects of teaching traditional grammar.
They found no significant differences except for some gains in syntactic
complexity for the groups studying linguistically based grammars.
Smith and Sustakowski (1968), working with classes in twenty-one
schools, found large gains for students studying a descriptive (struc-

tural) grammar on the Modern Language Aptitude Test, which
measures sensitivity to phonological, morphological, and syntactic
structures. One might expect that students who had studied phonology and morphology would do better on such a test than those who
had studied traditional grammar. However, the researchers found no
differences on measures of spelling, punctuation, usage, and so forth.
Differences in the quality of writing were not examined.
An ambitious study comparing the effects of structural and traditional grammar is by Kennedy and Larson (1969). Their study, over
two school years, included two classes from the time students entered
sixth grade till they completed seventh grade, and two classes from
the beginning of seventh grade through the end of eighth grade. The
researchers' measures included the STEP Essay Test, Roy O'Donnell's (1964) test of sensitivity to syntactic structures, and the language section of the Stanford Achievement Test. They found no
significant differences on the STEP Essay or Stanford Achievement
tests. The difference on the test of syntactic sensitivity favored the
groups studying structural grammar. It is interesting to note that

the authors report a large mean loss on the essay test for the
traditional grammar groups ( 1.13). They report that "the STEP
Essay score obtained during the post-testing situation levelled off
and became more consistent with essay scores of the experimental
group classes" (p. 34). Indeed, the pre-to-post effect size for the
traditional grammar groups is .79 standard deviation. Unfortunately, the authors do not report data on the change in scores for the
experimental groups. Nonetheless, the implication is that the groups
studying structural grammar made little or no gain over two years.
Kennedy and Larson do report essay pretest scores which show
that traditional grammar groups scored one full point higher (p <
.05) than the experimental groups. They attribute this difference to
previous control group instruction which had "emphasized development of creative expression, rather than the mechanical manipulation
of language." The instructors, they say, had "rewarded originality of
thought and expression" (pp. 33-34), which they point out are also

rewarded by the STEP Essay Teat scoring procedures. If the data
reported are accurate, then it would seem that the emphasis on
grammar eroded gains previously made by the control groups and,
at the same time, contributed nothing to the experimental groups.
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A number of researchers have examined the effects of studying
transformational grammar, sometimes testing it against no grammar
instruction, sometimes against instruction in traditional school grammar. M. W. Davis (1967) and Goddin (1969) examined the effects of
teaching transformational grammar versus the effects of teaching

traditional grammarDavis with junior high school students and
Goddin with third- and seventh-graders. Davis found differences
favoring transformational grammar students in certain elements of
sentence structure but included no measure of overall writing quality.
Goddin found differences favoring students of generative grammar on
standardized tests of "paragraph meaning" and language but included
no measures of writing quality.
Davenport (1971), working with ninth-graders, Harter (1978) with

seventh-graders, J. L. Sullivan (1969) with college freshmen, and
Fry (1972) with junior high students, studied the effects of generative

grammar versus traditional grammar. All made use of pretest and
posttest writing samples. None report statistically different results
in writing quality.
Bateman and Zidonis (1966) studied the effects of generative grammar study over a period of two years beginning when their subjects
at The University School of The Ohio State University were ninth-

graders. A control group studied no grammar over the two-year
period. Bateman and Zidonis found increases in structural complexity
favoring the experimental group, but these were largely due to gains
made by four students and were not statistically significant. However,
the researchers did find a statistically significant difference between

the number of well-formed sentences written by the experimental
students and their control group counterparts. A subsequent study
by Thompson and Middleton (1973) with tenth-graders over one semes-

ter, using the Bateman and Zidonis measures, found greater gains
for students studying transformational grammar than for those studying traditional grammar. However, the differences were not significant.

The most ambitious study of the effects of grammar is that
conducted by Elley, et al. (1976) The sample was large (248 students

at the outset; 166 after three years), the measures were "'any and
varied, there was careful teacher control, and the three years of the
experiments were enough to reveal any changes that could have been
expected to occur. Students were classified into eight groups matched
on the basis of four test scores, ethnic group, sex, contributing school,

and subject options. Three of these classes studied the Oregon
curriculum, which included transformational grammar, rhetoric, and
literature strands. A second group of three classes studied the same
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rhetoric and literature strands as the first group. However, for them

the study of transformational grammar was replaced with extra
reading and creative writing. The third group of two classes studied
a largely traditional and more functional grammar than the transformational grammar group. Their literature study was based on popular
class sets of fiction.

The researchers used a variety of measures at the end of each
year, including reading vocabulary, reading comprehension, syntactic

complexity, English usage, spelling, listening comprehension, and
English literature tests. In addition, the students wrote four essays
at the end of the first year and three at the end of the later years
which were scored by two or more raters for content, organization,
style, and mechanics. Finally, at the end of each year, the students
responded anonymously to questionnaires designed to assess their
attitudes toward different parts of their English programs. At the
end of the first year there were no significant differences among the
three groups, except that the transformational group liked writing
less. After the second year the traditional grammar group's essay
content was better than that of the Oregon curriculum group that
did not study grammar. The attitude survey showed that the transformational grammar group found English more difficult, but both
Oregon groups showed a significantly more positive attitude toward
literature and toward explanatory and persuasive writing (p < .05).
After the third year the two Oregon groups showed a statistically
superior performance on the sentence-combining measure (p < .05).
Also, the two grammar groups showed a statistically superior per-

formance on the English usage test (p < .02). The errors that
accounted for this difference were largely minor mechanical errors.
The final attitude survey showed that the transformational grammar
group found English more "repetitive and useless" while the traditional grammar group found English less "interesting and useful."
In indicating their feelings about sentence-study and their language
textbooks, the transformational grammar students "showed predominantly negative attitudes. especially on such dimensions as 'useless,'

`unimaginative,' repetitive,"passive, "complicated,' and 'unpleas-

ant.' " As the researchers put it, "clearly" the transformational
grammar strand "was not popular" (p. 16).

When over thirteen measures are used over three years, one
expects to find two or three significant differences (at p < .05). The
most striking result of the Elley study is that, even after three years
of work, the writing of students studying traditional or transformational grammar showed no significant differences in overall quality
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from that of students studying no grammar at all. Nor is the writing
of grammar students different from that of nongrammar students on
any of the subscales, not even on the mechanics of writing.
None of the studies reviewed for the present report provides any
support for teaching grammar as a means of improving composition
skills. If schools insist upon teaching the identification of parts of
speech, the parsing or diagramming of sentences, or other concepts
of traditional school grammar (as many still do), they cannot defend
it as a means of improving the quality of writing.
Teachers will protest that they cannot teach "correct" usage (by
which they mean standard dialect) and punctuation without teaching
grammar of some kind. But even the enormous amount of time spent
on grammar in the Elley study made no difference in the mechanics
ratings of actual writing. The grammar groups did outperform the
no-grammar classes on a test of usage and mechanics. However, the
researchers analyzed the items of the test to determine the precise
nature of the differences. They found that the differences appeared

in items on the use of capitals, commas in lists, the apostrophe,
possessives and contractions, commas for appositives, and so forth
all of which appear to be amenable to direct, discrete instruction.
When the researchers examined items dealing with run-on sentences,
they found slightly better, but not significantly better, performance

for groups studying grammar. Concerning the test of usage and
mechanics, they comment, "What slight superiority there was in the
two grammar groups was dispersed over a wide range of mechanical
conventions, and was not clearly associated with sentence structure"
(p. 15, emphasis added).
Confronted with evidence that grammar study does not increase

the quality of writing, grammar enthusiasts argue that an understanding of traditional grammatical concepts is necessary to correct
punctuation and certain usage problems such as subject-verb agreement, pronoun-antecedent agreement and so forth. Even the most
liberal authorities who argue for functional treatment of mechanics
(e.g., Calkins 1980c) recognize a need to attend to the mechanics of
writing, although they would abjure the traditional naming of parts

of speech and parsing of sentences. For both conservatives and
liberals, two important questions on the issue of mechanical "correctness" remain infrequently addressed and largely unanswered by
the research.

First, what constitutes adequate or inadequate performance in
mechanics? Is inadequate performance best defined in terms of error
frequency, the qualitative effects of certain errors on communication,
or on some combination of these? Some teachers have been known to
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give failing grades to compositions containing as few as one or two
errorsvery high standards when one considers that even published
materials, meticulously proofread by professionals, display "errors."

On the other hand, responding to alarmist reactions to National
Assessment results, Mellon (1975a) points out that except for spelling,
the "National Assessment results indicate that this high initial error

rate is, in fact, non-existent." He argues that "there seems little
reason to continue to give students in grades five through seven the

especially large doses of error-correcting practice they typically
receive" (p. 32). The question of what constitutes satisfactory or
unsatisfactory performance in mechanics is not answerable by
research. Teachers and institutions must decide for themselves on
acceptable error types and rates.
Answering the first question leads to the second: What are the
best instructional techniques for reducing error rates in mechanics
and usage? The evidence, at best, is mixed. Elley, et al. (1976) found
no significant differences between the mean judgmental scores on

mechanics for students studying grammar and those who did not.
Neville Bennett (1976) counted errors in samples of writing from
primary students and found that those taught by informal methods
which stressed free writing and creativity made significantly more
errors in punctuation than did students taught by formal methods
which stressed acquisition of "basic skills" and focused on matters of
mechanics. The difference was significant at p < .05. At the same
time there were no significant differences between the mean quality
ratings assigned the two groups on either their descriptive writings
or their creative writings. Adams (1971), who used the natural
process mode of instruction (comparable to Bennett's informal style)

in experimental groups and a formal style with an emphasis on
mechanics in the control group, found no gain for the experimental
students and a large loss for the control students. The emphasis on
mechanics included red-marking every error on compositions and
returning them to the students for correction.
Several studies have examined the kinds of errors made by students
in their compositions. Golub (1972), DeStefano (1972), Baird (1963),

and others all provide classifications of errors and frequencies for
some selected population. The National Assessment of Educational
Progress study Writing Mechanics (1975) is the most imposing study
of this type, based on the "famous person" composition of 1969-70
with a nationwide stratified sample of 2,079. The researchers found
only weak inverse correlations between overall quality of the essays
and the frequency of errors.
Interestingly, however, Slotnick and Rogers (1973) report a corre-
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lation between length and quality ratings for the same essay set of
.60 (p. 394, fn 16), suggesting that gains in quality may best be
achieved through instructional foci which emphasize the development
of ideas rather than "correctness." Writing Mechanics also indicates
that the majority of errors appeared both infrequently and irregularly
and that most 17-year-olds have mechanics pretty well in hand.
For conscientious teachers, the problem remains about what to do

with those students, concentrated in certain segments of the population, whose writing displays comparatively high levels of mechanical

errors as they are currently defined. As Cronnell (1980) points out,
very little research on the teaching of mechanics has been conducted.
The teaching of grammar and mechanics has had, at best, mixed
results even for teaching correctness. We do not know how much

grammar or what grammatical knowledge writers must have to
copyread with accuracy.
Kagan (1980) has taken a promising approach to this problem by

attempting to determine which syntactic structures students can or
cannot identify as complete sentences. She gave 202 remedial community college students two tests. In the first she presented sentence
fragments using fifteen different syntactic structures along with five
complete sentences randomly ordered. She asked students to indicate
which were "part of a sentence" and which were sentences. In the
second test she presented eleven run-otis of various syntactic structures and four complete sentences, asking students to indicate which
were "more than a sentence" and which were sentences. Each structure began with a capital letter but contained no punctuation marks.
Fragments most frequently identified by students as sentences were
a verb plus a subordinate clause, a verb plus a direct object and a
prepositional phrase, and two prepositional phrases. On the run-on
test Kagan found that the most common errors related to combinations of short and long sentences, in which students apparently ignored

the short sentence and attended to the long one. These structures
also contained prepositional phrases.
In a second experiment Kagan presented sixty-two students with
an eight-item test in which each item consisted of a five-word verb/
object sequence followed by a vertical line and a prepositional phrase
of five words followed by a second vertical line. Students were asked
to indicate whether the words up to the first line were a complete
sentence, whether the words up to the second line were a complete
sentence, or whether there was no sentence. In this test 65 percent
of the boundaries mistaken for the ends of sentences fell after prep-
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ositional phrases. Kagan reasons that students do not mistake prepositional phrases for verb-object structures but rather that there is
something about a prepositional phrase that is a "potent miscue for
sentence boundaries" (p. 137).
Further research of this kind may uncover other structures which
appear to mislead students systematically in their attempts to determine sentence boundaries. If such miscues do exist and if they can
be discovered, it may be possible to devise far more efficient methods
of teaching conyreading than are currently available.
Sentence Combining and Construction
Since the mid1960s a large number of studies have been concerned

with helping students learn to write more syntactically "mature"
sentences. The indices of maturity have included the number of words

per T-unit, the number of words per clause, the number of clauses
per T-unit, the number of words in free modifiers, and so forth. A
major impetus for a pedagogy designed to help students increase the
length of their syntactic structures seems to have been Hunt's (1965a)

study and others like it that show writers increasing the length of
their syntactic structures as they advance from grade 4 to grade 12
and beyond.

In his preface to the Hunt study, G. Robert Carlsen suggested
that "the school's program should facilitate the student's moving in
the direction of mature writing patterns" (p. vi). In the years since
Carlsen's statement, two methods of enhancing syntactic maturity
have been advanced and studied extensively: sentence combining and
sentence construction. In sentence combining, students are presented
with sets of two or more sentences and asked to combine them into
a single effective structure. In some pedagogies the sentences are
accompanied by various cues indicating the kinds of structures to be
used (e.g., Mellon 1969, O'Hare 1973). In others, students receive no
cues. In sentence construction, which derives from Francis Christensen's ideas about the rhetoric of the sentence (1967), students may
examine model sentences, but they do not combine ready-made sentences into new structures. Rather, they generate a basic sentence
about something they have observed and add details to it through the
use of various structures, usually free modifiers following the basic
clause (e.g., Faigley 1979c).
The following two narrative sections review studies of sentence
combining and sentence construction.
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Sentence Combiningwith Nancy A. Mavrogenes
Although sentence combining exercises have been used for many
years, as some researchers claim, they did not become a central focus

of instruction until 1973, when O'Hare reported that his seventhgrade experimental groups wrote well beyond the syntactic maturity
level typical of eighth-graders and in many respects at a level similar
to the twelfth-graders in Hunt's study. Prior to that, sentence combining exercises were an adjunct to something else, usually to learning
grammar of some kind. In Mellon's study (1969) they were used to

help students better understand the various transformations and
embeddings taught in a transformational grammar curriculum. Mellon

hypothesized that the knowledge of transformational grammar in
combination with its concrete application to sentence combining problems would result in more "mature" syntax in student writing. Using

Hunt's T-unit as a measure, he found that it did. Mellon's study has
been called a "pioneering experiment" which "became the first major

application of Hunt's work to pedagogical research and laid the
foundations for subsequent experimental research in sentence combining" (Kerek, Daiker, and Morenberg 1980, p. 1061). As O'Hare
points out, the only study to advance a sentence structure 1,y.pothesis

prior to Mellon's was Bateman and Zidonis (1964, 1S, '), which
reported that the study of transformational grammar ensoled students to increase significantly the proportion of well-formed sentences

they wrote as well as the complexity of their writing. O'Hare also
advanced a sentence structure hypothesis, but with a significant
departure from earlier studies; in his study, the sentence combining
activities were completely disassociated from the study of formal
grammar. Students worked only with combining sets of sentences
into increasingly complex structures, cued by nongrammatical terminology. O'Hare reported not only increased syntactic maturity in
terms of various measures, including mean T-unit length, but also
increased quality.
Another approach to sentence combining was also being expli..ad
at about the same time: the audio-lingual or oral-drill technique.
James Ney (1980b) dates the inception of this idea to the summer of
1965. Several studies using this method (Ney 1966; Raub 1966,
reported on by Griffin 1967; Miller and Ney 1968) have shown generally

significant results.
These studies have led to a number of sentence combining texts
and a host of dissertations from 1973 to the present. The overwhelming

majority of these studies have been positive, with about 60 percent
of them reporting that work in sentence combining, from as low as
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grade 2 through the adult level, results in significant advances (at
least at p < .05) on measures of syntactic maturity. Thirty percent
of the reports have recorded some improvement at a nonsignificant
level or at a level which was not tested for significance. Only 10 percent

of the reports have been negative, showing either no significant
differences or mixed results.
More important, many studies have shown significant gains in
quality for students engaged in sentence combining, gains which
appear to be concomitants of increased T-unit and clause length.
These studies include O'Hare (1973); Combs (1976a, 1977); Pedersen
(1978); Schuster (1976, 1977); Ofsa (1975); Howie (1979); Obenchain
(:979); Waterfall (1978); Daiker, Kerek, and Morenberg (1978); and
M. Stewart (1978b). Others show differences in favor of experimental
groups which are not statistically significant. A few studies show
mixed results for quality.
To be sure, some among the over fifty studies available exhibit
weaknesses. Some are preliminary reports, giving no exact numbers,
no statistical tables, and no information on the pretests and posttests,
or on how teachers or groups were chosen (Ney 1976a; Schuster 1976,
1977). Some experiments included no control groups (Ney 1966, 1975b;
Hilfman 1970; Schuster 1976, 1977; Swan 1978; Maimon and Nodine
1978b, 1979; Obenchain 1979) or no teacher controls. Some studies

involved small numbersless than twenty, or even ten, per group
(Ney 1966; Griffin 1967; Hilfman 1970; Vitale, et al. 1971; Perron
1975; Bivens and Edwards 1974; Maimon and Nodine 1978b, 1979).
Some did not use pretests (J. J. Martin 1969; Vitale, et al. 1971).
Some reported no tests for significance (Hilfman 1970; Ofsa 1975;
Bivens and Edwards 1974; Obenchain 1979). However, in spite of these
flaws, extensive reviews of the research are unanimous in concluding
that sentence combining "has been proven again and again to be an
effective means of fostering growth in syntactic maturity" (Kerek,
Daiker, and Morenberg 1980, p. 1067). Stotsky (1975) even suggests

that it "may facilitate cognitive growth as well" (p. 59), and John
Mellon (1979) states that "the time for action has arrived. Sentence
combining produces no negative effects, and works better than most
of the activities in current composition teaching. . . . I don't know of
any component in our arsenal of literacy-teaching methods that is
better supported empirically than sentence combining. . . . The best
advice I can give teachers today, relative to sentence combining, is
Do it!" (p. 35).
Sentence combining seems to work well with students of all levels
(O'Hare 1973; Fisher 1973; Callaghan 1978; M. A. Sullivan 1978,
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1979). In fact, some studies emphasize that disadvantaged or remedial
students especially benefit from sentence combining instruction (Hunt

and O'Donnell 1970; Ross 1971; J. D. Perron 1975; Schuster 1976,
1977; Waterfall 1978). In addition, students enjoy sentence combining.
Some researchers simply report that students and sometimes teachers
enjoyed the exercises (O'Hare 1973; Perron 1975; Ney 1975b; Maimon
and Nodine 1978b; Daiker, Kerek, and Morenberg 1978), while others
provide a quantitative analysis (Schuster 1976; Callaghan 1978; Sulliv^.n 1978, 1979). The one clear negative report (Ney 1976a) was later
rescinded as the researcher (Ney 1978) admitted that poor teaching

was probably the cause of negative attitudes and results. Chappel
(1977) argued that students' self-confidence could be strengthened by
letting them discover that they have the creative potential for sentence
combining inherent in their own linguistic competence. Kerek, Daiker,
and Morenberg (1980) spell out this building of se'f-confidence more

clearly: "Sentence combining instruction helps build confidence
because it is positive in approach, it emphasizes the learning of new

skills rather than the avoidance of old errors, and it subordinates
every other course consideration to students' writing. After a semester of sentence combining, students usually feel better about their
writing" (p. 1151).

While reporting such generally favorable results, these studies
have raised some important questions. Some studies have asked
whether sentence combining practice increases or reduces errors in
students' writing. Ross (1971) reported that her experimental group
showed an advantage over the control group in decreasing inaccurate
sentences, but the difference was not statistically significant. Schus-

ter's (1976, 1977) experimental groups exhibited fewer errors in
mechanics and usage in their posttest essays than in their pretest
essays as well as an improvement in handwriting. Obenchain (1979)
found that sentence combining work reduced errors from an average
of 5.2 per student on the pretest to 1.5 on the posttest. However,
Maimon and Nodine (1978b, 1979) reported that sentence combining

practice produced more errors on a rewriting passage (but not in
free writing), and Hake and Williams (1979) reported a higher "flaw
count" with increased T-unit length.
Another problem is the effect of mode of discourse on syntax.
Martinez San Jose (1973), Perron (1977b), and Crowhurst and Piche

(1979) all agree that argument produces the greatest number of
mature grammatical structures and description the least. Howie
(1979) reported a significant difference between experimental and
control groups, favoring the experimental, in description but not in
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exposition, and Green (1973) reported that words per clause were
higher in the narrative mode than in the expository mode. More
experiments might concern themselves with instruction in sentence
combining as it affects performance in different modes of discourse.
Several studies have asked .,vhether the effects of sentence combining last. Some (Combs 1977; Pedersen 1978; Daiker, Kerek, and
Morenberg 1978; and Maimon and Nodine 1979) found that gains in
the experimental groups persisted in quality and/or syntactic fluency,

after a period of some months. However, other reports have been
negative (Callaghan 1978, Green 1973) or somewhat negative (Ofsa
1975, Combs 1976a, Sullivan 1978 and 1979), suggesting that without

reinforcement some effects of sentence combining tend to erode.
Kerek, Daiker, and Morenberg (1980) found that twenty-eight months

after the completion of instruction, on both holistic and analytical
ratings of quality, the differences between control and experimental
groups were not statistically significant, although at posttest time
the experimental group had scored significantly higher. During the
twenty-eight months the experimental group's scores did not decline,

but the control group gained significantly in five of six measures
without any special instruction. The researchers maintain that sentence combining practice does have a positive effect on quality, "since

the control group took longer to achieve the same gains in quality
that the experimental students had made in one semester" (p. 1143).
Such a finding, nevertheless, raises an important question: If learners
will make gains in quality and syntactic complexity without special
instruction, is the time spent on sentence combining practice, or any
other practice, educationally and economically justifiable?

A study by Smith and Combs (1980) raises a related question,
indicating that, at least among college freshmen, longer T-units and
clauses may be attainable without instruction. The researchers made
use of three conditions in various combinations to stimulate increased
T-unit and clause length. The conditions included (1) no cue about
longer structures, but simply an assignment; (2) an assignment plus
a cue indicating that the audience for the writing would be a highly
intelligent person influenced by long, complex sentences; and (3) a
covert cue consisting of two days of sentence combining lessons prior
to the assignment. The results indicate that both the overt and covert
cues produced significantly longer T-units than non-cued conditions,
with the means, .indicating -greater gains in, one week than those
indicated by studies conducted over a semester. That is, combinations
of the overt and covert cues over one week produced mean gains in
words per clause comparable to those produced, in other studies,
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after a semester of sentence combining practice. The researchers
argue that students (at least their college students) have the linguistic
resources to write longer T-units but under ordinary conditions do
not do so.

This finding raises a question similar to that raised by Kerek,
Daiker, and Morenberg (1980): If students can write longer T-units
and clauses when they are asked, is the time spent on sentence
combining practice justifiable? Unfortunately, Smith and Combs present no quality rating, so we do not know how their increased mean
T-unit and clause lengths are related to changes in quality.
Sentence Construction

Although relatively few studies of sentence construction have been
conducted, it appears to be a promising technique for developing
syntactic facility. Sentence construction is markedly different from
sentence combining. Deriving from ChiistAnsen's (1967) ideas about
the rhetoric of the sentence, it asks students to observe some phenomenon, generate a basic sentence, and add details about the phenomenon using various syntactic structures but particularly final free
modifiers. While sentence combining exercises present students with
given information in prefabricated sentences, sentence construction
requires that students generate their own information prior to building syntactic structures. This difference may allow a rhetorical context
for sentence construction, one in which the student writers must
make decisions about which details are important and which are not,
in view of the impact they wish to achieve. Several rtudies make
claims for the effectiveness of sentence construction in increasing the
use of modifiers: Palmer (1971), Walshe (1971), and L. Y. Brooks
(1976). Three other studies find no significant differences (Hardaway
1969, Bond 1972, and Caldwell 1978). Most of these studies, however,
lack any teacher control and display other design deficiencies.

The most carefully designed and implemented study of sentence
construction techniques is Faigley's (1979c) study conducted with
eight classes of college freshmen (n = 138), four of which received
instruction in generative rhetoric (sentence construction) and four of
which were taught from "a standard college rhetoric" (p. 199). Half
of the students wrote on one of two narrative topics for the pretest,
while the remainder wrote on the other. For the posttest the topics
were reversed. Each paper was rated by five members of a team of
experienced university teachers of composition. Extraordinary precautions were taken to guard against bias. The papers were also
analyzed for certain syntactic features. Faigley reports statistically
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significant gains favoring the experimental groups over the control in

words per T-unit (p < .001), words per clause (p < .01), percent of

words in final free modifiers (p < .001), and in the percent of
T-units having final free modifiers (p < .001). He also found gains in
ratings of quality favoring the experimental group (p < .05).

However, when pretest and posttest data were added for each
student and correlations of syntactic measures and rated quality were

run, the results were similar to those in other studies: r = .04 for
words per T-unit, .07 for clauses per T-unit, .18 for words per
clause, .25 for percent of words in final free modifiers, .41 for percent

of T-units with final free modifiers, and .30 for length. Stepwise
regression showed length and percent of T-units with final free
modifiers to be the two most important variables associated with
quality, a result corroborated by Nold and Freedman (1977), who
found that length and the percent of words in final free modifiers
were the most important variables associated with quality. The Nold
and Freedman correlation between percent of words in free modifiers
and qual.cy rating is .42. This correlation and Faigley's are considerably higher than most of those cited between T-unit or clause length
and quality.
One wonders why that should be so. Faigley (1979c) suggests that
generative rhetoric addresses the problem of unelaborated discourse
"by stressing the addition of specific details to abstract statements
as a means of generating content" (p. 204). The pattern of instruction
in Faigley's experimental treatmentasking students to observe some
phenomenon, generate a sentence, and build on the sentence by adding
details observedsuggests a reciprocal relationship, at least for final
free modifiers, between structure and content. The structures taught
demand content; content demands structuring. Elaborated discourse

receives higher quality ratings than unelaborated discourse. The
relatively high correlations between total length and quality which
appear in several studies, including Faigley (.30) and Nold and Freedman (.57), suggest the need for elaboration of the kind produced by

sentence construction. This kind of elaboration is probably more
important to quality than simply conjoining sentences, which results

in longer T-units and clauses but which may not produce more
elaborated content.

Syntactic Measures and the Quality of Writing

Results like Faigley's (1979c) correlation of .04 between quality
ratings and mean T-unit length raise what is perhaps the most
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important issue for research in sentence combining or generative
rhetoric: the relationship between the quality of writing and various
measures of syntactic maturity. O'Donnell (1976a), in his critique of
indices of syntactic maturity, called mean T-unit length the "most
useful and useable index of syntactic development over a wide agerange" and mean clause length "the best single measure of syntactic
complexity at the high school level and beyond" (p. 38). O'Donnell's

assessment of these measures appears to be widely accepted. A
problem arises, however, when the descriptive measure becomes an

instructional goal. All sentence combining treatments have been
undertaken to increase mean T-unit and mean clause length, with
most assuming that an increment in length, in itself, is a valid goal
and somehow related to quality. Of over fifty studies ava*Lbie, over
60 percent make no attempt to judge the quality of the writing. Of
those that do, the large majority show statistically significant differences in favor of the sentence combining groups.
Only one study indicates what may be interpreted as a negative
result. Hake and Williams (1979) found that students whose pretest
and posttest compositions were judged incompetent increased the
length of their T-units significantly. Those whose pretests were judged

incompetent but whose posttests were judged competent decreased
their mean T-unit length significantly. On the other hand, those judged

competent on both pretest and posttest essays also increased
T-unit length significantly. Such results suggest that writers who are
weak to begin with may be better off decreasing mean T-unit length
than increasing it.
At the same time, as indicated earlier, several studies, in addition

to Faigley's, have produced very low correlations between mean
T-unit length and quality ratings. Belanger (1978b) found correlations
ranging from .03 to .07. Stewart and Grobe (1979) found correlations
of .03 for fifth-graders, .19 for eighth-graders, and .06 for eleventhgraders. Nold and Freedman (1977) found .08 for college freshman at
Stanford. Wille (1982) found correlations of .06 and .01 between mean
T-unit length and two different ratings of quality for seventh-grade

compositions. When they are available, the correlations between
quality ratings and other measures of syntactic maturity such as
mean clause length are about the same. With the Single exception of
Stewart and Grobe's correlation of .30 for fifth-graders, the correlations of mean clause and T-unit length to writing quality are trivial.
Yet the largely consistent findings of significantly increased quality
over many studies cannot be ignored. It would appear that increased
mean T-unit or clause length for an individual is not necessarily an
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indication of increased quality for that individual, despite findings
that show increased syntactic maturity for groups to be a concomitant
of increased quality.
How can these apparently conflicting results be explained? One
possible explanation is that raters of compositions from sentence

combining studies were somehow attuned to T-unit length as a
criterion of excellence and thus assigned higher scores to papers with
longer T-units and clauses, while in non-sentence combining studies,

raters assigned grades on some other basis not related to T-unit
length. Faigley's (1979c) study suggests that that is not the case,
however. While not strictly a sentence combining study, it is concerned

with such factors as mean T-unit length. Raters for this study were
not from the university at which the study was conducted. Nor were
they all English teachers, and they did not know about the experimental treatment. The experimental quality and mean T-unit length

gains were significantly greater than the control gains. Still, the
correlation between rated quality and mean T-unit length was only

.04. Thus, while increased T-unit length was a concomitant of
increased quality, it was not in itself a major determinant of the
raters' judgment of quality.

Something else must be happening in the sentence combining
studies. Another explanation is suggested by the work of Bereiter
and Scardamalia (1982) and Shaugl'aessy (1977a). Bereiter and Scardamalia found that, in revising, children tend to avoid tampering with

what they call "basic sentence plans." They may retain the basic
sentence plan and make minor changes. They may also add material
to the existing sentence, or they may replace the existing sentence
with a new one. However, when children try to change the basic plan,
their attempts to revise are failures. Bereitt ..I Scardamalia reason

that an existing sentence is so salient a stimulus that it inhibits
thinking of a new way to say the same thing, much as listening to a
Beethoven symphony inhibits one's whistling a Sousa march. They
suggest that work in sentence combining might provide a hierarchically organized knowledge of syntactic structures which would enable
writers to consider alternatives.
Shaughnessy (1977a) discusses three kinds of "consolidation"
ei rors, each of which superimposes one kind of syntactic pattern on
another, consolidating them so that neither is readily interpreted by
a reader. In fact, the examples Shaughnessy provides of students'
attempts to revise such sentences reveal the same inability to revamp
an existing sentence as described by Bereiter and Scardamalia. In
one case, even a third attempt at revising a sentence blighted by a
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consolidation error leaves the writer with the following (p. 57): "The
life of my parents and the life I am going to lead will be the opposite
of their life styles." The writer has been trapped by tne compound
subject, which has remained constant in three tries, and is unable to
think of a structure which will make the comparison work. Shaugh-

nessy argues that sentence combining exercises are likely to help
students overcome such syntactic difficulties.
Perhaps sentence combining practice provides writers with systematic knowledge of syntactic possibilities, the access to which allows
them to sort through alternatives in their heads as well as on paper
and to choose those which are apt. In the Hake and Williams (1979)
study, incompetent writers who became competent decreased their
mean T-unit length, a result which suggests that facility in making

syntactic choices may be more important to quality than longer
T-units. Such an explanation helps to account for the apparent contradiction between concomitant increases in T-unit length and quality
for groups and the low correlation between quality ratings and mean
T-unit length for individuals. That is, the syntactic facility gained
through sentence combining practice results in group mean gains in
T-unit length and quality. However, this result includes decreased
T-unit length for certain individuals, the quality of whose writing
increases, as well as increased T-unit length for others, the quality
of whose writing remains low, as in the Hake and Williams study.
Whatever the answer, the question of the relationships among
sentence combining practice, increased T-unit or clause length, and
increased quality for individuals may continue to be a productive one
for researchers. Since the Hunt study, researchers and teachers have
emphasized sentence combining practice as a means .)f increasing
"syntactic maturity," meaning increasing T-unit and clause length.
Perhaps a more useful emphasis would be on facility. Facility would
appear to involve an expanded repertoire of syntactic structures, the

ability to sort through the available structures to select and test
those which are feasible, and finally the judgment to select effective
structures for a given rhetorical context. Development of such facility
might involve working with extended or whole-discourse exercises,
as Mellon (1979) and Obenchain (1979) suggest. Kerek, Daiker, and
Morenberg (190) argue that
it is likely that the key to making a sentence combining curriculum

maximally useful is through the development of new exercise
formats that relate syntactic choices to rhetorical and thematic
constraints. Such materials might consist of carefully modelled
whole-discourse exercises and exercises of paragraph length that
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focus on the effects of syntactic decisions on controlling coherence,
tone, emphasis, and style. (pp. 1151-1152)

Even with so many questions left unanswered, one is tempted to
agree with Charles Cooper (1975c) that "no other single teaching
approach has ever consistently been shown to have a beneficial effect
on syntactic maturity and writing quality" (p. 72).
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6 Criteria for Better Writing

From ancient times those concerned with teaching oral or written
composition have taught their students criteria for judging effective
discourse. Their assumptions have been (1) that certain generic properties of certain types of discourse make a token of that type effective

and (2) that those properties may be described in terms of criteria
which can be used to guide the production of discourse and to judge
the effectiveness of written products. For the most part such criteria
have not been validated empirically. Although several studies have
attended to what characteristics of writing influence the judgments
of readers (e.g., Diederich 1964), fewer have varied the characteristics
of discourse types systematically to determine which properties are

essential to the success of some particular type, as do Stein and
Policastro (1984) with simple stories. The criteria with which studies
in this chapter are concerned have been established by consensus or
usage, conditions which are not altogether unacceptable.
Criteria have been taught in a number of ways, which this chapter
will take up in order: (1) the study of model pieces of writing thought
to exemplify various properties of good writing; (2) the use of scales
or sets of criteria applied to exemplary models and to other writing,
including that of the students themselves; (3) the provision of teacher
comments about what is good and what to avoid in the future; and

(4) revision based on the comments of teachers or peers. The first
two of these methods amount to prewriting instruction. Their focus

is on learning criteria before writing and using that criteria. The
second two methods amount to what might be called "post-writing
instruction." That is, students are to learn the criteria as a result of
what they have done, with the expectation that they will benefit from

the instruction iii their future writing.
The Study of Models
A common assumption among teachers of writing is that a familiarity
with good or great writing will enhance a writer's own work. A more
concrete pedagogical version of this assumption is that a developing
153
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writer learns from seeing what others have done and from imitating
those forms and techniques. That is, in order to write an essay of a
given type, the writer must first be familiar with examples of the
type and know the parts of the type and their relationships. Such an
assumption appears to be undeniable. How could a writer produce a
haiku or sonnet if the writer did not first know what a haiku or sonnet
is? Although some studies conducted in the last twenty years have
examined the effects of general exposure to "good" writing, many
more studies have concentrated on the analysis of models to identify
specific qualities or features which students were expected to incorporate in their own writing. In the general exposure category, Mills

(1968) tested a program in which fifth-graders read samples of
children's literature for one hour per week for twenty-four weeks,
while control students pursued the standard curriculum. In one of
two experimental treatments, Glazer (1972) had fourth-grade teachers
read twenty books of high literary quality to their classes while
sixth-grade teachers read twelve books to their classes. In contrast,
the control classes had no planned literature program. Some experimental groups received directed lessons; others simply listened to
the books read aloud. The results for this program are mixed to the

extent that they are difficult to interpret.
Several experimental treatments focused on specific structural or
qualitative aspects of the models used. For example, Clark (1968),
Lareau (1971), and Perry (1980) all used model pieces of writing with
college students. Clark used good and poor student compositions,

with the instructor identifying and explaining strengths and weaknesses. Lareau used models in technical writing courses for upperlevel students, while Perry used models to illustrate structural features of compositions. None of these studies produced significant
differences between the experimental and control groups.
A number of studies examined the effectiveness of using models
at the secondary school level. W. W. West (1967) used models with
tenth-graders to illustrate features of each rhetorical mode. Sponsler
(1971), also with tenth-graders, used two models, one to illustrate
concrete detail and one to illustrate fixed spatial point-of-view. Caplan
and Keevh (1980) used models with high school students to illustrate
the difference between "showing" and "telling." Vinson (1980), working with eight classes of ninth-graders, used models in experimental

groups to illustrate concrete detail, sensory imagery, unnecessary
detail, and single impression. Pinkham (1969), with fifth-graders,
and W. D. Martin (1981), with seventh-graders, used models for
imitation. None of these studies found statistically significant differences between experimental and control groups.
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A few studies did find some statistically significant gains resulting
from the use of models. Calhoun (1971), working with college freshmen, found significant differences in students' abilities to recognize
effective techniques, but while e-tperimental groups gained in the use

of the techniques in their writing, the gains were not significant.
Andreach (1976) with college freshmen, Reedy (1966) with ninthgraders, C. F Robinson (1978) with seventh-, ninth-, and tenthgraders, Rothstein (1970) with college freshmen, Steil (1981) with
third-graders, A. E. Thibodeau (1964) with sixth-graders, and B. W
Wood (1978) with tenth-, eleventh-, and twelfth-graders all report
significant gains in writing for groups studying models. In all these
cases, the models were relatively brief (as opposed to the extended
essays used in many college freshman composition readers) and were
selected to illustrate relatively few but specific points about good
writing. However, the same appears to be true of some studies which
did not produce significant gains.
This narrative review can conclude only that the results for the
use of models are mixed. At the same time, it is clear that the study
of models has potential for helping writers at a variety of grade levels.
However, available research does not permit fine discriminations
among the effects of various types of models on students of various
ages and levels of ability, or among the variety of ways in which they
may be used.
A model or models may be used to illustrate a single characteristic

of effective writing, such as the use of concrete detail, as in Steil
(1981), Vinson (1980), and Sponsler (1971). While Sponsler used only
one model (from Dickens's Bleak House), Steil and Vinson used several.

Steil presented third-graders with two descriptive paragraphs about
an unusual animal and asked that they (1) choose the moradescriptive
paragraph, (2) discuss why the one chosen was more descriptive, and
(3) rewrite the other paragraph while viewing a slide of the animal.
On each of the eight occasions the activity was used, the experimental
students added details to an existing framework, which was a more
limited task than in Sponsler and Vinson, in which students had to
produce an entire discourse after examining a model and, further, to
do it from their personal resources without benefit of a slide to prompt
them. Stefl's third-graders gained significantly over the control group
in descriptive writing. Vinson's experimental students made greater
gains than her control students, but the differences were not statistically significant. Sponsler, who used only a single model, showed no
significant differences.

The variations in these three studies suggest only some of the
treatment variables in the use of models which may warrant system-
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atic examination in future studies: the type and number of models,
the types of student tasks accompanying the use of models, and the
complexity of those tasks.
The Use of Scales

In the past two decades several experiments have tested the use of
what I have called scales or sets of criteria. In all of these experiments

students received sets of criteria and applied them to their own
writing or to the writing of others. Sometimes the criteria were in
the form of scales. In all cases students were asked to examine pieces

of writing in terms of a set of questions about the extent to which
the writing exhibited certain characteristics. In many of these studies, questions were also directed at finding ways to improve the piece
of writing under examination, and, in fact, asked students to invent
revisions. Most of the studies involved found statistically significant

differences between students using the sets of criteria and those
taught through some other technique. Many of these treatments, but
by no means all, used model pieces of writing to illustrate the criteria.
However, in contrast to studies in the preceding section, studies in

this group used models incidentally rather than centrally. In the
"scale" studies, models simply illustrated the sets of criteria which
students then proceeded to use. Major portions of the instructional
time were spent in applying the criteria or discussing how the criteria
could be met, or in actually trying to meet them through appropriate
revisions.
Sager (1973a, 1973b) and Clifford (1978, 1981) qualifyas archetypes
of the scale category. Sager's experimental and control groups were
sixth-grade children in inner-city schools. She developed scal6 concerned with aspects of writing quality: elaboration, vocabulary, organization, and structure. Students worked with one scale at a time,
learning on one day what features earned a score of 0 and on other
days what features earned scores of 1, 2, or 3. In introducing each
scale, the teacher presented a specific composition and leda discussion
of the featoresz which it did or did not c.,xhibit. Following the teacherled discussions, students worked in small groups and individually
rated the compositions. When the composition was not rated 3, they

suggested improvements and made actual revisions. A specific
example of Sager's exercises appears in Chapter 4 of this review (see
"Environmental Mode").

Sager reports that students became quite expert in juu .g compositions according to four scale components, achieving estimated
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rater reliabilities of between .96 and .98. According to Sager (1973b),

"Even the most reluctant students became eager, accurate, and
vociferous judges. It was not at all unusual for heated debates over
scoring to be continued on the playground or in the lunchroom long
after the language arts period had ended" (p. 6). However that may
be, one suspects that simply judging the compositions may not have
been adequate to achieve the statistically significant gains of this

study. That is, probably both the judging and the revising are
necessary for large gains. That, of course, is an interesting empirical
question.
At any rate, the gains made by Sager's experimental students are

significantly greater than those of the control students, who lost
ground. Indeed, although this study was not included in the metaanalysis because of inadequate teacher controls, the effect sizes were
calculated and are impressive. The experimental/control effect size
is .93, enlarged by losses for the controls. The pre-to-post effect size

for the experimental groups is .82, quite large for forty 45-minute
classes in an eight-week period. A study by D. R. Coleman (1982)
confirmed Sager's results. Coleman's experimental second- and third-

grade gifted students used the Sager scales to evaluate their own
writing. These students also made significantly greater gains than
did the control students.
Clifford (1978, 1981) also used sets of criteria to guide students in

rating their own writing and that of others. In Clifford's study,
classroom instructors used what he calls an "invariant sequence" for
each of thirteen compositions. The sequence began with a structured
assignment, followed by teacher-led "oral brainstorming" to explore
ideas and possible approaches, then ten minutes of free writing.in
response to the assignment without regard to mechanics. The period
of free writing was followed by small-group discussion of ideas produced in the period.
Clifford (1981) indicates that a "feedback sheet" was used in these
discussions, with small-group members responding "to their ideas
and feelings about the content, but also offer[ing] suggestions about
what details to leave out or stress, what to put first or last" (pp. 42
43). Such informal feedback implies a set of criteria for deciding what
to include, what to stress, and so forth. The actual feedback sheet
used at this stage (1978, p. 250), however, neither states nor implies
any necessity to discuss what to include, exclude, or stress. Rather,
it calls for highly personal reactions to the free writing, e.g., "pretend
this was written by a stranger. Guess what he or she is like." Following
small-group discussion, students "reported to the class on tentative
plans" (1981, p. 43), including points to be made and organization.
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For the following class, students prepared a first "good" draft and
made five copies for use in small groups. For the first nine weeks of
the course, group members responded to each other's writing using
three sets of questions, one each on sentence structure, organization,

and support. During the last five weeks of the course, instructors
"elicited criteria against which student essays would then be judged"
(1981, p. 43).
Clifford's feedback sheet for sentence structure includes such ques-

tions as the following: "Is each sentence a completed thought? Are

there fragments of sentences? Are there misspellings, errors in
punctuation? Where? Should parts of sentences be combined? Are
unnecessary words used?" (1978, p. 252). The feedback sheet for
organization includes such questions as the following: "What are the
parts of this piece? Are the parts related? Should they be? Is the
movement of the essay logical? Is there a conclusion? Does it follow
what comes before?" (1978, p. 253). The feedback sheet for support
includes such questions as "Is there a central idea, an abstraction; a
generalization reducible to a sentence? Where is it? Is the writer
trying to prove or disprove this idea? Illuminate it? Are reasons,
examples or explanations given to support the idea? Where? What
do you think of the writer's support? Evaluate it" (1978, p. 254).
Following the small-group discussion of the compositions and
responses in writing by group members, the essays were returned
to the writers. The groups then "exchanged their work for evaluation.
Each student carefully read one essay and filled out an evaluation
sheet indicating the strongest and weakest parts while also making
concrete suggestions for revision" (1981, p. 43). In the course of every

two class sessions, then, students applied the sets of criteria to six
compositions other than their own and made suggestions for revisions.
According to Clifford's precise account, he application of the various

sets of criteria and the suggestions that they generated were the
dominant foci of instruction, consuming 80 percent of the class time
twenty-eight of thirty-five hours during the semester.
Although some critics might quibble with the form and focus of

Clifford's questions, there is little doubt as to their effect. His
experiment oirws on oxperimentalicontrol effect size of . G1 arid a preto-post effect size of 1.12 for experimental groups. Apparently, the
active application of criteria and subsequent suggestions for improvement in their own and others' writing enabled the students to internalize criteria which then served as guides for their own independent
vriting.
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Several other studies made use of sets of criteria to guide in
developing or evaluating pieces of writing or both. Working with
eighteen classes of junior high school students over ten weeks, N. L.

Benson (1979) experimented with two different sets of criteria to
guide peer group evaluations of student writing followed by revision.
Both treatments proved significantly superior to the control, which
consisted of feedback from the teacher followed by revision. The two

experimental treatments were not significantly different. Farrell
(1977) contrasted peer evaluation guided by sets of experimenterdevised criteria with (1) classes which were tutored by trained high

school students, (2) classes taught through teacher lecture, and
(3) one class which received no instruction in writing. The three
instructed groups all made gains significantly higher than those made

by the no-instruction group. Farrell reports that boys in the peergroup evaluation treatmeni, made significantly greater gains than
boys in any other groups.
Rosen (1974) used sets of criteria focusing on organization and
development of ideas with remedial college students. Students used
the guide sheets as they developed each piece of writing. Classes
were small (ten or fewer), and teachers were able to assist students
in editing and evaluating. During the semester the teacher read
several compositions by each student to the class and conducted
discussions of them.

Wright (1976) and Kemp (1979) also used sets of criteria with
college students. Kemp used sets of qu,stions to help students generate ideas and sets of criteria for self-evaluation. Both Wright and
Kemp, however, indicate that students used the criteria individually
with little peer group interaction. In both studies the experimental
groups made greater gains than the control groups, but the differences were not significant.
Cohen and Scardamalia (no date) conducted a study with twenty-

one sixth-graders in which they taught students what they call
"diagnostic statements" for use in the modification of the children's
own texts. These statements serve as criteria and include the following
(from Table 2 of the researchers' report): "(1) too few ideas, (2) part

- Ilt/L eninctizi
of tiia. ,00ck.y twc:0 11Vt ucivais ssca. 10% 11111 UU-aul1t/11 ut/GO
what the essay is about, (4) idea said in a clumsy way, (5) conclusion
does not explain ideas, (6) incomplete idea, (7) ignored a strong point

on the other side, (8) weak reason, (9) needs an example to explain
the idea." These criteria were introduced and taught over five teaching

sessions. In each session, the children wrote their own "opinion
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essays," following which the teacher introduced two of the criteria
and led the students in applying them to and revising an essay written
for the purpose by the experimenters. After this teacher-led class
revision, the children revised their own essays, making use of the
criteria available. Cohen and Scardamalia report significant gains in
the quality of revisions made and in the frequency of revisions,
especially in "idea" revisions.
As a group, these studies indicate rather clearly that engaging
young writers actively in the use of criteria, applied to their own or
to others' writing, results not only in more effective revisions but in
superior first drafts. That is, most of these studies evaluate their

effectiveness through pre and post writing samples, rather than
through pre and post revisions. Most of them show significant gains
for experimental groups, suggesting that the criteria learned act not
only as guides for revision but as guides for generating new material.
Teacher Comment

Over the past two decades several researchers have turned their
attention to the effects which teacher comment has on the writing
skills of students. The need for such research is almost self-evident.
Conscientious English teachers spend large proportions of their available time marking papers. An important question is whether or not
the comments and the time they take are worthwhile. Some of the
research undertaken in the past has examined the effects of teacher
marking and comment as a single variable, while other studies have
examined the effects of comment in conjunction with variables such
as revision and amount or frequency of writing.
A number of studies have examined the effects of teacher comment
alone. Gee (1972) tested the effects of praise, negative criticism, and
no comment. Using IQ scores, he divided 139 high school juniors into
low-, middle-, and high-ability groups. One third of the students in
each ability group received praise, one third criticism, and one third
no comment on each of four compositions on assigned topics written
over a our week period. No particular instruction hi convubitivii was.,

provided. The no-comment group received only a check mark to
"indicate that their papers had been read." Students in the praise
and criticism groups received from five to eight comments each. The
praise group received compliments for "originality, sound and thoroughly developed ideas, good grammar, etc." (p. 215). The pipers

receiving criticism were marked for errors in grammar, spelling,
organization, and usage. Suggestions for improvement were also
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given. One week after the papers were written, they were returned
to the students, who were asked to examine their papers (with or
without comments) and to think of ways to improve in the next essay.
They were also given the next topic to write on. The students, then,

had the benefit of the teacher's comments immediately prior to
writing.
Although Gee was able to find no difference in the quality of the
writing between the first and final compositions, he did find a differ-

ence in the mean number of T-units written from the first td final
compositions. Students in all treatment groups wrote fewer T-units.
However, while the praised group lost only an average of about two

T-units (declining from 16.57 to 14.78), the criticized group lost
nearly six (declining from 18.88 to 13.00), and the group with no
feedback lost about five (declining from 18.40 to 13.69). Such losses

may not necessarily be detrimental. It is at least conceivable that
fewer T-units are indicative of students' attempts to put more effort
into each T-unit and to tighten the writing by eliminating the unnecessary. However, coupled with the finding that praised students had
significantly more positive attitudes toward their writing than either
the criticized or no-comment group, the loss in T-units becomes more
meaningful. We can infer that the negative attitudes may be a result
of the teacher's lack of comment or negative comment and that such
feedback results in less enthusiasm for writing and, therefore, in less
writing.
Gee's experiment reflects the common practice of teaching writing
through assigning a topic and supplying feedback after the writing
has been completed. It is possible that under different instructional
conditions the comment types examined in Gee's study would have
far different effects.
Seidman (1968) investigated the effects of three types of feedback:
(1) selective, supportive, and informative comments; (2) all-inclusive
negative comments; and (3) no comments. Two classes from each of

five secondary English teachers participated, the students being
randomly assigned to the three comment/treatment groups. Each
teacher presented a sequence of eight composition assignments and
provided comments (or no comments) on the papers which the students
produced. Seidman made no attempt to gauge changes in the quality
of the students' writing but reports that students receiving positive
comments wrote significantly (p < .025) more optional rough drafts
and revisions than either the negative-comment group or the nocomment group.
Stevens (1973) examined the effects of positive and negative comments on the writing r)f low-performing tenth- and eleventh-grade
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males. Students wrote five compositions over a period of ten weeks,
each in response to a question about a one-page typed article which
had been discussed in a previous class period. The evaluator then
typed six to eight positive or negative comments on each composition
along with a "general statement of praise or reproof" depending on

the group to which the student had been assigned. While Stevens
found no difference in the quality of compositions written by the
negative and positive groups, he did find a significant difference in
the attitudes toward composition. The negative-comment group had
significantly more negative attitudes toward writing than did the
group receiving positive comments.
Hausner (1976) investigated the effects of teacher comment on
composition ability in relation to personality factors such as sensitiv-

ity to criticism. The subjects were 163 eleventh-graders in eight
English classes who were taught six sequential composition lessons.
The students were divided into two groups: an experimental group
who received teacher comments, one negative and two positive or the
reverse over a total of six compositionsfor a total of nine negative
and nine positive comments; and a control group who received no

teacher comments. The only statistically significant difference to
emerge was the difference in the posttest scores for students in the
total group identified as sensitive to criticism and those identified as
not sensitive to criticism (p < .05), with the latter having the higher
scores. Such a result, based on data from the total group, is difficult
to interpret, because only half of those sensitive to criticism received
any comment at all.
Investigators have also been concerned about the effects of negative
and positive comments and lack of feedback on the writing of younger
children. Taylor and Hoedt (1966), for example, in what appears to

be a carefully designed study, were concerned with the effects of
negative versus positive comments on the creative writing of 105
fourth-grade youngsters in three classes. Pupils in each of the classes
were assigned randomly to negative- or positive-comment groups.
Each class was taught a creative writing lesson once a week for ten

consecutive weeks. The teacher placed written comments on the
et eative writing papers each week, assigning comments to the negative group only as earned. For each negative comment assigned,
care was taken to insure that a matching nositive comment was
assigned to a paper in a positive group. Thus, if a student in the
negative group was assigned the comment, "Please rewrite this
paragraph," then a student in the positive group would be assigned
th-; comment, "A very good paragraph."
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Although both groups showed progress in the quality of the compositions they produced over the ten weeks, the investigators detected
no difference in quality between the two groups. However, a number
of attitudinal and behavioral measures indicate that the difference in
affective response between the two groups was significant. Children
receiving negative comments actively sought praise directly from the

teacher more often than did those receiving positive written comments. Children receiving negative comments also indicated far
greater frustration and dissatisfaction than did the positive group.
Upon the return of papers to their writers, children in the positive
group seemed pleased and shared their papers with others. Children
in the negative group folded or hid their papers from sight. Fiftythree papers from the negative comment group were "excessively
wrinkled or torn," while only one paper from the positive group was
in such condition.
Schroeder (1973a) was concerned with the effects of positive and

corrective comments and no feedback on the writing of fifty-five
fourth-graders who wrote two compositions per week over a period
of three-and-a-half months. The children wrote in response to a
variety of stimuli and topic suggestions. Comments were concerned
with the use of direct discourse, descriptive passages, capital letters,
and terminal punctuation. "Positive" comments noted and praised the
presence of desirable features. "Corrective" comments noted the
absence of desirable features and indicated how they might have been

included. Although a higher level of performance was more often
associated with corrective feedback than with positive comments,
the difference between the groups was not significant. Both positive
and corrective feedback, however, resulted in a significant increase
in the inclusion of descriptive passages over the control group who
received no feedback.
Alpren (1973) investigated the effects of using scales to provide
feedback about originality in fifth-graders. Three classes were pooled
and stratified according to reading comprehension and divided by sex.
The children were then randomly assigned to three treatment groups
which met separately with she investigator on Friday morning when

they wrote in response to one of three Annuli: a worn sneaker, an
apple, and a white mouse. On the following Monday the investigator
returned the compositions tc the children. Group 1 also received a
thirty-six-item scale evaluating the writing from Friday. Group 2
received a simplified twenty-item scale, while group 3 received no
feedback. Groups 1 and 2 were given ten minutes to examine their
evaluations. All three groups were asked to write about one or all of
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the same stimuli again. The same procedure was followed two weeks
later with all groups. All stories written on each of the four occasions
were evaluated by three independent judges using the scale comprising thirty-six separate items which provided Group 1 with feedback.
Results indicate that children with the thirty-six-item scale failed
to make any significant improvement over the four occasions. Group

2 (with the twenty-item scale) made a gain significant at .01, and
Group 3 (with no feedback made) also showed a gain significant at
.05. In interpreting these results Alpren suggests that youngsters
may interpret no feedback as equivalent to "right." Alpren does not
discuss the differences between the twc rating instruments in relation
to their effects on the children's writing. Yet, inspection of the scales

contained in each instrument indicates two clear differences: the
number of items and the ease with which youngsters may comprehend

the language of the individual items. The thirty-six-item scale is
nearly twice as long as the twenty-item version, and its language less
likely to be clear to fifth-graders. Combined, these two factors seem
likely to have a depressant effect on writing. Too much evaluation
which is unclear may very well be interpreted as negative, an effect
which might very well save overpowered the practice effect apparent
in Group 3.
Although none of these studies has been able to show a difference

in quality in writing between groups receiving positive comments
and negative comments, the effects on the attitudes of writers seem
clear. Students receiving negative criticism wrote less and developed
negative attitudes about themselves as writers and about writing as
an activity. Positive and/or corrective comments appear to be preferable to negative comments or to lack of feedback. But the effects
of lack of feedback remain ambiguous, with Alpren's study standing
in contradiction to other studies which make use of such a control
group.
Other investigators have examined various modes of feedback.
V. B. Coleman (1973) and Judd (1173) examined the difference between

written comments and tape-recorded comments but found no consistent significant differences.
Stiff (1967) and Bata (1973) studied tha effPerq of marginal, ter-

minal, and mixed marginal-terminal comments on the writing of
college students over the period of a semester. Both researchers
report no significant differences among the various groups and, more
interestingly, no significant differences from pretest to posttest.

Other studies have examined the effects of teacher comment in
relation to frequency of writing. Burton and Arnold (1964) examined
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the effects of frequent writing (one 250-word composition per week)
versus infrequent writing (three 250-word compositions per semester)

and the effects of intensive evaluation (marking every error and
writing detailed comments` versus moderate evaluation (grading only
an occasional paper or correcting only errors related to skills students
were studying at the time). The study found no significant differences
among the four groups, concluding that neither frequent practice nor
intensive marking will necessarily result in increased writing skill.

In another study, Sutton and Allen (1964) studied 112 college
freshmen divided randomly into six treatment groups. One group did
no writing at all. Another wrote one theme per week which was
evaluated by peers, while still another wrote one theme per week
which was evaluated by professors. All students wrote six pretest
compositic:Is and six posttest compositions. Each composition was
evaluated by five raters using the Diederich scale. The mean composition scores for all sections declined significantly (p < .01).
Clopper (1967) also studied frequency of writing in relation to
teacher comment. Seven experimental classes wrote two compositions
per week for fourteen weeks and received detailed comments from
lay readers. Seven control classes wrote one composition every two
weeks in the same period and received comments from the teacher.
Despite the fact that experimental students received four times more

practice and roughly four times more comment than the control
groups, there were no significant differences.

The results of all these studies strongly suggest that teacher
comment has liti1e impact on student writing. None of the studies of
teacher comment discussed a'.
show statistically significant differences in the quality of writing between experimental and control
groups. Indeed, several show no pre-to-post gains for any groups,
regardless of the type of comment. Certainly, none show gains comparable to those achieved in studies such as Sager's and Clifford's,
in which students actively applied criteria to writing and made their
own suggestions for revision.
However, a comparison of the studies suggests that in most of them
the comments by teachers are diffuse; they range over substance,
development, organization, style, mechanics, and so forth. The variables examined have to do with negative versus positive, frequent
versus infrequent, marginal versus terminal, but ordiruily not with
diffuse comments versos those which are focused or e nzentrated on
one or two key aspects of writing.
Schroeder (1973a), however, specified comments concerned with
the use of direct quotations, description, capitalization, and terminal
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punctuation. The fourth-graders who received positive or corrective

feedback increased their use of description significantly over the
control students. It may be, then, that focused feedback can have an
effect on certain aspects of writing.
Feedback and Revision

Beach (1979) examined the effects of a between-draft evaluation on
revisions made by high school students. Using three groups of ran-

domly assigned students, he asked one group to revise without
intervening evaluation, the second to revise after receiving evaluation

from a teacher, and a third to revise after using a form to evaluate
their own writing. Teacher evaluations were made on a form which
included five five-point scales for rating "focus, sequence, support,
overall quality, and need-for-change" (p. 114) and which also required
clarifying comments. Students who evaluated their own writing used

a form which paralleled the teacher evaluation form. The first and
revised drafts were mixed and submitted to three judges for degreeof-change rating and for quality ratings on various dimensions.
The teacher evaluation group received significantly higher degreeof-change ratings and significantly higher quality ratings on support

than either of the other two groups. There were no significant
differences among the groups on quality ratings of sequence, sentences, language, flavor, or focus. It is interesting to note that the
teacher evaluation forms did not provide for feedback on sentences,
language, or flavor. Further, it is interesting to speculate that, of the
five dimensions specified on the teacher evaluation form, support is
probably the most specific and the most amenable to revision. In
commenting on the higher :iaality ratings for support, Beach suggests

that "the teacher focused more attention on matters of support in
the rough drafts than on focus or sequence" (p. 118).
The important findings in Beach's study are (1) that students make
more revisions in response to teacher comments than in response to

their own evaluationsat least when they have not been taught to
evaluate as in Sager (1973b) or Clifford (1981); (2) that those revisions

are associated with significantly higher quality ratingsat least on
one dimension; and (3) that comments focused on a single dimension,

in this case support. may be more effective than those which are
sporadic or diffuse.
Hillocks (1982), working with seventh- and eighth-grade classes,
required that all comments be concentrated on increasing the specificity, sharpness of focus, and impact of personal-experience writing.
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The four instructio al conditions included (1) observational activities,
assignment, tear .er comment, revision; (2) observational activities,
assignment, teacher comment, no revision; (3) assignment, teacher
comment, revision; and (4) assignment, teacher comment, no revision.
Students in each of the twelve classes (four for each of three teachers)
were divided into two groups using a table of random numbers. One
group received short comments consisting of at least one compliment
and one or more brief suggestions for increasing specificity or focus.
Cooperating teachers were asked to keep short comments to ten or
fewer words. The short comments actually averaged nine to ten words

for two of the teachers and just over fourteen for the third. The

second group received long comments of one or more compliments
and very specific suggestions for improvement. In practice, the long
comments averaged about forty-one words for one teacher, thirtyeight for the second, and twenty-two for the third.

The results of this experiment indicate that focused comments
coupled with the assignment and revision produced a significant
quality gain, as did the assignment with no revision. However, the
gain for students doing revision (1.57) was nearly twice that for
students receiving comments but doing no revision (.89). Further,
analysis of covariance revealed a significant interaction between com-

ment length and instructional pattern (p < .009). For students

engaged in observational activities and writing, the gains for students
receiving longer comments were greaterbut not significantly. For

students who did not engage in observational activities, however,
longer comments were less effective than shorter comments. Indeed,
for the classes doing the writing assignments only, the short comments
were twice as effective as the long comments (1.12 versus .55, p < .02).
Hillocks's study also asked teachers to record the amounts of time
they spent in commenting on the compositions. Although long comments by all three teachers required approximately twice as much
time as short comments, they were never significantly more effective
than short comments. However, when long comments were not accompanied by instructional prewriting activities or by revision, they were
significantly less effective than short comments. Thus, a teacher who

spends ten hours a week making focused comments on matters of
specificity and focus on the compositions of seventh- and eighthgraders might expect to achieve comparable if not better results with
only five hours of work.
The available research suggests that teaching by written comment

on compositions is generally ineffective. Certainly, no results for
teacher comment comparable to those of Sager (1973b) and Clifford
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(1981) are available, and many studies indicate no significant differ-

ences in the quality of student writing as a result of varying the
options available in making comments. It may be, however, that when
comments are focused and tied to some aspect of instruction, either
prewriting or revision, they do increase the quality of writing. Teacher
comments related specifically to prewriting instruction or to revision
might at least help students understand more clearly the criteria the
teacher has in mind in assigning grades.

There is reason to suspect that students are unaware of or fail to
understand teachers' evaluative criteria. Zirinsky (1978) investigated
whether or not students shared with their teachers an understanding
of what was expected when they were asked to write. The researcher

had 100 students from ten tenth-grade classes write two essays.
Then, students rated each other's papers holistically according to
their personal rating and how they thought their teachers would rate
them. Teachers then rated the compositions. The results indicated
high correlations between personal and predicted teacher ratings.
However, there was no correlation between any student ratings and
actual Oacher ratings. Such a finding, in itself, indicates the need
for teachers to tie their comments to instruction capable of clarifying
the criteria they use. It also suggests the need for focusing on one
or two key features of writing until students have learned them. Such
inferences, of course, remain empirical questions.
In summary, of the four foci for teaching criteria for guiding the
production of written language and its revision, using sets of criteria

appears to be the most effective. At best, results for the study of
models have been mixed, while results for various aspects of teacher
comment, in and of themselves, tend to show no differences (although
positive comments appear more effective than negative comments).
Some combination of the study of eAamples, the active use of criteria

by students, teacher comment, and revision may prove optimal.
However, those combinations may differ widely by grade level and
have yet to be thoroughly examine,l.
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7 Invention

In ancient rhetoric, invention had to do with the development of
arguments. The term invention is used more generally in this chapter
to encompass a variety of approaches thought to be useful in generating and/or processing the substance of a piece of writing. These
approaches include the following: variations in the conditions of writing assignments, free writing, heuristics, and inquiry.
Assignment Conditions

A fairly large number of studies have been concerned with how the
conditions of a writing assignment affect the writing produced. And
for good reason. There is a widespread belief that finding the right
topic is the key to teaching writing, as witnessed by the popularity
of booklets which list 1,000 or even 7,000 topics for writing but do
nothing more. Mellon (1975a) has argued from a more theoretical
point of view that teaching and assessing writing are very much
alikein that a good topic for assessment, like a good topic for

teaching, will indicate the full rhetorical context for the piece of
writing. The assumption in these cases is that working through the
topic enables the writers to learn.
Assignment condition studies have examined not only the effects
of variations in the phrasing and framing of topics but the effects of
a variety of other conditions ranging from size of paper for writing
(Ackerman 1976)' to various types of music used as stimuli for writing

(Donlan 1976a). These studies have not been categorized in this
treatment studies because they usually involve single
writing assignments for which particular initial writing conditions
review

are varied, as opposed to treatments lasting over a few to many days
1. The apprehensive reader may be relieved to learn that Ackerman found nu
signiicant differences in the quality of writing among students using 6-1/2" x 8", 81/2" x 11", and 11" x 14" paper. Clearly, the differences in paper size are not extreme.
Some ambitious researcher may wish to contrast the effects of postage-stamp-size
paper with newsprint size.
169
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from which students are expected to learn new writing skills. The
assignment condition studies assume certain skills on the part of the
students and ask whether variations in certain conditions elicit those
skills to greater or lesser degrees.
Framing of 7bpics

As Hoetker's informative review (1982) indicates, the phrasing or
framing of topics is of particular interest to those concerned with
writing assessment because they wish to insure that a given topic
will elicit a writer's best work and that topics used over time in
testing situations will be comparable. Such research is sic.; important
to instruction, for if particular topic characteristics consistently produce better writing, then those characteristics incorporated into a
treatment might help to bring about increased proficiency.
Such studies of topics have been concerned with differences in
cognitive demands, background information supplied, and rhetorical
context supplied. Green
(1981) examined the effects of topics
whi^h she differentiated as low- or high-cognitive demand tasks and
low- or high-experiential demand tasks. As Hoetker (1982) points out
in his review, however, the actual differences among the topics are
minor. For example, one of Greenberg's topics, classified as a highcognitive demand task, supplies a thesis which can readily be adapted
to the 3s6ay written by the student. With this version of the topic,

writers have to decide for themselves on strategies to be used in
defense of the supplied thesis. In the low-cognitive demand version,

no thesis is supplied but alternative strategies are provided for
developing the essay. With this version of the topic, writers would
have to dec:de on a thesisor at least a point-of-viewbefore electing
one of the strategies professed.
It may be that college freshmen find developing a thesitas difficult
as deciding on strategies for developing the essay. Or it may be that
in a test situation, college freshmen respond in a global fashion to
writing tasks, taking little or no notice of hints provided. Whatever
the case, the differences in Greenberg's assignments did not elicit
significant differences in the quality of the student responses.
Brossell ('_983) tested the effects of topics which he varied by
"information load." The lowest le' el of information consisted of a brief
phrase, e.g., "violence in the schools." The highest level consisted of

a paragraph which provided a fictional situation (membership in a
school council at a time when the incidence of violence had increased)
and a somewhat clearer purpose (a personal opinion about the cause
of school violence). The "moderate information load" topic informed
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the writer about the increase in violence in schools and called for a
personal-opinion essay about the causes of the increase.
Brossell experimented with six topics, each with three versions
which twenty college seniors wrote on for a total of 360 essays. He
found no significant differences among the six topics. More important,
he found no significant differences among the levels of information
load, or rhetorical context. He observes, however, that the topics with

the most complete statements about the rhetorical context received
the lowest mean scores and had the shortest mean length. Further,
he points out that in the 200-400 word range, the longer an essay
was, "the likelier it was to get a high score" (p. 168). These and other
findings, Brossell says, "are grounds for questioning the presumed
superiority of full rhetorical specification in essay topics for largescale writing assessments" (p. 172).
Metviner (1981) examined what she calls "rhetorically based" and
`rhetorically deficient" topics. In the first assignment, ninth-graders
were asked to write an opinion paper on the use of drugs for submission to the school newspaper for possible publication. Students
given the "rhetorically deficient" assignment wrote on the same topic,
but they knew they would submit it to a teacher for a grade. Such
assignments are thought to be rhetorically deficient because they are
for a teacher and for a grade (see, for example, Britton, et al. 1975
and Emig 1971). In this case, however, the rhetorically deficient
assignment proved to be more effective (p < .001). Presumably, for
the ninth-graders in this study teachers are realistic audiences and
grades are appropriate purposes.
Woodworth 4.1 Keech (1980), working with ninth: ^nd eleventhgraders, also tested topics differentiated by rhetorical context. In
each assignment, students were directed "to think of an experience
in which [they] did something for the first time." In the first version
students were asked simply to describe the experience, writing "a
story, a journal entry, or any other form." The second version specified
an imaginary audience: "Imagine you are writing this description for

someone who is about to experience the activity for the first time."
The third version specified a real audience: "Write about this experience for a particular person (brother, sister, friend, etc.) who has
not had such an experience. . . . Sometime between now and Christmas, after this paper has been returned to you, plan to deliver your

paper to your reader so that he or she may respond" (p. 63). In
addition, the writers were asked to identify their readers on the back
of their papers.

After students had begun writing, the teacher visited students
writing the third version of the topic "to assure them that their
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papers would be delivered to their real audience and they would
receive credit for the responses they received from their readers"
(p. 22). The authors do not indicate that similar acsurancee were
given the writers of the first and second versions. Despite this added
personal encouragement, however, the ratings of the third-version
papers were not significantly different from those of the first and
second versions. The third versions had the highest mean rating, but

the first version with no specification of rhetorical context fared
better than the second with its imaginary audience. One wonders
whether the more heavily specified topic would have fared less well
(as in the Brossell study) had the teacher not paid special attention
to the students writing on it.
Kahn and Johannessen (1982) also conducted a study of topics
concerned in part with the specification of rhetorical situation and
developed from various sources of hypotheses. The first topic simply

asked that students "write a composition about an event and its
consequences that concerned you or someone you know" The second

topic included the first and asked that the writer "be as specific as
you can . . . so that a reader of your composition will see what you
saw and feel what you felt" (p. 9). (This topic does not specify much
about the rhetorical context, but it does indicate that writers should
consider the effect that the writing has on the audience.) The third
topic stipulated the teacher as audience and indicated that the students would have some real stake in their efforts at writing. The topic

explained that the teacher wanted to know students better in order
to provide "recommendations about [them] concerning whether [they
should] receive certain school privileges, awards, honors, or mem-

berships on athletic teams or in other activities." The assignment
stated that the te' .;her felt that the incident the students were to
write about would help the teacher in understanding the student. It
concluded, "I want you to use the incident to explain to me something
you think I should know about you that will help me understand you

better" (pp. 6-7).
A fourth topic stipulated the audience as a friend whom students
had not seen for a long time. They were asked to write so that the
audience would understand the impact which some experience had
had upon the writers. In addition, the assignment suggested several
steps that students might take in preparing to write: jotting details
describing the place, listing what people said, and listing details
about feelings and reactions.
Kahn and Johannessen's topics w..te distributed randomly to students (n = 127) in eleventh- acid twelfth-grade classes. Three raters
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rated all papers holistically using a five-point scale so that summed
scores ranged from 3 to 15. One-way analysis of variance revealed no
sienificant differences fp < .069). However; the differences do
approach significance. The highest mean rating (9.06) was for the
fourth assignment, which provided prewriting instructions. The lowest mean (6.94) was the result of the third topic, designed to suggest
that the writers had something real at stake.
Over the several studies reviewed, even extensive variations in the
framing of topicsparticularly in the specification of rhetorical situationsresulted in no significant differences. The topic which may
come closest to helping students do their best work is that which
provides suggestions for prewriting. Researchers concerned with
assessment may find it beneficial to study such topics in detail.
For instructional purposes, however, the variations in topics examined here provide little of promise, despite the widespread belief in
the importance of selecting the "right" topics. Variations in topics
which produce insignificant effects on one occasion are not likely to
produce significant differences, even when repeated over a period of

weeks or monthsat least not in themselves. Perhaps prewriting
instructions accompanying a topic might prove effective over a period
of time. But the experiments reviewed above provide little evidence
that "the two activities, teaching and assessing, are in large measure
identical" (Mellon 1975a, p . 34).
Effects of Various Stimuli

Several studies attempted to determine the differences in the effects

of various types of stimuli as part of the assignment. Golub and
Frederick (1970a) gave fourth- and sixth-graders ten concrete and
ten abstract picturessome black and white, some in color. The
researchers examined sixty-three linguistic variables in the resulting
compositions but found no significant differences among the groups
of compositions. Ewing (1968), working with third-graders, found

that an assignment accompanied by no stimulus produced better
results than the assignment accompanied by a variety of sensory
stimuli. including music and pictures. Kafka (1971), with fourth-,
fifth-, and sixth-graders, also found no stimulus to be superior to
visual, auditory, and tactile stimuli. R. P. King (1974), with fourth-,
sixth-, and eighth-graders found no significant differences in creativity ratings through increasing the level of sensory stimuli. St. Romain
(1975) also found no significant differences on ratings of creativity
between elementary pupils' compositions written in response to pictures and those written without pictures.
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Mahoney (1982), working with college students who were previously

classified as extreme right- or left-hemispheric dominant thinkers,
tested the effPetg of music. and guided inrgery, music and no imar cry,

imagery and no music, and no music and no imagery on "creative
imagination imagery" in writing. She found no significant differences

between the mean scores of right- and left-hemispheric dominant
individuals. However, she did find that students who receive,' music
and "guided imagery" also received the highest scores on fluency,
flexibility, originality, and quality. Donlan (1976a), who studied the
effects of several types of music on the spontaneous writing of high
school juniors and seniors, found that orchestral music appeared to
produce writing of higher quality and greater length than did vocal
music. In comparing the effects of different types of vocal music, he

found that "popular foreign language appeared to stimulate the
highest quantity and quality." At the same time he reports that the
"independent evaluator noted that the majority of students (1)
despised all the [vocal] selections and (2) didn't seem able to concentrate on writing to music, resorting to evaluative judgments, such as

`dumb,' stupid,"I am getting sick of this,' [and] 'I think I'm going
to quit smoking' " (p. 126).
What, we are to make of such research on stimuli for writing is
not altogether clear, at least to this reviewer. It tells nothing about
the processes of writing or instruction and little about the conditions

conducive to better wi king. It is often atheoretical and provides
only answers to discrete questions. As such, this avenue of inquiry
can proliferate studies endlessly. Think of the possibilitie r. for types

of music as stimuli for better writing. But little of that research
would tell us much worth knowing.

Memory Search, Free Association, and Peer Discussion
Another set of assignment condition studies concerns activities which

encourage students to recall what they know about a topic before
writing about it. These activities include memory searches, free
association, and discussion with peers. Kock (1972) presented experimental and control groups with three stimulus words which became
topics. The experimental students were required to "free associate"

to the stimuli and to use the response terms in their compositions.
Control students received the stimuli but were not required to freeassociate. Students who were required to free-associate wrote qualitatively better essays (p < .05). This experiment is similar to one
conducted by Anderson, Bereiter, and Smart (1980). During twelve
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training sessions, students were asked to list key words which they
associated with a topic before writing. These students wrote more
and with mere varied =tent than did the-ix cuntrul counterparts.
The experimenters called this experimental procedure a "memory
search" rather than "free association."
Several studies examined the effects of peer group discussion of a
topic prior to writing. Reff (1966) asked experimental classes to
discuss a topic for 20 to 30 minutes before writing on it for 45 minutes.

Control groups did no prior discussion. He en examined forty-one
quantitative variables in the two sets of compositions (e.g., number
of adverbial clauses and length), finding only four significant differences, wnich are not readily explicable. St. Romain (1975) found no
qualitative differences between the creative writing of students who
had or had not discussed topics. Mayo (1976) found that brief discussion
did not significantly affect the quality of descriptive writing. However,

Brusling (1973) reports an experiment in which third-graders who
held a 10-minute discussion of a 5-minute tape recording of nature
somas produced essays scored significantly higher on organization
(p < .025) and imagination (p < .01) than did those who only listened
to the tape. Such differences might simply indicate that the discussion
helped students make some sense of the tape recording.
Beeker (1970) asked fifth-graders to write about three films under

three conditions: no discussion, whole-class discussion, and paired

discussion. The study, which used only quantitative measures,
revealed that writers in the condition with no discussion produced
the fewest T-units, while those in paired discussion produced the
most.

B. J. Craig (1982) investigated the effects of peer discussion at
three different points in the composing process of college freshmen:
(1) discussion of hnitial ideas for a paper, (2) discussion of rough drafts

prior to revision, and (3) discussion of final drafts. She found no
significant differences among the three methods.
Meyers (1980) conducted the most extensive examination of prewriting discussion. Two college freshman teachers each taught experimental and control classes. Ali classes wrote four compositions: one

each in the descriptive, narrative, expository, and argumentative
modes. In the four 45-minute class sessions following each assignment,

students in the experimental groups worked in pairs discussing the
ideas they intended to write about. During similar class periods, the
control students studied grammar, punctuation, and outlining. The narrative, expository, and argumentative essays of the experimental students were rated superior to those of the control students (p < .05).
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Although the results of the above studies are mixed, discussion or

some other provision for insuring that students do some sort of
thinking about what they will write appears to result in more
extensive and possibly better writing than when students are asked
to write without an explicit provision for thinking about ideas. Most
of these results, of course, do not suggest that providing an opportunity to plan increases writing skill, merely that the opportunity
allows or encourages students to utilize whatever skills they already
have. Further research will be needed to determine whether or not

the stipulation of a planning activity such as discussion or free
association, in itself, can bring about increased skill over time. It is

interesting t- note that the Anderson, Bereiter, and Smart (1980)
study did more than provide opportunities for planning. Over twee
sessions, it required a simple procedure for retrieving important
ideas from memorya procedure which is apparently learned and
which results in more extensive writing. The studies of the effects
of prewriting discussion reviewed above, however, do not appear to
teach a procedure. They simply examine a condition.

Free Writing

Free writing is widely approved by authorities as a means not only
of thinking through ideas but of enhancing creativity and increasing
skill in writing. Moffett (1968) and Emig (1971) suggest that free
writing increases verbal fluency and provides a means of gathering
material. Many hold that free writing is the means to discover new
ideas. Donald M. Murray (1978), for example, asserts that "writers
much of the time don't know what they are going to write or even
possibly what they have written. Writers use language as a tool of
exploration to see beyond what they know" (p. 87). Murray provides
an example of his own experience. He claims that while listening to

an interesting lecture, he began doodling with writing, and the
doodling turned into a story. He says he had no intention to write a
story: "I want to repeat that there was absolutely no intent in what
I was doing" (p. 89). He writes, a., a professor at a state university,
"Surely ray governor would think I ought to know what I'm doing
when I sit down to write . . . and yet I don't. And I hope I never
will" (p. 89). To write stories, poems, or essays "that say something,"
Murray claims, "you have to allow language to lead you to meaning"
(p. 88). For Murray and others of his persuasion, the act of doodling
with language (free writing) leads to meaning. They believe that
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invoking intentions, assignments, criteria, or forms will abort the
free flow of language.

According to Myers (1983), proponents of this pedagogy teach
students "to use writing as a means of self-discovery, nt just a means
of communicating something to someone else. Therefore, students
are given extensive practice in free writing, simply filling a page in
order to learn how writing helps them discover what they know, what

they do not know, and, in fact, what they want to write about" (p.
28). Gaunt lett (1978) says that "as much free writing as possible
should be allowed" (p. 29). The insistence on free writing usually
translates to daily journal writing or free writing two or three times
per week. Donlan (1976u) and others focus on free or spontaneous
writing prompted by music or other specific stimuli.
A very f'w studies used instruction beginning with a structured
assignment sheet to which students responded (e.g., Clifford 1981).
In these, free wilting appears to mean writing all the ideas one can
think of in relation to a given topic and might be more appropriately
thought of as memory search than spontaneous writing.
Most studies of free writing, however, are generated in part as a
response against presenting specific topics, a practice believed to be
inhibiting. Graves (1981f) and Staton (1982) both argue that presenting topics deprives students of the "right" to generate and develop
their own ideas. Staton writes, "It should be no surprise that college
students and adults often find it difficult to write when they are not
told what to write about. They have not only had little practice in a
crucial component of the writing process . . . but have come to believe

that they are not able to choose their own topics, or to write about
personally meaningful experiences in an interesting and effective
way" (p. 73). It is assumed that free writing will provide not only
practice in choosing topics but the incentive and practice necessary
to write in effective and interesting ways.
Most of the studies using free writing also include frequent peer
feedback and revision or drafting, usually with the latter following
peer feedback. Indeed, most have been included in the natural process

mode described earlier. It is impossible, therefore, to estimate the
effect of free writing independent of other aspects of the treatment.
Several studies which used free writing as a focus of instruction
in their experimental treatments achieved significant gains in contrast

to their control treatments. These include three Writing Project
studies: Alloway, et al. (1979) with grades 7-12 in the New Jersey
Writing Project; Olson and DiStefano (1980) with grades 7-9 in the
Colorado Writing Project; and Wagner, Zemelman, and Malone-Trout
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(1981) with grades 1-12 in the Chicago Area Writing Project. In
addition, Wienke (1981) with grade 6, Hilgers (1981), and Cummings
(1981) with college freshmen show significant gains for free writing
treatments. Neither Hilgers nor Cummings used a pretest of writing,
however. Of these studies the largest effect sizes are those for the
experimental groups in Olson and DiStefano (1989) and Wienke (1981),

as indicated in Table 13 in Chapter 8. Both of these treatments
suggested topics for writing. Indeed, Olson (personal communication)
reports the use of "focused free writing" in which students received
an assignment and discussed it with the :;eacher and class before
writing down related ideas.
A fairly large number of studies report no significant differences
in the quality of writing between experimental groups using free
writing and peer feedback and their control groups. These include
Arthur (1981) with grade 3, Ganong (1975) with grade 9, Gauntlett
(1978) with grades 10-12, and V. A. Adams (1971) with grade 12. In
addition, several studies using free writing at the college freshman
level show no significant differences in quality of writing: Robert
Baden (1974a), Ken Davis (1979), Delaney (1980), Dreussi (1976), Fox
(1980), Norwood (1974), Reynolds (1981), J. P. Walker (1974), and
Witte and Faigley (1981b).

This box-score review suggests that even a steady diet of free
writing (daily or several times per week) does not accomplish what
its proponents hope for. The results of the meta-analysis\fkChapter
8 provide a clearer picture of results for free writing in comparison
to other instructional foci.

Heuristics

Heuristics stand in sharp contra .t to free writing and the various
stimuli discussed above as a means of promoting invention. A heuristic
may be defined as a systematic guide for investigating a phenomenon

and may be as simple as the newswriting heuristic of who, what,
when, where, why. More cemplex heuristics provide guidelines or
procedures for analysis. For example, Young, Becker, and Pike (1970),
in their chapter entitled "Preparation: Exploring the Problem," present the well-known tagmemic heuristic which asks students to view
phenomena from the perspectives of particle, wave, and field and in
terms of contrastive features, variation, and distribution. Each inter-

sect of the resulting 3 x 3 matrix involves the use of complex
strategies. Thus, the juncture of "particle" and "contrast" in the
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matrix (p. 127) generates the question, "What are its [the unit's]
contrastive features, i.e., the features that differentiate it from
similar things and serve to identify it?" Each juncture of the matrix
generates such a question as .. guide for exploring a subject.
Young and Koen (1973) examined the effectiveness of the tagmemic
heuristic on the writing of twelve students in a rhetoric course. They

report that by the end of the course students' essays were rated
higher and students were better able to state problems and examine
them more thoroughly. In an interesting related study, Odell (1974)
examined the effects of Pike's "tagmemic discovery procedures" on
the writing of freshman English students who wrote five essays about
problems they discerned in literary works. In addition, three class
discussions of student essays, two conferences with individual students, and presumably teacher comment on the essays focused on five
questions: "Does the writer state a problem? Are there any ambiguous
terms in the statement of the problem? Does he speak to the problem
he poses? In proposing a solution to his problem, does he support his
assertions with evidence? Does he make any unwarranted assumptions?" (p. 230).
By examining the first and last essays written by students, Odell
discovered that while students did not perform more of the intellectual
operations sugrsted by Pike's theory, they did perform most of the
intellectual operations significantly more times. Further, they showed
a significant increase in the use of evidence. One is forced to wonder,
as Odell himself suggests, whether these results are due to the use
of the tagmemic heuristic or to the instructor's teaching methods.
Other studies generally report significant gains in writing quality
for groups dealing with heuristics over a period of ten weeks or more.
Lamberg (1974) developed a heuristic consisting of seven questions
which he claims define narrative form. Thirty-five students (twenty
tenth-graders on independent study and fifteen volunteer seventh- to
tenth-graders) were involved in the "process" of writing narratives
to answer the questions. Twenty-seven completed both pretest and

posttest narratives, which were judged by two raters using six
criteria. Lamberg reports that nineteen or more of these students
showed increases in completeness (number of questions answered to

any degree and the completeness of those answers), development
(number of words carrying specific information), and length (total
number of words). No increases were demonstrated on the criteria
having to do with unity, point-of-view, and chronological order. Various

problems with the study (the character of the sample, the lack of
controls for teacher and practice effect, and the lack of information
on rater reliability), however, make the results difficult to interpret.
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Burns (1980), who tested three different heuristicsincluding the
Young, Becker and Pike tagmemic matrix reports significant gains

within all of three vroups of college freshmen in "insightfulness,
comprehensiveness, intellectual ability, and overall qualitative performance" (p. 21). There were no significant differences among the
experimental groups, however.
Ebbert (1980), working with nine classes of sixth-graders for ten

weeks in six schools, tested a tagmemic heuristic in three classes
and a heuristic b; -'ad on Burke's pentad (agent, action, instrumentality, recipient, and cause) in three classes against three control
classes which worked with the standard curriculum of the local school.

Pretest and posttest compositions were rated with a modified Diederich scale on the criteria of audience analysis, organization, and
detail. Analysis of scores revealed that (1) the control group's scores
were significantly higher than the tagmemic group on two of three
criteria (organization and detail), (2) the pentadic group scored
significantly higher on detail than the tagmemic group, and (3) there
were no significant differences between the pentadic and tagmemic
groups on audience analysis and organization.
Dutch (1980), with 144 students in five sections of freshman English
in a thirteen-week course, examined the use of a three-to-five question

student-generated heuristic in three sections against the Larson
heuristic (1968) in two sections. He found that students trained to
use the Larson heuristic performed significantly better on the posttest
(p < .05) than those who generated their own heuristic. However, a
sharp difference in the pretest/posttest measures (compositions
requiring the use of examples and illustrations versus comparison-

contrast themes) makes it difficult to judge whether the students
made any progress from pretest to posttest. Mean scores for the
students generating their own heuristic declined, while those for
students using the Larson heuristic remained virtually the same.
While the results for studies teaching heuristics are mixed, some
are encouraging and suggest that additional research with better
controls Might be useful.

Inquiry

The instructional focus which I have labeled inquiry is sharply differentiated from both free writing and heuristics. While free writing
avoids specific topic suggestions, inquiry does not. While free writing
requires students to recall more or less distant experience, inquiry
tends to focus on immediate and concrete data of some kind during
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instruction and practice. While free writing implicitly requires students to use whatever strategies they have available, inquiry attempts
to teach specific strategies. On the other hand, inquiry differs from
heuristics in beginning with a set of data, rather than a system of
analysis, and focuses on particular strategiesusually one or a few

at a timerather than on a complex matrix of strategies as in the
Young, Becker, and Pike (1970) tag-memic approach.

The question from Young, Becker, i,.nd Pike quoted earlier, for
example, subsumes a number of strategies: "What are its [the unit's]

contrastive features, i.e., the features that differentiate it from
similar things and serve to identify it?" This apparently simple
question requires that one first identify and report the unit and its
features, discover or imagine (generate) similar units, generate criteria for discriminating the unit from similar things, and finally apply
the criteria to provide the necessary discriminations. Yet the question

is only one of several even more comple:, questions. A treatment
involving inquiry might deal with such questions but is likely to begin

with a data set and involve students in using one or two strategies
such as identifying and reporting the features of various anits.
Inquiry and DescriptioniNarration,
Hillocks (1979) asked ninth- and eleventh-graders to observe a variety

of phenomena carefully and to write about them as specifically as
poFsible. The phenomena included seashells, objects with various
textures, odors, sounds, bodily sensations, the actions of people, and
so forth. Lessons usually involved teacher-led or small-group discus-

sion prior to writing. Thus, in an exercise calling on students to
describe sounds, teachers played a tape-recorded sound and called
for students to suggest several words and phrases to describe it. This

procedure was repeated with several sounds before students were
asked to write about sounds on their own. Eventually students wrote
about some experience or place in a composition which incorporated
sounds and other sensations. Teachers were asked to praise effective
detail, clear focus, and overall impact. These implicit criteria were
emphasized in class and in comments and suggestions on writing.

In addition, students regularly shared their writing with small
groups or in pairs, often in view of some rhetorical context. For
example, small groups wrote a composition about one of two seashells,
then passed the writing and the shells to a second group. The second
group identified the shell described by the first group and r icked out

vivid details in the writing as well as details they found confusing.
In another exercise each student wrote a description of a shell. The
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teacher then placed all the shells on a table and delivered each
composition to another student, who had to pick out the shell
&scribed. The reader then commented on effective detail and metaphor before returning the paper to the writer.
Evaluations in the Hillocks study were based on two pretest and
two posttest compositions. Independent evaluators judged the two
pretest and posttest conmositions using a scale for specificity, focus,
and impact. Compositions by students in the experimental groups
were judged significantly superior to those by control-group students,
who studied model paragraphs. A second panel of five judges, using
their own criteria, rated a subset of pretests and posttests from the
same students for creativity. Their combined scores correlated highly

with the earlier scale scores (r = .83), suggesting that creativity
can be stimulated (if not taught) by such classroom experiences. A
second study (Hillocks 1982) used observing and writing activities
in one set of experimental classes of seventh- and eighth-graders with
similar results.
Fichteneau (1968), working with third-, fourth-, fifth-, and sixthgrade students, empnasized invention, arrangement, and style in
experimental groups while the control group followed the regular
school program, which included grammar and usage. The children
had scored at the eightieth percentile or above on one of two standarclized tests. Lessons on invention emphasized observation of a

variety of objects and pictures as well as places within walking
distance of the classroom, e.g., a house near the school, the school
kitchen, and the kindergarten room. Students were encouraged
through discussion to develop questions about the things observed,
but not a specific set of questions as in heuristics.
In addition students talked about experiences, trying to recall
details of sights, sounds, smells, and conversations. They then wrote
about those experiences. They examined sample compositions with
and without details and were given practice in "expanding" generalities such as "a nice day" into detailed statements. TIvIliildren in
experimental groups scored significantly better than those in control
groups.

inquiry and Argument
McCleary (1979b) conducted a complex study with five treatments to
determine the effects of Aristotle's and Toulmin's logic, each taught
in two different ways, on the logical writing of college freshmen. Each
logic was taught to three classes as an isolated subject and to another
three classes in connection with writing. Three control classes were
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taught no formal logic. While results indicate no significant differences

among the treatments, all treatment groups had very large pre-topost effect sizesall greater than 1.5 standard deviations, making
them among the largest in the meta-analysis.
Closer examination of the study reveals that each treatment group
received specified instruction, which may well have been responsible
for the large pre-to-post gains, with the experimental groups' instruction in logic making no particular difference. The pretest and posttest
essays both involved writing logical arguments about ethical dilemmas

presented to the students for analysis. Instruction in all groups
included examination of several ethical problems with a view to
learning the strategies involved in such analysis. The problems which
students analyzed and debated were concrete scenarios about actions

in particular situations. For example, one scenario, paraphrased
below, was a conflict between a father (Fred) and his daughter (Alice):
Fred agrees to pad Alice's expenses to college, stipulating only

that she maintain a C average. Alice maintains a B average.
However, during her junior year she moves into an apartment
with a male friend, using the money her father sent her to pay
her share of expenses. When Fred discovers the situation, he
demands that Alice, who is now twenty-one, move. He threatens
to cut off her expense money if she does not.

In addition to this basic scenario, students received other information.

The problem for students was to determine whether or not Fred
would be ethically justified in cutting off his daughter's support and
then to develop a logical argument using, whatever information was
'relevant.

To analyze such situations, students were asked to identify the
ethical principles or ideals involved (e.g., people should keep their
bargains) as well as exceptions to those principles. In addition, they
identified obligations, consequences of actions, and the conflicts among

these. As they examined the problems, they were to (1) generate a
thesis based on the analysis of ideals, obligations, and consequences
of acts; (2) decide what information was relevant, (3) predict opposing

arguments, and (4) attempt to dispatch them. Analysis of the problems. in short, involved students in strategies basic to the development

of ethical arguments. Since all students in the control and experimental groups worked with such strategies, it is not surprising that
all made similar significant gains in the rated quality of essays from
pretest to posttest.
Tro!,lca (1974), working with college freshmen in a remedial writing
prop%
conducted a study with twenty-five experimental and
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twenty-five control classes. These classes were taught by thirteen
teachers, with twelve teaching two classes of each group and one
teaching one class of each group. (All classes were small because
they were teniedial.) The experimental treatment included four "simulation game" experiences. Each of these presented students with a
problem requiring some policy decision: e.g., what action to take in
a community pollution problem, what to do in the case of a prison
uprising, what automobiles to buy for a fleet of taxicabs, and so forth.
(See Troyka and Nudelman 1975 for complete materials.) The Troyka
study has been discussed in Chapter 4. It is classified here as using
inquiry because students received data sets related to various aspects

of a problem, worked with the data, and in the process learned
specifiable strategies which are important in argumentative writing:
supporting generalizations, predicting opposing arguments, and so
forth. As pointed out earlier, the results for the experimental groups

in this study are not only significantly greater than those for the
controls, but they are among the largest effect sizes in the meta analysis.

Inquiry and Definition
Hillocks, Kahn, and Johannessen (1983) conducted a study in which
both experimental and control groups were taught to write extended

definitions of abstract concepts. Pretest and posttest definitions
written by students were scored for (1) the presence of criteria which

specified the range of the target concept and differentiated it from
related but different concepts, (2) examples of the target concept,
and (3) contrasting examples which served to clarify the criteria. The

raters also judged the clarity of examples and criteria and the
adequacy of simple introductory analytical definitions.
The control group studied nine model definitions, includinz three
student-written definition- of varying quality. The group then wrote
four definitions and planned one. All of this followed a conventional
textbook treatment of definition. The experimental groups did not
use the conventional textbook treatment. They studied only the three
student-written models, wrote out criteria for defining freedom of
speech, chose one example to illustrate the criteria, and planned the
same extended definition as did the control group. Instead of studying

more models and writing additional definitions, the experimental
groups used the remaining instructional time in small-group discussions of three sets of scenarios, each of which described incidents
illustrating some features of a target concept but which varied from
it in certain essentials. For example, the set of scenarios entitled
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"Courageous Action: What Is It?" included incidents which Aristotle
might have viewed as examples of "seeming" courage: one in which a
soldier enters a village and secures part of it, unaware that it is held
by the enemy; one in which an officer leads a direct frontal attack
despite reports of heavy enemy concentration at that point; one in
which a gang initiate is forced to confront and taunt a member of a

rival gang; and so forth. Working in small groups, students were
asked to consider each scenario and to determine by what critei ion
the principal actor should or should not be considered courageous.
Students in both control and experimental groups showed significant pre-to-post gains in overall scores. However, the gains achieved

by experimental students were significantly greater than those
achieved by control students (p < .01). More detailed analysis indicated that students in the experimental treatments showed significant
increases in the use of criteria and examples (p < .005), while control
group students did not.

Inquiry and Analysis
Widvey (1971) and D. I. Smith (1974) both involved students in the
collection and analysis of data. Widvey worked with 286 eleventhgraders who were randomly assigned to ten classes. Five teachers

each taught one experimental and one control group for eighteen
weeks. Students in experimental classes were involved in formulating
hypotheses, gathering and analyzing data, and making inferences in
order to "structure discourse." Learning was viewed as a process of
inquiry designed to involve students in clarifying and solving problems. Unfortunately, specific details about the instructional materials
are not reported. Control students were in the traditional curriculum,

which appears to have been presentational. Differences on essay
quality in favor of the experimental groups were significant (p < .01).

Smith (1974), who also involved eleventh-grade students in the

collection of data, did so in a tutorial situation contrasted with
instruction to whole classes. All students received the same three
composition assignments over a six-week period: extended definition,
comparison and contrast, and process analysis. Students were allowed

to choose their own topics but were required to write the kind of
composition indicated. In definition papers, for example, they were
asked to tell what the subject was, what it did, and how it operated.
Students in the experimental (tutorial) groups chose a topic, read
about it, listened to relevant radio programs and records, watched
relevant television programs and movies, interviewed people about

the topic, discussed it with others, and/or took trips to gather
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information. After students individually discussed their data with
the teacher, the student and teacher agreed on an organization, and
the student developed a rough draft. The teacher and student analyzed

the draft together, and the student rewrote it. The teacher and
student evaluated the strengths and weakness of the final draft
together. This process was repeated three times during the six
weeksonce for each of the three assignments. Control group instruc
tion focused on whole-class presentations making use of two standard
grammar/composition textbook series.
Studies which make inquiry an integral part of their experimental
treatments all show significant effects for inquiry either in pre-topost effects, in experimental/control effects, or in both. Although the
number of treatments is relatively small, the number of students and

teachers involved and the findings are robust. Indeed, two of the
studies removed at the outset of the meta-analysis because of large
positive residuals and heavy contributions to heterogeneity involved
experimental treatments classified as inquiry: D. I. Smith 1974 and

Troyka 1974. If the results of these studies are valid and reliable,
they appear to point up a hitherto largely unrecognized aspect of the

composing processthe ability to process data using strategies
required by particular kinds of discourse. The free writing and
natural process treatments examined above assume that students
either can call on those strategies as they are required or will develop

them as they wiite and rewrite drafts about topics of their own
choosing That may be the case if students are willing to write on
topics involving unfamiliar or difficult strategies and if peer and
teacher comment can effectively teach the strategies as they are
demanded by the topic and mode of discourse. Informal comparison
of the results in this narrative review, however, indicates that while
free writing/natural process treatments occasionally achieve results

significantly greater than their controls, the inquiry treatments
contrasted with some other treatment always do.

2u0

S Results of the Meta-Analysis

Using the criteria listed in Chapter 3, we selected studies for inclusion

in the meta-analysis and coded them for the variables described ;n
detail in Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7. This chapter presents the results
for the dimensions examined: grade level, duration of the treatment,
mode of instruction, focus of instruction, revision, and feedback.
All Treatments

The application of the criteria described in Chapter 3 located sixty
studies with seventy-five experimental/control treatments, for which
seventy-three experimental/control effect sizes could be lalculated.
The experimental groups included 6,313 students, while control
groups included 5,392. The seventy-three experimental/control treatments have a mean effect size of .28. The homogeneity statistic (H)
is 411.08, indicating an extremely high degree of variability in effects.

Thus, while the average student in an experimental group gained
about three-tenths of a standard deviation more than those in control
groups, the actual treatments in which students found themselves
were likely to have highly different effects on them. Some average
students lost .50 standard deviation more than their control counterparts (Ebbert 1980), while others gained 1.69 standard deviations
(Troyka 1974). When we lump all the treatments together, the mean

gain of .28 obscures the extremes. At the same time, the extreme
cases add considerably to the heterogeneity.
Pre-to-post effect sizes could be calculated for sixty-five of the
experimental treatments, with the mean effect size being .46. The
homogeneity statistic (H) is 616.33, indicating a very high degree of
heterogeneity. The control group treatments have a mean pre-to-post
effect size of .17. H for these treatments is 290.42, considerably less
than H for experimental treatmentsbut still indicating a very high
degree of heterogeneity. The average student in control groups, which
are often describes as using traditional teaching methods, made some
progress in wi Ring quality, but this progress is less than half that
achieved by students in experimental classes.
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The results of all treatments, taken together, whether we look at
experimental/control or pre-to-post effect sizes, are highly heterogeneous. Certain treatments with very high gains and very high
losses are responsible for much of the heterogeneity Of the two
positive treatments, one involved simulation-gaming among college
freshmen in need of remedial work (Troyka 1974). The other involved
a tutorial treatment with high school students (D. I. Smith 1974). Of
the two negative treatments, one involved a "self-paced" instructional

treatment for college students, who were required to attend classes
only when they felt they needed to (Loritsch 1977). The second involved

the use of tagmemic heuristics with elementary school students
(Ebbert 1980). These four experimental/control treatments were
removed from the subsequent statistical analysis. Removing the
treatments reduced the mean effect size for all experimental/control

treatments to .24 and H to 161.06. The H statistic still represents
highly significant heterogeneity. In fact, for the remaining sixty-nine
experimental/control treatments to he considered homogeneous, H

must be under 100. In short, the statistics for all treatments, taken
together, tell us little other than that they vary considerably.
A very important function of a meta-analysis is to help determine
what treatment variables account for the heterogeneity of the results.
Simply stated, the concern in this analysis was what makes a differ-

ence in increasing the quality of student writing. The coding of
treatment characteristics discussed in Chapter 3 allowed us to group
treatments by their shared characteristics and to ask whether
results were similar (i.e., homogeneous).
Dimensions Examined

As one might expect, most treatments are composites of variables
(e.g., mode of instruction, source of feedback, duration) and no two
treatments share precisely the same sets of characteristics. To contend with this problem, studies were considered as exhibiting several
variables on different dimensions simultaneously. Each dimension
could then be examined independently of others. For example, a study
of less than thirteen weeks in duration could be grouped with others
of comparable duration and contrasted with those of thirteen or more
weeks. The same study might then be examined on the dimension of
mode of instruction and again on focus of instruction. On any given
dimensi6n, however, the categories of studies had to be independent.
That is, a single study could appear in only one category. Fortunately,
studies appeared in more than one category only in the focus-of-
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instruction dimension and then only in a few instances. When a
treatment used more than one focus of instruction, the coders categorized it ar:cording to the focus judged to be dominant. Faigley
(1979c), for example, involved students in observing phenomena to

generate detailsa focus that might qualify as inquiry; however,
since the main focus of the treatment is clearly on sentence construction, it was categorized with sentence combining treatments.
The dimensions examined below include grade level, duration. mode
of instruction, focus of instruction, and post-writing treatment variables including revision and certain characterist;cs of feedback. When
we examined the categories of studies on any given dimension, it was
necessary to ask three questions: (1) Do the treatments in a category

yield homogeneous results? (2) Do the categories over the whole
dimension yield homogeneous results9 That is, does the model implied
by the categories in the dimension fit the data? (3) Are the differences

among results for the various categories significant? We hoped that
the answers to these questions, taken together, would help to explain
the high level of heterogeneity in the results of the treatments.
Grade Level

Of the seventy-three experimental/control treatments for which effect
sizes could be calculated, ten were at the elementary level (eight at

the sixth-grade level), thirty-one were from grades 7 to 12, thirty
were at the college freshman level, and two were mixed elementary
and secondary. Removal of the four outliers left nine treatments at
the elementary level, thirty at the secondary level, twenty-eight at
the college level, and two mixed. Table 1 summarizes the results of
these treatments by level.
The elementary treatments have a mean experimental/control effect
size of .38. Somewhat surprisingly, these treatments are homogeneous
(H = 16.4, df = 8), despite a range in effect size from .09 (Eagleton
1974) to .77 (Fichteneau 1968). The thirty secondary studies have a
mean experimental/control effect size of .26 but are not homogeneous

(H = 80.68, df = 29). The twenty-eight college treatments yield an
experimental/control effect size of .14 but are not homogeneous (H =

49.52, df = 27). The dimension overall is not homogeneous (H =
146.60). With sixty-four degrees of freedom, H would have to be
under 94 to attain homogeneity at p < .01.
The columns in Table 1 labeled "95% Confidence Interval" indicate
the lower and upper limits of the 95 percent confidence interval, which

estimates the probability that the mean, gain of infinite replications
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Table 1

g

Mean Effect Size and Homogeneity by GI ade Level of Treatment

Grades
1-6

7 -12

n
9

13

30
28

Total

67'

Mean

Effect

95% Confidence

Interval

Lower j

H

di.

Upper

.38
.26

.29

.47

.21

.31

.14

.07

.21

Two mixed elementary and secondary treatments have been omitted.

Maximum H for
nonsignificance
at p < .01

16.40
80.68
49.52

29

21.66
49.58

27

46.95

146.60

64

92.60

8
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of the experiments will fall within the designated interval. That.is,
if we repeated all the experiments in a given classification, the chances

would be 95 out of 100 that their mean experimental/control effect
size would lie between the upper and lower limits of the confidence
interval.

A glance at the upper and loWer extremes of the 95 percent
confidence intervals suggests that differences among the effect sizes

will be significant. The extremes just barely overlap. In fact, all
differences are significant. The difference between elementary and
secondary of .12 is significant (z = 2.24, p < .02), as is the difference

of .12 between secondary and college (z = 2.66, p < .01). The
difference between elementary and college is .24 and is clearly significant (z = 4.18, p < .0001).
Because the results drop significantly in equal decrements from
elementary to college, one is tempted to speculate that as students
become older, they have less to learn about writing; or that, as students
become older, they are less amenable to instruction; or that the scorers

of compositions are more demanding at higher levels than lower.
Unfortunately, there is no evidence to support or deny such speculations. The homogeneity statistics indicate highly significant variability at both secondary and college levels, and across the dimension

as a whole, indicating that grade level cannot be regarded as a
satisfactory explanation of the results. Before speculating further
about reasons for the differences, it will be useful to examine treatment variables.
Duration
It is commonly believed that many experimental treatments show no
significant change in comparison to their control groups because their
duration is too short. Burton (1973), for example, in lamenting the

state of research, comments that experimental treatments "over a
period of only a few weeks or months have been predestined to
conclusions of 'no significant differences,' since one thing that is
known, at least, is that improvement in general aspects of writing
ability is a slow gradual process" (p. 177). Wesdorp (1982) states that

"besides the frequent unreliability of crucial measures, the main
reason for findings of non-significant differences" is that experimental

treatments "are of very short duration" (p. 37). If these claims are
true, then we should find that effect size varies with the duration of
the treatment.
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This hypothesis was tested in two. ways. First, studies were
paved according to their duration. Those under thirteen weeks in
duration were compared to those over thirteen weeks, presuming the
twelfth week to mark a secondary or college-length quarter. Studies
under seventeen weeks were compared to those over sixteen weeks,
presuming the sixteenth week to mark a semester. When the four

outliers are included in the dat4, there is virtually no difference
among the treatments of various durations.
When the outliers are removed, greater differences appear, but
they are inconsistent. When we divide the treatments between twelve
and thirteen weeks, nearly equal numbers of treatments appear in
each group. As indicated in Table 2, the mean for those under thirteen
weeks is .28 (H = 71.76, df = 35). The mean for those over twelve,,

weeks is .20 (H = 93.04, df = 32). Neither group of treatment
approaches homogeneity. However, the difference is statistically sig-

nificant (z = 2.08, p < .05).
When we compare treatments under seventeen weeks with those

over sixteen, the results are reversed. The mean effect size for
treatments under seventeen weeks is .21 (H = 129.70, 4f = 53); for
those over sixteen weeks, the mean effect size is .31 (H = 34.48, df
= 14). This difference is also significant (z = 2.26, p < .05). Again,
neither group of treatments is homogeneous. When we compare
treatments under thirteen weeks with those over sixteen weeks, the
difference of .03 is not significant (z = 0.62). In short, these comparisons do not enable us to link duration with increased effect size
with any confidence.

The second test of the hypothesis that length of treatment is
related to increased effect size was a Pearson product moment correlation between experimental/control effect size and duration in
weeks. The resulting correlation was .02, suggesting no relationship between effect size in this group of treatments. Apparently some
short treatments are effective, while some are ineffective. The same
is true of treatment4 of longer duration. The problem is to discover
what characteristics of treatments, aside from duration, appear to
be responsible for differences in the effect sizes.
Mode of Instruction

Chapter 4 defined and discussed four modes of instruction: presentational, natural process, environmental, and individualized. A mode
of instruction may be defined as the configuration of relationships
and activities in which teachers and their students characteristically
engage.
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Table 2

Mean Experimental/Control Effect Sizes and Duration: Some Comparisons
95% Confidence

Duration

n

Mean

Interval

Effect

H

Lower

Upper

df

Under 13 weeks
Over 12 weeks

36

.28
.20

.22

.34

71.76

35

33

.15

.25

93.04

32

Under 17 weeks
Over 16 weeks

54

.21

.17

.25

129.70

53

15

.31

.24

.39

34.48

14

27

Maximum H for
nonsignificance

at p <.01
50.28
53.44
79.80
29.13
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Very briefly, the presentational mode is dominated by lecture and
teacher-led discussion about the characteristics of good writing, with
feedback coming in written comments from the teacher. Treatments
included in the presentational mode are summarized in Table 3.
The natural process mode is characterized by free writing about
whatever interests the students, feedback from peer groups and the

teacher, and opportunities to revise or redraft in light of peer or
instructor comment. The instructor is seen as a facilitator whose
responsibility is to help students find their own meanings and the
forms in which to express them. Thus, teachers in this mode tend to
eschew the study of models or criteria and to avoid highly structured
activities. Natural process treatments are summarized in Table 4.
The environmental mode is characterized by peer-group activity
also. However, such activity involves highly structured problem-solving tasks which involve students in specific strategies parallel to those
they will encounter in writing. Environmental treatments are summarized in Table 5.
The individualized mode in the treatments examined here uses
teacher-student conference as the primary mode of instruction, along
with programmed materials in some treatments. Individualized treatments are summarized in Table 6.
The descriptions of treatments did not always present adequate
information for identifying the mode of instruction. Nearly all ambiguities involved making a choice between environmental and presen-

tational. For example, a description might present the kinds of
problems and materials appropriate to environmental instruction but
say nothing to indicate the presence of student interaction or small-

group work. In such cases the instructional mode was coded as
"unclear." In the case of several control treatments, no description
was provided. These were coded 0. In what follows, experimental/
control effects were analyzed for the presence of a treatment in the
experimental condition but some other in the control. Codings of

unclear or 0 were assumed to be some treatment other than that
identified in the experimental condition.

The ground rule that one mode of instruction be present in the
experimental treatment with some other mode in the control limited

the number of treatments available for analysis of experimental/
control effects to twenty-nine. Many treatments were coded as presentational or unclear in both experimental and control treatments.
Table 7 summarizes statistics for (1) all 73 treatments, including
the four outliers; (2) all treatments without the outliers; (3) those
treatments involving one mode of instruction in the experimental
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Table 3

Mode of Instruction: Presentational
Mean Effect Size = .02; H = 0.92

Treatment
Caplan and Keech

aye

Duration
in weeks

n
Exper.

Control

12

12

73

56

.12

.032

.05

13

10

30

10

.13
.10

13

10

30
30

30
30
30

.067

13

.08

Grade

n

g'

g

g

Exper.

Ccntrol

.39

.01

.12

.06

.50

.26

.38

.067

.05

.66

.01

.86

.29
.14

.38

.067

1980*

Clark 1968
Clark 1968
Clark 1968

H(i)d

.38

sg = effect size
*02(g) = variance of the effect size
Cg.(,) = mean effect size with particular treatment removed
*Ho) = homogeneity with particular treatment removed
*Effect size is the average for narrative and argument assignments.

cD

01

29

Table 4

Mode of Instruction: Natural Process
Mean Effect Size = .19; H = 23.15

Treatment
Adams 1971
Alloway, et al. 1979
Davis 1979
Ganong 1975
Gauntlett 1978
Olson and
DiStefano 1980
Wagner, Zemeiman, and
Malone-Trout 1981
Walker 1974
Wienke 1981

Grade Duration
n
n
in weeks Exper. Control
12
7-12

g'

°yob

H(j)d

-.56
-.07

.27

.23
.05

17.71

.09
.53

.18

2239

.31

.14

.20

18.76

-.34

-.10

.18

21.56

.62

.25

70

65

.56

.031

.17

18.02

105

120

202

.018
.000

.17

100

.39
.00

77

58

.06

.030

.19

20.30
20.28
22.26

10-12

16

420

371

.05

.005

.23

17.89

7-9

36

195

195

.40

.011

.15

1-12

24

585

294

.19

.005

13

16

41

36

-.27

6

32

85

72

.36

.053
.026

9

g

.00
.25
.30

18

36
16
8

13

g

Exper. Control

= effect size
Y(g) = variance of the effect size
= mean effect size with particular treatment removed
qi(i) = homogeneity with particular treatment removed

2.10

.20

.30

.10

5

Table 5
Mode of Instruction: Environmental

Mean Effect Size = .44; H = 12.83

Treatment
Clifford 1981

n
n
Grade Duration
in weeks Exper. Control
13

II( )d

.43

11.67

.66

7.35

1.13

.44

12.31

.46

9.87
9.92
12.25
11.49
11.25
11.74

1.09
.77

.36
.20
.54
.54

.61

.046

.43

11.61

42

.27
.75

.045

.44

.022

.40

64

.43
.18

.030
.029

29

.82

.064

.42

60

.48

.034

.43

266
266
48

.35

.011

.46

.34

.011

.46

.58

.039

.43

11

11

3-5

7&8
7&8

4

13

16

13

15

49
97
72
75
40
60

6

6

136

6

6

142

9

6

61

4

94

64

g

1.12

49

9 & 11

g

Exper. Control

43

Hillocks 1979
Hillocks 1982
Hillocks 1982
Rosen 1974

Vinson 1980

a2(g)b

16

Farrell 1977

Sbaratta 1975
A. L. Thibodeau 1964
A. E. Thibodeau 1964

g'

- -

2.34

.95

.23
.21

-.11
-.11

.91

.38

'g = effect size
`02(g) = variance of the effect size
= mean effect size with particular treatment removed
'Ho) = homogeneity with particular treatment removed

4
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Mode of Instruction: Individualized

Mean Effect Size = .17; H = 14.68

Treatment
Eagleton 1974
Farrell 1977
Murdock 1974
A. L. Thibodeau 1964
A. E. Thibodeau 1964
Witte and Faigley 1981b

Grade

Duration
n
n
in weeks Exper. Control

g'

a2(g)

1)

(i)

6

14

43

44

.09

.046

.18

13.15

11

11

42

42

16

112

111

6

6

97

.20
.13

14.34
13.24
12.82

6

6

100

266
266

.048
.018
.014

.16

13

.29
.02

.45

13

16

144

216

.06

.014
.012

.09
.25

7.20
8.66

'g = effect size
`o =(g) = variance of the effect size

`p.(,) = mean effect size with particular treatment removed
1/0) = homogeneity with particular treatment removed
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g

g

Exper. Control

.31

.27
.64

.36

.19
.33
.32

.11
.11

.36

.38
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treatment and another in the control, and (4) each mode of instruction.

As we have already noted, the H statistic is significant for all
treatments and for treatments with the outliers removed. The 29
treatments examined in the dimension of mode of instruction have a
mean effect size of .24no different from that for the 69 treatments

remaining after removal of the outliers. The H statistic for the 29
treatments taken together is highly significant at 73.83. For the
heterogeneity to be nonsignificant at p < .01, an H statistic below
48.27 is required.
Inspection of the statistics for each mode of instruction reveals a
different story. Three of the modes (environmental, presentational,
and individualized) are homogeneous. Only natural process exhibits

significant heterogeneity, with an H statistic of 23.15somewhat
greater than the 20.08 required for nonsignificance with eight degrees
of freedom.

The mean effect size (.44) for treatments in the environmental
mode is much greater than the mean effects for other modes. Note
the lower and upper limits of the 95 percent confidence intervals in
Table 7. The lower limit for environmental effect size (.;;4) does not
overlap with the upper limits of the others.
Natural process and individualized modes share second place in
mean effect, with sizes of .19 and .17 respectively. Their confidence
intervals overlap almost entirely. Trailing behind these modes is the
presentational mode, with an experimental/control effect size of .02.
Its 95 percent confidence interval overlaps the intervals of both the
natural process and individualized modes. While there is clearly no
significant difference between the natural process and the individualized modes, the differences between presentational and both the
natural process and individualized modes are also not significant (z
= 1.36 and 1.17 respectively, p > .05). Tha mean effect, size for the
environmental mode, however, is significantly greater than both the
natural process mode (z = 4.15, p < .0001) and the individualized
mode (z = 3.66, p < .0005), as well as the presentational (z = 3.37,
p < .0005).
Three problems with this dimension remain. First, the natural
process mode exhibits significant variability. Second, the homogeneity
statistic for all groups (H = 51.58) is significant at p < .01 (df =
25). Third, results for the presentational mode are based on only two
studies, which are summarized in Table 3. One of these (Clark 1968)

includes three treatments. More important, the mode of instruction
in the control treatments for these studies could not be identified.
Because considerable research indicates that the presentational mode
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Table 7
Mode of Instruction

Summary of Experimental/Control Effect Size Statistics

n

Mean

Effect

95% Confidence

sd

Interval
Lower

All Meta-Analysis Treatments
Treatments

cif

Maxinium H
for nonsignificance
at p < .01

Upper

73

.28

.018

.24

.32

411.08

72

10250

69

.24

.019

.20

.27

169.28

68

98.00

29

.24

.025

.19

.29

73.83

28

48.27

4

.02

.114

-.20

.24

0.92

3

11.33

9

.19

.037

.1'

.26

23.15

8

20.08

10

.44

.050

.34

.53

12.83

9

21.66

R

6
29

.17

.064

.06

.28

14.68

--

5
25

15.08
44.30

T.

---

(4 Outliers Removed)

Treatments Included in
Mode of Instruction
Analysis
Presentational
Natural Process
Environmental
Individualized
Treatments Categorized
by Mode of Instruction

H

-

-

51.58

i

I
N.
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is ubiquitous, the safest assumption is that undescribed control
groups are taught in the traditional presentational mode. Thus, the
two studies with presentational teaching in the experimental sections
probably have presentational teaching in the controls as well, thus
providing no true control of the presentational mode with some other
mode. (This is not a problem with other modes of instruction because

we can safely assume that an undescribed treatment is not one of
them.)
The heterogeneity of natural process treatments, summarized in

Table 4, can be reduced without affecting the mean effect size
appreciably by removing the studies with the largest positive and
negative effect sizes. The study with the largest positive effect size
of .56 (Adams 1971) should be removed for the substantive reason

that it does not represent a real gain for students taught in that
mode. As can be seen in Table 4, the entire effect size is due to a

loss of .56 for Adams's control groups. The experimental treatment
made no gain at all. The loss for the control group is easy to speculate
about. Every mechanical or structural error in every composition
written by students in the control group was marked. Final comments

were brief and directed to errors in organization. Apparently, no
positive comments were included. The students were expected to
correct their errors and turn in the revised compositions. Such a
treatment ought to be negative enough to result in a substantial loss.
It did. Removal of this study changes the effect size to .17 and reduces
H to 18.02, a level which is not significant at p < .01.
A second study contributing greatly t
heterogeneity of the
natural process group (Walker 1974) has
,es in both the experimental and control groups. However, the experimental group, based
on Macrorie's Telling Writing, had a substantially greater loss than
did the control, resulting in an experimental/control effect size of
.27. (The reasons for that loss are not so apparent as they are in
the Adams study.) Removal of the Walker treatment raises the mean
effect size of the natural process mode to .20 and reduces H to 18.76,
which is nonsignificant at p < .01. Removal of both the Walker study
and the Adams study reduces the mean effect size only to .18 (from

.19) but reduces H to 14.44, a level at which heterogeneity is not
significant at p < .01. With both Walker and Adams removed, H for
the dimension (all modes of instruction) is 42.87, which is not significant at p < .01.

Environmental treatments, in Table 5, are well within the limit
for homogeneity (H = 12.83, df = 9). Since three of the environmental
treatments are from my own studies, there was some question as to

".Fe'..T,
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whether they should be included. Without these treatments, the
experimental/control mean effect size would be .42 and heterogeneity

would still be nonsignificant (H = 5.56, df = 6). i3ecause my
treatments did not change the significance ci H appreciably, there
seemed no reason to reject them.
In the individualized group (see Table 6), one study contributes
heavily to both the mean and the heterogeneity (A. E. Thibodeau
1964). Its removal reduces the mean effect size tA-, .09 from .17 and H
to 7.20 from 14.68. Speculation about its relatively high experimei all
control effect size of .45 is possible. The individualized treatment is.

the same as the study's other experimental treatment, which was
categorized as environmental. The only difference is: that students in

the individualized treatment did not work in groups with other
students. Instead, they dealt with the same kinds of problems but
with individual attention from the teacher.
In the dimension of mode of instruction, the removal of any two of
the experimental/control treatments responsible for high levels of

heterogeneity (Adams, Walker, or A. E. Thibodeau) reduces the
hete-ogeneity to homogeneity (not significant at p < .01). The dimension explains 93 percent (well within limits set earlier) of the twenty-

nine treatments categorized as having an identifiable instructional
mode in the experimental group and some other in the control. The
homogeneity of each category of treatments and of the dimension as
a whole indicates that the criteria used to classify instructional mode
identify treatments which have common effects and explain a major
aspect of instruction.
Pre/post effect sizes were calculated for every treatment group
(except for those that used no pretest) and are summarized in Table
8. These results permit inspection of mean pre-to-post effect sizes
regardless of experimental or control status. The mean pre-to-post
effect for thirty-two presentational treatments is .18, higher than
might be expected from the original analysis of experimental/conhvl
effects; for nine natural process treatments, .26; for nine environmental
treatments, .75; and for seven individualized treatments, .24. Examining the treatments in this way indicates that their relative positions
have changed only slightly, with the presentational and environmental

treatments being somewhat stronger in relation to the others. While
the differences among the presentational, natural process, and individualized modes are not significant, the environmental gain is three
times the gain for the others and is significantly different from them
at p < .001. Note that the lower limit of the 95 percent confidence
interval for environmental treatments is about .3 standard deviation

Table 8
Mode of Instruction

Summary of Mean Pretest to Posttest Effect Size Statistics
95% Confidence
Mode
Presentational
Natural Process
Environmental
Individualized

n
32
9
9
7

Mean

Interval

Effect

Lower

Upper

.18

.026

.13

.23

.26

.035

.19

.33

.75

.053
.060

.64

.85
.36

.24

.12
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H

cif

95.65
29.24
101.75
8.32

31
8
8
6

Maximum H
for nonsignificnce
at p < .01
52.16
21.66
21.66
16.80
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above the upper limits for other modes. In short, these pre-to-post
results help to confirm and clarify the results of the analysis of the
experimental/control effect size.

Focus of Instruction
Foci of instruction include types of content or activities which teachers

of composition expect to have a salutary effect on writing. These
include the study of traditional grammar, work with mechanics, the
study of model compositions to identify features of good writing,
sentence combining, inquiry, and free writing. These share the supposition that they precede writing and prepare for it or occur early
in the writing process (e.g., free writing). For that reason, they are
examined separately from instructional treatments which follow writing, namely feedback and revision.
For inclusion in the analysis of this dimension, the focus of instruc-

tion had to appear in the experimental treatment but not in the
control. To insure independent sets of treatments, studies had to be
grouped by their primary focus if more than one focus were included
in an experimental treatment. In two cases, for example, studies
included a modicum of practice in sentence combining. In the first
case, free writing received greater emphasis and tar more instructional time. In the second, inquiry received more emphasis and time.
Accordingly, the first was grouped wits free writing and the second
with inquiry. In most cases, such decisions were not necessary.
Characteristics of the instructional foci were generally explicit in
the description of treatments. However, at times, instructional foci
were essentially the same in both experimental and control groups,
contrasting, for example, somewhat different ways of using model
pieces of writing (West 1967). In some cases, instructional focus was
the same in both treatments, while the study examined some other
aspect of instruction, for example, the type or placement of feedback
(e.g.,
W73; Bata :973). Occasionally, treatments were unique
or were comparable to only one or two other treatments (e.g. , Belanger
1978b). Such studies could not be examined for instructional focus.
Exclusion of these treatments resulted in the classification of thirtynine experimental/control treatments in one of six categories.
The six categories have been discussed in earlier chapters. Gram-

mar and senterze combining were discussed in Chapter 5, models
and scales in Chapter 6, and free writing and inquiry in Chapter 7.
In what follows, each focus will be defined only briefly. (The reader
may wish to examine the appropriate chapter for a more extensive
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discussion of the treatments as they appear in a variety of studies.)
The results of the analysis of the foci of instruction are discussed in
the main section following the present one.
Grammar and Mechanics

Grammar, defined as the study of parts of speech and sentences,
remains a common treatment in composition instruction in schools
and colleges. Only one study (with two treatments) included in this
meta-analysis, however, used grammar as an experimental treatment
not present in the control (El ley, et al. 1975). A treatment was coded
as including mechanics if it attended to matters of usage and punc-

tuation through the use of set classroom exercises or a particular
text. Three treatments used grammar, mechanics, or a combination
in the control but not the experimental groups. Further, their experimental treatments did not overlap with other foci listed below. For
purposes of comparison, these three treatments were reversed such
that the grammar/mechanics treatments were considered experimen-

tal while their opposite treatments were taken as controls. This
provided a total of five experimental/control treatments focusing on

grammar/mechanics in one treatment but not in the other. These
treatments are summarized in Table 9.
The set of grammar/mechanics treatments comprises only three
studies, with two of them including two treatments each. One wonders, however, if A. E. Thibodeau and A. L. Thibodeau, both completing dissertations at Boston University in 1963, actually used two
different control groups of 266, treated here as experimental groups,

or if they used the same control group. Even in the latter case,
however, we can examine the performance of a large number of
students (266) studying grammar and mechanics, in contrast to three
smaller groups engaged in other approaches to learning to write.
Sentence Combining

The sentence combining treatment is one pioneered by Mellon (1969)
and O'Hare (1973), who showed that practice in combining simple
sentences into more complex ones resulted in greater T-unit length

a T-unit being a traditionally defined main clause and all of its
appended modifiers. That this treatment results in students writing
longer T-units is hardly open to question. However, a number of critics

question that it produces writing of higher quality.
Only four studies of sentence combining (of over fifty) met the
criteria for inclusion in this meta-analysis. (Although many studies
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Table 9

Focus of Instruction: Grammar/Mechanics

Mean Effect Size = .29; H = 8.85

Treatment
Elley, et a1.1975
Elley, et al. 1975
A. L Thibodeau 1964
A. L. Thibodeau 1964
A. E. Thibodeau 1964

Grade Duration
n
n
in weeks Exper. Control
11

6

96
96
6

6

6

6

6

11

42
60
266
266
266

a

.03

136

.35
.31
.45

100

'g = effect size
b02(g) = variance of the effect size

a= mean effect size with particular treatment removed
Ho = homogeneity with particular treatment removed
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goc

.ff(j)d

g

g

Exper. Control

62
62
97

aye

.08

.039
.033
.011
.014
.014

.32
.32
.26
.28
.23

6.11
5.39
8.38
8.70
6.26

.11
.11
.11

.23
.34
.33
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were well-designed, they did not include scaled judgments of writing
quality.) A fifth study by Faigley (1979c) was included with these
four because, while it traces its ancestry to a different source (Francis
Christensen 1967), it focuses on the manipulation of syntax, not so
much by combining sentences but by adding free modifiers to main
clauses. The five studies included in this set, each with one experimental/control treatment, are summarized in Table 10.
Models

The study of model pieces of writing or discourse is one of the oldest
tools in the writing teacher's repertoire, dating back to ancient Greek
academies which required that their students memorize orations. In

today's composition curricula, use of models of excellence is still
common. Usually, students are, required to read and analyze these
pieces of writing in order to recognize and then imitate their features.
Occasionally, this treatmeptinvolves the examination of inadequate
pieces alongside mare.adequate ones (e.g., Clark 1968). Six studies
with seven treatments focused on the use of models in experimental

treatments but not in controls. The treatments are summarized in
Table 11. It is interesting to note that these treatments range in
grade level from 6 to 13.
Scales

Seven studies, each with one experimental/control treatment, were
categorized as involving students in the use of scales (defined as a
set of criteria embodied in an actual scale or a set of questions for
application to pieces of writing). Depending on the study, students
applied the criteria to their own writing, to that of their peers, to
writings supplied by the teacher, or to some combination of these.
The scale had to be manifest in some concrete form, not simply exist

in the mind of the teacher and used as part of class discussion.
Generally, the instructional use of scales analyzed here engaged
students in applying the criteria and formulating possible revisions
or ideas for revisions. These treatments are summarized in Table 12.
Although the treatments extend from grades 10 to 13, the reader
should not conclude that such treatments are inappropriate at lower
grade levels. The experimental/control effect size for Sager (1973a),
who used the treatment at grade 6, was .93. The Sager study was
not included in the meta-analysis because it did not meet all criteria
for inclusion. Also, D. R. Coleman (1982) claims to have replicated
the Sager experiment with second- and third-grade gifted students
and to have found comparable rccults.

A?21
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Table 10

IND

00

Focus of Instruction: Sentence Combining

Mean Effect Size = .35; H = 1.89

Treatment
Faigley 1979c
Howie 1979

Morenberg, Daiker, and
Kerek 1978
Pedersen 1978
Waterfall 1978

°yap

Grade Duration
n
in weeks Exper. Control
13

13

15
18
15

151

68
40
139

7

15

18

18

.45

13

10

19

19

.12

9

70
51

g

.51
.21

.34

.029
.045
.014

.30
.38
.36

0.80
1.36
1.87

.68

.20

.55

.22

.114
.106

.35
.37

1.80

.89
.62*

.31

'g = effect size
b02(g) = variance of the effect size
"g.(0= mean effect size with particular treatment removed
'111,) = homogeneity with particular treatment removed
'It was necessary to use pooled posttest standard deviation to compute the pretest to posttest gains
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g

Exper. Control

1.35

in this study.

.50*

Table 11
Focus of Instruction: Models

Mean Effect Size = .22; H = 5.31

Treatment
Calhoun 1971
Caplan and Keech 1980*
Clark 1968
Clark 1968
J. E. Reedy 1966
A. E. Thibodeau 1964
Vinson 1980

n
n
in weeks Exper. Control

Grade Duration
13

10

64

12

12

73

13

10

30

13

10

30

9

3

193

6

6

142

6

70

9

58
56
30
30
217
266
48

a

02(g;

.16
.12

-.13
-.10
.26
.34
.18

.033
.032
.067
.067
.009
.011
.035

.22
.23
.23
.23
.20
.17
.22

5.21
4.99
3.43
3.74
5.03
3.34
5.27

'g = effect size
°a2(g) = variance of the effect size
`g.(,)= mean effect size with particular treatment removed
°Ho) = homogeneity with particular treatment removed
Effect sizes are pooled results for narrative and argument. The grade level is not clear but apparently is 12.
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g

g

.16

-.01
-.12

Exper. Control
.01

.26

.38
.38
.00

.21

-.11

.57

.38

.26
.29

co

Table 12

0

Focus of Instruction: Scales

Mean Effect Size = .36; H = 6.89

Treatment

[Grade Duration

n
n
in weeks Exper. Control

N. L. Benson 1979
Clifford 1981

10

22

192

13

16

Farrell 1977

11

11

Kemp 1979
Rosen 1974
Wright 1976

13

4

13

16

13

5

43
49
40
40
38

96
49
42
40
29
47

'g = effect size
b02(g)
= variance of the effect size
= mean effect size with particular treatment removed
Win = homogeneity with particular treatment removed
*Based on pooled standard deviation of posttests.
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a

0.2(g)b

C

g.(j)

HU)d

g

g

Exper. Control
.28

.016

.41

.61

.046

.32

.27

.045

.37

.051

.37
.36

.82

.064

.31

.08

.048

.40

6.24
5.30
6.69
6.89
3.24
5.02

.19*
1.12

-.09*
.43

.66

.36

.24

-.01

2.34

.95
.24

.31
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Free Writing

Free writing is a treatment commonly prescribed in the professional
literature, particularly since the early seventies. Generally, it involves
asking students to write about whatever they are interested in. The
writing may be in journals, which may be considered inviolate, or in
preparation for sharing ideas, experiences, and images with other

students or with the teacher. Such writing is free in two senses:
(1) topics are na prescribed, and (2) the writing is ordinarily not
graded. The idea underlying this treatment is simply that allowing
students to write without restrictions will help them discover both
what they have to say and their own voices in saying it. Nine studies
with nine experimental/control treatments, extending over grades 1
to 13, met the requirements for this group. They are summarized in
Table 13.

Inquiry

A treatment was coded as focusing on inquiry when it presented
students with sets of data (or occasionally required them to find data)

and when it initiated activities designed to help students develop
skills or strategies for dealing with the data in order to say or write
something about it. Ordinarily, such activities are designed to enhance
particular skills or strategies such as formulating and testing explanatory generalizations, observing and reporting significant details to

achieve an effect, or generating criteria for contrasting similar
phenomena. In this sense, instruction in inquiry is different from
instruction which presents models illustrating already-formed
generalizations, significant details, or criteria and which may demand

that students produce such features in their own writing. It is also
different from instruction which provides stimuli for writing (e.g.,
films, music, cartoons, charts, or graphs) but which does not focus
on strategies for analyzing data at some level. Five studies with six
experimental/control treatments met the requirements for this group.
They are summarized in Table 14.
As with the environmental treatments, there was some question

about including my own studies in this category. If all three treatments ar? removed, the effect size for the rermining three is .70 and
H is 0.23. However, since the H statistic is clearly nonsignificant at
p < .01 even with the studies included (five degrees of freedom allows

a maximum of H = 15.08 for nonsignificance at p < .01), the
treatments were retained in this analysis. It is interesting to note
that the six treatments span grades 3 to 12.
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Table 13

Focus of Instruction: Free Writing
Mean Effect Size = .16; H = 27.25

Treatment
Adams 1971
Alloway, et al. 1979
Davis 1979
Ganong 1975
Gauntlett 1978
Olson and DiStefano

Grade Duration

n
n
in weeks Exper. Control

b

1-4 d

Exper. Control

g*

12

18

.56

.031

.14

36

70
105

65

7-12

120

.39

.14

13

16

100

202

.00

8

77

58

.06

16

371

.05

195

.40

.018
.015
.030
.005
.011

9
10-12
7-9

36

420
195

1-12

24

585

294

.19

13

16

41

36

-.27

6

32

85

72

.36

13

16

252

108

-.07

1980

Wagner, Zemelman, and
Malone-Trout 1981
Walker 1974
Wienke 1981
Witte and Faigley 1981b

2

'g = effect size
Y(g) = variance of the effect size
`g.10 = mean effect size with particular treatment removed
110)= homogeneity with particular treatment removed
*Based on pooled standard deviation of posttests.
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.00
.25

-.56
-.07

.30

.30

.27

.23

.09*

.05

.53

.10

.13

21.87
24.16
25.36
26.90
24.03
21.06

.005

.15

27.03

31

.14

.053
.026
.013

.17

23.63
25.65
22.80

-.34

-.10

.62

.25
.42

.18
.17

.20

.15

.18

.35

Table 14

Focus of Instruction: Inquiry
Mean Effect Size = .56; H = 8.73

Treatmcnt
Fichteneau 1968
Hillocks 1979
Hillocks 1982
Hillocks 1982
Pisano 1980
Widvey 1971

Grade

a2(g)

n
n
Duration
in weeks Exper. Control

3-6

32

9 & 11

3-5

7-8

4

7-8

4

11 & 12

18

11

18

160
97
72
75

30
36

'g = effect size
`02(g) = variance of the effect size
p.0) = mean effect size with particular treatment removed
Ho) = homogeneity with particular treatment removed
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90)C

1404

Exper. Control

40

.77

.033

.52

7.13

1.44

.89

94

.75
.43

.022
.030

.50
.59

6.61
8.02

1.13
1.09

.20
.54

.18
.66
.64

.029
.010
.058

.66

2.49
8.59
8.62

.77

.54

.84

.10

64

64
30

36

.55

.55
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College-level studies categorized with a focus on inquiry are Troyka
(1974) and McCleary (1979b). Troyka has a very high effect size and
was eliminated as an outlier. McCleary's various expo -imental and
control treatments were all categorized as focusing on inquiry, but
did not contrast inquiry and non-inquiry. All, however, have very high
effect sizes.

Results for Focus of Instruction
Table 15 summarizes the experimental/control effect sizes for each
focus of instruction. Students in the grammar and mechanics treat-

ments scored .29 standard deviation less than their peers in no
grammar or mechanics treatments. The mean effect size of .29 is
homogeneous (H = 8.85, df = 4). These results are supported by
the pre-to-post mean effect for all treatments using grammar in
experimental or control conditions. The pre-to-post mean effect size
for those fourteen studies is .06. In contrast, the mean pre-to-post
effect size for the seventy-five treatments which do not mention
grammar' of any kind have a mean effect size of .44. This difference
is very large (z = 9.27, p < .000001). Braddock and his colleagues
(1963) argued that grammar study may have a possibly negative effect
on composition ability. These data certainly support their contention,
in the sense that nearly anything else is more effective in increasing
the quality of writing.
Further, twenty-seven treatments (experimental or control) incorporated mechanics, yielding a pre-to-post mean effect size of .268 (H
= 207.35). A single study is responsible for much of the heterogeneity.
Its remov2l lowers H to below 81.00 and the pre-to-post mean effect
size to about .18. The seventy-four treatments which do not mention
mechanics have an effect size of .40 (if = 1016.19). The difference
between treatments with mechanics and those without is significant
(z = 3.88, p < .0001). Clearly, as with grammar, treatments including
mechanics predict significantly lower qualitative change in writing
than those which regard mechanics as irrelevant.
Sentenc' combining activities do not focus on the identification of

parts of speech or parts of sentences but on the manipulation of
syntactic elements, and, in the case of Faigley (1979c), on the generating of the elements as well. The mean experimental/control effect
1. Grammar was coded as traditional, transformational, purposely excluded, irrelevant (when the description of the treatment made no mention of grammar) or zero
(when no description of the treatment was available). The effect size here is bzsed on
treatments coded with grammar as irrelevant or purposely excluded.
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Table 15
Focus of Instruction

Summary of Experimental/Control Effect Size Statistics
95% Confidence

Mean

Interval

Effect

Focus

(g.)

Treatments Included in
Focus of Instruction
Analysis
Grammar and Mechanics
Sentence Combining

.26

.023

.21

.30

84.48

38

5

-.29

-.40

-.17

13.27

.35
.22

.19

.51

8.85
1.89

4

5

.059
.083
.057
.078
.035
.076

4

13.27

5.31
Usti0&

6

16.80

6.89

5

15.08

27.25

9

8.73

5

21.66
15.08

39

58.92

33

54.70

37

49.90

31

52.15

7

Scales

6

With 2 Outliers Removed

Upper

39

Models

Free Writing
Inquiry
Treatments Categorized
by Focus of Instruction

Lower

Maximum H
for nonsignificance
at p < .01

H

10

6

.36
.16
.56

229

.11
.21

.09
.41

.33
.51
.23
.71

62.4
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size for the five studies focusing on sentence combining activities is
.35 and is also homogeneous (H = 1.89, df = 4). While the effect
size is not significantly different from that for the study of models;
it certainly is significantly greater than that of the grammar treatments (z = 6.28, p < .0001).
As indicated earlier, a clear concern in teaching writing has been
with learning the characteristics of good writing. These criteria have
been taught through the study of models and the application of what
I have called scales or sets of criteria. The mean experimental/control
effect size for studies focusing on models in the experimental groups
but not in the control is .22, significantly higher than the grammar
experimental/control effect size. The seven treatments in six studies
are homogeneous (H = 5.31, df = 6). The mean experimental/control
effect size for the use of scales is .36 and is homogeneous (H = 6.89,

df = 5), higher than that for models but not significantly. It is,
however, significantly higher than the effects for grammar (z = 6.63,

p < .001) and free writing (z = 2.31, p < .05).
Two foci of instruction are related to what has traditionally been
known as invention: free writing and inquiry. The mean effect size
for the ten treatments using free writing as a major instructional
tool is .16. It, however, is not homogeneous (H = 27.25, df = 9).
Although free writing has a significantly stronger effect than grammar and mechanics (z = 6.53, p < .001), it is not significantly different

from the treatments using models. It is significantly lower than
sentence combining (z = 2.20, p < .05), scales, and inquiry.
The mean experimental/control effect size for the six treatments
focusing on inquiry is .56the highest mean effect size for any
instructional focus. It is also homogeneous, with H = 8.73 and df =
5. It is significantly higher then grammar, models (z = 3.75, p <
.002), scales (z = 1.96, p < .05), sentence combining (z = 1.98, p <
.01), and free writing (z = 4.99, p < .0001). One treatment (Hillocks
1982) contributes heavily to the existing heterogeneity. Its removal
lowers H to 2.49 and raises the mean effect size for the remaining
five treatments to .66. However, the presence of that treatment does
not produce significant heterogeneity in the set.
The dimension of focus of instruction includes thirty-nine treatments. Taken together, without classifying them by particular focus,
they yield an H of 84.48 (see Table 15), considerably higher than the
62.4 required for homogeneity with df = 38. When the studies are
classified by focus, the treatments in all but one focus lie well within
the limits for homogeneity. Only the free writing treatments display
significant heterogeneity, 27.25 (df = 9) when 21.66 is the maximum
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for nonsignificance. Several studies in this mode are responsible for
the high levels of heterogeneity. The removal of any one study, however,

will not bring the H statistic to the maximum allowable for homogeneity, 20.08 (df = 8).
The treatment contributing most heavily to the heterogeneity of
the free writing category is Olson and DiStefano (1980). As far as
can be told from available data, that study differs from other free

writing studies in two possibly significant ways. First, the free
writing it advocates is "focused" free writing, which according to
the researcher (personal communication with Miles Olson, March 2,
1983) comes only after some discussion of a topic introduced by the
teacher. Second, teachers were encouraged to use sentence combining

practicesnot as a major treatment but as part of revision. At any
rate, the experimental/control effect size of this study (.40) is considerably higher than the group mean of .16. Its removal reduces H
to 21.06 and the mean effect size for the nine remaining treatments
to .13.

Adams (1971) also contributes heavily to the heterogeneity and the

mean for the free writing group, but for different reasons. In this
case, as we have seen, a loss in the control group accounts entirely
for the study's positive effect size. Its removal reduces H to 21.87
and the mean effect size for the remaining treatments to .14. Two
negative treatments also contribute heavily to the heterogeneity:
Walker (1974) and Witte and Faigley (1981b). Removal of either
reduces H and increases the mean effect size for the group.
Removal of any two of these four studies reduces the remaining
treatments to homogeneity. The removal of Adams (1971) and Witte
and Faigley (1981b) raises the mean slightly to .17 but reduces H to
18.23. This, in turn reduces H for the dimension to 49.90, which is
not significant with df = 31.
In short, the dimension of instructional focus explains nearly 95

percent of the treatments classified within it. The homogeneity of
each focus and of the dimension overall, as well as the significant
differences among certain of the foci, indicate that the dimension has

a high degree of explanatory power. The focus of instruction in
teaching writing has a significant impact on changing the quality of
student writing.
Removal of Outliers

While the results reported above are clear, the critical reader may
ask about the extent to which removal of outliers distorts the results.
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Four treatments were removed initially because of their contribution
to heterogeneity, reducing the number of treatments from seventythree to sixty-nine. Subsequently, three treatments were removed
from the dimension of instructional mode and two from instructional
focus to achieve homogeneity. As we have seen, the removal of the
latter did not appreciably change the mean effect sizes. However, a
question remains about the four studies removed initially. Did their
removal change the results significantly?
Two of those studies (Troyka 1974 and D. I. Smith 1974) were
classified as using inquiry. Their inclusion in the results for inquiry
increases the mean effect size from .56 to .97 but also increases H
from a nonsignificant 8.73 to a highly significant 87.37. The Troyka

experimental treatment was also classified as environmental. Its
inclusion with other environmental treatments raises the mean effect
size from .44 to .65. Both changes are clearly quite large.
The Loritsch (1977) and D. I. Smith (1974) treatments were both
classified as individualized treatments. Their inclusion increases the
mean effect size slightly from .17 to .24. The Loritsch study could

not be classified for instructional focus. It provided programmed
materials and individual conferences which were not described but
which college freshmen could utilize as they felt the need.
The treatment with the greatest negative effect size (Ebbert 1980)
provided instruction in heuristics and remained a one-of-a-kind treatment. It could not be classified for instructional mode.

Clearly, the removal of the above studies did not distort the
direction of the findings. On the contrary, those that can be explained
tend to reinforce the findings.

Post-Writing Treatments: Revision and Feedback

What I have called foci of instruction include treatments which
explicitly or implicitly assume that the materials and activities prepare students in advance of the actual composition writing. Thus,
studying grammar is intended to help students formulate better
sentences, and free writing is intended to help writers explore ideas

in preparation for more formal drafts. Another tradition in the
teaching of writing emphasizes instruction after students have written
something. That is, students write and then receive comments from

teachers or peers about what was effective or ineffective. These
comments constitute instruction which is presumed to help students
become more effective in their next writing. This feedback is some-
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times coupled with revision and sometimes not. Observatim.s suggest

that in some American classrooms instruction is predominantly of
the post-writing type, with little or no prewriting instruction outside
the teacher's finding and assigning a topic (A. Applebee 1981).
Most treatments included in the meta-analysis which include feed-

back and revision also include some focus of instruction prior to
writing. The studies available to the meta-analysis, therefore, do not
permit examination of the effects of revision done or of feedback
alone. But we can examine the mean effect sizes of those studies
which emphasize revision and feedback.
Revision

Thirteen treatments regularly asked students in experimental groups

to revise while students in the control groups did not. The mean
experimental/control effect size for these is .185, below the mean
experimental/control size (.28) for all treatments. The effect size is
not homogeneous (H = 35.33, di = 12).
Feedback

The studies included in thf meta-analysis stipulate various dimensions

of feedback as part of a treatment: written feedback from teachers,
conferences with teachers, audiotaped feedback from teachers, peer
feedback, positive fee dback versus negative feedback, frequent versus
infrequent feedback, and so forth. Unfortunately, too few studies deal
with many of these aspects to provide very reliable information.

Three relathrely frequent modes of feedback include (1) written
comments fre5.n teachers, (2) conferences with teachers, and (3) a
combination of peer and teacher feedback. Unfortunately, several
treatments specifying teacher comment as the principal mode of
feedback do not describe the control treatment in detail. Because
some fam of written teacher comment appears to be pervasive, we

canne.,t assume that the control treatments are different. Three
treatments specify student-teacher conferences in the experimental
oups but not in the control groups. The largest group of treatments
which provides a contrast in mode of feedback consists of those which
specify a combination of peer and teacher feedback in the experimental

groups as opposed to only teacher feedback in the control groups.
These eighteen experimental/control treatments have a mean effect
size of .21, indicating a small advantage for peer-group feedback.
However, the group of studies are not homogeneous (H = 149.32, df
= 17). Some experimental treatments using a combination of teacher
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and peer feedback have much higher gains than their control groups
(e.g., Clifford 1981, R. L. Miller 1968, and Rosen 1974). However,
three treatments have lower gains than their control groups (Lareau
1971, J. P. Walker 1974, and Witte and Faigley 1981b). The experimental/control effect sizes for the above treatments range from .82
(Rosen 1974) to .27 (Walker 1974). In short, the combination of peer
and teacher feedback does not explain the results for these studies.
Other factors are at work.
It seems reasonable to assume that teacher and peer comments
are directed at helping students meet certain goals in writing. That
is, feedback represents the objectives of instruction to some extent.
It also seems reasonable to hypothesize that if objectives are operationally clear to students, feedback will be more effective than when
the objectives are not operationally cleat Treatm9ts were categorized as having operationally clear objectives when they indicated
that students were involved in activities which provided practice in
the use of specific skills, such as using particular syntactic constructions in sentence combining treatments (O'Hare 1973), using specific
detail in describing a range of phenomena (Hillocks 1982), and using
specified strategies in developing arguments (McCleary 1979b, Troyka
1974).

Unfortunately, it was not possible to examine this hypothesis using
experimental/control effects. Too few were available. It is possible,
however, to make some comparisons using pre-to-post effect sizes for

treatments if their experimental or control status is ignored. Eight
treatments were categorized as displaying a combination of teacher
and peer feedback and as having operationally clear objectives. Their
mean pre-to-post effect size is .74. They are not homogeneous (H =
102.06, df = 7). Ten treatments were categorized as displaying a
combination of teacher and peer feedback but without operationally
clear objectives. Their mean pre-to-post effect size is .24, and they
come close to being homogeneous (H = 29.48, df = 9). Removal of
one study reduces the mean effect size to .20 and the H statistic to
20.09 (df = 8), which indicates homogeneity. Only two treatments
with teacher feedback only (no peer feedback) were classified as
having operationally clear objectives. Results for so few treatments
must be ignored. However, twelve treatments were categorized as
having only teacher feedback without operationally clear objectives.
Their mean effect size is .05. They are homogeneous (H = 23.81, df
= 11).
Only two comparisons are possible. Treatments with operationally
clear objectives appear to be more effective than those without such
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clarity. When objectives are not operationally clear, however, it
appears that treatme *ts with a combination of teacher and peer
feedback have a small but consistent advantage over those with
teacher feedback only.

Few of the available studies stipulate positive feedback in one
treatment and negative in the other. However, several indicate negative

or positive feedback in at least one treatment. Comparisons are
possible using pre-to-post effect sizes for treatments regardless of
their experimental or control status. Nine treatments stipulate the
use of positive comments. Their mean pre-to-post effect size is .45.
However, they are not homogeneous (H = 54.56, df = 8), ranging in
effect s}ie from

.34 (Walker 1974) to 1.09 (Hillocks 1982). Removal

of theie two treatments, which produce_ the highest and lowest
standardized residuals, reduces the mean effect size only slightly to
.43 but reduces the H statistic to 26.92=a level which comes closer
to homogeneity. (Six degrees of freedom requires an H below 16.81.)

The 95 percent confidence interval is virtually the same with or
without the two studies. Without them it extends from .35 to .51.
Four treatments indicate negative comments, that is, the marking
of all or nearly all errors with no positive comments. The mean preto-post effect size for these treatments is .20. It is homogeneous
(H = 6.31, df = 3). The 95 percent confidence interval ranges from

.38 to

.0.1.

The confidence intervals for negative and positive comments are
widely separated by .36 standard deviation, suggesting a ihtge difference in effect size. In fact, the difference is highly significant (z
= 6.04, p < .001). While we might wish for more treatments using
negative comments, these results seem to be clear. Negative comments have negative effects, and positive commentson the average
have positive effects.
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9 Validity, Implications,
and Recommendations

The past several years of research have provided us with a collection
of findings and hypotheses about the composing process. In addition,
the meta-analysis of experimental treatment studies provides a set
of findings about the relative effectiveness of instructionalprocedures
in improving writing. A crucial question is the extent to which findings
about process are compatible with findings about instruction. If the

two are not compatible, then we are faced with serious questions
about the validity of both bodies of research. If they are compatible
or, more than that, mutually supportive, then we have added assurance of their validity. Although none of the experimental treatment
studies examined here were designed to test hypotheses generated
by research on process, many may be interpreted as testing such
hypotheses. And, although the process studies were not designed to
explain the findings of experimental treatment studies, certain of the
process findings may help to explain experimental results. It will be
useful, then, to examine findings from the meta-analysis of treatment
studies in light of findings and hypotheses from process studies.
Validity: Mode of Instruction

Research by Bereiter and Scardamalia (1982) helps to explain why
instructional modes vary in effectiveness as they do. Bereiter and
Scardamalia distinguish three kinds of instructional roles: substantive
facilitation, teaching new knowledge and skills, and procedural facilitation. In substantive facilitation the teacher facilitates the task by
doing some part of it for the student. Suggesting revisions, laying

out a plan for writing, indicating errors to be corrected, using
brainstorming sessions to prepare for a particular piece of writing
all of these involve the teacher in substantive facilitation. Teaching
new knowledge and skills involves demonstrating or showing examples
of new forms, criteria, and strategies. Procedural facilitation, on the

other hand, has to do with reducing what Bereiter and Scardamalia
call the "executive demands" of a task. It involves teaching students
procedures which will help them to put knowledge they already have
to work.
223
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The presentational mode of instruction emphasizes providing new

information about writing and then expecting students to put that
knowledge to work. However, such instruction does not provide oppor-

tunities for learning the procedures necessary for putting the knowledge to work. Thus, while presentational instructors might explain
what a thesis statement is, and while their students might learn to
identify and define them, they do not teach procedures for generating
thesis statements. Consequently, their students may not be able to
generate their own.
Natural process instruction, on the other hand, appears to provide
only substantive facilitation. In commenting on Graves's recommendations for teaching, Bereiter and Scardamalia (1982) point out that
conversations about a draft between the writer and teacher or between
the writer and other students prompt ideas and plans for incorporation
in particular pieces of writing. The youngsters involved, however, do
not have to develop their own ideas and plans autonomously. Bereiter
and Scardamalia point out that substantive facilitation tends to
protect the learner from those parts of the task most important for
mastery. It may be for the same reason, at least in part, that teacher
comments on compositions appear to have so little effect on improving
writing. That is, students may be told what is strong or weak but
may not have criteria for identifying problems and strengths themselves. Further, they may not have the procedures for correcting or
avoiding the problems.

One might argue that natural process instruction does involve
students in procedures: free writing, discussing writing with others,
giving and receiving feedback, and revising. But these procedures
are highly generalized, with all of them capable of being fulfilled
through low-level strategies, e.g., the "what next" strategy discussed
earlier, the prompting that comes from conversation about a topic, or
even with contenth-..,ss promptswhich Bereiter and his colleagues
found capable of doubling writing output.
Environmental instruction appears to focus on procedural facilitation. At the same time, unlike natural process instruction, it is not
averse to presenting new forms, models, criteria, and so forth. When

it does, however, the emr' ,sis is on facilitating the use of that
information in various writing situations. Sager (1973b), for example,
not only presents information about scales and criteria but, more
important, provides many opportunities to apply that information in
judging writing, in generating new information, and in synthesizing

those ideasall according to the criteria. The students appear to
gain a procedural or operational knowledge of the criteria which
influences their own independent writing.
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Arthur Applebee (1981) and his colleagues describe the character-

istics of the best writing lessons they observed in 300 classroom
visits. The description of the better lessons indicates clearly that
those lessons have much in common with the environmental mode.
Applebee writes (p. 105),
In the better lessons, and even more so in the few that were
really exceptional, the students were faced with problems that
had to be sllved out of their own intellectual and experiential
...sources. Often they would work together to solve problems
posed by the teacher; this forced the students both to articulate
their solutions more clearly and to defend them in the face of
opposing opinions. The subject of the discussion seemed less
important than the openness of the approach; what mattered was

the sense that the students could offer legitimate solutions of
their own rather than discover a solution the teacher had already
devised.

If the problems in these lessons were devised to teach strategies and

provide practice in their usestrategies which would be applied in
later writingthen they would indeed illustrate the environmental
mode.

Validity: Focus of Instruction
It is useful to examine each instructional focus in terms of research
findings about process.
Grammar
One of the strongest findings of this study and the review by Braddock,
Lloyd-Jones, and Schoer (1963) is that grammar study has little or
no effect on the improvement of writing. The same is true for emphasie
on mechanics and correctness in writing. In fact, sotne studies indicate

that when correctness is heavily emphasized in marking papers, the
quality of student writing diminishes significantly (e.g.. V. A. Adams
1971). Studies of the composing process suggest at least two expla-

nations of this result. First, studies by Graves and his colleagues
indicate that at least certain aspects of correctness may be developmental, at least in young children. Children invent spellings at first,
gradually bringing then into conformity with orthographic conventions. Further, as children realize that punctuation helps to convey
the sound of speech, they begin to use it and gradually bring those
uses into, conformity with accepted usage. It may be that grammar
and mechanics may only be useful to writers as they are ready for it.

,
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A second, more important explanation, however, comes from
research by a large number of scholars which indicates, in combination, that composing takes place at various levels of abstraction:
from deciding general text plans and intentions to producing the
grapheniic representations. The work of Flower and Hayes (1980b,
1981b, 1981c) indicates that the transcription of specific sentences
generally comes as the result of many other operations (e.g., generating, organizing). That is, competent writers do not simply generate
sentences. They generate them of thinking about purposes, content,
and so forth. Evidence from Matsuhashi (1981) suggests that sentences
may be initially laid out in semantic chunks, with syntactic relationships planned but without specific lexical content. Finally, Bereiter,

Fine, and Gartshore (1979) found slight differences between orally
forecast words and words actually written, indicating a kind of lastminute editing process which attends to "correctness" and minor
stylistic matters, and suggesting that language held in memory for

transcription is not fully formed. The point is that if the study of
grammar and mechanics is brought to bear on the composing process

at all, it is likely to influence only the most concrete levels, the
planning and editing of specific sentences. But such study would have
no effect on the higher-level processes of deciding on intentions and
generating and organizing ideas. Yet, clearly these higher-level processes give rise to the content, organization, and flavor of individual
sentences.
Nor does grammar study facilitate higher-level planning by reduc-

ing mechanical demands. If the need to attend to "correctness" in

writinga need thought by some to be addressed by grammar
studyinterfered significantly with higher-level planning, then we
would expect the quality ratings for written work to be significantly
lower than for oral. However, Scardamalia and Bereiter (1979) and
Gould (1980), who compared quality ratings for oral and written work,
concluded that mechanical demands had no significant impact on
quality.

Studies by Loban (1976) and others before him indicate that by
the time children enter school they already use most of the syntactic
constructions available in English. Further, the study of traditional
school grammar is not designed to help children generate sentences

but only to parse already-generated sentences. Thus, the study of
grammar is unlikely to be helpful even in the planning of specific
sentences. The study of mechanics and usage (what might be called
"conventional correctness") is likely to have effect only in the lastminute editing done during transcription or in the editing process
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following it. In short, the findings of research on the composing
process give us no reason to expect the study of grammar or mechanics

to have any substantial effect on the writing process or on writing
ability as reflected in the quality of written products. Experimental
studies show that they have little or none. These findings have been
consistent for many years.
Models

A second mainstay in traditional approaches to teaching writing has
been the use of exemplary pieces of writing (models), sometimes
selected to illustrate effective rhetorical strategies and sometimes
selected simply to illustrate "good" writing. One assumption underlying this approach is that knowledge of the characteristics of good
writing will enable students to produce effective writing on their
own. A second assumption is that simply reading and analyzing the
examples will provide such knowledge. Generally speaking, the programs and texts which make these assumptions tend to devote major
time allotments to analyses of the pieces of writing before making
assignments which require students to use similar techniques. As
we have seen, however, the controlled model treatments display an
aggregate experimental/control effect size smaller than the experimental/control effect size for al: treatments.
Both Hayes and Flower (1980) and Bereiter and Scardamalia (1982)
suggest that writers may be guided by schemata of various kinds in
developing a given piece of writing. This idea might lead us to expect
that the study of models would have a greater effect than it does.
That it does not, however, may be explained by several considerations.
First, studying a complex literary model is not the same as learning
a schema. Schemata are skeletal frameworks, the elements of which
can be carefully defined and shown to exist in every instance of the
type represented by a given schema, e.g., goal-oriented stories. The
complex models studied in composition programs are often so fully
elaborated that whatever schemata may underlie them are obscured.
Beyond that, the work on schemata has begun fairly recently and
mast of the research has focused on goal-oriented stories (Stein and
Glenn 1979). It may be that useful schemata have not been or cannot
be abstracted from the types of works assigned to students in schools
and colleges.
Second, research by Graves (19810 and his colleagues and particularly by Bereiter and Scardamalia (1982) and by Hayes and Flower
(1980) has clearly shown that generating ideas is an important part

,.
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of the composing process. Further, as Flower and Hayes (1981b)
suggest, a writer starts with a body of knowledge and acts on it by
"drawing inferences, creating relationships, or abstracting large bodies of ideas" (p. 45). Generating data and making inferences about
them appear to be necessary antecedents, or at least concomitants,
of making decisions about form. Programs which emphasize the study

of models, however, ignore those necessary processes, expecting
students to generate the data and make the necessary operations on
them by themselves. It is one thing to know what the forms and
rhetorical devices are (e.g., to list the parts of an argument) and
quite another to generate the ideas and operate upon them se that
they may be used in a new example of the form.
A final consideration is Oh finding by Flower and Hayes (1981b)
that some of their subjects based their plans "on the features of the

final written product" (p. 49). But when they did, such "productbased" plans were "peculiarly ineffective," because they "appeared
to interfere with the normal generating process that occurs during
writing." For example, some writers using such plans assumed that
they should generate sentences "with close logical and syntactic links"

(p. 51) from the beginning. Others, because a formal paper often
begins with an overview of the major ideas to be treated, attempted
to write such an introduction, thus short-circuiting the. idea-generating processes, which so much research has shown to be important.

The erratic bobbing up and down from high-level plans to specific
sentences, typical of the composing process, is diminished.
Perhaps the persistent study of models leads some students to the
notion that they must sit down and produce a finished essay without
the necessary intervening processes. On the other hand, such instruction may not affect process at all. At this writing we know very little
about how various kinds of instruction affect composing processes.
But it is fairly clear that the available research into process would
not lead us to expect the study of models to have much impact or
improvement in writing.
Sentence Combining

As the narrative review in Chapter 5 reveals, many studies have been
devoted to sentence combining (SC) or syntactic manipulation of a
related kind, most of which have shown significant gains of some kind
over their controls. The majority of SC treatments examining effects
on writing quality have shown significant gains over their controls.
The meta-analysis indicates a significantly greater effect size for SC
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studies than for a focus on grammar or free writing, but not so great
an effect as for inquiry.
SC studies typically ask students to generate new sentences from
already-formed sentences. Unlike grammar studies, SC treatments
are not concerned with parsing sentences but with creating new ones
from existing ones. In addition, with the exception of studies like
Faigley's (1979c), they are not concerned with higher-level planning.
However, the process studies by Bereiter and Scardamalia (1982),
Bracewell and Scardamalia (1979), and Bracewell (1980) suggest
reasons for the effectiveness of sentence combining. These studies
indicate that overhauling an existing sentence or syntactic structure

(as opposed to the process used in sentence combining) is a very
difficult task. In their samples the students avoided it altogether or
made only very minor changes. When they made more thorough
revisions successfully, they retained the basic sentence plan already
present. Attempts to change the existing structure entirely but to
retain the same content often resulted in flawed structures. Bereiter
and Scardamalia (1982) argue that when children encounter sentences
already formulated, the stimulus provided by the existing sentence
is of such strength that it overwhelms attempts to create a new one
making use of the same content. They argue that writers may need
to have knowledge of syntactic options organized hierarchically so
that they can systematically survey and evaluate what is available,
instead of relying on intuition to somehow think of a superior alter-

native structure. Most SC exercises, of course, provide just such
knowledge organized around various syntactic concepts, such as the
relative clause, and provide ample practice in constructing sentences
using a variety of devices. Bereiter and Scardamalia belie
belier,Y that such
practice helps young writers to consider alternative structures more
readily.

The effects on quality of writing achieved in sentence combining
studies are what we might expect, given the hypothesis about levels
of composing suggested earlier. SC exercises can influence syntactic

planning more than grammar study can. But SC exercises alone
cannot influence higher-level plans dealing with content, audience,
voice, and so forth. Interestingly, the Faigley study (1979c) included

in the meta-analysis with t'le SC studies does more. Each lesson
asked students to observe some phenomenonperhaps as simple as
a student walking across campusand then develop a sentence using
particular syntactic structures. This method involves somewhat
higher levels of planning, deciding what details to include and what
effect is intended, as well as syntactic planning. We right expect the
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method to have a more powerful effect than ordinary SC exercises.
And it does have the greatest effect size (.51, compared to .35 for
the mean effect over five SC studies).
Scales

The experimental treatment studies included in this group were those
which presented students with a set of criteria in the form of questions

to answer about pieces of writing or in the form of actual scales.
Further; the scales and question sets had to be used by students in
judging their own or others' writing. Most also required more than
simple judgments. Students had to make concrete suggestions for
improvement. The scales turned students' attention to matters well
beyond the level of syntax: to evaluating information, organization,
and the effect of the whole. Such techniques appear to provide a set
of criteria which may very well serve to guide the generation of
subsequent initial texts. That seems to have been the effect, for the
students were tested not on their ability to rate or revise compositions
but on their ability to generate new ones.
The research of Bereiter, Scardamalia, and their colleagues might
very well lead us to expect such a result. The criteria learned in the

application of scales or questions to pieces of writing should lead
students to use "means-ends" strategies instead of "what-next" strategies. That is, the criteria should help them write for some overall
effect, rather than simply writing what comes to mind as the result
of an associative chain. And means-ends strategies are implicit in
the higher-level planning which Flower and Hayes, in their studies,
find to be important in competent composing.

Studies whose experimental treatments focus on the study of
models have a similar goal: to learn criteria which identify good
writing. Students examining models are supposed to learn the criteria
from examples. However, they tend to be passive recipients of information, rather than users of it. Students working with scales, on the

other hand, learn the criteria through actively applying them to
various pieces of writing. They are engaged in the process of using
what they are to learn.
Inquiry

The treatments categorized as inquiry also focus on higher-level
planning, particularly on structuring data and on what Flower and
Hayes (1981b) call creating a focus "by such complex actions as
drawing inferences, creating relationships, or abstracting large bod-
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ies of ideas" (p. 45). Inquiry treatments typically help students decide

what to use and how to use itwhat Flower and Hayes call "forming
for use" (p. 47). They appear to contribute to Bereiter and Scardamalia's (1n2) means-ends strategies. In addition they may also help
students internalize criteria for guiding and/or revising their own
texts. Thus, students in an "observing and writing" treatment (Hillocks 1979) are likely to become aware of the need for detail as they
generate texts. Similarly, college students having learned to examine
ethical situations (McCleary 1979b) are likely to recognize the needs
to identify central ethical issues, to eliminate irrelevant information,

and so forth. In general, the research on process suggests that
treatments which help students learn how to generate information,
analyze it, and plan how to use it, and which provide practice in using
higher-level criteria for guiding and rethinking the results, should
bring about better writing. Such treatments have done so.
Free Writing and Natural Process

The research on the composing process provides little evidence to
suggest that free writing as a main focus in the natural process mode
of instruction will be effective. While Graves and his colleagues argue
in favor of letting children choose their own topics, write what they
want, submit it to peer review, and then revise, some of the actual
evidence presented is negative, and some suggests that their subjects'
writing is not so free as it might be. Kam ler (1980) reports, for
example, that the subject Jill chose two of her own topics, which
proved infelicitous, before she finally found one in conference with her
teacher that would "work" for her. Then she wrote fifty-seven words

and after a half-hour's guidance from her teacher she added eightyeight words. And while the subject Andrea (Calkins 1979 and 1981)
appeared to become more sophisticated simply by writing what she
wished, it is at least arguable that she learned a new form through
hints from the teacher.
The research of Bereiter and Scardamalia (1982) is far less supportive of free writing than that of Graves and his colleagues. Bereiter
and Scardamalia describe a "what next" strategy which is very
common to young writers, who write a sentence, think of something
else to write, write it, then think of another ideaall without any
overriding plan governing the statements, holding them together, and
giving them focus. As a result, successive ideas have less and less to
do with earlier ideas. The researchers see this strategy as deriving
from conversational patterns in which each speaker relies on his or
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her respondent to prompt what comes next and to maintain a meaningful context.
Flower and Hayes (1981b) describe a college writer who appeared
to use a "what next" strategy, a writer whom they dubbed "Free-

write." This writer appeared to have no plan other than to write
whatever came to mind. The result is a transcript of free-flowing
associations without focus or purpose. Yet the writer himself saw no
problems with the written product.

The descriptions of free writing available suggest that it may
reinforce the "what next" strategy. That is, free writing may allow
students to write whatever comes to mind, ignoring the need to build
a meaningful verbal context, attend to a purpose, and so on. While
free writing may be useful as a means of generating ideas, it may
not, in itself, go much beyond that. Indeed, even with the other
features of the natural process mode, the meta-analysis indicates
that free writing has only minimal effect on the quality of writing.
The results of research into process, thenespecially that which
deals with planning as part of processseem highly compatible with
the findings of experimental treatment studies. Indeed, the former
help to explain the results of the latter. Although the findings of
neither set of research studies can be regarded as definitive, their
mutual support provides evidence of their validity and a basis for
action in research and practice.
Implications and Recommendations for Research

This review has identified a large number of factors important to
instructors in writing. These factors fall into four major groups: the
writer's repertoire, the writing process, the focus of instruction, and
the design of instruction. While we have gained considerable knowledge of variables in these categories, there is far more to be learned

not only about the variables themselves but also about their
interactions.
The Writer's Repertoire

The concept of the writer's repertoire is an ancient one. The Beowulf
poet spoke of the seep reaching into his word hoard to pull forth the
words and lines to make songs in the mead hall. In a simila way a
writer calls upon lexical, syntactic, and generic forms to gierate a
discourse. In addition, as various studies suggest, writer:, have to
call upon strategies which.enable them to process the raw data which
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is to be the substance of the discourse. It is useful to think of the
repertoire as including two types of knowledgewhat several writers
have called declarative and procedural knowledgeor, to put it more
simply, knowledge of what and knowledge of how (Glaser 1984, Mandler

1983, Stein 1983). Traditional approaches to teaching composition
have concentrated on declarative knowledge of grammar (the naming
of parts of speech and sentences), various forms of discourse, and

certain principles of rhetoric. Research examined in this review
indicates clearly that approaches which focus on procedural knowledge
(e.g., sentence combining, scales, inquiry) are more successful than
those which focus on declarative knowledge.
We need more information about the schemata, if any, which guide
writers in producing various types of discourse and about the strat-

egies requisite to the production of those types. Psychologists have
been examining story schemata to determine (1) the essential elements of the schemata, (2) what children at various ages know about
them, and (3) how these elements may be taught (Stein and Trabasso
1982). Primary trait scoring (Lloyd-Jones 1977b) provides a method
for the examination of the essential elements of other types of discourse. A primary trait analysis asks what characteristics of a type
of discourse are most necessary in a successful piece of that type.
It can be the first step in a task analysis which would also examine
what strategies are necessary to producing an example of the type.
In writing extended definitions, for example, the writer must produce
criteria which indicate how the definiendum differs from related
concepts. To generate such criteria, writers must compare instances
of the definiendum with noninstances and identify as precisely as
possible the characteristics which make the difference.
Research of this kind into discourse types has only begun. We
need more information about the essential elements of the types and
about the strategies used to generate them. Such research can be

pursued through analyses of the forms, through case studies of
writers, and through various experimental studies. In addition we
need to know the extent to which declarative and procedural knowledge interact.
The Writing Process

As we have seen, many researchers over the past decade have concerned themselves with the process of writing, particularly with the
general phases of prewriting, writing, and revision. Other researchers
have begun to identify some of the specific subprocesses involved, for
example, searching memory for appropriate information and applying
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criteria to make revisions. Knowledge of these subprocesses should
prove extremely valuable to planning more effective instruction. But
there is still a great deal to be learned about them. In the matter of
revision, to take one example, it would be useful to know more about
what Bereiter and Scardamalia (1982) call the "executive" tasks of
shifting from generating text to evaluation, more about the specific

nature of criteria available to writers as they evaluate, and more
about the role of repertoire as writers generate new structures to
replace old ones.
We also need to know how knowledge affects process. To what

extent, for example, is the discourse type selected for a given task
dependent on knowledge available to the writer? Some who theorize
about composing argue that formal knowledge of structure is inhibitive. Researchers who have studied story forms, however, believe
that story schemata are learned, that they guide the production of
stories, and that without them stories are likely to be ill-formed. If
the story grammarians are right, then the writing processes of those
with appropriate knowledge are likely to be quite different from the
processes of those without such knowledge. Similarly, in vaiting
definitions, those who know the strategies for devising criteria are
likely to display writing processes different from those of writers
who do not. Knowing what these differences are and how they affect
the actual texts produced should be very useful.
Only a very few studies have dealt with how awareness of the needs

of particular audiences affects writing. We need to know whether
such knowledge is best learned intuitively or through direct instruction and whether audience knowledge can be expected to affect the
quality of writing, the substance of writing, or both. Several research-

ers have found that specifying the audience and other rhetorical
aspects of writing assignments does not result in better pieces of
writing. Specifications of audience, purpose, and se forth in assignments may make the task too complex for some writers. If that is the
case, perhaps direct instruction would be useful to them. How would
such instruction affect responses to specified assignments and the
processes involved? Questions of this type are clearly related to the
third category of variables: focus of instruction.
Focus of Instnwtion

Although the meta-analysis has indicated some foci of instruction
which are more effective in improving writing than others, it does
not claim to be comprehensive. It is necessarily constrained by the
studies available and by the sometimes limited descriptions of the
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treatments. Consideration of the writer's repertoire and of the writing
process suggests foci of instruction which are not represented (e.g.,
specific instruction about varying discourse for different audiences),

as well as foci which might be examined in greater detail (e.g.,
applying sets of criteria or scales relevant to particular types of
discourse such as argument). Many questions remain about the foci
examined. It would be interesting to determine, for example, whether
students with instruction in sentence combining would be better able
to identify and rectify ill-formed sentences than those without, as
Bereiter and Scardamalia (1982) suggest. Similarly, although instruc-

tion in grammar has little or no effect on the quality of writing,

perhaps some minimal grammatical knowledge is necessary to achieve

a satisfactory level of accuracy in adhering to the conventions of
punctuation. In addition, many questions remain about the strategies
required to develop various types of discourse effectively. How do

writers generalize from specifics? How do they order supporting
detail? How do they predict opposing arguments or points of view?
How do they collect data and organize it? Case and experimental
studies might develop and explore hypotheses related to questions of
this kind. Once these strategies are better undarstood, instructional
materials and procedures will have to be designed and tested.
Design of Instruction

The studies of instructional design reviewed here reveal a large
number of instructional variables, including (1) the nature of objectives, and who sets the objectives, (2) the nature and frequency of
learning tasks, (3) the presence or absence of models, (4) the types
and frequency of writing assignments and (5) the nature, source, and
occurrence of feedback. A number of rather complex problems are
associated with each of these aspects of design.
Objectives

As we have seen in some treatments examined above, the objectives
are quite general, e.g., to increase the quality of writing or to learn
the "stages" of the composing process. In others, the objectives are
more specific, e.g., to use comparison and contrast effectively. General
objectives are typical of the natural process mode. Specific objectives
are typical of the presentational and environmental modes. The free
writing focus of instruction involves general objectives, but the other
foci tend to have specific objectives. Among treatments with specific
objectives is another useful distinction. Objectives may be specific
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and operationally clear to students. Or they may be specific but not
operationally clear. For example, the objectives in McCleary's study
(1979b) are specific: to identify principles, obligations, consequences,
exceptions, and conflicts appearing in ethical problems. And because
students were engaged in the actual analysis of a number of problems
in which they made those identifications, the objectives may also be
considered operationally clear. Similarly, in sentence combining activ-

ities, when students are asked to combine sentences using some
specific syntactic structures and are given examples of how to do it
and a set of problems of that type, we can assume that the objectives
of the lessons are not only specific bat operationally clear. In both
cases, students spend classroom time working through the kinds of
problems they will be expected to solve in their independent work

later o'.
In other treatments, although objectives may be specific, they tend

not to be operationally clear. In treatments with an instructional
focus on models, for example, objectives may be specific (e.g., to
organize according to some particular kind of plan) but not operationally clear, because students must themselves make inferences
about how to put the kind of plan into action in relation to some new
set of data. Were the instructional materials to include sets of data
for practice in organizing, we might assume that the objectives would
become operationally clear. Or were the instructional materials to

include poorly organized compositions for students to reorganize
according to plans exemplified by the models, we might assume that
the objectives were operationally clear. Research on the use of objectives of these types should be useful to instructional planning.
Learning Tasks

As suggested above, whether objectives are operationally clear is
partly dependent upon the nature of learning tasks. Generally speaking, the learning tasks in studies reviewed here fall into two general
groups: those in which students are primarily passive recipients and
those in which they are primarily active agents. Some learning tasks
involve writing (e.g., free writing about something of interest) and
some do not (e.g., reading and analyzing a model composition). Other

tasks are combinations of writing and nonwriting activities (e.g.,
observing an animal and writing a list of its characteristics). We do
not know the optimal distribution, if there is one, of writing and
nonwriting tasks.
Learning tasks may also be classified in terms of the character
and quality of the learning cues they involve. Learning cues are
indications of what students are to learn or procedures they are to
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follow. These cues may be judged along dimensions of negative to
positive, concrete to abstract, and simple to complex. When the little
girl Andrea is told to begin her writing in a different way (Calkins
1979 and 1981), the cue is negative because it tells Andrea what to
avoid (what she has already done). The cue is abstract because though
the specific action of writing something new is apparently clear, the
principles involved remain unstated. And the cue is complex because
Andrea will have to make many inferences, some right and some
wrong, before she finds the in medias res opening that the teacher
wishes. The fact that several months elapsed before Andrea regained
her former fluency suggests an interesting problem for research. If
learning cues are instead positive, concrete, and simple, will youngsters learn what Andrea did, but faster, without her loss in fluency?
The typical study of a model in college rhetoric programs involves
cues which are positive (because they present models that the student
is to imitate) but abstract (because the rules for imitation indicate
what the final result should be but not how to produce it) and complex
(because the models imply many rules simultaneously). As we have

seen, the study of models is less effective than the average experimental treatment. If learning cues were concrete and simple, would

the learning be greater than it is under ordinary conditions with
abstract and complex cues? Useful experiments might contrast the
traditional use of whole-discourse models with treatments using
discourse parts. For example, one treatment might present several
models of argumentative writing with practice in writing full-fledged
arguments comparable to those in the models. The second treatment
might begin with a single model of argument before proceeding to

models that illustrate, variously, the following: generalization and
support; assertions, evidence, and warrant; the ordering of several
related generalizations, as in a syllogism; and the prediction and
analysis of opposing points of view. In this second treatment students

might practice the parts before attempting to develop a whole
argument.

Learning tasks may also be contrasted on the basis of whether
they are undertaken (1) by individuals simultaneously in whole-class
instruction, (2) by individuals in tutorial situations, or (3) by small
groups of peers working together. The results of the meta-analysis
suggest that the latter is most effective when the tasks are carefully
structured (i.e., when the cues are clear, as in environmental instruc-

tion) but not so effective when the tasks are largely unstructured
(i.e., when the learning cues are covert or left to the learner to
discover, as in natural process instruction). It may be, however, that
when whole-class presentational instruction is carefully cued, it will
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be as effective as environmental instruction. The question is empirical,

and might be examined, in part, by extending experiments such as
the one outlined for argument above so that whole-discourse treatments would include both presentational and environmental versions,
as would the treatments that examine not only whole arguments but

parts.

Learning tasks may also be contrasted for the feedback they afford.
The conventional focus on models in the presentational mode appears

to provide little opportunity for feedback except after the students
have written their major compositions. Experiments on mastery
learning (none of which deals with composition) indicate that what
Benjamin Bloom (1976) calls "formative evaluation" (intermediate
evaluation which allows for corrective instruction) is far more effective
than final evaluation alone. Common sense suggests that the same
would be true for composition. If, for example, students have oppor-

tunities to practice specific strategies in argument (e.g., devising
and supporting generalizations) and receive feedback and further
instruction as needed, it seems likely that they will be more successful
than students who receive feedback only after writing whole arguments. In the latter case, the feedback serves only as evaluation and
cannot influence immediate performance. And it probably has little
effect on learning at all, except affectively.
Models

The use of models may be thought of as an attempt to teach declarative
knowledge about discourse. Such knowledge may be contrasted with

the procedural knowledge necessary to the production of structures
inherent in a type of discourse. While the study of models alone has
a relatively weak effect on the quality of writing, and while treatments
emphasizing procedural knowledge have very strong effects, we know
little about the combination of the two, even though the latter usually
include some reference to models. It would be useful to know whether
procedures for generating parts of discourse can be taught without
reference to models, or whether, in learning procedures, (e.g., how
to generate specific detail) students generate their own forms.
Researchers might profitably ask what proportion of variance in
performance procedural and declarative knowledge of discourse types
account for and to what extent that proportion varies by type.
Writing Assignments

A strong tradition in American education is that the key to the
effective teaching of writing is the carefully selected assignment.
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While assignment condition studies (see Chapter 7) seem not to bear
this out, lists of topics (up to several thousand) remain very popular
with teachers. At the other extreme, many natural process advocates
recommend no assigned topics. Graves (1981a), for example, compares
assignments to welfare, arguing that they make youngsters dependent

on the system, unable to invent their own topics. Useful research
might examine change in writing over a period of time with no
assigned topics in one condition, randomly assigned topics in another,

and topics selected according to some sequence in a third. All of
these might be examined against other conditions with explicit
instruction planned to help students deal with assignments of a given

type, e.g., personal narrative or argument.
Considerable ambiguity exists about what an assignment is. When

teachers ask students to write but do not stipulate content, type of
discourse, or audience, we have what must be regarded as a minimal
assignment. When students may write or not as they please, with no
penalties or rewards, we have no assignment. Beyond these types,
assignments vary in terms of whether they stipulate discourse type,
content, audience, or some combination of these. In addition they

vary in terms of the detail in which any of the three factors is
designated. Exploration of such assignment variables both as they
occur in single instances and in sequences should be quite valuable.
Finally, although Graves (1981a) does not qualify his recommendation that no topics be assigned, his illustrations of the recommendation are largely confined to children in grades 1-4. The metaanalysis reported above deals largely with students in grades 6 to 13
and suggests that specific assignments are effective when accompanied by effective instruction. Perhaps for beginning writers assignments are inhibiting under any circumstance. The same is clearly not
true of older writers. Perhaps the various characteristics of assignments interact with the accompanying instruction and the age of the
students. The question is empirical and could have considerable import
for practice.
Feedback

Traditions in the teaching of English hold that compositions must be
marked and commented uponthe more thoroughly, the better. But

research reported in this review suggests that such feedback has
very little effect on enhancing the quality of student writingregardless of frequency or thoroughness. Unfortunately, however, the treatments in this review have not examined all of the possible variables
systematically. Variables associated with feedback include the char-
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acter of the feedback, its source (teacher, peer, or combination), its
appearance in the instructional sequence, and its combination with
other features of instruction.
Feedback has been characterized as negative or positiye, intensive
or partial, frequent or infrequent, and even as marginal or terminal.
Except for positive and negative, these distinctions appear to make
little or no difference. Given the time that teachers spend in making
their marginal or terminal comments, this is a discouraging finding.
However, other characterizations of feedback are possible. Teacher
comments may be diffuse or focused, abstract or concrete. They may
provide the actual changes necessary or they may pose questions
which help the student make the necessary changes.
A few studies have printed sample comments from teachers. In
most cases these comments are diffuse, commenting on a fairly wide
variety of problems from organization and content to usage and style.
Such comments also tend to be abstract, e.g., "Your first paragraph
is too general. Be more specific." (Teachers who write such comments
seem unaware of the irony.) On the other hand, comments might be
focused, dealing with one or two related problems k
focus and

specificity) over several pieces of writing. In addition, comments
might be even more specific (e.g., "Your first paragrt., talks about
the 'war effort.' Include a sentence or two that give some examples
of the specific efforts that make up the 'war effort.' "). One study
(Hillocks 1982) indicates that focused, specific comments probably
have a positive effect on quality. However, the study does not contrast

such comments with diffuse and abstract comments or with no
comments.

Some teacher comments provide substantive changes for students

on the assumption that the students will see what to do the next
time. Others ask questions or make suggestions which help the student

writer to make or think through the necessary changes. This distinction is similar to the difference between what Bereiter and
Scardamalia (1982) call substantive facilitation and procedur, . facilitation. Substantive changes may deprive ,tudents of the chance to
work through the problem, while questions or suggestions may facilitate their working them through.
The source of feedback may be the teacher (or teacher surrogate),

peers, or a combination. The meta-analysis of pretest to posttest
effect sizes indicates that the combination of peer and teacher feedback is consistently somewhat stronger than only teacher feedback
when objectives are not operationally clear. Unfortunately, these are
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not controlled effect sizes and a number of questions remain unanswered. The main question is this: if other features of instruction
were the same, would there be a difference among conditions of no
feedback, teacher feedback, peer feedback, and combinations of
teacher and peer feedback?
The preceding comments on feedback have been largely in terms
of the traditional English-teaching notion of feedback as teacher
comment (written or oral) on a composition after its completion.
Natural process advocates have argued that students should receive
feedback from teachers and peers at various points during the "drafting" of a piece; both while drafts are in progress and on early drafts
prior to working on later ones. No studies have isolated such feedback
for examination, as it has been incorporated into the natural process
studies. Only Beach (1979) has shown significant changes as the result
of between-draft comments.

It is common for students to receive feedback at points in the
instructional process other than during or after writing. During
sentence combining activities, as students use scales, or as they
engage in inquiry, they undoubtedly receive feedback from peers and
teachers as they work. Stein (1984) has suggested that a major reason
for the success of the environmental approach may be its increased

opportunities for feedback. In addition, feedback during sentence
combining, scales, and inquiry treatments may be more concrete and

focused because the objectives tend to be operationally clearer to
both students and teachers. At any rate, nothing is known about the
effects of feedback during prewriting activities. Observational and
experimental studies should be extremely useful in adding to knowledge about the nature and effects of feedback of this kind.

Interaction of Variables
This review could not examine the interaction of mode of instruction
and focus of instruction because too few studies were available, but
the interaction of such variables appears to be a promising area. For
example, while we know that the environmental mode appears significantly more effective than other modes, we do not know how it
interacts with the various foci of instruction. We do know that the

focus on models for the purpose of learning the characteristics of
good writing is less effective than three other foci (sentence combining, scales, and inquiry). If the mode of instruction were systemati-

.
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tally varied with the focus on models, what would be the results? By
definition, the natural process mode could not be used for teaching
models because it excludes the imposition of forms from sources

external to the learner. However, models might be used with the
presentational, individualized, or environmental modes. If models
were studied in the presentational mode of instruction, which is the
case in some of the studies included here, the teacher would ask
students to read the model and would then explain the parts, qualities,
ur rhetorical strategies which it exemplifies. Eventually, students
would write one or more compositions reflecting those same characteristics. If models were studied in the individualized mode, teachers
would work with one student at a time, examining a model with the
student and explaining its qualities and characteristics.
If models were the focus of instruction in the environmental mode,
students might examine one model under the direction of the teacher

but would proceed to the examination of others in small groups,
assisted perhaps by a set of questions to guide their analysis. They
might then report their ideas to the whole class. Disagreements would
be examined and would prompt further explanations and analysis by

the students, with the teacher acting as a moderator. This review

encountered only one such treatment of models.
In the same way, other foci of instruction might be varied across
modes of instruction. Thus, researchers might ask whether sentence
combining or sentence construction is more effective when the mode
of instruction is primarily presentational or when it is environmental,
with students working in small groups to determine the most effective
constructions, given certain substantive and rhetorical constraints.
Similarly, one might ask whether inquiry is as effective when the
teacher leads analysis of all data sets by explaining and asking
questions or when the students themselves, working collaboratively
in small groups, examine data and develop their own analyses, making
use of specific strategies.
Such experimental work should eventually provide clearer information on the effects of the interaction of mode of instruction and
focus of instruction. Careful case-study research could reveal inter-

esting data on how mode and focus of instruction affect writing
processes.
Another promising area for research appears to be the interaction
of variables within the dimension of instructional focus. Models and
scales, for example, are both used to teach criteria which presumably
aid not only in evaluating texts but in generating them. Successful

revision must require that the reviser bring criteria to bear on the
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product to be revised. In the Sager (1973a) study, sixth-grade students were provided with prompts implying criteria to use as guides
in revising. A useful study might systematically examine the relative
effects of these three approaches to teaching criteria (models, scales,
and revision) and then proceed to examine their interactions.
Similarly, the problem of feedback may be examined most profitably

in terms of its interactions with other aspects of instruction. Case
studies might examine how students react to diffuse and abstract
feedback as opposed to how they react to focused and specific feedback, and whether those conditions have different effects for different
age groups. But perhaps more important is to examine the nature of
feedback in relation to the focus and mode of instruction. If prewriting
instruction is ineffective, one would not expect feedback to be effective. On the other hand, if some focus of instruction is known to be

effective, one might expect feedback with a related focus to be
effective when the two are used in conjunction. For example, if
prewriting instruction involves inquiry, specifically the development

and support of generalizations, feedback might then focus on the
adequacy of the generalizations and support produced by students.
Initially, these hypotheses might be examined through case studies,
and later through experimental studies.
Proceeding with Research
Even the above brief discussion of variables indicates an enormous
amount of research to be done. One hopes that the research effort in
teaching composition will continue to expand. At the same time, one
hopes that the quality of both experimental and case-study research
will improve. It would be possible to make a long list of recommendations about sample size, the use of statistical methods, and other
technical matters. But those are available elsewhere. I would like,
instead, to discuss a few less technical but recurrent problems: the
selection or development of research problems, the use and description
of controls, the reporting of data, the need for programs of research,
and the use of different modes of research.
Research Problems

Such a great abundance of questions for research exists that it may
be difficult to know where to begin. Not all questions are significant.
Some of the research problems examined for this review appear tr.

have been selected almost at random, or at least without much
reflection. Unfortunately, the costs of doing research do not vary with

.
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the significance of the question. A good research design will be just
as costly for a trivial problem as for a significant one. While no one

can predict which questions will be most significant, researchers
would be well-advised to develop a rationale for posing the problems
they wish to address. Such a rationale would include a careful examination of existing evidence and theoretical statements, the development of related hypotheses, and the conducting of preliminary field
tests of various kindsincluding observation, case studies, and smallscale experiments. Field tests might have revealed to one researcher

that two days of instruction on using certain criteria would not be
likely to affect the quality of student writing, to another that two
days of reading lists of words would not affect comprehension or
composition abilities, and to a third that the size of writing paper
would have no effect on the quality of writing. This is not to say that
findings of no significant differences are inconsequential. They are
not. It is simply a plea for carefully thought-out hypotheses within
at least the beginnings of a theoretical fr..imework.
Controls

Many of the studies examined for this review paid scant attention to
controls. In qualitative research studies, control groups were almost
universally absent. While this is understandable, it severely limits
the assertions which can be made, especially when those assertions

have to do with conditions thought to be responsible for the way
students write or learn to write. When the concern is with conditions
affecting writing, it is a relatively simple matter to vary the conditions
and observe the effects of the change.

Perhaps the most important problem in case-study research is
what might be called "observer controls." Most case studies examined
for this review made no attempt to document the validity or reliability

of the categories used. Several did not use categories but relied on
narrative descriptions, which included a mixture of what appears to
be fact and value judgment. For the research to be convincing we
need evidence that two or more observers watching the same phenomena recorded the same facts. And because behavior such as.
writing is quite complex, some clearly elucidated system of categories

may be required to make sense of the bits of behavior that are
recorded. The interpretation of the behavior presents an even greater
problem. As we have seen, for example, Emig (1971) offers an interpretation of the comments her subjects made as they turned in their
pieces of writing. Emig interprets comments such as, "Well,I guess
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that's it," and "Here it is," to indicate that her subjects .are nothing
about what they have written. This interpretation is used later to
support other contentions. But as suggested in Chapter 1 of this
review, other interpretations of the student comments arP possible,
perhaps even likely.
If one were interested in the attitudes of students toward their

writing for researchers, it would be useful to (1) contrast those
attitudes with attitudes toward writing under other conditions (e.g.,
school or personal), (2) determine which behavior expressed attitudes
toward writing, (3) establish guidelines for and reliability in recording
such behavior, and (4) provide checks on the validity of interpretation
of the behaviors recorded.
Some of the same problems obtain in experimental studies. Often
the problems are with the adequacy and description of controls. As
indicated earlier, control treatments often do not meet even modest
standards. In some studies the experimenter teaches all treatment

grot.ps. In others, there are no control treatments. In some, the
expel imenter teaches all experimental treatments, while others teach
the control groups. Even when studies incorporate reasonably ade-

quate controls, they frequently say little or nothing about what
happens in the control treatments, often dismissing them as "traditional" or "usual."

Careful description of controls will enhance the value of the
research results. First, it allows greater precision in examining
specific variables within a particular study. Second, it may allow, in
the future, comparison of treatments across studies without respect

to control or experimental status. Future integrative reviews of
research may be better able to examine pretest to posttest effect
sizes if studies provide detailed descriptions of the control treatments.
Reporting Data

A surprisingly large number of studies report data inadequately.
Many fail to report reliabilities on the scoring of compositions. Others
fail to report means and standard deviations for pretest and posttests,

instead reporting only probabilities. Some report only parts of the
results for analysis of covariance. Some appear to hide results,
perhaps because null hypotheses were borne out. With the advent of
integrative review methods, adequate reporting of data coupled with
adequate descriptions of treatments can provide valuable information,
whether the results of a specific study indicate significant difference 3
or nonsignificant differences.

.
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Programs of Research
Few researchers in composition have developed programs of research
which set out to explore a range of related variables. Most notable of

those who have done so, at this writing, are Bereiter, Scardamalia,
and their colleagues and Flower, Hayes, and their colleagues. More
often, researchers conduct one or two studies which may or may not
be related. The value of conducting a series of studies, with subsequent studies exploring the implications of previous ones, should be
obvious. Such systematic programs of research are far more likely to
provide valuable insight than are scattered studies, even if those
studies are related to previous research.
Research Modes

Finally, there has been an unfortunate tendency for researchers
working in one mode of research to reject even the possibility of value
in the competing mode. Emig (1982) and Graves (1980), for example,
have condemned all experimental research as positivistic and scientistic. As this review demonstrates, the results of experimental

research can be instructive. Some experimental research is badly
flawed, but then the same is true of case-study research. We cannot
afford to reject one mode of research in favor of another. Rather, if
we wish to understand the processes of composing and to improve
the teaching of composition, we need to use whatever modes of
research are useful to learn as much as we can.
Implications and Recommendations for Practice

Although we have much to learn from future research, the findings
of this review provide some clear directions for practice and policymaking, particularly for grades 6-13, and particularly in two areas:
mode of instruction and focus of instruction.
Mode of Instruction

The findings indicate that the dimensions of effective instruction are
quite different, on the one hand, from what is commonly practiced in
schools and colleges (the presentational mode) and, on the other hand,
from what has been recommended by adherents of the natural process
mode. In the most common and widespread mode (presentational),

the instructor dominates all activity, with students acting as the
passive recipients of rules, advice, and examples of good writing.
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This is the least effective mode examinedonly about half as effective
as the average experimental treatment.
In the natural process mode, the instructor encourages students
to write for other students, to receive comments from them, and to
revise their drafts in light of comments from both students and the
instructor. But the instructor does not plan activities to help develop
specific strategies of composing. This instructional mode is about 25
percent less effective than the average experimental treatment, but

about 50 percent more effective than the presentational mode. In
treatments which examine the effects of individualized work with
students, the results are essentially the same.
I have labeled the most effective mode of instruction environmental,

because it brings teacher, student, and materials more nearly into
balance and, in effect, takes advantage of all resources of the classroom. In this mode, the instructor plans and uses activities which
result in high levels of student interaction concerning particular
problems parallel to those they encounter in certain kinds of writing,
e.g., generating criteria and examples to develop extended definitions
of concepts or generating arguable assertions from appropriate data

and predicting and countering opposing arguments. In contrast to
the presentational mode, this mode places priority on high levels of
student involvement. In contrast to natural process, the environmen-

tal mode places priority on structured problem-solving activities,
with clear objectives, planned to enable students to deal with similar
problems in composing. On pre-to-post measures, the environmental
mode is over four times more effective than the traditional presentational mode and three times more effective than the natural process
mode.

To some extent, these three modes ' istruction represent an
historical progression. The presentational mode is undoubtedly the
oldest and certainly the most widespread, dominating not only composition instruction (A. Applebee 1981) but instruction in other areas
as well (Goodlad 1984). The natural process mode has intellectual

antecedents in Rousseau's Emile and in some interpretations of
Dewey's work. As it affects writing instruction in the United States,

its more recent roots can be traced to the Dartmouth Conference
(see, for example, John Dixon 1967) and to the work of Emig (1971),
which emphasize the need to attend to the process of writing as part

of instruction. In a very real sense, what I have called the natural
process movement, dating from the 1960s, was and is a reaction
against the dominant presentational mode with its often arbitrary
assignments given with no preparation; with its structures to be

--
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learned from rigid models, such as the "five-paragraph theme"; and
with its emphasis on the "correctness" of products. Certainly, there
is a need for young writers to learn that writing involves more than
imitating models "correctly."
Environmental instruction has intellectual antecedents in the work
of Herbart and Dewey. In composition, however, it appears to be
relatively recent. Even though some studies date to the 1960s, its
strategies have not received the attention accorded natural process
approaches to teaching writing. Environmental instruction moves
beyond process without abandoning it. Exponents of such instruction,
for instance, recognize the need for prewriting. However, in instructional situations they focus on prewriting activities which help develop
skills to be used in ensuing writing. They assume that something
more than discussing general ideas and jotting notes is necessary,
especially if students are to learn dimensions of writing which are
new to them.
At the same time, environmental instruction may incorporate
certain elements common to presentational instruction. For example,
it may recognize the need for students to be aware of form and may
use model pieces of writing. But it differs from the presentational in
emphasizing activities which help students learn the procedures for
instantiating the forms.
Environmental instruction, then, incorpaprates elements of both the
presentational and the natural process modes, but moves beyond both
to suggest more powerful approaches to teaching composition.
Focus of instruction

Like modes of instruction, the foci of instruction '"mined have

important ramifications for instructional practice.
The study of traditional school grammar (i.e., the definition of
parts of speech, the parsing of sentences, etc.) has no effect on raising
the quality of student writing. Every other focus of instruction
examined in this review is stronger. Taught in certain ways, grammar
and mechanics instruction has a deleterious effect on student writing.
In some studies a heavy emphasis on mechanics and usage (e.g.,
marking every error) resulted 1 n sig-"cant losses in overall quality.
School boards, administrators, and teachers who impose the systematic study of traditional school grammar on their students over lengthy

periods of time in the name of teaching writing do them a gross
disservice which should not be tolerated by anyone concerned with
the effective teaching of good writing. We need to learn how to teach
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standard usage and mechanics after careful task analysis and with
minimal grammar.
What I have referred to as teaching from models undoubtedly has
a place in the English program. This research indicates that emphasis
on the presentation of good pieces of writing as models is significantly
more useful than the study of grammar. At the same time, treatments
which use the study of models almost exclusively are less effective
than other available techniques.

The focus of free writing asks students to write freely about
whatever interests or concerns them. As a major instructional technique, free writing is more effective than teaching grammar in raising
the quality of student writing. However, it is less effective than any
other focus of instruction examined. Even when examined in conjunction with other features of the "process" model of teaching writing
(writing for peers, feedback from peers, revision, and so forth), these

treatments are only about two-thirds as effective as the average
experimental treatment.
The practice of building more complex sentences from simpler ones

has been shown to be effective in a large number of experimental
studies. This research shows sentence combining, on the average, to
be more than twice as effective as free writing as a means of enhancing

the quality of student writing.
.
Scales, criteria, and specific questions which students apply to
their own or others' writing also have a powerful effect on enhancing
quality. Through using the criteria systematically, students appear
to internalize them and bring them to bear in generating new material

ever when they do not have the criteria in front of them. These
treatments are two times more effective than free writing techniques.
Inquiry focuses the attention of students on strategies for dealing

with sets of data, strategies which will be used in writing. For
example, treatments categorized as inquiry might involve students
in the following: finding and stating specific details which convey
personal experience vividly, examining sets of data to develop and
support explanatory generalizations, or analyzing situations which
present problems of various kinds and developing arguments about
theea eittuatione nn tha .rge, thaae treotmente are nearly four
times more effectivs, than free writing and over two-and-a-half times
more powerful than the traditional study of model pieces of writing.
While the results for the various treatments differ gready from
each other, this does not imply that the less-effective techniques have
no place in the writing curriculum. Indeed, sentence combining,
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scales, and inquiry all make occasional use of models, but they
certainly do not emphasize the study of models exclusively. And
structured free writing, in which writers jot down all of their ideas
on a particular topic, can be successfully integrated with other
techniques as a means of both memory search and invention.
Ramifications for Poticymakers

The above results have important ramifications for those in positions
to make and recommend policy at local, state, and national levels.
Unfortunately, recommendations at the state and national levels are
likely to have little effect on classroom practice without funds designated for training teachers how to use the more effective teaching
strategies. Surveys of instructional practices indicate clearly that the
vast majority of teachers do not have the most effective teaching

strategies in their repertoires. Nor will hearing about them help

much. To learn the strategies, teachers will have to learn the theories
underlying them, discuss the strategies, develop their own materials
for use in their own classrooms, try those strategies and materials,
discuss the results with others, try them again, and cycle through
the process again.
Mandates by local boards of education on curricular matters can
have greater impact. Boards, for example, which require that large
amounts of time be spent on the study of traditional grammar can
expect lower achievement in actual writing than those which do not.
Boards which mandate the more effective methods and which make
funds available to teach teachers how to use them can expect higher
levels of achievement in writing.
Further, without effective in-service and pre-service training,
recommendations are likely to have little or no effect. To provide for

such training, funding will be required for efforts such as the

following:

1. The National Writing Project and its affiliated agencies already
have demonstrated their ability to change the behaviors of
teachers of composition. Several writing projects, such as the
Bay Area, Colorado, and New jersey Projects, have provided
evidence of gains in the writing of students taught by teachers

attending summer workshops. The National Writing Project
has over 120 affiliates in at least forty-four states and could
well be the most effective agent for change.
The Writing Project at the University of California at Irvine
has engaged teachers in developing materials which use inquiry
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and environmental instructionthe most effective focus and
mode of instruction identified by this research. Given appropriate funding, participants in projects like the one at Irvine
can provide leadership in moving others toward increasingly
effective instruction.
2. We need national institutes for college and university faculty

who are responsible for teaching others the most effective
methods of teaching writing. Without effective training at this
level, new practitioners entering the field are likely to rely on
such relatively ineffective foci of instruction as grammar and

free writingneither of which requires much understanding
of the dynamics of composing.

3. Local in-service training programs can involve teachers in
learning about more effective techniques, collaborative planning for the use of those techniques across the writing curriculum, systematic observation and evaluation of their use and
results, and continued revision. Such in-service obviously
requires more than the one or two days available in most school

systems. It may require summer workshops, released time
during the school day for planning and observing, and time for

follow-up evaluations and revisions. Without such a serious
commitment, change in teachers' behavior and, therefore, in
students' writing is likely to be negligible.
4. Although this review provides directions for improving instruc-

tion, it also indicates necessary research efforts. Funding is
required to support and coordinate those efforts by teams
working on different parts of the problem. Without coordination, research may continue to be an atheoretical, hit-and-miss
affair.

The research of the past two decades indicates clear directions.
If we wish our schools and colleges to teach writing effectively, we
cannot retreat to the grammar book or rely on the presentation of

rules and advice, or expect students to teach themselves how to
write effectively simply by writing whatever they wish for varied
groups of their peers. We must make systematic use of instructional
techniques which are demonstrably more effective. We must also
continue our efforts to evaluate and understand those techniques,
and to develop new instructional procedures.
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